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CHAP. 1.

The praise of God.

The literal meaning of the title of this Chapter is preserved in the translation. According to established rule all Tamil compositions ought and, with few exceptions, all do commence by an invocation of the Deity, varying according to the sect of the writer. Tiruvalhuvar has devoted the whole of this Chapter to this subject.

I.

As ranked in every alphabet the first
The self-same vowel stands, so in all worlds,
Th' eternal God is chief.

Literally As A is the first letter &c the first of our vowels, when pronounced short, is here intended, which is actually the first letter in all alphabets and the meaning of the distich, therefore, is, that, as this letter, however varying in form, is the first in all alphabets, so the same Deity, however varying in his energies and attributes, governs all nature. By translating the word letters' instead of 'alphabet' the sense of this couplet would be—As the vowel A stands first among the letters (of the Tamil alphabet) so the eternal God stands first in the world—and this in fact, is the meaning given to it in the Latin Commentary. The foregoing version, however, agrees with the reading of Parimal'azhager, who commenting on it says—an. $\zeta\alpha\chi\upsilon\rho\nu\sigma\tau\iota\upsilon\pi\omicron\acute{\alpha}$ $\delta\lambda\alpha\omicron\nu\omicron\acute{\epsilon}\nu\acute{\omicron}$ $\kappa\omicron\iota\omicron\nu$ $\tau\omicron\iota\omicron\upsilon\alpha\omicron$ 

It is not confined to the Tamil alphabet alone; seeing it to be the first, also, in the Northern
(2)

(or Sanscrit) Alphabet he says all alphabets. It must not be objected to this that य दि the world is in the singular number, as this word like many similar terms in Tamil, has frequently a plural and general signification, as in the 3rd Couplet of Chap. 3rd, where it means the inhabitants both of heaven and earth. Here, moreover, generality may more especially be attributed to it, the adjective अल्प all being so placed in the sentence as to qualify both चिन्त अल्प letters and अल्प जगो worlds; thus affording two readings, namely, चिन्त अल्प जगो the eternal God is chief in all worlds; instances of such double application of a single term are not uncommon in Tamil.

"So in all worlds"—The Hindus believe not only in a plurality of worlds but in a plurality of systems called अल्प जगो of which the entire collection constitutes the खलिल जग विश्व the universe; this belief is thus alluded to in the Tiruvaiy-mozhi the words of the holy mouth, a translation of the substance of the Védatam, according to the Vaishnavas, into Tamil.

"Thou art in the heavens, thou art above the mountains, thou dwell in the ocean,

Thou revolvest in the earth, but among all these, though every where present, thou art every where hid;

Thou art among other worlds, among systems beyond the reach of thought,

And thou sportest, also, in my soul: will thou ever thus remain concealed without manifesting thy form?"

This verse involves philosophic ideas of no small importance, and to impress, therefore, the truth of my translation it may be right to analyze the original expressions. That translated "thou revolvest in the earth," which so immediately opposes the Púrānic system of geography and astronomy and which is in itself so just, is in the original composed of the words अल्प Man' the earth, ए मिदु in, on, above, among; it must here have the first meaning because it takes the second in the first-line and the others in the two last, were it otherwise the rhyme would be incorrect, and उझेल्व 'uzelev the second person singular of the future tense of the verb उझेल्व to resolve, used according to idiom in a frequentative sense; the literal meaning, therefore, is
thou continuest revolving &c. "Thou art among other worlds, among systems beyond the reach of the thought," is composed of the following words, என் thought, வாங் midu above, யன்னா, the participle past of the verb யன்னா iyltel to become unite, or collected in companies, உ புரா other; என்றாந்தண் andattan, an appellative noun conjugated in the second person, derived from the Sanscrit word அண்டம், an'dam which literally signifies an egg, or any thing oval, here a sphere, a solar system; என்றாந்தண் the first form of the appellative, according to the rules of Tamil grammar means either he who presides over, possesses, or inhabits a system of worlds; the whole sentence, therefore, might more literally be translated, Thou dwellest among other systems of worlds collected in companies beyond the reach of thought. — The notion of a plurality of worlds, which Fontenelle has in modern times made popular in Europe, seems to have been known and admitted in India in the earliest ages.

"Th' eternal God"—The compound என் உண்மையே, thus rendered, bears correctly that signification, but the literal meaning of the first member of it is the first, the beginning; both the terms are of Sanscrit derivation, and the compound, which follows, therefore, the rules of that language, is the only instance of the kind that occurs in this division of the work.

என்றா the letter A. the ac. sing. governed by the following verb.

என்றா a conjugated from of the noun என் the beginning, having the force of the third per. plu. pass. and meaning they begin by, commence with.—என்றா அல் all letters; the nom. governing the preceding word conjugated as a verb.—என்றா அல் all, this term, as is usually the case, here follows the word with which it is compounded.—என்றா உண்மையே a Sanscrit compound from உண்மை the first, the beginning, and உண்மையே Deity, the final syllable being shortened.—என்றா உண்மையே the third per. sing. neu. terminated by the emphatic உ, from உண்மை and governed by the preceding term, which, although in the masc. takes a verb in the neuter gender as all words signifying God may do.—என்றா the worlds, the universe these, sing. used for the plu. and the nom. for the ac. governed by என்றா.
II.

What is the fruit that human knowledge gives,
If at the feet of him, who is pure knowledge,
Due reverence be not paid?

This version is nearly literal and requires no explanation. The terms here used to designate the Deity வருண பூமி he who is pure intelligence has immediate reference to கந்த போக்கை in the preceding distich, as have all similar phrases throughout this chapter.

"If at his feet"—In this and the following couplets the words, the worshippers of his feet, to express reverence, and those who are united to his feet, to express obedience, are used in the original; such use probably originated in the practice of substituting in the act of worship a material image for the immaterial idea. The sacred writers, however, do not reject similar phrases and they are no doubt employed by Tiruvalluvar in a figurative sense, as the being he addresses in this chapter is evidently the Eternal One, "to whom there is none similar;" whom no symbol can express and no form design.

பொர்த்திரும் from that which was learned; the 3d or instrumentive case of the neuter pronominal participle past of என்றென்றென்றெ to learn.—சும் which comes; the contracted participle of என்றெ to become used for என் பொர்த்திரும் fruit, produce, profit; the nom. governing the substantive verb understood.—சும் what? the contracted form of the neuter interrogative pronoun என்றெவேன்.—சும் பொர்த்திரும் a particle, sometimes, as here, expletive, sometimes like an implying doubtful interrogation.—சும் purity, truth; here used adjectively and qualifying the following term.—சும் பொர்த்திரும் he who is knowledge, or he who possesses knowledge; the former is the more general meaning of similar derivatives, thus பொர்த்திரும் means he who is a Bowman, not merely the possessor of a bow, and when conjugated பொர்த்திரும் I am a Bowman, பொர்த்திரும் thou art a Bowman &c; an appellative, conjugated in the 3d Per. masc. from பொர்த்திரும் knowledge, the nominative being used for the 5th or Genitive Case.—சும் பொர்த்திரும் பொர்த்திரும் பொர்த்திரும், for is a good, பொர்த்திரும் a fool, the nom. used for the 2nd or ac. case, and பொர்த்திரும்?
the final being lengthened by ἐὰν ὑπὲρ μὴν, they who do not revere; the negative participle in the masc. and fem. gender and plu. num. of ἀρνεῖν to revere.—or ὁ δέ ἢ if said, the subjunctive form of ἄριστον to say; it has here, however, simply the sense of ἄριστον if and, united with the preceding negative term, means unless they revere.

III.

They who adore his sacred feet; whose grace Gladdens with sudden thrill the fervent heart, High o'er the earth shall soar to endless joy.

The allusion in the original could not by any form of words be preserved so as to be intelligible to the European reader; in this version, therefore, the commentary rather than the text, is followed. ὁ ἀνείπος to blow as a flower means literally a full blown flower, and figuratively a glad heart, a rejoicing mind, thus ἀνείπος ἄριστον his mind or heart blew as a flower, that is rejoiced, ἀλλὰ τὸ ἐπάλληλον ἐν ἀνείπῳ ἐπετέλεσε he caused his heart to rejoice.

The original, accordingly, is ἰδοὺ ὁ ἄνειπος ὁ ἀνείπος ὁ ἀνείπος who passes suddenly over the full blown flower, that is, who passes suddenly over the rejoicing heart and it alludes to the sudden afflatus of the divine spirit into the mind of the favored devotee, which purifies him from sin, detaches him from all mundane affections, and exempts him from the misery of future birth; to the effects of that grace, which "passeth all understanding," which at once converts unrighteousness into righteousness, and which is vouchsafed to the sinful Publicain while it is withheld from the sinless Pharisee. The passage is thus interpreted by Parimel-azhager which may be thus freely rendered, he who passes suddenly over the lotos-flower of the heart of those who think on him with affection, appearing to their mind's eye in that form in which their several systems of religious belief lead their imagination to represent him. He adds ἀλλὰ τὸ ἐπάλληλον ἐν ἀνείπῳ which may be thus They are some who apply
this expression to another Deity, whom they denominated Pârimala-nandar, he walks on flowers; those here referred to are the Samaner or Jainer, who represent their twenty-fourth Tirtha, in Tamil jointly called Arugam from the Sanscrit Arhau meritorious, standing on a lotus flower beneath a Pinodi or Aśoca tree crowned by a triple umbrella. The Samaner claim Tiruvalluver as belonging to their sect and adduce this verse in support of their claim.

"High o'er the earth"—the words of the original வில்லூச் கொட்டை may mean on the earth and the whole second line, therefore, may be rendered they shall live long on the earth; all the commentators, however, give it the meaning here assigned to it. The Latin translation is in loco terrâ superiori die vivént——id est in coelo æternum beabitur——"and the paraphrase of Pârimâlazhager பரிமலச்செய்ய சப்பையில் ராணயம் சாந்திகாரம் குற்றுமரம் முன்ட்டு மன்மோதம். They shall live without decay in the world of final beatitude, above all worlds. This interpretation of the term, வில்லூச் கொட்டை, above, is certainly correct for it is only by a lapse from its proper meaning that it signifies on.

---

வில்லூச் கொட்டை A full blown flower, the oblique in composition with the following term; the oblique form of nouns ending in vowels, nasals and liquids, when they do not take the affix கொட்டை, are the same as the nominative.—வில்லூச் height, elevation; as the latter member of this and similar compounds this noun must be translated by the prepositions, over, above, sometimes on.—வில்லூச் கொட்டை he who went, he who walked; the third pers. masc. sing. of the past tense of வில்லூச் to go, used as an aorist participle; to explain this use of the past tense Pârimâlazhager quotes the following rule from the Tolkâpiyam தொல்கயப்மம் பெருமணுக்கள் நூறு சூது பண்டியர் பின்னின் நூறு சூது பண்டியர் பின்னின் நூறு சூது பண்டியர் பின்னின் நூறு சூது பண்டியர் பின்னின் நூறு சூது பண்டியர். The wise have declared that the verb may be used in the form of the past tense and with the signification of the present and future when quickness or suddenness is implied. It will be found, however, that Tiruvalluver frequently uses the past form in a sense entirely indefinite and when he does not intend to express the quick performance of the action.—வில்லூச் greatness, honor, glory; used adjectively, or in composition with the following term.—வில்லூச் கொட்டை the nom. used for the obl. with the sense of the ac.—வில்லூச் கொட்டை they joined, united with; the past tense third pers. masc. plu. used for the participle, or, as
perhaps it ought rather to be considered, the contracted form of तिथि the
pronominial participle past of तिथि to join.—तिथि the
earth; in composition with लम्ब लम्ब length, extension of space, or
duration of time; used adverbially. The root लम्ब lengthen, extend,
gives origin to the two neuter verbs लम्ब, formed immediately from
it, and लम्ब, formed from it by the affix लम्ब, which with the final
is converted to ल, to grow long, or extend itself, and to an active, लम्ब,
l, formed by doubling the final of the theme of the second neu. शेषे,
to stretch out, reach: this theme शेषे is also, a noun subs. denominated
by the Tamil Grammarians शेषे a verbal theme
in the sense of a noun signifying the state or action of a verb; such sub-
stantives may likewise be used as adjectives and adverbs.—मामे तु
y they shall live; the third per. plu. masc. of the fut. tense of मामे to
live, flourish, enjoy-happiness, governed by the pronominial participle
मामे.

IV

To him, whom no affection moves nor hate,
Those constant in obedience, from all ill
In this world and the next, are free.

"Whom no affection moves nor hate"—this, though it conveys the general
idea, is not an exact translation, मामे may be more properly rendered
aversion than hatred and the whole sentence, as explained by Parimèl azhager,
t who is not af-fected to any thing, nor averse from anything; or, simply, he who is without
bias. This expression मामे is intended to apply to the state
ascribed by Hindu writers to the all-pervading Spirit, when they say it is the
universal Witness, taking cognizance of all things, whether good or evil, but
affected by none, and it describes in other words the fifth of the eight attributes admitted by the Agamas, as explained after the 9th verse of this Chapter. The attribute indicated by the terms there used is the immateriality of the deity and they are so rendered; the more literal translation however, would be that which cannot from its nature be affected by the incidents of matter.

"From all ill in this world and the next is free."—Man is naturally liable to affliction according to the Hindus from three sources, namely, from himself, from others, and from God. It is from religion alone, the author says, he can derive that right knowledge which delivers him from the first, raises him above the second, and avers from him the third.

\( ^{\text{8}} \)

\( \text{the possessing desire} \); a verbal noun in the form by which the verb is usually expressed.—\( \text{the not possessing desire} \); the negative verbal from \( \text{to desire} \).—\( \text{for him who has not} \), the participle in the masculine singular from \( \text{there is not} \), the nominative being used for the genitive.—\( \text{always} \), as a noun, signifies time, but connected with the particle \( \text{it takes the adverbial signification here given to it. The} \) foregoing word ending in \( \text{is interposed, and the} \) suffers elision.—\( \text{mischief, evil, affliction, the nominative of the following verb.} \)

Note. The roots \( \text{do not give origin} \) to any regular verb; they are confined to the negative form in which the former is thus conjugated.—\( I \text{ am not, thou art not, he is not, she is not, it is not, we are not, ye are not, masc. and fem. neu. they are not; these forms may, also, be used as} \text{or conjugated appellatives, and they then mean} \text{I who am not, thou who art not &c. It has, also, the gerund} \text{and} \text{not being, the subjunctive} \text{if not, the indef. participles} \text{and} \text{that which is not and the verbal} \text{the not being.} \) has nearly the same forms as \( \text{do}. \)
V

Those who delight with fervent mind to praise
The true and only Lord of heav'n and earth,
No false ideas of right and wrong can cloud.

"Lord of heav'n and earth"—the original word here used to designate the Deity is भगवद् which means a lord, a prince, definitely the Lord; God: the two latter terms are not expressed, but clearly implied, aris, also, the preceding epithet "only," the words of the original, भगवान्, भगवद्, भगवान्, praise connected with the reality or real nature of God, manifestly including the idea of the divine unity.

"Right and wrong"—literally both deeds, that is, all acts according to the law, whether moral or ritual observances, and भगवान्, all acts contrary to the law. The orthodox Hindus hold that the works of the law, by exercising the mind in the contemplation of divine things and gradually purifying it from its grosser propensities, are the only means by which a true knowledge of God can be obtained; but that when once in possession of this knowledge, works of every kind, the worship of the inferior deities, the performance of the sacrifices of the Śruti, the ritual observances of the Smriti, distinction of meats and even moral obligations are of no further efficacy and the enlightened devotee perceives that the importance he has hitherto attached to them has arisen solely from the illusions of Mayā from which he is for ever released. Hence the expression "false ideas," the original of which is अत्यंतिः, literally darkness, but here used in the acceptation of अविद्या ignorance, inebriation, mental delusion. Parimel-azhager thus explains this distich,—

He calls that mental delusion which arises from matter, the nature of which no one can explain, darkness and, as good works are the cause of mortal births, he says the effect both of good and bad works ceases.
addressed by the ignorant to beings whom they imagine to be deities, but who possess none of the qualities of the divine nature, not being founded in reality, it is here said that the praise of the Lord, who possesses all these qualities, is the praise of reality. The word നായിക് മുഖം rendered mental delusion is a corruption of the Sanskrit term നായിക് മുഖം formed from the root മാണ്‌ മാണ്‌ know by the incrementive മാണ്‌ prefixed and the privative മാണ്‌ this word, though frequently used in high Tamil, like many other of the same derivation is not found in the dictionaries.

darkness, ignorance; the noun with the sense of the third abl. in ഭം governed by the following participle.—മുണ്ടരാണ്‌ united, the root of the verb മുണ്ടരാണ്‌ to join, used as an indefinite participle. Roots similarly used are called മുണ്ടരാണ്‌ മുണ്ടരാണ്‌ the conjunction of the verb, because the meaning of the three times is conjoined in it; the Latin commentator, considers this form an abbreviation of the future participle മുണ്ടരാണ്‌ that will join and in this he agrees with the R. C. J. Beschi, who in explaining the several species of മുണ്ടരാണ്‌ says (vide Par. 2. Chap. 2. No. 33. Clavis humaniorum literarum sublimioris Tamilici idiomatis)

"നായിക് മുണ്ടരാണ്‌ quando participium, ita abbreviatur ut tempora discerni non possint, et si quando participio futuri detrachitur vel et et et tune supponerepotest pro quolibet tempore. Sic, മുണ്ടരാണ്‌ inservit pro മുണ്ടരാണ്‌ മുണ്ടരാണ്‌ vel vel മുണ്ടരാണ്‌ മുണ്ടരാണ്‌ vel vel മുണ്ടരാണ്‌ മുണ്ടരാണ്‌.

"I do not, however, find any authority for this doctrine in the Tamil Grammars; in explaining the Sūtram of the Teicāppiyam മുണ്ടരാണ്‌ മുണ്ടരാണ്‌ മുണ്ടരാണ്‌ in which the nature of the മുണ്ടരാണ്‌ is declared, the Commentator says മുണ്ടരാണ്‌ മുണ്ടരാണ്‌ മുണ്ടരാണ്‌ മുണ്ടരാണ്‌ മുണ്ടരാണ്‌ മുണ്ടരാണ്‌ മുണ്ടരാണ്‌ മുണ്ടരാണ്‌ മുണ്ടരാണ്‌ മുണ്ടരാണ്‌ മുണ്ടരാണ്‌ the term verb implies un', tin et and therest being verbal roots, but it must be taken here, the whole being put for a part, to signify a participle originating from it. Connectives are the temporal termination of the participles, namely a for the past, niḻu and ciṇu for the present, and um for the future; the conjunction of the meaning of these times is exemplified in the word col-yanei, which, as he proceeds to
explain, may be rendered an elephant which has killed, which kills, or which will kill. On this authority I consider ḍ.isNull, as it certainly is, the root used as an indefinite participle and shall so describe all similar terms.— ḍ鼽 two; the adjective form before consonants of ḍ��́य, before vowels it becomes ḍ��́. —_act, deed, work; the nom. governing the neg. verb ḍ��́. — ḍ��́ and ḍ��́ added to nouns of number and multitude or, to interrogatives gives them a determinate meaning; thus ḍ��́ ᶠ in all the four, ṣ.signup to every one of the birds flew away, ḍキー none can know that.— ḍキー will not unite; the third pers. neg. of ḍキー. — ḍキー the Lord, God; the nom. in regimen with the preceding part. and in comp. with the following term. —context reality, truth; under the same regimen a ḍキー. This word is used by Tiruvalavvurer in various significations, of which examples will hereafter appear.— ḍキー as above.—UpperCase praise the nom. for the ac. governed by the following part.—UpperCase they who love; the contracted pron. part. past of ṣ.signup to love, used indefinitely.—UpperCase in; the abl. for the 7th. case or 3rd. abl. of ṣSignup a place, used as a preposition.

VI.

Those who pursue the path of his true law,
Who is of sensual organs void, in Heaven
Shall dwell in never-ending bliss.

"Sensual Organs"—in the original ṣSignup a body, the five portals of sense, according to Parimēl-azhager ṣSignup the body, mouth, eye, nose and ear; God, being purely spiritual, is void of those organs, but is to be contemplated as being all eye, all ear & c. as he possesses the energy of any sense innately, not derived, as in material beings, from the excitation
of the corporeal organ. — The first part of this distich ṭārān āṭārānaḥ mānaḥ pātyō may, also, be rendered he who destroys the five senses by relieving those who obey his laws from future births and making them participant in his spiritual nature.

"Shall dwell in endless bliss" — the expression is the same as that which concludes the 3rd distich of this chapter, namely ṭārānājaḥ, which means literally they shall live durably, but is interpreted by all the Commentators as applying the state of final beatitude.

萜 the senses, as sight, hearing ṭa the organs of sense as the eye, ear ṭa five: these three terms from a compound governed as in the ac. by the following participle. — ṭārānājaḥ, he who rejects or destroys; the past participle of ṭārān, used indefinitely. — ṭārāna falsehood; the nom. for the obl. with the meaning of the 5th case or 2nd abl. and governed by the following participle. — ṭārāna which is free from; the root used for the indefinite participle. From this root are derived two verbs, a neuter ṭārāna to become finished or determined, to become separated, and ṭārāna to finish, settle, decide: as here used it has the second meaning of the neuter verb. — ṭārāna a rule, law, observance; the obl. used for the gen. but at the same time in regimen with the preceding part. — ṭārāna the nom. used for the obl. with the meaning of the 7th case or 3rd abl. ṭārāna they who stand; the past pron. part. plu. of ṭārāna, used indefinitely. This distich from the commencement to the last term inclusive affords a continued instance of the ṭārāna, the affixes forming the cases of the nouns and indicating the tense of the participle being suppressed and the meaning depending on juxta-position only. The proper affixes being supplied the passage will stand as follows ṭārānājaḥ ṭārāna ṭārāna ṭārāna ṭārāna ṭārāna ṭārāna ṭārāna ṭārāna ṭārāna ṭārāna ṭārāna ṭārāna ṭārāna ṭārāna ṭārāna ṭārāna. They who stand (in) the way (of) the law, which is free (from) falsehood, (of) him who rejects (all) five (of) the organs (of) sense: the words in Roman shew the force of the affixes understood in the original and how supplied. — ṭārāna durably. — ṭārāna shall live; the 3d per. plu. masc. governed by the part. ṭārāna. It must be remembered that the masc. plu. but not sing. always includes the fem.
VII.

The anxious mind, against corroding thought,
No refuge hath, save at the sacred feet
Of him to whom no likeness is.

"Corroding thought"—this version but faintly expresses the meaning of the original; literally anxiety or restlessness of mind, here includes every grief "that flesh is heir to," every affliction that arises from the connection of the immortal spirit with perishable matter, which causes in the Soul a continual anxiety to shake off her "mortal coil" and to rejoin that heavenly source whence she is derived, and which in Tamil is expressively called (இயல்) her home. This explanation is furnished by Paramēl-azhager; his words are "They who are not united with his feet (not constant in obedience to him), having been born again from their not being able to release themselves from desire, anger, and the various delusions which are the causes of human births, are said to be overwhelmed with affliction by these delusions.

"Of him to whom no likeness is"—the Latin commentary renders the original "qui sibi similium non habet," but as இயல் is an abstract noun it ought to be qui sibi similitudinem non habet. The author says, not merely that there is none like the deity, but that there is no similitude by which he can be described, no figure of human speech by which his nature can be expressed.

என்சே to himself, the dative of இயல்.—என்சே similitude; forming a compound with the following negative.—என்சே the same as: என்சே of him who has not; the participle indefinite in the masc. sing. of the defective va. இயல், the nom. being used for the gen.—என்சே the feet, for இயல் the s being changed to வ by the preceding வ; the nom. for the ac.—என்சே to those who join; the prop. part. past. in the dat. plu. of இயல்.—என்சே without, the final s being changed before வ to வ, used for இயல், the negative gerund of the impersonal
verb is not. — of the mind; the oblique of used for the 6th or gen. case. — anxiety — the changing; a verbal in the form used to express the verb; the three preceding terms form a compound in the nom. which governs the following verb. — is impossible, lit. difficult.

VIII.

Hard is the transit of this sea of vice,
Save by that Being’s gracious aid, who is
Himself a sea of virtue.

"Sea of vice" — the Sea of virtue occurring at the beginning of the couplet as an epithet of the Deity, the other sea signifies, consequently, the sea of that which is different from virtue, that is of vice: Tiruvalluver frequently uses this term, to designate the opposite of some quality or thing previously mentioned.

"That Being’s gracious aid" — the term here used as a name of the Deity is derived from beauty and literally coolness, freshness, figuratively kindness, mercy, and the compound means, therefore, beautifully merciful. This word is not found in the dictionaries among the names of the Supreme Being, but as a title of Brahmā and of Aruge: in reference to the latter Parimēl-azhager says, — there are some who explain the term aravāzhi as referring to that Andan’en who caused and possesses the circle of virtues. signifies a circle as well as the sea, and the title , though assigned by the R.C.J. Peschi in the Sadur-ajarādi to the Supreme Being, is in all other Tamil dictionaries given to Arugae. The Jainer refer, under this interpretation, to this distich for further proof of Tiruvalluver having belonged to their sect.
God; these three terms form the compound called கனவியுரையின், the two former qualifying the latter, though not connected with it by an adjectival termination, or a substitute for it. — மன் for மாண் the feet; the nom. used for the ac. in composition with the preceding term. — தினால் to those who join or adhere to; the dat. case governed by following gerund. — தன்ஹை except; this word is properly the subjunctive of என் meaning if not, though not, but here and frequently throughout this work it has the signification if the gerund என்று என், not being, which must be generally rendered in English by the terms except, besides, but: as அந்தவளித்து என்று என் there is no god but the only god. — யு இ the other: this word, which signifies literally different in kind or order, is in comp. with following term, with the force of an adj. — உட் sea. — க் the swimming; a verbal in the nom. governing the following verb. — நேர் is impossible.

Note. The last word, though it has all the force of a verb, is, like many similar terms already noticed, an appellative noun, derived from a root not used as a verbal theme, conjugated as a verb. This species of word, peculiar altogether to the Tamil language and some of its descendants, is called மகாகத்தியை மாண், from மகா a verb and கத்தியை, a sign, symbol, which the R. C. J. Beschi renders "Indicationum verbi" the following Sūtram from the Nāmuli, translated with reference to the commentary, sufficiently describes its nature. — நேர் நேர் என்று என்று என்று என்று என்று என்று. The appellative noun used as the indicative of the verb is derived from terms of six kinds, namely, from those implying property, place, time, a bodily member, quality and profession, and of the six incidents of the verb aforementioned, namely the agent, the instrument, the place, the action, the time, and the object, it takes those affixes only that exhibit the agent, but it has none of the forms which serve to indicate the rest. The appellative is conjugated through each person, gender and number, but is entirely indefinite as to time, mood &c., and must be construed, therefore, by adding simply the substantive verb to the proper meaning of the term. Thus நேர் is derived from the root நேர் or நேர் hard, difficult, which is used only in composition with other terms taking the form of the fu. part., as நேர் என்று a wood difficult of access, never as a verbal theme, there being no such verb as நேர் to become difficult. The appellative formed from this root by the affix என் is என், called என் என் என், an appellative derived from a term signifying quality and indicating the full meaning of the verb, and means, therefore, he is a hard man and, when conjugated though the other persons, என் என் she is a hard woman, என் it is a hard thing, or it is hard, என் என் thou art a hard man, &c.
I am a hard man, masc. and fem. they are hard &c. 

ye are &c. we are &c. It must be observed that the neuter form only can have the absolute meaning of the verb, all the rest include the idea of personality; as must be construed thou art a hard man, and the king is a bowman, or the possessor of a bow, not thou art a hard, or the king has a bow. At the same time that appellatives have the form and regimen of verbs, they have also the form and regimen of nouns, and they are then called the appellative indicative of the verb used as a noun; thus an appellative conjugated in the second person singular may be declined through every case as a noun, as thou art a hard man nom., thou art &c. ac., by or with thee a hard man, to thee &c., from thee &c., of thee &c., in thee &c. This extraordinary idiom is the cause of a peculiar terseness and energy of expression in the High Tamil, as the following examples of the regimen of the conjugated appellative will show, which, perhaps, no other language can imitate.

Thus thou a person of a cruel disposition hast beaten me a poor, miserable man; here an appellative conj. in the 2d pers. sing. is the nom. to the verb, and an conj. in the first pers. the ac. governed by it; to express the meaning of this sentence would require in low Tamil as many words, as it does in English, as it must be rendered I can make hard things easy, here the two first terms conj. in the 3rd pers. plu. are governed in the ac. by the verb.

IX.

Of virtue void, as is the palsyed sense,
The head must be, that bows not at his feet,
Whose eight-fold attributes pervade the world.

"As is the palsyed sense"—the original says the irreverend head is like an organ of sense void of it's peculiar property; as an eye, which has lost it's sight, or as an ear that is deaf: the effect of the palsy being thus to destroy the powers of all the organs; this version, though not exact to the words, evidently conveys the general idea of the author.
"Whose attributes eight-fold pervade the world"—Preparatory to the
detailed consideration of this verse, of which it is especially worthy, I shall
give a literal translation of the whole couplet.

The head which does not worship the feet of him who has eight qualities
has itself no quality, being like an organ of sense, which has not it's peculi-
ar property.

The qualities here intended are the principal attributes of the deity, lim-
ited by the Author to eight. An enquiry into the deviation and purport
of the terms by which these are expressed will tend to elucidate the notions
received among the Hindus respecting the nature of the Godhead; I shall
examine, therefore, at some length the commentary of Paramézelzhager
on this verse, adding, for the sake of further illustration, an explanation of
the attributes as contained in the Védas. Moreover, to shew in what degree
the Catholic writers have availed themselves of the terms in use among the several
Hindu sects and with what ingenuity they have contrived to render them
the vehicle of their own doctrines, I shall state those employed by the R. J. C.
Beschi and others to express the six attributes admitted by them. The
commentary of Paramézelzhager is as follows—

This passage indicates three explanations of the expression occurring in text,
"eight-fold attributes"; namely, first that given by himself from the Āgamas;
secondly, that given by those who say that the qualities termed anima and the
rest are meant; thirdly those enumerated in the verse commencing cadei-
yillarda-arivu.

First, with respect to the attributes as propounded in the Āgamas, I shall
analyze the several phrases here used, giving the meaning of each as usually
explained by Hindu writers. First, from his own...
—The self-existent Lord of all. Secondly, सत्यमयि विस्तृत्तम् from सत्य pure and embodied and विद्वान; not subject like created beings to the incidents of birth, life and death and all the illusions of mundane existence, but assuming at pleasure, for the purpose of manifesting himself, a corporal form of perfect purity; it may be rendered,—The Ever-Pure. Thirdly, वर्द्धमयि च from वर्द्धमयि nature, property विद्वान or he who possesses knowledge and विद्वान; not acquiring knowledge through the medium of the sensual organs, by penance, meditation and other means, but possessing it intuitively,—The intuitively Wise. Fourthly, विद्वान विद्वान विद्वान from विद्वान wholly, entirely and विद्वान to know; he whose faculties, not subjected to the alternations of watchfulness and sleep, nor liable to any interruption, are at all times in active operation,—The infinitely Intelligent. Fifthly, वर्द्धमयि वर्द्धमयि वर्द्धमयि from वर्द्धमयि nature वर्द्धमयि suavens, bonds and वर्द्धमयि to be separated from nh.; he who, though constantly witnessing the operations of matter, cannot by his nature be affected by its illusions or impeded by its restrictions,—The Immaterial. Sixthly, निम्निम्न निम्निम्न from निम्निम्न great निम्निम्नkindness, mercy and निम्निम्न possession,—The Most-merciful. Seventhly, निम्निम्न निम्निम्न निम्निम्न from निम्निम्न endless निम्निम्न power and निम्निम्न: he who whose power is constant being subject neither to increment nor decrement,—The infinitely Powerful. Eighthly, निम्निम्न निम्निम्न निम्निम्न from निम्निम्न boundless निम्निम्न happiness and निम्निम्न: he whose happiness is not liable to destruction or intermission,—The infinitely Happy.

Secondly, the qualities referred to in Parimēl-azhager's commentary by the words "animā and thērest" the aṣṭādaśaśaryam or aṣṭāmaśaśa siddhi, the eight great powers, are not properly the attributes of God, but certain faculties appertaining indistinguishably to divine nature, and, as such, not confined to the Supreme Being alone, but participated by all who rank as Deities. The possession of these powers constitutes the distinction between divinity and humanity; they are innate to the superior Deities, as Brahmā, Vishnu, Śiva and Indra, but they may be obtained by other beings and even by men by the performance of the aṭṭa-yāgam and are exercised, accordingly, by Nārada, Atri and the other Āryas and Patriarchs, who have acquired them by this means. They are thus enumerated in the Amara-simhama and explained in the Commentary on that work entitled Guru-bhākṣya-prahobhi.ica. First, विद्वान विद्वान animā; the power of reducing his bulk to the size of an atom.
Second, மஹிமே the power of increasing his bulk illimitably. Third, கரிமே the power of counteracting the law of gravity by rendering himself heavy. Fourth, லேக்கிமே the power of counteracting the law of gravity by rendering himself light. Fifth, புர்ப்பி the power of obtaining the fulfillment of every desire. Sixth, பருந்தி the power of penetrating everywhere, unrestrained by natural obstacles. Seventh, பிள்ளே the power of compelling all creatures to act according to the will of the possessor. Eighth, வார்த்தே the power of assuming any shape at pleasure.

Thirdly, the verse referred to in the commentary as containing an enumeration of the attributes differing from that given is the following:

Of the eight attributes here mentioned four are positive and four negative. The positive attributes to each of which the epithet வெண்டும் endless infinite must be considered as common, are—first, அனந்து infinite wisdom; secondly, செந்து infinite intelligence; thirdly, கிளைமு infinite power; fourthly, இத்து infinite happiness. The negative attributes are—first, வெற்றும் without a name; secondly, விளையாடும் without a tribe; thirdly, குவியும் without similarity; fourthly, மற்றும் க்கும் without impediment. This verse the 76th of the 12th Part of the Dictionary entitled Sulâman'i-Nigan'du follows the doctrines of the Jaina sect to which the author, Mandala-purusha, belonged. The attributes are similarly enumerated, with the exception of the last, in the following explanation of this couplet in the commentary on the Cural's in use among the Jainer attributed to Cavi-raja-panditen:—

The terms here employed are Sanscrit; வெண்டும் is the same as வெண்டும்; the second attribute தோற்றும் signifies infinite perception, corresponding nearly with the expression used in the preceding enumeration, but the last differs
considerably being composed of the words अद्वैत all and अनुदान goodness and signifying The All-bountiful: in some dictionaries this attribute is अनिष्ट indestructibility. According to the Jaina doctrine these attributes are considered as perfections of the divine nature, contra-distinguished to an equal number of defects to which human nature is subject; these are thus enumerated in the verse following that above quoted from the Nigan'du.

The eight defects here stated are—the imperfection of human wisdom, the obscuracity of intellect, the weakness to which man is liable, either from pleasure or pain, the delusion to which he subjected by desire and other passions, designation by name, division into tribes and families, decay from old-age, and, finally, the thralldom in which he is held by the various impediments that matter opposes to his exertions. In the last line of the preceding verse the author says, he who possesses all these qualities is the Lord of this world, and in concluding this he adds, he who is free from all these defects is the Lord of all. The Jainer reckon one hundred and forty eight variations of the eight defects here stated.

The beings subject to these defects are man and other creatures, entangled in the bonds of matter and liable to mortal births; that being, who is not only free from these defects, but has attained the contrary perfections, has released himself from the bonds of matter and is no longer subject to mortal births, is God, the Supreme Being. Imperfection may be compared to darkness and perfection to light; darkness, it is true, is only the absence of light, but in order of existence it precedes it, for light accedes to darkness not darkness to light; where darkness is and has ever been light may come, but where light is darkness cannot come: imperfection, therefore, like matter, of which it is the attribute, is without beginning; eternal ex parte ante. But, though defect is thus originally inherent in nature, it is not permanent and all beings consequently, may free themselves from it. Perfection is not inherent but attainable; it is the ultimate end of nature, towards which all her operations tend. When, therefore, a being has divested himself of inherent defect, he necessarily attains perfection,—he becomes God.
Before this ultimate state can be obtained, however, there are many intermediate stages to be passed, extending in a continued chain of being from the lowest hell (nigodam), from which there is no redemption, to the highest heaven (puram-indra-loçam) attainable only by those who are destined to the exalted state of Arhah. In each of these stages beings are subjected to the defects enumerated in a greater or less degree and to the different species of them according to their kind: thus demons and those punished in the various hells are liable to them all, or are released from the effect of some only to increase their torments; vegetables and animals with imperfect organs are afflicted by them in a greater degree, animals with perfect organs and man in a less; the well instructed Samançu, if he persevere in virtue, must soon be released from them and the holy Digambara, on quitting the world, is divested of the whole, clothed in perfection and assured of final beatitude.

This state (mokhàham) is attainable by the human race only and by none other, not even by the Deities, who to obtain it must again submit to human birth. Those who have attained to this state are no longer subject to the laws of nature, or, to express it more appropriately, are no longer liable to natural imperfection; no change, therefore, can affect them, no evil reach them, no sin stain them, they rest in perfect equality and infinite happiness. They are not merely equal, they are the same, as they constitute but one essence and that essence is God. But of those who have reached this final stage of existence there is a certain number, who, though not really differing, are more eminently distinguish than the rest: these are the Jina or Tirthàca, who revealed to mankind the sacred books on which the religious belief and practice of the Jains is founded, namely the Pratbanânu-yógam, Charanânu-yógam, Churumânu-yógam, Dravânu-yógam, which, though differing totally from the other writings known by that name, the Rich, Yrjush &c., are also called the four Vedas. The Tirthàca successively descended from the highest heaven to the earth, were born in a human form and, having fulfilled the purposes for which they appeared, attained the state of final beatitude and jointly constitute the deity to whom the worship of the Jains is addressed, known, as already stated, by the common name of the Arugen or Arhah and by a variety of others of Tamil and Sanscrit origin detailed in the several dictionaries. This worship is solely prompted by gratitude; for no further benefit can be expected from the Tirthàca, who in the enjoyment of ineffable bliss concern themselves no longer with the affairs of the world. No outward worship is ever addressed by the Jains to the Supreme Being, who being immutable cannot be affected by human prayer or praise; the capacity for ultimate perfection and eternal beatitude is
indeed acquired by meditating on him, but that beatitude is obtained by the acts of the devotee, not vouehsafed by the grace of the Deity.

The attributes, as stated in the Vedas differ, in terms and arrangement at least, from those deduced from the Agamas. Two enumerations are commonly referred to; one is found in the Dharma-vidya-Pracarana, a chapter of the Chandogya an Upanishat of the Sama-veda, and is called guṇashtacacma the eight attributes; and another in the Mantra-sūtra, an abstract of part of the Atharvāna-veda, this is named the guṇashtacatm the six attributes. The termination twam, answering to the English ness and used to form abstract nouns, is generally added to the Sanscrit terms employed to express the attributes; it is omitted, however, in the first series, as the use of appellatives will render the explanation more intelligible. The attributes of the guṇashtacatm are thus stated. First, नृपति apahanta-pāpma from नृपति an apahantā to destroy totally and नृपति o pāpamā sin.—The Exterminator of sin. Secondly, नृपति मृत्युर्माण्या from नृपति a mṛtyurāma a cause. —The universal cause. Thirdly, नृपति विद्यापक from नृपति विद्यापक he who pervades. —He who pervadeth all. Fourthly नृपति नियोजो नियामक from नृपति नियोजो नियामक he who assigns, appoints. —He who establishes all. Fifthly, नृपति निया eternal. —The Eternal. Sixthly, नृपति त्रिलोक सूर्य from नृपति a privative, सूर्य a peculiar derivation from सूर्य a light, act, meaning that which is produced by some act, and सूर्य सूर्य a light he who shows favor; the whole compound, therefore signifies. —He who sheweth mercy without regarding the acts of those to whom it is vouehsafed. नृपति प्राप्तम् prāpya; the meaning of the term नृपति प्राप्तम् is explained by the words नृपति प्राप्तम् that which is worthy to be obtained. —He who ought to be obtained. नृपति प्राप्तम् prāpya; this word, of the same derivation as the foregoing, denotes the agent or cause and signifies. —He who causes the obtainment of beatitude. The two last attributes are founded on the peculiar tenets of the Advaita, or Védanta schools, which declare absorption into the essence of the Godhead to be the state of final and immutable beatitude; the Deity is consequently, both prāpya, the object which all should be desirous to obtain and prāpya the agent, by the operation of whose grace, independently of the works of the law, that object is obtained.

The attributes comprised under the common term guṇashtacatm are—first, नृपति नृपति नृपति o mṛtyurāma-jayōmatwam, Omniscience; secondly, नृपति o नृपति o
The two last members of the compound own and free-will signify literally independence; thirdly, nilaya-tripatwam, eternal Felicity; fourthly, addibodhatwam Knowledge without beginning; sixthly, ananta-nipatwam, lit. form without end, Omnipresence. These are, also, called 'sacti-shaktam the six powers, but they must not be confounded with the six abhi above mentioned, from which they differ in meaning and application, as they are the incommunicable attributes of the living God; of him who is the ultimate object of all worship and of whose various energies every name the human imagination has defiled is but the type. These Attributes, as they agree in number, so they will be found to vary but little in meaning from those which follow.

Vira-māmuni, by which title the R. C. J. Beschi is best known as a Tamil author, in the 27th book, of his epic poem the Tambůvani, commencing with the 156 and ending with the 163 verse, introduces Joseph the husband of Mary explaining the attributes of the Deity: of these I shall quote only the two first, as the remaining six contain merely the separate illustration of each attribute, of which a shorter and, therefore, more perspicuous explanation will be given from another work. To each verse of this poem the author has added a prosaic gloss, frequently expanding into a comment, from which, as affording a fuller view of the subject than the text, the translation is made.
Infinite goodness extending to all and the absolute deprivation of all defect, these two are the appropriate and unvarying attributes of the true God, worthy to be adored by all. From this root the six attributes by which the wise have endeavoured to convey a knowledge of the true God have arisen like branches; they say that he who possesses all these is God, but that he who is deficient in one must, also, be deficient in the rest and, consequently, not God. Therefore, said Joseph, even as they attempt to depict in ink the sun with unnumbered beams, will I in language, an inadequate endeavour to explain the six attributes of the Deity.

Existing by himself; existing without beginning; existing independently of the organs of sense; being possessed of everlasting and universal goodness; pervading all space; being the first cause by which all things were created at once and without assistance—these six attributes describe the divine nature of the true God, worthy to be adored in the heavens, shining like gold, and in all worlds.

These six attributes, expressed in the same terms, are, also, found under the word இயல் in the Togei-yagaradi or third division of Vira-mamuni's Sadur-agaradi, or dictionary of the high Tamil in four, parts, and they are, also, enumerated in the commentary on the following couplet, which contains the invocation prefixed to the Part treating on prosody in his Grammar of the high Tamil, entitled Tonnul-vilacam.

Having, to obtain his aid, worshipped the feet of the only God, who united with all good, possesseth the six attributes, I proceed to explain the rules of Prosody.
These terms, however, are not in common use in the service of the Catholic church though they are known to all Christian natives conversant with the writings of Vira-māmuni: I add, therefore, an explanation of each in the words by which these attributes are more generally expressed. First, உண்மை என்பது he is of himself the Lord of all; secondly, ஏனைந்துள்ள அவர் என்பது he is Eternal; thirdly, இலையானார் என்பது he is Immaterial; fourthly, பலரை வழிபட்டது என்பது he manifest himself in everlasting and universal goodness; fifthly, குடச்சு என்பது he pervadeth all space; sixthly, கருட்சில்லை என்பது he is the First-Cause of all. The first of these attributes is expressed by the same term as the first of those taken from the Agamas, and it agrees with the third of those from the Sulamani Niganthu, with the fourth of the series from the Sāma, and the second of that from the Atharvava-veda. In like manner each of the remaining five, though not in all, will be found in one of the preceding series. Thus the second, not found in the series, from the Agamas, is the same as the sixth of that of the Jaina sect and the fifth of the gunāshtacam and gunashatcam.

The terms used by Deschamps Tamil and, as is evident, are partly borrowed from those in use among the Hindus; the explanation of them, in which the principal terms are of Sanscrit derivation, is taken from the Mantra-mālai, containing the principal part of the liturgy of the Catholic church composed by Tatwa-bodha-swāmi, the R. Robertus Nobili. This writer has, also, given an elaborate disquisition on the attributes in his work entitled Jūyāna-upadesam extending from the beginning of the third to nearly the end of the seventh lecture (கூட்ட கூத்தும் தியாகம்) of the first book (வாக்யம் முன்னை மூன்று கூத்தும் தியாகம்). Although the style of this work does not entitle it to rank among compositions in the superior dialect of the Tamil, the following extracts are so immediately connected with the present subject and afford such lively specimens of the peculiar spirit of this Indo-European writer, and of the felicity and precision with which he has rendered into Tamil the phraseology of the schools, that they cannot fail to be acceptable both to the Tamil and English reader. The first passage forms the concluding paragraph of the third lecture and contains the exposition of the third attribute, the immateriality of the Deity; the second is an abridgement, preserving the words of the author, of the fourth lecture on the fourth attribute, or the goodness of the Deity.
If we consider the Omnipotent to be self-existent and eternal, we cannot say that he has a body like our bodies; for when a being exists connected with a body composed of limbs finite in their nature there must exist some one by whom those limbs were formed and united together. Therefore a self-existent being cannot be corporeal, and, consequently, the self-existent Lord of all cannot be admitted to be a corporeal being. Thus it is established that immateriality is the third attribute of the Deity. As this is so, to admit that the Omnipotent has a female on his head (as Sīva) or on his breast (as Viṣṇu), that in one place he contracts marriage and in another frequents the house of a prostitute, and that he amuses himself with these, and idle vagaries like these, there is no doubt, can arise only from defect of understanding and must be productive of the greatest turpitude. As the Omnipotent is Self-existent, Eternal, and Immortal, it will be proper to describe what form he really has and this I shall explain in the fourth lecture.
(27)
On this subject there is one thing especially necessary to be known, that is, that as it is said that all virtues are given to the effect by the cause, it must also be said that the cause produces the effect. The virtue afforded by the cause may exist in the effect in two several modes. One mode is when the whole virtue inherent in the cause exists in the effect; as for example,—fire produces fire, a lion begets a lion, a man a man. In investigating this species of cause and effect, it appears that the entire virtue inherent in the cause exists equally in the effect, being in degree neither more nor less. This species of cause and effect may be denounced the univocal cause and univocal effect. Besides this species of cause and effect there is another; this is when the whole nature and all the virtue pertaining to the nature of the cause does not exist in the effect, but, of the several qualities inherent in the cause, some one only is communicated to the effect; thus,—the statuary has made a statue, the potter an earthen vessel, the sun is the cause of the luster which exists in precious stones. On investigating this species of cause and effect, the understanding, strength and the other qualities, mental and corporal, inherent in the statuary, who is the cause, is not found to exist in the statue, which is the effect; the form only, a quality proceeding from the understanding of the statuary and none of the other qualities pertaining to him, is communicated to the statue. It is the same, also, in the instances of the potter and the sun. This species of cause and effect may be denounced the equivocal cause and the equivocal effect. Senseless people not comprehending the mode of equivocal cause and effect, as thus explained, are accustomed to speak thus relative to the Almighty and on the subject of the creation. How, say they, if the Almighty have no female and no enjoyment with females, has cohabitation between the sexes taken place on earth? And, in consequence of this notion, they assert, that, without Parsaiti, Lechni and other females, no honor, nor glory could accrue either to Siva or Vishnu, who are worshipped as the Almighty, and that, without the aforesaid females and others, neither Siva or Vishnu could enjoy happiness. If we admit that the only God is of the male or female sex because he created male and female, we ought to say that God is also a dog, fox and the like, because he created dogs, foxes and the like. To confute this blasphemous notion, it is sufficient to say that the statuary and potter cannot be the statue or vessel of which they are the equivocal cause and that the sun cannot be identified with the brightness united with a particle of earth. Thus, also, because the Almighty is the equivocal cause of the distinction of male and female and of all other things, we ought not to say or think that he is either male or female. Therefore, let us admit that as that sole Goodness, which is the Almighty, contains in itself in the highest degree, as has been already shown, all the virtue pertaining to the infinite number of existent beings, so, also, that same Almighty Being, who is the manifestation of goodness, is the equivocal cause of all things.
It is worthy of remark that though Power, Goodness, Wisdom &c. are common to all the preceding series of attributes Justice is found in none. By the Catholic writers, desirous it is probable to allure their proselytes by the idea of an All-merciful rather than to alarm them by the representation of an All-just God, it is included with a variety of other qualities under the general attribute of Goodness. On such a subject omission and defects not surprising, for in enumerating the attributes of the all-pervading Spirit, both European and Indian writers can select only what may appear to each the more prominent. His attributes, as various as his energies, are beyond the grasp of the human intellect; as he is by his nature, therefore, incomprehensible, every attempt to investigate his essence or to determine his qualities can at the best be only an approximation to the truth.

**C** quality, property. — **A** not having; used as the indefinite participle. — **P** a sense, the senses collectively. — **W** like, a particle of similitude. — **R** qualities, properties; the nom., governed by the following sub. verb. — **K** have not; the third pers. neut. of **A** there are not with the emphatic particle **O**. — **O** for **E** eight. — **L** the possessor of qualities, being compounded with the preceding term it means he who possesses the eight attributes; the nom. used for the gen. — **G** for **E** the feet the ac. of **O**. — **K** not venerating the neg. of **O**, to venerate, worship, adore. — **L** the heads; the nom. governing **E** & **O**, which verb being in the third per. neut. plu., **O** must be rendered a collective noun, or the sing. used for the plu.

**Note.** The construction given to the two last mentioned terms is authorized by following rule (see 24th Sutram of the Sect. on the nature of nouns, **O** in the second part on words, **K** of the Namm) — **E** and **O** of the Namm — **E** the name, **O** the quality. Under this rule the sing. of all nouns, being the names of objects, animate or inanimate, of which the gender is not distinguished, may be used for the plu.. This is especially the case with respect to names of things limited by nature to a certain number, and, therefore, **E** though in the sing. has been translated throughout this chapter feet; thus, also, **E** may mean both eyes &c.

When such words occur, absolutely or under government, the context must determine their meaning, but when they govern a verb this is shown by the verb being put in the sing. of plu., as declared in the following rule (see Sutram 17th of the Sect. or nouns of the 2nd. Part. of the Tolkappiyam) — **E** and **O** of the Namm — **E** the name, **O** the quality. The gender of neuter nominatives may always be known by the verbs they govern being sing. or plu.

This rule is strictly confined to the **E** & **O** and cannot in any case be extended to the **E** of the Namm, which includes nouns of which the masc. or fem. gender is distinguished by termination.
Of those who swim the wide extended sea
Of mortal birth, none ever can escape,
But they who to the feet of God adhere

"Of those who swim—none ever can escape"—The original is ஒயு குடையை உலக பற்றித் தோன் ஏன் ஒல்லுணர்வும், meaning they can not swim over or escape out of the ocean of human life. Parimel-azhager thus paraphrases the verse;—இருவராலும் மனுச தொற்று முடித்த குடையை உலக பற்றித் தோன் ஏன் ஒல்லுணர்வும். They who adhere to the raft of the feet of the Lord swim the great ocean of human birth; they who do not adhere to that will be engulfed in this. They will continue to transmigrate from form to form, subject to all the evils of matter.

"They who to the feet" &c.—The original is in the negative ஒட்டத்தோன் தோன் ஏன் ஒல்லுணர்வும் they who do not adhere but this version is justified both by Parimel-azhager's paraphrase and commentary; he says, in the latter—இருவராலும் மனுச தொற்று முடித்த குடையை உலக பற்றித் தோன் ஏன் ஒல்லுணர்வும். The affirmative they who adhere must here be understood. Those who think not on the affairs of the world, but meditating only on the feet of the Lord, break the bonds of mortal birth, and those who follow not this path, but allowing their thoughts to take a contrary direction do not break them, both of these are indicated by this verse.

"The feet of God"—In the observations appended to the preceding couplets, I have endeavoured, as far as the brevity to which I am necessarily confined would allow, to place in their true light the notions entertained by the venerable author of this work respecting the Deity. And to this I have been moved, because they are those which are received and strenuously maintained by all educated natives of Southern India, to whatever religious denomination they may professly belong. In further illustration of this important subject, I add the following quotations; confining myself to three generally known
works, though similar passages might be cited from many others treating either directly or indirectly on religious subjects. On them I shall make no remarks, as they will, to use a colloquial phrase, speak sufficiently for themselves.

The work from which the first extracts are taken is the principal of those in the Tamil Language on which the tenets of the modern Vaish'ñava or Vaśiṣṭhādwaīta sect is founded; in that to which the second belongs the Advaita principles are maintained. The metaphysics of these sects are as opposite as those of Priestley and Berkeley; but, however different in their philosophical opinions, their religious belief and practice, which they both derive from the Veda, is nearly the same.

TIRUVĂ'Y-MOZHI.

Thou art the water, thou art the earth, thou art the fire, thou art the air thou art the extended ether, thou art the two regulating lights, thou art 'Siva, thou art 'Ayān (Brahmā); thon who holdest a sharp disc and a white conch, to me the sinner wilt thou not one day come, giving joy to earth and heaven?

To rejoice earth and heaven thou assumest a dwarfish form and displayest thy power:

O Father of the energy which supports the earth and heaven, I perceive thee by meditation and dance with delight,

Thou wilt assuredly one day approach me in this world!

Who but he possesseth in the highest degree the highest virtue?
Who but he vouchsafer clearness of understanding to dispel the fantasies of the world?
Who but he is the Lord of deities free from all affliction?
Bow, O my soul! at his resplendent feet by which the miseries of the world are removed.
He removeth the impurity of the mind and causeth the flower of purity again to blow.
His knowledge is eternal and immeasurable, but he is void of knowledge derived from the organs of sense.
He is intelligence, he is perfect goodness; by the past, the present or the future.
He is not affected; he, who is my life, hath no superiors.

He who is himself all things and all persons; whom, as every sect.
Believe, is not connected with the five senses; who is the consecrated image of the mind.
The life of the soul; even he may be attained by attaining the power of perfect devotion abstracted from all sublunar things.

THERU ASAGAM
O Lord! O my Father! even mine who am the slave of those who love thee! thou art the light of truth which pervadeth my body and my soul, which melteth my heart and dispelleth the darkness of falsehood.

Thou art a placid sea of honey agitated by no wave, O Siven of Tiruperundurei!

Thou, who art pure intelligence requiring the aid neither of speech nor thought, O teach me the way in which I should speak of thee!

Thou art not fully comprehended even by the contemplative sages, the gods, or any order of beings;

Thou art the spirit which pervadeth all spirits; thou art the sure remedy against repeated births;

Thou art the pure light which shineth in the midst of expanded darkness,
O Siven of Tiruperundurei!

Thou art unqualified happiness,—what more can they require who are united to thee?

Thou art the full weight without diminution; thou art unadulterated nectar, thou art a hill of unextinguishable, eternal light;

Thou comest in the words and in the sense of the scriptures and art forever fixed in my mind;

Like undammed water thou flowest into my thoughts, O Siven of Tiruperundurei!

O Lord thou hast taken thy abode within me,—what more can I ask?

O Sun arisen in my mind that by continual solicitation I may propitiate thee!

Thou art he whose lotus-feet are placed on the heads of the Gods, O Siven of Tiruperundurei!

The expanded ether, water, earth, fire and air, these thou art not,

But without form art hidden among them; I rejoice that I have seen thee now with the eye of the mind.

These quotations are from books generally considered orthodox, whether that, from which the following are made, is entirely so may be doubted. The author of this work, the title of which signifies a discourse on God, eschews alike the figurative mythology of the Purāṇas and the mystical philosophy of the Upanishats and Agamas; denies the efficacy of all religious ceremonies, whether prescribed by the Smṛīs or invented in more recent times; derides the notion that the Almighty could have made an inherent difference in his creatures; and, finally, with the doctrine of the metempsychosis, rejects most of the dogmas believed by the various sects of Hindus.
Formerly how many flowers have I gathered and scattered,
How many prayers have I repeated in vain worship?
While yet in the prime of my life, how much water have I poured out?
And, moreover, how often have I encompassed the holy places of Siven,
This I have left off, for the wise who know the true God, the Lord of heavenly beings,
Believe not the Idol of the temples apparent to the eyes to be God, nor lift up to it their hands.

While taking up the water and throwing it again into the water (in performing the sandhyâ and other rites) what is the object on which you think?
On whatsoever you think you have thrown all the water vainly:
Think on the root, think on the seed, and on the benefit arising from that seed;
When you are thus able to think, you may approach the feet of God.

It is not Ari, it is not Aven; it is not Ayen;
Far beyond the black (the colour of Vishnu) the white (the colour of Siven)
or the red (the colour of Brahma) soars the everlasting cause;
It is not great, it is not small, neither is it male, nor female:
Beyond every state of corporeal being it is farther, farther, and farther still.

Note. The Second line of this verse is, also, interpreted as alluding to the three gunâs, or special qualities proceeding from the union of matter and spirit, namely, satwam beneficence, râjasm passion, and tâmasm malignity. To explain precisely the term used in the last line, daryam, translated corporeal state, would require a dissertation on the five elements, and thirty five latwams, or incidents of material existence, and a display of the whole philosophy of the Agamas.
What, O wretch, is caste? is not water an accumulation of fluid particles?
Are not the five elements and the five senses one?
Are not the several ornaments for the neck, the breast, and the feet equally gold?
What then is the peculiar quality supposed to result from difference in caste?

As milk once drawn cannot again enter the udder, nor butter churned be recombined with milk;
As sound cannot be produced from a broken conch, nor the life be restored to its body;
As a decayed leaf and a fallen flower cannot be reunited to the parent tree;
So a man once dead is subject to no future birth.

As a further exemplification of the success with which Vira-māmuni has imitated, not merely the expression, but the modes of thought of the previous Tamil writers, the following stanzas are selected from the Tembavanī. In the poem which is added, though by no means intended to emulate this author in perfection of language, a similar imitation of the style of these writers has been attempted; with what success the reader will judge.

Tembavanī

Thou art the sea of virtue, thou art the sea of grace, thou art the most benevolent,
Thou art the sea of power; thou art the sea of prosperity, thou art the sea of wisdom which enlighteneth the mind;
Thou art the confirmation and the life of the world, to whom is no likeness;
Thou art the sea by which I am confirmed, thou art to me as a mother and father; art thou not all to me?
Thou art the infinitely bright and heavenly Sun, which cannot be hidden by the assembled clouds and which sinketh not into the ocean;
Thou art the sea of constant felicity which hath neither swell nor wave:
Thou art an impregnable castle which no foe hath ever taken; thou art the mountain which supporteth the earth.

Thou art the life-giving nectar which cureth all distemper, allayeth all pain and removeth all defect.

O thou who in thy protecting kindness art angry and in anger delighteth in mercy!

O thou who without instruction knowest all things and sayest all things without a voice!

O thou who in the midst of all things changeable art by thy nature unchangeable!

Wilt thou not vouchsafe to shew the shore to me who am sunk in the everlasting ocean of thy praise?

The resplendent beings of heaven praise thee by their tongues of light;
The various birds praise thee by the tongue of joy; the flowers of the grove praise thee by the tongue of fragrance;
The waters praise thee by the tongue of transparency, O thou who art praised for ever!

Wilt thou not teach me, the ignorant and the dumb, to praise thee by the tongue of love?
O thou who hast the power to cause dread, but art not disturbed by thine anger! O thou by whose mercy grace is vouchsafed and unnumbered blessings are conferred! O thou who art the knowledge which giveth understanding, who in the human form destroyest sin! Who art a precious jewel set in gold! I worship thy feet diffusing fragrance.

O thou who possessest knowledge not conveyed by words and art the word by which the highest virtue is conferred! O thou who art a broad ocean without a shore and the shore attained by beatified spirits! O thou who art, eternal happiness without limit and the limit to be attained only by unceasing devotion! O thou, the Son of man, without an equal, I worship the newly blown flower of thy feet!

O thou whose protecting grace resembleth the shade of fragrant flowers, who art the exalted sense of the scripture, whose hand, bounteous as the clouds, dispenseth felicity, who art alone the cause of salvation, whose feet those dwelling in the two worlds adore and adorn with flowers, who art both the teacher and the path of virtue, I worship the blooming flower of thy feet!
Thou, who vouchsafer all good, art a waveless sea abounding in precious jewels,
And the refuge of those who thus believe in thee;
As the benificent, full-blown flower of thy grace flourish's in my soul,
I quit all other deities and sing with entire devotion—reverence to the only God!
All mortals on this earth, all immortals in heaven,
And the various beings dwelling in innumerable systems of worlds,
Thee, the Supreme, not visible to the eye, but apparent to the mind,
Do worship at an awful distance, saying with one voice—reverence to the only God!
The petty princes of the earth from the scanty wealth of their miserable subjects,
Enforce a large tribute, but thou, to whom all power and glory,
Who art the truly beloved king, requirest not tribute, therefore,
I offer thee not the tribute of the tongue, but pour forth my soul as tribute before thee—reverence to the only God!
To thy comprehensive intelligence the distinctions of verity and illusion do not exist;
Thou art all, all thou, and without thee nothing is;
Thou art light, thou art darkness, thou art height, thou art depth;
Let the whole world praise thee exclaiming in one voice—reverence to the only God!
When death approacheth and the five organs of sense cannot endure their agony:
When the flower of the soul, which erst bloomed in beauty, shrinketh like a fading blossom,
And, like a drop of water trembling on a lotus-leaf, agitated by anxiety becometh faint:
Then, to pacify the war within, take confidence and repeat—reverence to the only God!

Note. The compound here translated "reverence to the only God" is composed of two Sanscrit words, namah, adoration, reverence and 'siva, y a, the 4th case of siva, which, as is exemplified in many of the preceding extracts, is used, not merely as the designation of the third person of the Hindu triad, but as the peculiar name of the Deity. The whole, namahsiva, is called the panchakshera, pentagrammaton, and its mystic signification is amply explained in the Agamas.

—as the sea; the nom. or obl. for the ac.—those who swim the pro. part. Iu. of used indefinitely in the masc. plu., the nom. for the gen.—they cannot swim; the third pers. plu. masc. of the same verb.—the Lord; the nom. for the gen.—the feet; the nom. for the ac.—those not united to; the nom. governing as.
CHAP. II.

The praise of rain.

The title of this Chapter, therefore, might be more literally rendered the special qualities of rain. In most Tamil works an address to rain, or a description of its effects follows the invocation to the Deity; in this, according to Parimel-aizhager, it is especially appropriate, as it treats of virtue, wealth, and enjoyment, the existence of which, he says, by divine appointment depends on rain.

II.

As by abundant rain the world subsists,
Life's sole elixir in this fluid know.

"Life's sole elixir"—in the original ambrosia, by eating which, as it is feigned, the gods of the inferior heaven obtained immortality; but the word, also, means, the elixir of life, or the universal medicine, which the adepts of all nations have so long sought for in rain. The author, I think, intends it to be received in the latter sense; rain he says is to be recognized as the true elixir of life, inferring of course that there is none other. This allusion, whichever meaning be given to the words, is not inappropriate, as rain may, without a figure, be said to be the life of the country of which the Tamil is the native language. This in its whole extent is arid, it gives rise to no considerable river, its mountains and even its hills are solid rocks of granite, among which springs are seldom found, and it depends, therefore, for its supply of water on the fall of the periodical rains, which are often scanty and sometimes fail entirely. Even Shózha-nádu, through which the Câveri has been artificially conducted, is not naturally moist: it is fertilized wholly by the various branches of that river, which derives its waters from the rains that fall in the hills in which it has its source. To the natives of such a country it is, therefore, not surprising that the rain should be an object of the grea-
test solicitude; hence the rule that their critics have laid down that all long
poems, those of the narrative kind especially, shall open by an encomium on
rain and hence the enthusiasm with which their poets have treated this favorite
subject. As a contrast to the chuster style and severer reason of Tiruval'luver,
I quote the following verses from the first canto (துவது வங்கியது) of the
Chintámani.

Like a herd of elephants belonging on some resplendent Emperor, the
gregarious clouds, having grazed on the clear waves of the troubled ocean,
darting lightenings, resembling the beautiful golden flowers of the conch on
the dark hair of Síva, having reached the mountains and climbed the sky,
wide opening bellowed aloud.

On the top of the high and clustering mountains, covered with honey-
combs, when the clouds had gathered together, their abundant streams, resem-
bling lucid rods of silver, uniting filled the whole heavens and poured down
in torrents.

This strain continues through some stanzas, and then the poet, descending
from the clouds, thus describes the effects of the waters in fertilizing the
earth and exciting the industry of the husbandmen.
Spreading abroad like the leaves of the fruit-bearing coco the flowing waters advanced: near the canals, firmly compact in ancient time with cement, all the country-people, speaking by the far-resounding voice of the labor, gathered together as the sweet water roaring aloud burst the interior.

As the untamed elephant caught in the toils, so, the people having abated the fury of the waters, they run slowly and fill the fields and adjacent grounds abundantly, as the hearts of women with knotted hair are filled by chastity.

The murmuring of the pure and quickly flowing water, the cries of those who carefully guard them, their labors resounding in a hundred thousand places; all this fills the horizon with uproar, and may be said to resemble the bellowing of the ocean conflicting with the clouds.

United in affection as a father-in-law with his son-in-law, appearing like Câmen the God of love and his brother Sêmen, having filled themselves with flowers, corn and grass, yoked each with its own kind and well trained to labour,

Large droves of young males of the buffalo species, with branching horns, and of oxen, with contracted horns, bellow around; having yoked these for tillage, while the variegated varul-fish fled scared away, there descended into the well-watered fields, perfumed by various scents, a multitude of ploughmen.

The sensible heaven, rain; here it has the latter meaning. —  the ger. of  to stand, remain, continue. —  the world; the nom. governing the following ger. and verb. noun. —  proceeding, subsisting, enduring, the ger. of . —  from the coming, the verbal in the 3rd. or instrumentive case; in this form it must in general be construed in English by the words as, because, thus  as it comes to subsist. — for the , the  being converted to  by the preceding , itself. —  the elixir of life; the nom. of the sub. verb. understood. — saying, the ger. of  to say; this word has usually the meaning of the conj. particle that as in this instance  that it is the elixir
of life.—to be considered, the infinitive of to think.—it is fit, it ought: the third per. sing. neu. of nature, quality, properly, conjugated as a verb.

Note. The sentence is absolute and would be construed by the abl. abs. in Latin, paciu non intermittente; the ger, however, cannot be used absolutely and under the general rule, therefore, though the forms comprehended under the term the defect of the verb be interchanged their meaning is not altered, the ger. must be considered as used for the inf. 

II.

When clouds, deceiving hope, withhold their stores,
Around the sea-girt earth gaunt famine stalks.

"The sea-girt earth"—the compound term translated sea is the broad water a customary periphrasis for the ocean. Parinée-tashuger says,—that notwithstanding the existence of the sea that alone with the assistance of the clouds is of no benefit. In the poetical language of the Tamil writers the clouds are not mere collections of vapors but living beings which go to graze in the liquid plains of the ocean, return surcharged with the fluid they have taken up, slowly climb the mountains and discharge their contains or their summits. Hence the expression in the commencement of this complete when the clouds standing still deceive; that is when after having gathered together they do not proceed on their journey to the sea and consequently collect no waters. Hence, also, the allusion in the first verse of the preceding quotation from the Chintamanī and in the following from Camben's Rāmāyana.
The clouds which were of the color of the god who is covered by grey ashes while proceeding on their way, having arrived and grazed on the waters of the ocean, return like the young Goddess of Felicity on whose breast is rubbed the yellow paste of the sweet-smelling agila and like the dark body of him who is adorned by her splendor.

Siva whose color is white is alluded to in the first line of this stanza and Lakshmi of a golden hue and Vishnu of a deep azure, on whose breast she reclines, in the last; the poet says the clouds, which went white down to the sea, return black by abundance of water and illuminated by flashes of yellow lightning.

The sky, the sensible heavens, a cloud.—when it stays, from to stand, stay: this word, though the construction is the same, has here apparently a sense directly opposite to that given to it in the preceding couplet, but the difference is really produced by the meaning of the governing noun; when the rain stays it continues to fall; when the sky or the clouds stay or are still no rain falls.—the same as if it deceive, from to lie, deceive.—the ocean, from the root of the verb extend, used for the indefinite participle, and water.—east.—of the world; the oblique case, used for the gen.—in the interior; this word is commonly used as a preposition to form the locative case in the sense of in, within.—standing, remaining.—will vex, the 3rd. per. neu. su. of to vex, torment.—famine, hunger. form one compound term the principal members of which must be connected by supplying some word, such as surrounded, thus the east earth surrounded by the ocean.

The fruitful toils of men and steers must cease,
If cease the flow of water from the clouds.

"The fruitful toils of men and steers"—The Tamil nation may be considered as chiefly agricultural, originally, perhaps, wholly so, for, though
various manufactures existed in the provinces to which the dominion of the ancient Tamil Prince extended, the several castes by which these were conducted were, by the ancient institutions of the country, in absolute subjection to the cultivating tribes; the Cāniyāṭchicārer, or Lords of the soil, who, however, derived their superiority, not from fictitious incidents, but from (uzhavadi) the rights of the plough. Intercourse with foreign nations, the extension of commerce, and other circumstances have in latter times materially altered the manners of the olden time and infringed the privileges of the landed proprietors, but they have not been able to prevent a lively tradition of them remaining, and this has given origin to the dissensions between the factions denominated Vidang-caiyār and Idang-caiyār, or, as commonly though improperly called, the right and left-hand castes; the former including the whole of the agricultural tribes, who endeavour, under a different order of things, to maintain their ancient pre-eminence; the latter, including chiefly the trading and manufacturing tribes, who endeavour, and in modern days generally with success, to evade it.

The veneration in which the Tamil people formerly held the plough was unbounded. The numerous remains of ancient art, existing in all parts of the country, consist, almost exclusively, in buildings intended for religious and charitable purposes and those reservoirs, channels, and embankments, which by restraining and distributing the waters of the periodical rains render the soil fit for the labors of the husbandman. Many of these are stupendous works and must have been erected when a great portion of the wealth of the country was systematically applied to the agricultural improvement of it; when in fact the cultivators of the soil were, as tradition states them to have been, the nobles of the land and their occupation alike the source of wealth and honor. Camben the translator of the Rāmāyanam, which he undertook under the patronage of the wealthy farmer Vennei-ṇellūr Sadeiyen, whom he has celebrated in it, has left a poem called Ṣaṅgaḷa the seventy stanzas in praise of the plough, from which the following extracts are taken. The first of these verses commences with a couplet borrowed from the Čural (see the 3rd. verse of the 104 Chapter entitled Ṣaṅgaḷa On agriculture in the second Part Čull Sāti On wealth).

"Those truly live who live by the plough; all others do not live, as they are in servitude and depend upon those they serve,"—is it not so? is it not thus that in the ancient world the precept was written? is it not wrong, therefore, to compare with these any that are born in the sea-surrounded earth?
By these, when the rain pours from the heavens abundance is produced; by these, also, is produced the benefit of the science of those by whom the precepts of wisdom are taught: and by the strength of their ozen is supported the strength of the furious elephant, bearing death through the field, when princes lead their armies forth to battle.

The laws of Men, cherished by the lords the four Védas; the felicity of victorious princes, who protect the world by their arms; these are matured by the plough-handle of the cultivators of the earth, whose word will never change even though fate should change.

The yoke attached to the chariot of the glorified sun of beautiful beams dispelleth darkness from the world surrounded by the sea and supported by mountains; is it not, also, the plough-yoke of the husbandmen which preserveth the inhabitants of the broad and fragrant earth from falling into poverty?

Neither the elephants which support the quarters of the world could sustain their burthen, nor could the god of love, prepared for combat, place the arrow on his bow, were it not that the cultivators of the country enriched by the Cârêti, liberal as the clouds, yoked their ozen to the plough, nor till then does the sun yoke his chariot.

When, in the productive fields of the Vél'dier, who ever escape the furious rage of famine, the bundles (mu'di) of green plants are arranged in perfect beauty, perfect, also, are the crowns (mu'di) of the princes of the earth; and the rod (côl)
which supports the sceptre (shen-col) swayed by the battle-king attended by intoxicated elephants, furious as the swelling waves of the ocean, is the small rod (sircùl) by which the plough is driven.

Note. Vébérr and Càvrér, translated husbandmen in the fourth verse of this quotation, are names of the principal tribe of Tamil cultivators, in whom in former times the property in the soil seems exclusively to have vested.

by steers, the obl. used for the instr. case; this word, from to agree together, correspond, signifies lit. a yoke of oxen, but, as it might here be rendered, by synecdoche the whole equipage of the plough including oxen &c. — they can not plough, the 3rd. per. plu. neg. of &c. husbandmen, an appellative noun in the plur. masc. of the same derivation as the preceding term.

the clouds. — lit. which may be called, the indefinite participle of to say; it is often used, as in the present instance, instead of or and gives an adjective or possessive meaning to the term with which it is not connected. — water. means simply the water of the clouds, rain. — greatness, abundance. — lessened from to lessen neu., this word which has the form of the ger. is here a contraction of the past part.

Note. Though the root give origin to many words in both dialects the verb is used only in low Tamil in the sense here given it and is frequently, but improperly; confounded with a contraction of the impersonal verb it is possible. See Beach’s Tamil-Latin dictionary for the distinction between these words.

IV.

It spreads destruction round; it’s genial aid
Again revives, restores all it destroys;
Such is the power of rain

"Restores all it destroys"—Those who in tropical climates have seen the force of the descending floods, rushing in torrents over the land and sweeping
all before them, and those who, after a long continuance of drought, have
there seen nature, awakened, as it were, from her lethargy by the fury of the
storm, covering the parched and barren plains with life and verdure, can
alone duly appreciate the justness of this thought.

In further illustration of the subject of this chapter, I insert the following
extracts; the first is part of the eulogium on rain in the first canto of the Nyānadica-Rāyēr Cāppiyam an epic poem by Vīdvan Sāmi-nāda
Pillei, who was long the Tamil preceptor of the translator. The last is a cho-
riambic stanza by Vīra-māmuni, which, though professedly describing Italy,
is entirely in the manner of the Tamil poets and in every respect appropriat-
to their climate; it forms the example for the construction of the species of verse
called caliprā in the fourth Part of the Tonnūl, on Prosody.

NYĀNADICA-RĀYÉR CĀPPIYAM.

The Earth, impatient of the scorching heat of the sun of heaven, to annoy
him assumed the form of a stupendous mountain; the bright-burning sun,
calling forth the armies of the clouds, ordered them to reduce the rebellious
earth; then the thunderbolts darted forth like arrows and the water flowing
down seemed to dissolve the entire mountain.

When the sun, the father of various living beings, destroys in his burning
wrath his offspring, their mother earth, inwardly pitying them, hides her
children from his view by a propitious veil of clouds and seems to cherish them
with milk springing from her breasts the rocky mountains.

RĀMĀYANAM.
The clouds collecting spread abroad; and it seemed as if Mount Intiyam, the father-in-law of Siren, being overheated by the sun, the ocean had raised itself to this region to bathe the broad mountain in its waters.

Beholding the renowned and mighty mountain shining like gold, the clouds poured down their streams like pensile threads of silver, bounteous as the generous, who, from the impulse of their own minds, dispense their gifts with delight.

Embracing at once the head, the breast and the feet, and stopping for an instant only, the flood, having collected together every thing moment within the mountain, swept it away, as a woman who sells her favors for a price sweeps away the wealth of her paramours.

The flood having it's birth in the mountains went forward to mix with the ocean; even as the meaning so difficult to be obtained from the illimitable scriptures, which in ancient times received but one interpretation, but, having spread through various paths, are now by every sect variously interpreted, thus spread the flood.

TEMBAVANI.
As in an army arrayed for battle, over all the sky, where the birds rove, white clouds appear resembling white banners; but, having filled themselves with the clear waves of the ocean, they spread abroad and seem like a mighty herd of black and furious elephants.

Like bright spears glancing from the breasts of warriors in the field of battle, they darted their lightnings dissipating darkness in every quarter and, trembling as it were by the reverberating sound of leather-bound symbols, the black and watery clouds thundered aloud.

Though at first taking the appearance of an army prepared for horrid battle, at length, as the liberal minded bestow their gifts, diffusing coldness over the mountains and the whole expanse of the earth, the extended clouds poured down abundant rain.

Like those, who, for the benefit of others, teach the learning they have acquired, the mountains abounding in gold, whose summits are embraced by the clouds, cast forth all the water they had imbibed and the nectarean stream, murmuring incessantly, rolled on its swelling waves.

The streams passed boldly all the rocks that opposed their passage and, eaving the far-extended tract of cultivated land, bright with exhaustless wealth, without stay flowed towards the azure ocean; as the wise, who, renouncing all, aspire alone to obtain heaven.

The people arresting the full stream and turning it to advantage, conducted it to the broad field, abounding in fragrant flowers; as, restraining the five organs of sense from their own ways, the wise confine them to path of virtue.
Here pour the waters from the clouds of heaven,
Diffusing wealth and virtue through the land,
Whose wide dominion, like the ambient sky,
Spread its protecting influence o'er the earth.
To fragrant fields, where creeps the pregnant conch,
From flowery takes the full stream flows; the while
The peacock dances neath the verdant shade
Of sweetly scented groves. The ripened rice
O'ertops the cane and flowery-fingered girls
With liberal hand to all the poor, who swarm
Like bees around, distribute many a sheaf,
And, while their hair by odorous wreaths adorned
Floats loosely in the breeze, join in the dance
As at a marriage feast, their nimble feet
Accordant to their sounding hands. And here
The luscious juice flows from the cane compressed;
Unnumbered flowerets scent the ambient air;
Unnumbered trees their racy fruits afford.
The various produce of the plenteous field
And boundless wealth that satiates the mind,
Thus yieldeth Italy, delightful land!

that which will destroy; the neut. part. of the su. tense
of நீதிக்கோ to destroy; the particle அவ் and repeated and prolonged by
முடியும்—conjoins this and the following term நீதிக்கோ to those destroyed; the dative plu. of the part. past of the same
verb—பொறியப் becoming favorable, compounded of ஐந்து favor and
முன் the gerund of நீதிக்கோ to become; this gerund generally gives an
adverbial meaning to the terms to which it is joined.—அப் again; though here used adverbially it is properly a noun meaning another, a
different one.—நீக்கு for நீக்கு in the same manner.—நீதிக்கோ that which will raise.—பொறியப் all things.—பொறியப் rain; the substantive
verb is here understood.
(51)

CHAP. III.

I.

The title of this Chapter may be rendered more literally The greatness of holy men: श्रेष्ठ is synonimous with अभिव्रत and means those who have enterd the third or fourth order of life; devotees, ascetics, anchorites.

II.

A strict adherence to the rule professed,
Than do all other virtues, the devout
Exalteth more; this every code ordains.

"The rule professed—the devout"—The term अभिव्रत from अभिव्रत to forsake, to separate, as used here and in the title of this chapter does not signify merely one who has devoted himself to a religious life, but one who, having forsaken all mundane affections, is separated from carnal sympathies and prepared for immortality. How this state is attained is so distinctly though concisely described by Paramēl-azhager in commenting on this verse that I insert the whole passage; in it, also, the explanation of अभिव्रत rule is found.
the increase of virtue; sin is abated; by the abatement of sin ignorance is destroyed; by the destruction of ignorance the difference between time and eternity is known, and reflection on the evils of mortal birth and disgust at the pleasures enjoyed, in transient succession, in this world and in the heaven of the inferior deities arises; by reflecting on these the desire of eternal beatitude is produced; from this proceeds the abandonment of the fruitless works, which are the cause of mortal birth, and the practice of meditation, and from meditation true knowledge: the distinction of that which is external as mine and of that which is internal as I then ceases and these two affections are thus renounced with abhorrence. It is thus to be explained.

The disgust at the world and worldly affections, here stated to be the proper characteristic of the real devotee, is a notion common to enthusiasts of all nations and ages. Qualified by the name of philosophy it is nearly allied to the tenets of the ancient Cynics and Stoics and it was preached as an article of faith by the modern Puritans. It has been the object, also, of every Rule established in the Christian world for the guidance of Eremites and Friars, white, black, and gray; from the period when monastic penance was transplanted from the wilds of India and found a congenial soil in the deserts of the Thebais. The Hindus, however, among whom it originated, have carried their ideas of the "Divine philosophy" farther than others, as they require, not merely the relinquishment of every selfish attachment, but the utter annihilation of self: even this is not considered by Vīra-māmuni, as inconsistent with doctrines of his own Church, as the following extracts, in which occur the every expressions used in the last quotation, will evince.

TEMBAṆ'EL

When the means are sought by which, forsaking sin, the soul may be protected from the evils spread through the world and everlasting happiness may be obtained; it will be found that devotion, by cutting off the two affections, expressed by the terms I and mine, by which immortal souls are here vainly disturbed, is the sole cause of their salvation: thus said Joseph, who had beheld the shore of the ocean of devotion.

Those who have attained the eminence of devotion and, despising, as illusive, the aid of the body, have annihilated their sensitive organs; after they
have thus rejected with disgust corporeal aid, say what further aid they require in this world?

His power, who by the force of devotion has annihilated the two affections, expressed by the terms himself and his own, supported by the protecting grace of the most High, the King of heaven, is sufficient to shake the three worlds.

"This very code ordains"—In the original the word code is in the singular, but the commentator above quoted very properly considers it a general term; he says—�有意义 of the terms is here used in a general sense, it must be received as meaning that this is the ordination of the codes of all sects, however differing from each other on other points. In fact the various sects that have existed in India, whether deriving their opinions from the Vedas, the Paramagamam (the sacred writings of the Jainer are collectively so called and it is the only term by which they can be conveniently distinguished), or the writings of the Baudhāyas, appear to have agreed in the idea that seclusion from worldly affairs was necessary for the attainment of a true knowledge of divine things and to have established, consequently, from the earliest ages different orders of devotees. By the Smritis, two rules only, that for the Vānaprastha and that for the Sanyāsī (see verse I of the Chap. IV) are recognized; these terms may be appropriately rendered, Canonbites and Anachorites and to both the common name Hermit is applicable, as the votaries of each order were inhabitants of the wilderness. The difference between them was that the former continued to perform the five great sacraments (pancha maha-ṣeṣam), the daily offerings to the patriarchal sages (terpanam) and those made daily, monthly and annually to ancestors (terpanam, hōnam, śrīdānam), and the oblations the gods (terpanam, agraḥānam, ayāṣānam), ordained by the law to be observed by the Grahl or householder; and that the latter did not perform these or any other rites or ceremonies religious or civil. The former, moreover, might live in community, collect provisions, as herbs, roots, fruit &c., and prepare food; while the latter, also called Bhishmaca Men- dicants, subsisted wholly on alms. The rules for the guidance of those assuming these orders are, propounded in the sixth Chapter (Sashūṭ, hōṭ, hyāya) of the code of Menu, according to the ancient law; in the code of Parasara, which is the law in force in the present age, they are not noticed. As the 24th and 43rd verses of the former will sufficiently explain the more material difference between the two orders, they are here cited; the first applies to the Vānaprastha, the second to the Sanyāsī.
While performing his morning, noon and evening ablutions let him satisfy the gods and manes by the libation of water (icerpanam, under this term, this ceremony being the first in order, must be understood all those above-mentioned) and, practicing austerities more and more severe, let him dry up his body.

Let him be without fire (either for preparing food or the performance of ceremonial rites), without a fixed residence, (accordingly it is the practice for the votaries of this order not to remain in one place beyond a determined period), let him repair to a town only to procure food, let him not be anxious (either for comfort or discomfort, for sickness or health, for life or death) nor wavering, but silently devout (muni, the term used, means either a silent man or a devotee) let his thoughts be fixed on God alone (the words are, ‘God are here supplied by the commentator—bhavana brahmans sanakritah’).

By Sanscrit and Tamil writers the wildernesses of India are described as filled by the hermitages of these Recluses: when Rāma, for example, banished by the intrigues of his mother-in-law from Ayodhyā, the capital of his father’s dominions, retires to the forest, he reaches, immediately on crossing to the southern bank of the Ganges, the hermitage of Baradwaja and, successively, of Sarabhaṅga, Suticsna and Agastya. These are described as extensive bowers, situated in chosen spots in the midst of deserts or forests, watered by perennial springs and adorned by fruit-trees and flowering shrubs. They are sometimes inhabited by a single recluse; sometimes by a pair, a man and his wife, for a woman was allowed thus to devote herself as a Vānaprastha in company with her husband; sometimes by a society of Devotees and Brāhmans under the direction of a Superior, employed in the study of the Veda and śastras and in the performance of sacred rites.—The ancient rule of the Vānaprastha, is now obsolete, being one of the institutions of the old law that are abrogated in the present age, and that of the Sanyāsi is now retained principally by the Gurus or High-priests of the several sects. From the Agamas and Tāntras, however, have originated multiplied orders of devotees; in the north Vairāgis and Gosvāmis, in the South Paudārāms and Satānis and their numerous subdivisions. Among these some are permitted to marry, others are bound to celibacy; some reside in well endowed colleges (matām), others are wandering mendicants.

By the Jainer, to whom the Vānaprastha was unknown, the order of the Sanyāsi was divided into various degrees, but these, except the last which was the completion of the ascetic state, were in fact distinguished from each other only by the discipline they observed and the peculiar austerities they practised. In addition to the several names of Sanscrit and Tamil derivation given to Ascetics in general and common to all, the Nigan’du, which, as being the composition of a-Jaina, is in this instance the best authority, thus enumerates those peculiar to this sect;—श्रीश्रीश्रीश्रीमात्रामध्ये श्रीमात्रामध्ये श्रीमात्रामध्ये श्रीमात्रामध्ये श्रीमात्रामध्ये श्रीमात्रामध्ये श्रीमात्रामध्ये श्रीमात्रामध्ये श्रीमात्रामध्ये श्रीमात्रामध्ये श्रीमात्रामध्ये श्रीमात्रामध्ये श्रीमात्रामध्ये श्रीमात्रामध्ये श्रीमात्रामध्ये श्रीमात्रामध्ये श्रीमात्रामध्ये श्रीमात्रामध्ये
the Saumitya & Yāger, to which others add अज्वा Ajivager, are general terms, but Digambarer, they who are clothed by the horizon, synonymous with Nirvāṇa, was applicable only to those, who, having finally released themselves from all material wants and desires, had renounced the use of raiment and of every worldly convenience, and had retired, far from the haunts of men, to total solitude and silence. Between these and the Śārānaer, mentioned in the commencement of the next verse, there is no material difference; the latter term, which is derived from Sanscrit root char to move, act, describes the power these devotees are supposed to have obtained over material obstacles.

The Śārānaer of eight descriptions, who penetrate into the ocean, the earth and the heavens, are those among the Samaṇer who have obtained true greatness.

There is another distinction of the Jaina devotees, namely Suśāmbara, Rectāmbara and Digambara: the first, those clothed in white garments, who are known in the North of India by the corrupt term Jeti for Yetti, differ, I believe, from the second only in the peculiarity indicated by their respective names; the second, those clothed in red garments, dyed by a species of ochre (in Sanscrit casamam and in Tamil edvi-cal) which affords a tawny red inclined to orange and is similarly used by the devotees of the other sects, are peculiar to the South; the third, who have been already described, it is scarcely necessary to say are in this degenerate age wholly unknown.—The Laiya of the Samaṇer, though included under that general term, are properly dénominate Sāvager in Tamil and Sravacāh in Sanscrit.

At present the Baudha religion prevails nowhere on the continent of India within the Ganges. The followers of this faith have been so completely extirpated, that, throughout this region, there now remains not one in any tribe or nation. But their solid hemispherical temples, which are in fact shrines supposed to contain the relics of the last Buddha, and which may still be seen in the vicinity of Benares and elsewhere, and their forsaken establishments, more frequent in the west of India, prove by their stupendous remains the consequence of this sect in ancient times. The caves of Kenera, as they are called, on the island of Salsette have evidently been the convent of a society of Talapoins, Lamas, or Bronzes, as they at present exist in Ava, Tibet and China, and so probably have those at Carli and Ellora. The religious of this sect, called in Tamil Śivagar, in the dictionaries and whenever mentioned by the elder writers, for none of their own works exist in this language, are constantly distinguished from those of the Jaina. At present, however, the Baudha has, who were never numerous in Southern India, are generally confounded with the Jainas; even Vira-mamuni has blended together the names of the two sects in the Sadur-agarādi (see the word शादुर्गारादि in the तालापीं शादुर्गारादि)
In selecting the following descriptions of the Indian recluses and their hermitages brevity has been the quality preferred. The extract from the Chin-táman-i and that which follows it are Jainá compositions, and the concluding verses are from the Tembávaní; in these the author contrasts the entire abandonment and seclusion of the Indian devotee with the rule observed by Joseph, who, though in a state of marriage and connection with the world, he represents as leading a life of mortification and devotion.

**BARADAM.**

With the skin of a deer and the sacrificial cord hanging across his breast, his tiara of well-nourished hair nodding on his head, adorned by the skin of a powerful tyger, fully instructed in all the scriptures, bestowing blessings by his sacred tongue, kind to all even as a father is kind to his children, the Sage Brigudachuraden, mighty by devotion, bearing his staff and water-pot and praised by the learned, entered the presence of Derumen.

**TIRU-MURUGA’TTU-PPADEL.**

They who are clothed in garments formed of bark, whose revered heads are covered by hair white as the shell of the conch, whose forms shine with spotless lustre, whose emaciated breasts are covered by deer-skins, whose ribs are seen protruding from their bodies, who often refrain from food throughout the day, whose minds are void of hatred and obstinacy, who know all of
which even the learning are ignorant, who are the extreme heads of the wise, who are sages divested both of desire and savage anger, who by their nature knowno sorrow; may these the contemplative sages of faultless wisdom gather together and precede him?

BA'RADAM.

Male and female elephants with their calves, furious lions, and tigers very were appeared; and foxes, deer, and hares, wild horses and oxen wavered all about.

Here when the cruel lion heard the bellowing of the young elephants, he remained terrified in his cave and durst not leave it; and when the loud bleating of the sheep reached the ear of the furious tigers they lay all night trembling and sleepless from fear.

Here clouds and serpents are ever wandering or reclining on the side of the mountain; here all the stones scattered around are marked by the sandals of red cotton on the feet of the females of the wild tribe of the forest, whose yes dart venomous glances.

Though neither desire, anger, joy, grief, or wealth are ever seen here, all round in this resort of the great sages, are beheld daily oblations and sacrifices and the smoke of burnt offerings.
The mountain Candanddanam, where dwell the sages, the cause of all things, resounded with the cries of elephants, the constant murmuring of water, sparkling with collected gold, and the sound of the scriptures which point out the path of truth.

**CHINTAMANI.**

He approached the hermitage of those who eat only what is pure; as roots fruit ripe and unripe, or wild grains and rice spontaneously growing in the water, or produced from the high towering bamboo, or from the water lily, or from grass.

**A STANZA.**

The bright colored resplendent moon illumines the world; Three beautiful umbrellas eclipse the brightness of the moon; An ornamented seat is beneath the shade of the umbrellas; On that seat is the God, Arjuna shining in beauty. The mortals, who around him are engaged with every power of mind and understand in profound devotion, will attain, they say, the world above the heavens; the joys of which no tongue can tell.

**TEMPAYANI.**
If, said the devotees, everlasting happiness be desired, it may be obtained by the rule thou hast propounded and not by seclusion in the wilderness, bathing in fountains, or cherishing long locks of tangled hair, for these and similar acts cannot produce eminent virtue; all this is utter ignorance.

Will they call the rank bears devotees because their bodies nourish tangled hair and they fail not to bath in water, or because they uncasingly wander through the leafy woods, or because they feed on the fruits and tender roots therein produced?

Will they call the doves that rove amid the heat of the parched desert, or the bats hanging from the trees and feeding on their choicest fruit, the greatest of devotees; how without purity of mind can the sins formerly committed be cleared away?

As one, who, after having firmly fastened the gates of the threatening battles, from fear of an invading enemy enflamed by rage, urged by his own innate fury stabs himself and dies; so is he, who, although he restrains the five outward organs of sense, is ruled by inward passion.

Note. The word Jada'i, which occurs in the two first verses of this extract and in that from the Baradam, signifies the unpolled hair of an Indian ascetic, by which like the Hebrew Nazarites and the Cynic Philosophers of old, they are particularly distinguished: it is worn in a variety of forms, sometimes braided and rolled up as a turban, sometimes hanging down in twisted locks, and sometimes matted together in an irregular mass.—The last verse alludes apparently to the imprecations which the Indian devotees are often represented as uttering in anger against those offend them; their effects, as exemplified in a succeeding Cural', are inevitable and irreversible even by those who have pronounced them.

in the rule, the obl. for the loc.; from to move in a straight line as water &c. drops or flows, to proceed regularly, signifies regulation, mode, conduct generally, good or bad, as good conduct, bad conduct; by itself, however, it has always a good meaning.— of the devout. This and the pre-
ceeding word forms a compound in translating which some connecting term must be supplied, as வெள்ளக் கல்லா வகைஸ்ரோ வெள்ளக் கல்லா வகைஸ்ரோ the devout who proceed in or according to rule. — கொல்லா the greatness, the superiority. — வெள்ளக் கல்லா of the sublimity; the obl. for the gen. — வெள்ளா requires. — வெள்ளா of the codes, of the scriptures. This term from வெள்ளா to say, declare, synonymous with வெள்ளா, means generally the same as the Sanscrit word வெள்ளா Sāstram a science, or a treatise on any science or branch of knowledge: here it is equivalent to வெள்ளா sacred writings collectively. — வெள்ளா the clear sense: this word signifies lit. light, clearness, and thence elucidation, correct explanation.

II.

To count the virtues holy men attain,
Were as to count the ghosts, that from this world Have taken flight.

"The virtues holy men attain"—the word, here and in the preceding verse translated virtues, is in the original வெள்ளா, an abstract noun from வெள்ளா great, which signifies, therefore, literally greatness, also, power, honor, excellence &c. Of the three first verses of this chapter Parimēl-azhager says,— வெள்ளா வெள்ளா வெள்ளா வெள்ளா வெள்ளா வெள்ளா வெள்ளா by these three verses it is maintained that the greatness, or excellence of the devout surpasses all other excellence. Indeed the veneration in which those who have acquired, whether justly or unjustly, the character of superior sanctity are held by the Hindus is extreme and this extends not only to the priests and religious persons of their own sects, but to all others, even Christians and Mahammedans; we accordingly find the Princes of Southern India (I allude to the Ráyer of Vidyanagara in particular) establishing Mosques and endowing Fakirs and Pir-zādās long anterior to the subversion of their dominion by the arms of the Moslims. With respect to those of their own religion, the powers ascribed to them, as the following examples will shew, are limited only by the power of the imagination.
PERIYA PURANAM.

The holy men, who have triumphed over adversity and prosperity, esteem a pot-sherd and pure gold alike and, adoring God from love only not from the desire of heaven, shine bright in the path of virtue.

Is it possible for me then to declare the greatness of those who have the sacred beads for ornament and rags for clothes, whose only occupation is the service of God, who abound in mercy and loving-kindness and are not deficient in any virtue?

VASISH'TAM.

A shower of arrows is like a shower of tender water flowers;
A bed of fire is like reclining on refreshing dew;
Striking off the head is like a sweet sleep;
Hacking the body is like rubbing it with perfumes;
Piercing the breast with innumerable pins of iron is like sprinkling it from a syringe with fresh water during the heats of summer;
The keen and poisonous arrow of the objects of sense, so difficult to destroy, sages of expanded understanding can alone avoid.

BRAHMA-GITI.

A shower of arrows is like a shower of tender water flowers;
A bed of fire is like reclining on refreshing dew;
Striking off the head is like a sweet sleep;
Hacking the body is like rubbing it with perfumes;
Piercing the breast with innumerable pins of iron is like sprinkling it from a syringe with fresh water during the heats of summer;
The keen and poisonous arrow of the objects of sense, so difficult to destroy, sages of expanded understanding can alone avoid.
For the true sage, Vishnu humbly beareth on his head all that he requireth and Siva followeth him desirous of the dust of his feet; of such a sage, who has attained the knowledge of that which alone is righteousness, the lotus-born and four-faced deity (Brahma) attendeth the footsteps, beseeching him to place his feet on his head.

The sanskrit of religious men; from भोजने to renounce, forsake the nom. plu. used for the gen.—धारणा of the greatness; the nom. for the gen.—क्षणिक the quantity.—कर्म if told; the subj. form of कर्म to say, tell: the compound भोजनेन means to enumerate, count.—सम्यक्ष्यते in the world; the obl. for the 7th or loc. case.—सम्मस्यन the dead ac., from सम्मस्ते to die.—सम्यक्ष्यते counting, the indef. ger. of सम्यक्ष्यते to count.—सम्यक्ष्यते taking, the ger. of सम्यक्ष्यते to take; this verb generally gives to those which it is united the meaning of the middle voice; called in Tamil tanvini in Sanscrit अत्मन-पदम, denoting that the fruit of the action reverts to the agent.—स्मृति like; a particle of similitude.

Note. In the present instance and many others of verbs classed as tanvini, the reversion of the fruit of the act (not of the action for then they would be reflectives which they are not) is apparent only to those to whom the language is native; a reference, however, to the literal meaning of the expression, the terms understood being supplied, may convey an idea of its force approximating to correctness,—सम्यक्ष्यते having counted all those who have died and having taken the result to himself, that is, for his own examination and determination. Thus considered it is evident that the fruit of the act of counting, which is the result of the process, reverts to the agent; this explanation is afforded by the proper signification of the auxiliary used, and is not applicable to the Tam. tanvini when formed by an affix nor to the Sans. अत्मन-पदम, which describes a class of verbs, that, like those of the Greek middle voice, are often distinguishable from the other actives by their form only.—सम्यक्ष्यते in this verse must be considered, under the rule quoted in the Note Page 42, as used for अस्मिन लिनन, in which case अस्मिन लिनन is, as described, a particle of similitude, अस्मिन लिनन अस्मि, and अस्मिन लिनन अस्मि, the same as अस्मिन लिनन अस्मि लिनन अस्मि, should be rendered as if account were taken: or अस्मिन लिनन, for अस्मिन लिनन, is so, must be considered as अस्मिन लिनन अस्मि and the 3d pers. neu. sing. of अस्मिन लिनन so, in this case the literal version of the phrase अस्मिन लिनन अस्मि लिनन अस्मि is even as having taken account. This construction of अस्मिन लिनन with a gerund, no verb completing the sentence, frequently occurs in the Curañá.
As the hook rules the elephant, so he
In wisdom firm his sensual organs rules,
Who hopes to flourish in the soil of heaven.

"As the hook rules the elephant"—This verse being, as Parimelazhager properly observes, a marked instance of the or mixed metaphor his commentators shall explain his meaning. The last mentioned says,—Qui harpagone, qui dicitur animi robur, suos quinque sensus frænat, semen est pro agro qui dicitur cœlum: id est, qui utitur ad suorum sensuum frænationem animi robore, sicuti harpagone utimurad frænandos elephantes, semen est in terra custoditum, ut suo tempore in cœli agro scrutatur; hoc est, cœlum assequetur."

The first of the succeeding verses is an amplification of the thought in the former part of this couplet, the author having judiciously avoided the incongruous figure with which it concludes. This extract is from the thirtieth canto of the Tembāvāni; in which, while the holy family are crossing the desert, on their return from Egypt, the Saviour is represented as enumerating in prophecy the several devotees, who in succeeding times are there to devote themselves to austerities and by their example to introduce monastic discipline into the Church. The primitive ascetics Paul, Anthony and Hilarion are first mentioned, but of the many names that follow few can be recognized, as they are either translated into Tamil or altered so as to conform to the orthography of that language. Ejesia Mariyāl, celebrated in the concluding verses of the extract is St. Mary the Egyptian, the first female recluse on record in the Christian Church: she was discovered by St. Zosimus in the desert beyond Jordan, where she had passed forty-seven years in the simple attire to which the poet with such delicacy alludes.
TEMAYA NATH.

When by the outrageous fury, of the passions the driver had fallen from his seat, Madavuna muni, having seized and mounted the elephant, which is the body; governing him by the strong hook of resolution, he will bind him to the pillar of constancy by the rope of penance, and fill all heaven with admiration.

Desirous of obtaining the wealth peculiar to the kingdom of heaven, Madittagen having heaped on the ear of unceasing penitence a load of holiness and yoked to it, as oxen, his body and soul, avoiding the quagmire of sinful desire, he will arrive at salvation.

Having planted the honey-dropping Jasmin-vine of perfect virtue; having surrounded it with a hedge of subdued senses, to protect it by penance supported by religion; having let in the water of strict discipline and spread around it the sand of grace, Asoren will flourish as a garden whose fragrance reacheth to heaven.

Blowing the red furnace of penance and placing therein the iron of the five senses, adding the mercuries of bright wisdom, Puró dáren poured the pure gold thus obtained into the mould of religion and, having enounced it with the precious jewels of virtue, he became an ornament for the breast of the God he adored.
Though women may inwardly resolve on good or bad it is difficult for them to persist in their resolution; thus, though the Egyptian Mary, overleaping the fence of modesty, had at first plunged into the sea of carnal desire, yet at last, having determined to perform austerities with the purest devotion, she will retire from the world and long remain here.

The eye perceives not the color by which it is darkened, and who are they who see their own faults apparent to all others? but she remembering of herself her minutest sins and borne on the wings of mental resolution, produced by reflecting on the truth she perceived, gave herself up to devotion covered only by the mantle of female modesty.

On the flying chariot of desire she arrived at the desert of sin; on the flying chariot of fear she repaired to the mountains of penitence; on the flying chariot of resplendent wisdom she entered the grove of growing virtue; and on the flying chariot of my name she shall enter the kingdom of heaven.

The tissue of conceits exhibited by these verses may have been woven for the poet either by the Italian or the Tamil Muse, as both, though they often cull from the rose-bush of fancy it's fairest flowers, are prone, also, to collect the insubstantial dew-drops glittering on it's leaves.

"Who hopes to flourish in the soil of Heaven"—Lit. is a seed for Heaven; this figure so is frequent with the Tamil writers that it may be considered as a phrase of the language. The following verse from the Nāladi-nāṇuṟu affords another instance of it's use.

Laying up seed for heaven, without delusion of mind and void of all distress enjoy life like the vine, maintaining your proper station, but remembering always that there are various things that change their nature without efficient cause.
The meaning of the latter part of this verse is that human life is among those things which are liable to sudden and incalculable changes; the authors therefore say—enjoy life, but enjoy it wisely and forget not that all enjoyment is unstable.

The term "strength of mind" may be considered as one compound and rendered "strength of mind typified as an elephant hook." This term is frequently connected with nouns of number in a collective sense, but as a verb, which performs the same function, here occurs, it is redundant. The five, senses being understood in its collective capacity with nouns of number or quantity may often be rendered by the definite article. He will govern, from guard, protect, govern. The tilde being substituted as above for a, from the Sans. root to choose, select, lit. choose, secondarily a boon, an endowment. This is the only term of Sans. derivation which has hitherto occurred, with the exception of the compound in the first verse of the first Chapter; unless that with which the verse commences should be derived from the Sanskrit and the breast, which is one of the meanings of the Tamil word. This is a verbal noun in the dat. case from to place, and means lit. the placing, also, a deposit, a place, a township; is a periphrasis for heaven, quasi the choicest or most eminent place. One: before vowels and before consonants are properly rendered by the indefinite articles an and a.

IV.

Let Indren say, the king who all controls
Within the expanse of Heaven, how great his power,
Who his five senses in subjection holds.

"Let Indren say"—This alludes to a story, which is told at length in the 38th and 39th Sections of the Bala Cândam, or First Book, of the Ramáyana.
of Vālmīki and with some variation in the 9th section (vedānta-sūtras) of the same Cāndam of the Rāmāyana of Cāmben, respecting the God Īndra, who, in consequence of an intrigue with Ahalyā, wife of the Sage Gautamā (the Latin commentator says erroneously Agastya), suffered a dreadful punishment from the effects of an imprecation pronounced against him by the enraged husband. In the former the curse is conceived in the following terms,—

\[ \text{Text in Devanagari script} \]

and in the latter thus,—

\[ \text{Text in Devanagari script} \]

Tatwabodhaka Swami gives an abstract of this fable in the 24th lecture of his treatise entitled Aśīma-nāmāyam, a controversial work on the nature of soul; in which he condemns, in the style of the ancient fathers, the fables told in the Purāṇas and other Hindu writings of the amours of their deities; but, though in the original appropriate to the subject and, consequently, as it stands, unobjectionable, it will not bear translation.

The foregoing is the explanation usually given by the commentators to this verse: Parīmēl-aghager alludes briefly to it, saying only that Īndra himself (Īndra) not having subdued his senses was made to know the power of the Sage whose senses were subdued by the effects of his curse; therefore he says Īndra himself is a sufficient witness. The Jains, however disputing the authority of the mythological story, give it a very different interpretation: Cavi-śūla-panḍita accordingly thus renders the couplet,—

\[ \text{Text in Devanagari script} \]

Of his power who restrains his senses from straying into the path of carnal desire: Deśendrācāra the King of all the Gods inhabiting the celestial world is himself the witness and besides him there is no sufficient witness; this is the meaning of the author. The difference here indicated turns chiefly on two points, in which the opinions of the Jains are opposed to the other sects: first they do not admit that a devotee either possesses or would exert the malignant power ascribed to the imprecation of Gautamā, which they consider as utterly incompatible with the purity of devotion; secondly, they argue that the Author could not intend to include under the term śānta or śīma-nāma, as used in this Chapter or elsewhere, any person, who, like this Sage, was still in the state of marriage.

This argument they support by reference in the second division of this Book On Religious Virtues and, especially, to the 8th complet of the Third Chapter On Penance, and the 3rd and 4th of the Eleventh On Retirement. The former as relating to the first and principal point I quote.
He who entirely possesses his own soul is reverenced by the immortal spirits who have not attained to this state of perfection.

In this verse the inferiority of the Gods, who though immortal are not perfect, and consequently their chief Indra, to the perfect devotee is expressly declared; the latter, asthere forcibly described, is free from the eight defects enumerated in Page 20 of this work, but how can he be said to be divested of these, or to have mastered the emotions of his soul, if, like Gautama, he be still subject to jealousy and anger?

* "Who his five senses in subjection holds"—The subjection or the senses by meditation has been already noticed and will, with the assistance of the commentator, be further explained in the observations on the next verse. From these it will clearly appear that the Devotees to whom this Chapter is dedicated are not the vain-glorious and irrational zealots who inflict on the body tortures, which must, as the natural consequence of over-excitation, render the mind incapable of all exertion. These, the Tapasvis, must be carefully distinguished from the contemplative Yogis or Nittars, as, though extolled in the Puranas and heroic Poems, they are no where mentioned in the Vedas, nor authorized by Sutratis; for the exercises prescribed for the Vanaprastha are intended merely to keep the attention awake and do not amount to torture. Krisna, after having revealed himself to Arjuna as an incarnation of the Divinity, says in the Bhagavat Gita,—

Than him who has performed every species of austerity; than him who has acquired every branch of learning; than him who has assiduously performed every religious rite; the contemplative sage (Yogi) is more excellent; adhere thou, therefore, to the practice of contemplation.

In the Sanscrit the words paraphrased in the first line of this verse are the Yogi is more excellent the Tapasvis. The Tamil version of this work is much more florid than the original, which is remarkable for the terse simplicity of its language, and, as usual, the commentary is often intermingled with the text.

By modern writers, however, even by those whose intercourse with the natives of India was unrestrained and whose knowledge of their language and literature must be allowed to be extensive, these marked distinctions appear to be unknown, or, if known, unnoticed: it is not surprising, therefore, that the ancients,
whose communication with this country was comparatively restricted and imperfect, should be liable to mistakes on this subject and great praise must be allowed to their indefatigability of research, opposed as it was by such impediments, when their conclusions are found to coincide with the truth. Philosophy and Religion had been confounded, or, rather, the former substituted for the latter, in Greece in the period immediately preceding their Asiatic conquests, which in their progress made them directly acquainted with India; hence the Greeks always describe the Indian Asceites as Philosophers, and possibly, judging of them by their descendants, from their speculative habits and their power of logical investigation, they deserved the appellation equally with those by whom it was then arrogated in Europe. It was a greater mistake to confound them generally with the Brachmanes, or Brâhmans, though no doubt the majority were really of this caste. The names usually assigned them by the ancient writers are Gymnosophists, Samanians, Germanes, Sarmanes, and Pramanes. The first of these words only is Greek and in it's literally acceptation can apply to none of the Indian Devotees, except the Jainas Digamberas, as garments were used by all others. Pliny's description of the exercises of those intended by this term, so nearly resembles the rule appointed by the Sàstras to be observed by the Vânaprastha that I quote it and the corresponding text of Menu, remarking that the Romans in the age of this author, from their immediate communication with India by sea, had acquired and communicated a more precise knowledge of it than the elder Greeks ever possessed, as is evident, not only from his writings, but those of Strabo and the Geographical tables of Ptolemy. "Philosophos eorum quo Gymnosophistâ vocant, ab exortu ad occasum perstare, contuentes Solem immobilibus oculis: ferventibus ardens tota die alternis pedibus insitere."

Either rolling backwards and forwards on the ground, or standing tiptoe all day, let him pass his time, or continue alternately standing and sitting, bathing thrice a day.

It is probable, therefore, that, though this term was only strictly applicable to one description of devotees, it was extended to others, not because they were absolute naked, but because they were more slightly clothed than the secular classes. This use of a similar term is exemplified by Lucian in his dialogue entitled the Cynic; for, though the Philosopher therein introduced is described as being naked, it appears afterwards from the mention of his torn mantle and his defence of the fashion of his vestment as being that of the Gods, that he could not have been entirely so. The passage alluded to, which opens the dialogue, and another towards the conclusion of it, I here trans-
cribe.—Wherefore is thy hair so long and thy beard so large and why goest thou thus naked and unshod, lying on the bare ground and leading a savage life more fit for a beast than a man? Wherefore wanderest thou incessantly from place to place, mortifying thy body and, instead of cherishing and satisfying it as others do, denying it that which it requireth of thee?—Let the earth be my bed and the heavens my covering; let the whole world be my habitation and all sorts of food indiscriminately my aliment; let the pernicious desire of accumulating wealth, the cause of all evil, never infect my soul, but let me suffer from want rather than be anxious for superfluity.—An Indian Sanyasi of the ancient rule, as he still exists, and the mode of life he is bound to follow, is here distinctly described, as various extracts in this Chapter will demonstrate. The Cynic philosopher in his costume and professions at least, though by no means in the purity of his life, was minutely the same as the Indian Devotee; the staff, and the single mantle, sometimes of skins as worn by the Vanaprastha, sometimes of rags, as worn by the Bhikshu-aca, were common to both; the Greek, however, carried a wallet instead of a water-pot.

Samanien is evidently the same as the Tamil word Samanen and Pramnes as Bráhmana, which in that language is written Ṣamān-i pirāmanen. An orthographical alteration nearly similar seems to have converted the word Brähma, which, besides being the name of the third person of the Hindu triad, signifies the same as the derivative term Bráhmana, into Pirmis, the title given to the Egyptian High-priests (see Herodotus, Euterpe Chapt. 163); in Tamil this word is written piraman and virund. Germanes and Sarmanes are probably the same word differently spelt and, if the latter mode be, as I conceive it is, the more correct, it will be easy to account for the distinction made between the Brachmanes and Sarmanes by some authors, who introduce these terms as describing two several sects of Philosophers, śraṇā in Sanscrit, with a short a in the first syllable, means the same as Digambara, and was the title probably by which those naked saints denominated themselves to the European enquirer; śraṇā, with a long a, on the contrary, signifies a heretic, and was the title by which they are denominated by the other sects: now from either of these words Sarmanes may be legitimately derived. By the term Brachmanes, therefore, which as the name of a caste is properly common to all Indian sects, the ancients meant the devotees who derived their tenets from the Védam and by Sarmanes those who derived them from the Paranáguamam.

 correctamente
the power; the nom. of these terms is used for the gen. and the latter, notwithstanding the intermediate terms, governs the concluding member of the sentence.—is expanded; this is the root of the verb  to spread, extend neu. and as an indefinite part. governs the following term.—of those who inhabit; either from the interior or the defective verb  to be.—the king.—Indren; a proper name made emphatic by the particle .—which is sufficient; the subj. part. of  to suffice, benefit, governed by the preceding and governing the following term.—a witness, evidence. The proper version of the last sentence, the subj. verb, being understood, is Indren himself is a sufficient witness, that is of the power of the devotee which he had experienced.

V.

Taste, light, touch, sound, and smell, if these be known And with them all connected, of the world The whole is known.

"Taste, light, touch, sound, and smell"—The meaning of the terms corresponding with these in the original are comprehended in the collective phrase  which properly signifies the five objects of sense; they are here translated literally, though in English the object and the faculty are not always distinguished. The compound  means the five organs of sense; for the faculties of sense  there is no common term, but they are particularized by the corresponding verbs, as  hearing,  touching,  seeing,  tasting,  smelling. It must be observed, however, that, though and  may each occasionally be rendered by the general term sense, they are never actually confounded by Tamil writers; thus in the last of the two preceding couplets  the five senses is rendered by the commentator and in the first  This distinction will be further exemplified by comparing the following verse from the Nálandi-náñúru with this couplet.
He who has power to observe the rule he has professed and to keep himself undisturbed by the operation of the organs of sense, namely, the body, mouth, eyes, nose, and ears, shall assuredly obtain eternal beatitude.

The simple meaning of the Author in this verse is, that, as it is by the senses only that the mind can derive knowledge, human knowledge of all kinds must be connected, or, to adhere closely to the original, must be according to the way of the objects of sense here enumerated; he, therefore, who has a clear understanding of them, of their powers and effects, is alone complete in knowledge. Such is the contemplative sage, who having reduced his sensual organs to entire subjection, must, beyond all others, have acquired a more perfect comprehension of the senses and of their operations. The Latin commentator, therefore, says, — "Exaltat hic Religiosis ob contemplationem, quam mortificationi jungunt, quaque ex rerum naturalium attenta consideratione veri notitiam assequendo ad Deum facilius diriguntur." This simple exposition, however, by no means satisfies the profounder Indian, Varinâl-azhager, whose excursus on this verse I shall give and endeavour, with some latitude of explanation, to translate.
The whole world is within the knowledge of him who fully comprehends the objects of sense, taste, light, touch, sound, and smell, and the modification of these five sensible species.

These modifications are—the five particulars here specified, which are the causes of the five elements; the five elements proceeding from them; the five organs of perception and the five of action (the hands, feet &c.), which are modifications of them; constituting in the whole twenty. The expression—within his knowledge who understands the way—is to be thus explained: the soul, (Puruṣa) which is intelligent by its connection with the body and by its means of intelligence, the active agency of nature, individual consciousness and the reasoning faculty; these and the cause of these, primitive nature, or homogeneous matter, with those before enumerated, are known as the twenty-five Tatwas, or principles. That which proceeds immediately from primitive, homogeneous matter is in its nature the generating cause (pākṣa), not the generated effect or created object (vīguḍa); from this proceeds power, or active nature; from this individual consciousness; from this the objects of sense, or the sensible species of the elements; and each of these seven, with respect to that which precedes it, may be considered as the generated effect, but, with respect to that which proceeds from it, as the generating cause. The reasoning faculty which proceeds from these seven, the organs of sense and of action and the elements, in the whole sixteen, as nothing proceeds from them, must be considered as generated effects, not as generating causes. As the soul does not proceed from anything and nothing proceeds from the soul, it is neither cause, nor effect, neither simple matter, nor any of the diversities produced from it. Whosoever comprehends what is thus taught by the Sāṅgiya school and knows, that, besides these twenty-five, there is no other modifications of principles in the world, by truly knowing the world has it within his power.

This is a short but comprehensive exposition of the philosophy of the Sāṅgiya school, which makes nature the cause of nature and the modifications of matter to originate from matter. Like the Jain the disciples of this school maintain the eternity of matter, which they consider primitively to be, not a confusion of elements, as the Chaos of the Hebrews and Greeks, but simple, homogeneous, inactive and powerless. By the accession of motion to primitive matter, Pārvṛti, it becomes, from its own energies, active and powerful and is then called Māhāt active nature. These are the two primary Tatwas or principles and from these, or rather from the operation of active nature on primitive matter, proceed, mediating or immediately, the sensible species of the elements, the elements themselves, and all the diversities of the material world. Pūruṣa, Purusha, is distinct from primitive matter and is in no respect affected by any of its changes, but it is the omniscient and omnipresent witness of all its
operations; it is pure intellect and cannot be otherwise described; those which are apparently its qualities really belonging to matter, from which they are reflected as an image from a mirror to the eye by which it is seen, or, more exactly, as light, refracted through a prism, throws its colored rays on objects by their nature colorless. Spirit, therefore, being both impassive and inoperative has no part in the creation of the universe, which, as already stated, proceeds wholly from matter and its energies. From this school originates the worship of Durgâ and the Sâcits, which, philosophically, are only symbols of primitive matter and of the various modifications of active nature, though religion has attributed to these, and to the several orders of Deities, Brahma, Indra and the rest, specific form and appointed various rites and ceremonies for their worship; these, though of utility in regulating and controlling the grosser minds of the ignorant, the enlightened Sage knows to be illusive and fruitless, and, as inferred from the text by the commentator, attains the state of final beatitude solely by the right comprehension of the nature of matter and spirit.

This is the doctrine taught originally by Capila-mahârishi, but, according to Patanjali, the founder of the school named after him, which is a reformation of the Sânyâya tenets, motion proceeded from the operation of spirit on primitive matter by which active nature, the immediate cause of creation, was produced. All that is, therefore, arose into existence by the immediate agency of spirit, by the providential intelligence of which the laws that govern the universe were established; in such mode, however, that spirit, though not inactive, is yet impassive. The school of Patanjali prescribes rules for the performance of the Yōgam, silent contemplation, which it divides into several degrees and, conjoined to the entire subjection of the organs of sense, considers as the means by which, proceeding "though nature up to nature's God," the contemplatist acquires a perfect knowledge of intellect and the essence of intellect; of intellect as connected with matter and expressed by the general term mind and of intellect as the supreme spirit, from which knowledge rightly used eternal felicity results.

The whole reasoning of both these schools will be observed rests on the assumption, which has obscured the philosophy of all ages, that matter is essentially homogeneous; that there is a substance into which all other substances are resolvable. The inductive inquisition of the Moderns has proved the reverse of this and shown that what was previously mistaken for simple is compound, and it must be admitted, in opposition even to the subtlest deductions, that all reasoning, as to the material origination of the universe, must, if true, coincide with the results of experimental science, before the light of which all theories fade to nothing. The researches of the indelatigable practitioners of Europe tend forcibly to establish that there are two principles (the real primary Tatwas) in nature, not only essentially different, but directly oppo-
site; an active, moving, elastic, exciting, aeriformed fluid, and an inactive, fixed, inelastic solid, not exciting but capable of great excitation; the former gas, the latter metal. Neither of these substances, however, are homogeneous; the gases and metals being so various that their number has not yet been determined. Though agreeing with others of the same order in general properties, each of these varieties possesses its own specific quality, distinguishing it from all other substances, with which it may be combined but cannot be confounded. The doctrine of the homogeneity of matter is in fact as futile as the dream of the Alchemists, to which, probably, it gave origin.

On the four Couplets concluding with the present one, the third of which is not translated, Parimel-azhager remarks—by these four verses the subjection of the senses which is the cause of the greatness of devotees, the practice of contemplation and reflection on the principles of nature are enjoined. That is to say the first, the subjection of the senses, is enjoined by the text and the others by his own commentary. As connected with this subject and that of the Chapter generally, the following selections have been made. To them I have added the paraphrase of a poem from Moore's Sacred Melodies, in which disgust at the agitations of the material world and aspiration after the final rest of the soul are expressed in terms so similar to those used by Hindu authors that it might itself be mistaken for a translation from their writings; it has required, therefore, only a slight occasional variation of the imagery to accommodate it exactly to their style.

BHAVAYAGITA.
the storm rage, as at the end of the world, and though the twelve suns should
at once melt the earth, can affliction exist?

NYANA DIGARA YER-CA PPAIAM.

The instability of this mortal body is like a ship when sailing on the sea,
or when overwrought by the boisterous rage of the winds; of all who have
assumed a corporeal form, none have remained permanently on the earth, for
the soul is disunited from the body, even as the bird which quits the egg and
soars singing to the sky.

The eminent devotees, considering that worldly prosperity is transient as a
drop of dew falling from the tip of a blade of grass on the sand, as smoke
rising from the fire into the sky, as the bubbles formed when the rain falls
abundantly from the clouds, or as the gay flowers on the trees aspiring to the
heavens, have approached that which is not transient and, having forsaken
all, are freed from every taint of guilt.

As the robber death follows incessantly the inhabitants of the earth and,
entering by means of disease or of his own accord, on a sudden seizes and
bears away their lives, the holy devotees, considering that the time of his
coming is unknown, vigilant and fearless, are always prepared for him.

COUPLETS.
The wise, regarding this life itself as a state of penance, perform the duties of devotion without respect to place; That men, also, should assist their fellow men is the most efficient of all species of devotion;
It is such devotees, who, borne above the waves, pass safely the flood of life and rest in eternal felicity.

A HYMN.

"This world is all a fleeting show,
For man's illusion given;
The smiles of joy, the tears of woe,
Deceitful shine, deceitful flow,
There's nothing true but heaven!
And false the light on glory's plume,
As fading hues of even,
And love and hope and beauty's bloom
Are blossoms gathered from the tomb,
There's nothing bright but heaven!
Poor wanderers of a stormy day,
From wave to wave we are driven,
And fancy's flash, and reason's ray,
But serve to light the troubled day,
There's nothing calm but heaven!"

PARAPHRASE.
taste, properly the object of that sense.—light; which is the principal object and means of sight.—touch, feeling.—sound. smell, the object.—thus; it is the indefinite ger. of to say and, according to its collocation, must be variously translated.—of these five.—the way, the mode, the nature.—him who understands; the indefinite part. third person sing. of the inside, within; the third person n. sing. of the world. The four concluding terms literally signify the world is within him who understands the nature &c. that is, is within his mind or within his comprehension.
CHAP. IV.

On the power of virtue.

The title of this Chapter is composed of the terms धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति On the power of virtue, धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति On the power of virtue, धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति On the power of virtue, धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति On the power of virtue, धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति On the power of virtue, and धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति On the power of virtue, to cause, originate, and signifies the source whence the power of virtue is derived.

II.

What more doth profit man than virtue doth,
By which felicity is given, and whence
Eternal bliss ensues?

"Virtue"—The word here employed धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति, coinciding nearly with the Sanscrit term हौतिर्मायनि शक्ति, which is frequently substituted for it, possesses great latitude of meaning. It signifies virtue generally; moral right as opposed to wrong; religious righteousness and the merit resulting from religious acts; the positive rights of things and persons, as ordained by law or established by custom, and the maintenance of such rights, or justice; and lastly charity in the abstract and charitable acts of every description. In this Chapter, which is considered the particular introduction to the First Division of the work in it's two parts, हौतिर्मायनि शक्ति Domestic virtue and हौतिर्मायनि शक्ति Religious virtue, it must be taken in its more general sense, and as including both secular and religious virtue; this is expressly stated by Parimel-azhager in his explanation of the title. धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति धौतिर्मायनि शक्ति

This title—The origination of the power of virtue—is thus explained. Of the three great incidents of life distinguished by the sages who have treated on them, virtue differs from wealth and pleasure in that it effects alike both present and future
existence and the state of eternal beatitude; its power, therefore, is here stated and the purport of this Chapter will be explained accordingly. The following extracts will exemplify this term in many of the senses here stated and illustrate this couplet generally. The final stanzas are the composition of a living author Sidambala Pandaram.

M A G A - P U R A N A M,

Having, in this world of works, passed through various states of existence from grass upwards, until by divine grace thou hast attained the human form; do not then say, while time passes in sleep and youth and age, I will perform acts of charity when it suits me: virtue when practised exalteth itself.

Those, who, being properly instructed, do not perform duly their devotions, shall be thrust into a painful hell: Death pursues us from the hour of life watching his opportunity, therefore the Scriptures say "ye fools practise virtue."

They who thus bestow alms and perform other acts of charity shall be blessed with children and the greatest felicity in this world, and an exalted station in the world to come; but, according to the ancient Word, alms can be rendered efficacious by charity only (lit. by zeal i.e. for charity).

S I V A - D R A M O T T I R A M.

Neither by sacrifices, nor by bodily austerities, nor by the distribution of abundant wealth, nor by the aid of the powerful Gods, can virtue be establish-
ed, if affection (kindness or charity) exist not. When from charitable motives assistance, productive of satisfaction, is rendered, however small it may actually be, the virtue whence it proceeds will make it of great account; Alas! alas! what then will they obtain who know not how important in its consequences is that charity which satisfies the mind? I. e. that charity, which, not being hypocritical or vain-glorious, gives satisfaction to the mind of those by whom it is bestowed.

PRABULINGAPRAILE.

If real charity exist not, though wealth equal to a mountain of gold be expended under the pretence of charity, it is all thrown away; if wealth equal to an atom be bestowed from feelings of real charity, this virtue will produce fruit enlarged to the size of a mountain.

SANANDAGANESAPURANAM.

Can one mouth, however eloquent, declare the glory of the right road, which the eminently good, who have practised real charity, have entered, mounted on the chariot of arduous virtue, and by which they have attained innumerable felicity.

NALADINAXUHU.

Having obtained a human form so difficult to obtain, act so as from it to acquire great merit; for in the next birth, charity will profit thee as the juice of the sugarcane, while thy body will resemble the refuse of the cane from which the juice has been pressed.

They who have pressed the cane and extracted the juice will not be grieved when they see the smoke arising from the refuse while burning, nor will they
who have acquired the merit accruing from the mortification of the body
mourn when death approacheth.

The seed of the Aśv (Banyan tree) though exceedingly small grows large
and affords abundant shade; so, however small may be the benefit of a virtu-
ous act, it facilitates, when conferred on the worthy, the attainment of heaven.

STANZAS.

If with frequent the society of those, who, by means of that eminent wisdom
which proceeds chiefly from moral conduct, beneficence and truth, free from
all defects, are distinguished for superior virtue, they will themselves become
faultless and, distinguishing clearly the difference between right and wrong,
will cleanse themselves from the defilement of sin and become capable of
practising the purest virtue.

As the ordinances of the founders of all sects teach the practise of virtue,
which sedulously avoids vice, and particularizes the eminence that thence re-
sults, assuredly the practise of that virtue is incumbent on all men.

Of the two species of virtue, of which those versed in the knowledge of virtue
have treated, namely, domestic and religious virtue: the former, of which the
essence is beneficence, consists in the dispensing of wealth when it has been ac-
cumulated; the latter in retirement from domestic life and other enjoyments,
As it is declared that from virtue, by which vice is destroyed, the highest felicity, liable to no calumny, proceeds in this world, and hereafter the attainment of eternal beatitude when all delusion ceases, can any thing more profitable than this glorious virtue be conceived or expressed?

"Felicity—eternal bliss"—The terms used in the original are  and  the former signifying temporal and the latter eternal felicity; the state of final beatitude being specially distinguished from all others is called the special state. The latter is obtained only by the exalted piety, which, as stated in the preceding chapter, results from renouncing all material objects and aspiring to a purely spiritual existence; the former, which includes both earthly felicity and that enjoyed in the several heavens in which merit is rewarded, results from the exercise of the social virtues, benevolence, charity, hospitality and the rest.

  speciality; here and in other places in this work it signifies the special joys of eternity.— that will produce; the future participle of  to bring forth.— temporal happiness, prosperity, wealth, from  to go, depart, pass away.— and; this conjunction may be united, as in the present instance, to one only or to all the terms it conjoins— as above.— or than virtue; the 5th case used with terms denoting comparison.— for  the first vowel being lengthened by  more.— gain, profit.— what? this term, though properly a substantive pronoun, is here used adjectively for  this is properly an interrogative particle, but being here used with a term implying interrogation, adds nothing to the sense and must, therefore, be considered expletive.— to the living, to mortals;  means literally life, but is frequently used in this general sense.

II.

No greater gain than virtue can't thou know,
Than virtue to forget no greater loss.

"No greater gain—no greater loss"—This verse is corroborative of the preceding. As these two verses are connected in subject with the Couple
numbered the fourth in this series, but ranking as the sixth in the original work, which will afford an opportunity of elucidating a curious point of Hindu philosophy, the following extracts are inserted for the purpose of illustrating them: they are taken from the First and Fourth Chapter of the Naladi-nánúru, entitled respectively नालदीनानुरु और विविधविधान ओलें The Instability of prosperity and एक विविध हितैष्य एवं विनियोग On the power of virtue.

When by blameless means thou hast acquired great wealth, then, sharing it with others, eat fine rice imported on oxen; for fortune never standeth in the centre with any one, but shifteth like the wheel of a chariot.

He who hath gone forth as the leader of armies, mounted on the neck of an elephant and over-shadowed by ensigns of dignity, when the power of his former deeds are turned against him, will fall and his wedded wife be taken by strangers.

Know that those things are uncertain which thou regardest as certain and perform quickly every act of charity within thy power; for the days of thy life are gone! are gone! and even now death swiftly approacheth! approacheth!
Death devours your days using the sun, whence they originate, as the measure by which he meteth; be compassionate, therefore, and practise virtue assiduously, for among all born there is none that hath not died.

Those of little understanding, not considering, their natural tendency, say “we are wealthy”; the greatest wealth, may be utterly destroyed and vanish like a flash of lightning darting in the night from a black cloud.

Those who avariciously hoard what they have acquired, vexing their own bodies by stinting themselves in food and raiment, and not performing acts of imperishable charity, perish, O King of the mountains touching the sky! Witness the bees when deprived of the honey they have collected.

Say not foolishly, O my soul! “while here let us pursue our own interests and let us die without caring for virtue”; for, although thou mayest live long and prosper, say what wilt thou do when the days of thy life are passed?

When the senseless man receives the fruit of his deeds, he sighs bitterly and grieves within himself; the wise, reflecting that it is the destined consequence of their sins, hasten to pass the appointed limit of their affliction and escape from it.

Think not whether it will be this day, or that day, or what day, but, considering that death even now stands behind thee, eschew evil and pursue good in the way prescribed by the eminent ones.
same as తా, it, that thing—దచిత్తు than the forgetting, from తా forgettingness, the verbal generally used to express the action of the verb, declined in the 5th case, but governing, nevertheless, as a verb, the preceding term in the accusative.—దచిత్తు as above.—దచిత్తు as above.—దచిత్తు loss, damage, a derivative from దచిత్తు to despoil, ruin.

III.

దచిత్తు కుదిడిదించిన కండాదనం

దచిత్తు కుదిడిదించిన కండాదనం (స)

That which in spotless purity preserves
The mind is real virtue; all besides
Is evanescent sound.

"That which in spotless purity" &c.—Vira-māmuni in the third book of the Tonnul. On the subject matter of composition, has particularly examined and illustrated this couplet. He introduces it twice; in the First Chapter, in which the rules for the composition of prefaces are stated, and in the Third Chapter, on amplification, where it is made the thesis of a theme or dissertation, intended to exemplify that species of composition. In the former it is thus paraphrased

* Every species of virtue is included under the two general heads of domestic virtue and religious virtue. It is here said, that by purity of mind, eminence and worth is obtained and, that devotion, or charity, and all other
acts performed by one whose mind is not pure, hath only the empty sound and not the essence of virtue. The two significations of this Cural are thus distinctly shown. When thus explained the truth and falsehood shine forth, and the true nature of virtue, whence substantial profit is derived, becomes apparent, and if we reflect on this and act accordingly, the path leading to salvation will be seen. Although loss be sustained by the expenditure of vast wealth in the purchase of a false jewel, is it not yet a greater loss, after the wealth has been expended, the body emaciated, and the soul afflicted, that a few, false virtues only, not current in heaven, should be collected? avoiding this, therefore, and endeavouring to preserve that which is really profitable to the soul, reflect seriously on the purport of this Cural.

The following extracts from the dissertation of which this couplet is the thesis contains the citations from Tamil writings made by this author in direct illustration of it.

Those desires of obtaining the fruit of virtue, having freed themselves from the delusion, arising from the applause given by others for the appearance of virtue, while in reality their conscience burned within them like a fire, will comprehend the truth. For this reason hath not the Author said thus?
CUÑAL.

Of what account is the understanding, which reaches beyond the heavens, if his heart suffer from conscious guilt.

And again:

CHINTAMANI.

If the thought eternal felicity can be obtained by wearing long and matted hair, by bathing in water, lying on the ground, and emaciating the body, then may the bears that bathe in the lakes and wander in the forests, also, obtain felicity,—quoth, said he, such ignorant notions.

If from fear of a fine cloth being burned you place it within the very fire, will it not be consumed? So, if they, who forsake domestic life and the society of those whose bosoms are perfumed by civet, retain in the wilderness their ancient desires, will they, said he, be freed from sin?

Thus, in the Chintamani, Sivagen addresses one, who, void of inward purity, has assumed the garb of outward devotion.

If the mind be inwardly impure, even devotion, which is reverenced and praised by the heavenly beings, will produce no permanent fruit, but can they impute guilt to him (even if such ceremonies be omitted) who is endowed with inward virtue?

These passages and many others like these prove what has been stated by direct examples, if further illustrations be required they may be given at large.

Note. See at Page 58 the quotations from the Témbavani. Vira-mamuni, it will be observed, has borrowed, not the thoughts only, but the words of the first quotation from the Chintamani. The final verse appears also to belong to this work, but I have not been able to verify it.

Other quotations follow which are less connected with the thesis, and are intended in part, also, as examples of the technical modes of illustrating a theme indirectly; as these are confessedly derived from the rhetoric of the European schools, which it is the purpose of the author to substitute for the more fanciful-scheme of the Tamil writers, any notice of them would be foreign to the intention of this work. The following extracts, however, from the Rámayanam of Camben are added; but it must be remarked that their connection with the subject of this verse arises solely from the nature of the peculiar beings to whom they relate. The Araçeri, therein mentioned, in Sanscrit Ráçhabaa, usually rendered Giants by European writers, are a mixed race; the genealogy of which I shall trace, as it will exemplify the opinions of the Hindus respecting the origin of good and evil, with which the general subject of this chapter is immediately connected. The whole of the following statement belongs to mythology; but, extravagant as the Puráñas generally are, there is discernible in them a general method and connection of parts,
which entitle them to be considered a system. Accordingly the Paurânicas, mythologists, constitute a distinct school, differing widely of course from the several philosophical schools, but in many respects coinciding with them: one of these coincidences is the doctrine of the triguna, the three qualities, or principles of good, evil and passion, which is received both by the mythologists and the philosophers, with the usual difference that the former dogmatize and the latter reason on it.

According to the mixed system of theogony and ontology, which constitutes the philosophy of the Purânas, there are three races of intelligent beings, differing from each other in quality and lineage. The first are collectively called Asura, from their natural antipathy to the Sura; in these the evil principle, tâmasam, prevails and they are by nature, therefore, evil, Caecadâmians. The second race are the A’ditya, so called from their mother Aditi, one of the sixty daughters of Dacsha-prajâpati, the son of Brahmi, and the eldest wife of Casyapa, and Sura, derived from a root signifying wealth: in them the good principle, satvâcam, prevails, and they are, therefore, by nature good, Eudemons. The third and last are the Human race, Mânava, descended from Manû the sister of Aditi and fourth wife of Casyapa; in them the principle of passion, râjasam, prevails, and mankind are left, under the direction of their wills, and inclinations, to aspire to virtue or to deviate into vice. The Asura are here first mentioned though they are in fact younger than the Sura, as they first possessed the earth and are called, therefore, Purâna Devâh the ancient Gods. They are divided into three tribes; the two first are the Daitya, properly so called, this being used, also, as a collective term, and the Dânava; brothers on the father’s side of the Sura and Mânava, but from different mothers, the former being the offspring of Diti (Dis in the feminine) and the latter of Danû, also daughters of Dacsha and second and third wives of Casyapa. The third tribe are the Râchasha the descendants of Hêti, a being created by Brahmi from water, by Bhavâ, the sister of Yama, the God of death and hell. The Daitya and Dânava seem to have kept themselves pure, but the Râchasha intermixed with these, with the Gandharva, a tribe of Suras, and with the Human race, from whom sprang their princes; not as the Giants of old, by the sons of God entering into the daughters of men, but from a human father and a demoniac mother, Râvana, their king, being the son of the Brahmâ Vishavas, the son of Pulastra, the son of Brahmi, by Caicasî, the daughter of Sumâli, the son of Vîdya, the son of Hêti. These, to the extreme of malignancy, unite the violence of passion in excess and are, therefore, in general, for there are some exceptions, utterly incapable of virtue. The habitation of all the Asura tribes is properly the infernal regions, Pâtâla, as that of the Sura and of the Mânava is respectively the celestial heavens and the earth, but the Râchasha are-represented as having held the three worlds in subjection, and it was to repress their intolerable tyranny that Vishnu became incarnate in the seventh Avatará as Râma-chandra,
These extracts are intended to exemplify the position, that 'whatever eminence may be acquired, neither virtue nor the permanent benefit of virtue can be possessed by those innately wicked; they are from the 2nd Canto (రామాయణ పరిచయం) of the Sixth Book (రామాయణ పరిచయం), in which Cumbacarman, one of the brothers of Râvana, reproves, in a council of the Giant chiefs, the conduct of the former, in forcibly seizing and detaining Sita, the wife of Râma, and vainly endeavours to persuade him to restore her to her husband. Previously to the holding of this council, Anumân, one of the leaders of the silvan tribes that accompanied Râma to the attack of Ilangoi, who, though in the form of an ape, was in reality an incarnation of Pavana, the God of the wind, had penetrated to the capital of Râvana in search of Sita and, having been taken prisoner, had been allowed to depart, after his tail, wrapped in oiled cloth, had been set on fire as the punishment of his intrusion; with the torch so furnished him, he had laid the whole city in ashes, finally escaping unhurt in defiance of the utmost efforts of the Giants:—hence the allusions in some of the following verses.

Râma Yañâm.

 Thou hast lamented as if thou hadst lost every kingly attribute by this beautiful city having been devoured by the flames; but is it right to desire the wife of one of another race and to detain her in captivity? Is any sin the wicked commit a greater sin than this?

Contrary to the precepts of religion, thou hast detained in captivity and overwhelmed with sorrow, a woman who was engaged in devotion, belonging to the house of another, O perpetrator of violent acts! and if in that day the glory of the Araccher was obscured, would it be wise in us to sanction so disgraceful an act?
The ancients followed the path of the virtuous, but besides these all the other Aumer (Giants) are evil doers: the station of Gods is obtained by virtue, but is it obtained by delusion, deceit and violence?

If we consider the mighty deeds by which, even after we had forsaken virtue, we conquered the Gods, we shall find that they were not an effect proceeding from any acts of devotion performed by ourselves, but from the power conferred on us by those who had forsaken evil (i.e. by the Sages and the Gods by whom we were endued with power).

Having conquered the divine Triad, and having received under their protection the whole world, while exulting in prosperity, they are dead and have toiled in vain; who then among the conquerors of the Gods are truly great?

Who shall describe those, who, having overcome both good and bad works, have obtained eternal felicity? But who among these, the giants, have, from their innate wickedness, at any time performed virtuous acts like the Sages and the Gods?

This royal city and thy former victories have been consumed by the chastity of Janici, the mistress of the world; if not, what glory is there in the thought that they were burned by an ape?

It was foretold that the power of the King of Ilangei surrounded by the ocean, obtained by long penitence, should decline by means of a female of the human race; know this to be now accomplished, O thou who art adorned with a wreath of sweet flowers!

"All besides is evanescent sound"—The term in the original, translated by the two concluding words, is சரணம், which signifies literally a loud turbu-
tent noise; the line is thus translated and explained by the Latin commentator. "Caetera omnia conditionem habent strepitus. Sensus est esse verum virtutem, quae in animo culpam non admittit, nam animus culpa sedatum habentis, verba, et habitus, et actiones ipsae quae virtutem spierunt, habent conditionem strepitus; tum, quia ad id ordinari solent, ut e caeteris videantur et audantur, ut virtuosa laudantur, sed statim, uti strepitus, evanescunt, quia non valent alieni beatitatem afferre".—I have followed this interpretation as it agrees with that of Vira-māmuni and as it corresponds exactly to the expression of the original; but the word ρόρῳ may metaphorically be rendered ostentation, hypocrisy. Parīmèl-azhager paraphrases it by ρορούμενον which signifies literally the confused clamor arising from a mob, but is often synonymous with ρόρῳ, the term commonly used to express pomposity, ostentation, hypocristry.

---

οὖσα of the mind. — οὖσα the interior. The first of these terms is connected in the oblique form with the latter, which serves as a preposition; together they signify in the mind.—οὖσα, the final ο without elision before a vowel, faultily stigma, stain.—οὐσία without; this is properly the 3rd pers. sing. masc. of the negative verb. οὐ in the nom. case, signifying lit. he who has not, and governing the following verbal. See Note Page 15.—οὖσα the being. —οὐσία measures; the 3rd pers. neut. sing. of the conj. noun οὐσία measure, governed by the preceding and governing the succeeding term.—οὖσα virtue. —οὐσία, Sans., of noise, clamour; the obl. for the gen.—οὖσα possess the quality; the 3rd pers. neut. plu. of ρόρῳ quality.—οὖσα others; the nom. plu. in the neut. gend. of οὖσα another, a stranger.

Note. οὐσία means also, vexation, trouble, but its literal signification, is that here assigned to it, as it is a Sanscrit word derived from the root οὖσα sound, by the upaserga Ὄ and the pratuyga οὐ. It is synonym; οὖσία, though undoubtedly of Sans. derivation also, is of uncertain formation, no such word, either as a simple or a compound term, existing in that language. There is indeed reason to suspect that it is purely fictitious, originating in a mistake of the early Tamil lexicographers; in Sanskrit the terms Ὄ and ρορούμενον are both from the root οὖσα sound, and signify sound generally, a noise; with this meaning, they occur at the beginning of the 3rd line of the 6th Sect. 1st Book of the Amma-simha, conjoined by Saun, thus Ὄ and ρορούμενον, &c., and from the three first syllables of this adventitious compound, the Tamil word appears to have been formed, by incorrectly subdividing it and reading; ρορούμενον οὖσα, &c.—There is a single instance of the use of this word in Sanskrit, in a book called Jānīcī-parinayam by a very modern author; it occurs in the following sentence Ὄ Ὄ οὖσα Ὄ Ὄ οὖσα Ὄ Ὄ Ὄ Ὄ Ὄ Ὄ Ὄ Ὄ Ὄ, where it means the sound produced by a swarm of large bees, but it is universally condemned as corrupt.
IV.

Refer not virtue to another day;
Receive her now and at thy dying hour
She'll prove thy never-dying friend.

"Another day"—by connecting the word thus translated, अयोग, that day, with ज्वृतियान् धिष्टां the time of death, a signification somewhat differing from this version is given to this couplet and it is explained "defer not the practice of virtue until the day of death &c.; that is, fulfil at once all acts of charity on which thou hast resolved, and do not leave them to be performed by others, after thy decease. This however is not correct; अयोग must be construed absolutely, not relatively, the meaning of the Author being that which is indicated by the version I have preferred, and which may thus be less literally explained—The chief benefits of virtue accruing after death, and the time of death being uncertain, practise virtue now, deferring it to no future day, that thou mayest be certain of enjoying the benefits so accruing. By substituting "receive" for the literal meaning of ज्वृतियान् do, practise, the personification is not interrupted.

"She'll prove thy never-dying friend"—The author having in the first verse described virtue in its largest sense, under which is included the merit resulting both from active benevolence, or charity, and from the practice of devotion, or in other words from the discharge of our duty towards our neighbour and towards our God, as the cause of temporal felicity either on earth, or in the celestial abodes to which the meritorious Soul successively transmigrates, and as, ultimately, productive of eternal felicity in the spiritual heaven, where all transmigration ends, represents it, consequently, in the second verse, as the most profitable object the human mind can pursue. This notion, the profitableness of virtue arising from its beneficial effects, is inculcated generally throughout the chapter, and by this verse particularly; the manner in which virtue operates to produce this effect, and the nature of the profit thence derived, are explained by the commentators, in conformity with the actual intention of the author, on principles peculiar to the divine philosophy of the Hindus.

It is a dogma, common to all the schools and sects of India and one of the few in which they exactly coincide, though confessedly derived originally from the Naiyáyca, or Rationalists, that द्वेष्यमत्र, the consciousness of good
lent noise; the line is thus translated and explained by the Latin commentator. "Cetera omnium conditionem habet strepitus. Sensus est esse veram virtutem, que in animo culpam non admittit, nam animum culpa fedetatem habentis, verba, et habitus, et actiones ipsae quae virtutem spiritum, habent conditionem strepitus; tum, quia ad id ordinari solent, ut a caretis videantur et audiuntur; tum, quia eontantem tempore quo videantur et audiuntur, ut virtuosa laudantur, sed statim, uti strepitus evanesceat, quia non valent alieni beatitatem afferre." I have followed this interpretation as it agrees with that of Vira-mahuni and as it corresponds exactly to the expression of the original; but the word अच्छे may metaphorically be rendered; ostentation, hypocrisy. Pariel-ashtagare paraphrases it by अच्छे as which signifies literally the confused clamor arising from a mob, but is often synonymous with अ— लाल, the term commonly used to express pomposity, ostentation, hypocrisy.

अच्छे of the mind.—अच्छे the interior. The first of these terms is connected in the obl. form with the latter, which serves as a preposition together they signify in the mind.—अच्छे, the final अ— suffering elision before a vowel, fain, lit. a spot, stain.—अ— without; this is properly the 3rd pers. sing. mase. of the negative verb. अ— in the nom. case, signifying lit. he who has not, and governing the following verbal. See Note Page 15.—अच्छे the being. —अच्छे measures; the 3d pers. neu. sing. of the conj. noun अच्छे measure, governed by the preceding and governing the succeeding term. —अच्छे virtue. —अच्छे, Sans., of noise, clamor; the obl. for the gen. —अ— possess the quality; the 3d pers. neu. plu. of अच्छे quality. —अ— others; the nom. plu. in the neu. gend. of अच्छे another, a stranger.

Note. अच्छे means also, vexation, trouble, but its literal signification, is that here assigned to it, as it is a Sanscrit word derived from the root अ— sound, by the upasarga अ— and the pratyeka अ—: it is synonym, अच्छे, though undoubtedly of Sans. derivation also, is of uncertain formation, no such word, either as a simple or a compound term, existing in that language. There is indeed reason to suspect that it is purely fictitious, originating in a mistake of the early Tamil lexicographers: in Sans. the terms अच्छे, अच्छे and अच्छे अच्छे are both from the root अ— sound, and signify sound generally; a noise; with this meaning, they occur at the beginning of the 3rd line of the 6th Sect. 1st Book of the Amara-simhama, conjoined by Sand hi thus अच्छे, अच्छे अच्छे अच्छे &c., and from the three first syllables of this adventitious compound, the Tamil word अच्छे अच्छे appears to have been formed, by incorrectly subdividing it and reading, अच्छे अच्छे अच्छे अच्छे अच्छे &c. There is a single instance of the use of this word in Sanscrit, in a book called Jâniel-parinayam by a very modern author; it occurs in the following sentence अच्छे अच्छे अच्छे अच्छे अच्छे अच्छे अच्छे, where it means the sound produced by a swarm of large bees, but it is universally condemned as corrupt.
Refer not virtue to another day;
Receive her now and at thy dying hour
She'll prove thy never-dying friend.

"Another day"—by connecting the word thus translated, அர ம் that day, with நூற்றாண்டு யமைந்தே the time of death, a signification somewhat differing from this version is given to this couplet and it is explained defer not the practice of virtue until the day of death &c; that is, fulfil all acts of charity on which thou hast resolved, and do not leave them to be performed by others, after thy decease. This however is not correct; வாய்யு ம் must be construed absolutely, not relatively, the meaning of the Author being that which is indicated by the version I have preferred, and which may thus be less literally explained—The chief benefits of virtue accruing after death, and the time of death being uncertain, practise virtue now, deferring it to no future day, that thou mayest be certain of enjoying the benefits so accruing. By substituting "receive" for the literal meaning of நூற்றாண்டு do, practise, the personification is not interrupted.

"She'll prove thy never-dying friend"—The author having in the first verse described virtue in its largest sense, under which is included the merit resulting both from active benevolence, or charity, and from the practice of devotion, or in other words from the discharge of our duty towards our neighbour and towards our God, as the cause of temporal felicity either on earth, or in the celestial abodes to which the meritorious Soul successively transmigrates, and as, ultimately, productive of eternal felicity in the spiritual heaven, where all transmigration ends, represents it, consequently, in the second verse, as the most profitable object the human mind can pursue. This notion, the profitableness of virtue arising from it's beneficial effects, is inculcated generally throughout the chapter, and by this verse particularly: the manner in which virtue operates to produce this effect, and the nature of the profit thence derived, are explained by the commentators, in conformity with the actual intention of the author, on principles peculiar to the divine philosophy of the Hindus.

It is a dogma, common to all the schools and sects of India and one of the few in which they exactly coincide, though confessedly derived originally from the Naïyáyca, or Rationalists, that Dherma, the consciousness of good
and Ad herma, the consciousness of evil are the causes of the transmigration of the soul; the former securing to it happiness and a higher rank in the scale of being, either on earth or in the celestial worlds, and the latter producing the contrary effect. This law of nature is in Tamil called பண்டிகை, which literally signifies, old, ancient, and வேண்டிகை, old, or former works. Appended to the second part of the First Book of this work, is a chapter under the former title, and in the Nāladi-nānūrū, one under the latter; from which and the commentaries thereon, the following extracts are taken, which will better and more authentically explain this notion than any dissertation which could be written upon it. Admitted to be true, it accounts satisfactorily for the existence of good and evil, as experienced in the world and for the effects by many ascribed to fate or destiny and by some to chance, and which in common language, in default of more adequate expressions, we have agreed to call fortune and luck; but, unless the doctrine of the Jains be received, which maintains the eternity of the universe as it actually exists, it does not extend far enough, as, though it accounts for its existence, it affords no explanation of the origin of evil.

The following extracts consist of the postscript of Paramēl-azhager to the Second Part of the First Book of the Cural’ On Religious Virtue, குரல், of part of his introduction to the next Chapter On Destiny, குரல், and of the 1st, 3rd, 6th, 7th, 9th & 10th verses of the latter. Although this chapter is arranged as one of those belonging to the குரல், or First Book, it is not properly included in it, but, as the words of the commentator imply, forms a connecting link between the subjects of this and the following Books.

In this manner the author has spoken of Virtue, as regards the three states, namely Earth, Heaven, and Eternity; he will hereafter speak on Wealth, and now proceeds to treat on Pleasure and on the primary cause of these, Destiny.

DESTINY.

Destiny is in this wise. That which is decreed is the immediate cause of the retribution received by a person as the fruit of the good or evil deeds he hath done, and is called Destiny, Nature (natural disposition), Vicissitude, Certainty (necessity), God, (the act of God), Decree, Fate; which several words denote but one thing.
By the decreed effect of the works of former births, industry is excited and wealth accrues, and by the same, indolence prevails and wealth departs.

Although he have acquired various and profound learning, his natural disposition will overcome his knowledge.

Note. Parimel-azhager's paraphrase of this verse is added, as it assigns more directly than the text itself a cause for a fact, for which, though undoubted, it would puzzle the philosophers of Europe to account; that is, why great scholars are often great blockheads.

If only by the effect of his former works is naturally foolish, although he may have attained to the knowledge of the subtiest subjects and have acquired various science, the folly, which is the destined result of his former acts and which always pursues him, will prevail over his knowledge. This is the meaning.

That which is not by nature theirs, no labor can obtain, and that which is, though they reject it, will not quit them.

Those who have accumulated millions can enjoy nothing but what the apportioner has apportioned to them.

Note. The word here rendered literally apportioner is paraphrased by Parimel-azhager as God and thus explained in the comment.

He calls him (God) the apportioner from his apportioning the fruit of the deeds which a soul hath done to that very soul and to none other.

Why should those who see that good only happens in the destined season of prosperity be grieved in the season of adversity?
What is more powerful than the destined effect of former works? it anticipates even thy thoughts while considering how to avoid it.

The following are the introduction by one of the commentators to the 11th Chapter 1st Book of the Nâladi-nânâru, entitled yâvahârâ and the 1st, 4th, 7th, 8th and 10th verses.

Former acts, the title of this Chapter, called, also, That which is ancient (Destiny), are in this wise. The influence of the works of former births on the present life and of the works of the present life on future births, and the knowledge of their effects is thus to be stated. As either good or evil, or in other words pleasure or pain, is experienced in every successive birth, he (the author) has considered in his own mind that this arises from the good or evil he did in a former birth, and that whatever acts of charity or benevolence he may perform in the present, will be compensated in a future birth.

As a young calf when let loose among a number of cows, naturally seeketh out and attacheth itself to its own mother, in like manner doth the act of a former state of existence seek out and attach itself to him who hath performed it.

To avoid those things which are to happen, or to detain those which are to depart is alike impossible even to Saints; even as there is none who can give rain out of season, or prevent its falling in season.
Behold all those whose bosoms are goaded by distress and who wander forlorn through the long streets, and know, O Lord of the cool shore of the billowy ocean, where the playful swans tear in pieces the water-flowers, that this proceeds from the acts of former births.

When those, who not only are not ignorant but have learned that which they ought to know, do that which is blamable; this, O King of the cool shore of the broad ocean, where the water-lily flings its odors to the winds, proceeds from the acts they have formerly done.

The effect of the acts of former births doth not fall below, nor exceed its due proportion, nor doth it fail to come in its turn, neither doth it assist out of season, but where it ought to be, there it is; of what utility, therefore, is sorrow when it afflicteth thee?

In further explanation of this subject, to which I shall revert in my remarks on the final verse of this Chapter, I insert a note added by the Latin commentator to the Chapter On Destiny.

"Non me latet vocem, cui ego divinorum decretorum significatianem tribuo, ab aliis usurpari pro quidam quod significat opera antiquitatis facta, neque ignoro eodem humanarum rerum vices tribuere operibus antiquitatis factis, sive bonis, sive malis, pro effectuum diversitate; dicunt enim, virum probum panpercisse esse, ob peccata quae antiquitatis patravit, (sive antiquam nasceretur in alia generatione, uti Tamulenses stulte putant, sive postquam natus est in adolescencia vel puerosa) quaque adhuc non luit ferendo supplicium iis debitum; virum vero improbum felicem esse, ob virtutes quas antiquitatis exercuit, et pro quibus, adhuc præmium iis debitum non refuit; atque, eodem modo, virum industriam ac indecisse laboratem pro divitiis acquirandis nil acquirere in prænum peccatorum veterum; virum vero omnino ineptum atque pigrum sine ullo labore divitem evadere in prænum veterum virtutum; ita ut quidquid vulgus malam fortunam, ant bonam fortunam appellat, id ipsi refundant in opera antiquitatis facta. In hoc vero capitulo dictam vocem melius explicari et propriius significare divina decreta, patet, tum ex serie tota sententiarium in hoc capitulo
contentarum, tum ex illo versus speciatim—अनुभवं स्वाधीनं अस्वाधीनं अस्वाधीनं अस्वाधीनं।—in quo ne per somniurn quidem
Author meminit operum antiquitus factorum, sed solum divini statuti, quod
nemo praeterire potest: et quamvis detur quod opera, antiquitus facta suum
locum habeant in humanarum rerum viciibns, quorum causam ignoramus, cum
tamen dicta opera antiquitus facta, sive bona, sive male, hic et nunc, et non
antea nec postea solum sortirefectum, sive bonum, sive malum, non dependeat,
nisi a divina voluntate, quae statuit tempus in quo alicujus virtus premiat
peccatum puniri debeat, cumque omnis vis operum antiquitus factorum ad
divinorum decitorum virtutis præmium, peccato pænæ statuendum irrefraga-bilitatem reducatur, recte voci ἐπὶ ἄνδρος ἱερείων ἔτη γεγονότοις
tributa est; eo vel magis, quod ὁ ἄνδρος ἐπὶ ἄνδρος ex sua natura nil significat nisi
antiquum quid, quod æque competit operibus antiquitus factis, quorum vim
nunc quis experitur, ac divino statuto decernenti, ut dicta opera nunc suam
vim exercerant, nam nil est divinis decretis antiquius.”

This dogma, which may be considered as the governing tenet of Indian morality, necessarily involves the doctrine of the Metempsychosis; it does not indeed preclude the idea that acts of virtue or vice may be rewarded or punished within the life time of the individual performing them, but it more immediately respects the retribution to be received in the present birth for the acts of former births, or to be expected in future births for the acts of the present birth. This retribution, as appears from Parimël-azhager’s list of Synonyms, is the same as Destiny, and God, كفرنوت, both of which may be rendered by the terms employed in the preceding extract “divina decretu,” with this reservation, that they always imply a retributive, never an arbitrary act.—To those who remember the scope of the controversy between the Jansenists and the Jesuits, though this, like other phantasties of the same kind, is fast fading from human cognizance, the following quotation will not be displeasing: it is curious, also, as a specimen of the dexterity with which the author seizes every handle offered him, if it seem likely to become a useful instrument in the prosecution of his labors, and of the sophistical, but characteristic, ingenuity, with which he endeavour to reconcile doctrines in reality incompatible.

The terms مخلتأ the destiny of the head, and مخلص the writing of the head, used in this extract belong properly to Mythology, which signifies, that, previously to birth, the destiny of every individual is written by Brahma in the head of the embryo; this writing, it is supposed, is seen in the indented line which marks the sutures of the skull.—See the 27th Canto (रामायण एक हस्ति) of the Témbaraní: the controversy here detailed between Sivâ-siven, who supports the character of a Hindu Guru, and Joseph, commences with the doctrine of the Metempsychosis, from which it naturally deviates to the subject of destiny and the origin of good and evil.
TÉMBAVANIL

(101)

அவள் பதிப்பைச் செல்வாள் நாயம் நாயம் அம்மனைப் பொறுப்பு வாரியின் சிறிய பொறுப்பு கொண்டுள்ளது என்று தெரியும். காலில் பெயர் கொண்டுள்ளது என்று தெரியும். 

இது வெளிப்படுத்திய கல்லறிவு போன்றவற்றுடன் தொடர்ந்து வருவது போன்றவே செய்யப்பட்ட குறிப்பிட்டு தெரியும். 

நாணயன் கதாக்கமுடன் பெயரும் நாயத்தின் பொறுப்பு வாரியின் சிறிய பொறுப்பு கொண்டுள்ளது என்று தெரியும். இது வெளிப்படுத்திய கல்லறிவு போன்றவற்றுடன் தொடர்ந்து வருவது போன்றவே செய்யப்பட்டு தெரியும்.
Although what thou hast spoken is right," yet said Sivâsiva, "do thou, who art learned in this species of knowledge, declare, whether, if the effects of the deeds of previous births be denied, the inequality of men in this world, some being deformed and some beautiful, some happy and some miserable, be just or unjust"; then Joseph the bearer of the flowering rod, whose pleasant speech flowed from a mouth graced by kindness; again explained the scriptures of the true faith.

"He, who hath neither beginning, nor end, nor similitude, is the everlasting, sole, all-righteous God; the celestial beings and our souls, between which there is
no difference, having been created, have a beginning, but no end; irrational beings have both a beginning and an end; this being the true faith, in what state were our souls when first created, before they had been guilty of any crime?

"When our souls first entered our bodies and appeared in the world, did they resemble prosperous princes free from all misery? but though they did not and though their condition, therefore, was various, was this inconsistent with the justice of the Almighty God? if it were just then, also, must the inequality of men in their present generation be immutably just, without reference to the effects of their former deeds.

The former, Siwāsīcen, said—"that it was destiny which was the cause of inequality at the first generation of mankind," "but, said Joseph," is it consistent with the mercy of the Almighty, the God of justice and mercy, to predestine such inequality? "It is the divine will of him who is beyond expression," rejoined the other. "Then, replied Joseph," can it be wrong to say that it is the divine will which causes the various qualities of those born in after generations?

"As the clouds pour down rain even in the thorny wilderness, so the all-wise God scattereth abundantly the rain wealth of this world even among the unworthy; but he hath given power to all, to each according to the intensity of his desire, to attain to the matchless glory of the wealth of grace; can it be then said, O thou of superior understanding! that the other kinds of wealth, which are in truth illusory, are the reward of virtue?

"Do all streams meet at one place? do all trees bear one sort of fruit? Is there one kind of production from all soils? have all one countenance? As all these are different, so differ the conditions of men, but virtue only, a species of wealth liable to no diminution, is common to men of all ranks; those eminent for wisdom, therefore, describe it as common to all and make no other distinction respecting it.

"As the wealth of the rich is necessary to the poor and as the industry of these is necessary to those, so wealth and poverty resemble the two hands, uniting the several classes of mankind; if the virtuous were always seen rejoicing in prosperity and sinners weeping in adversity, they would then deny the retribution for good and evil at the last day.

"That we might understand that the prosperity of this world is not constant and that the felicity of heaven is eternal, we know not, said Joseph, at our birth whether we are born to high rank and fortune, but, if desirous of attaining the unequalled joys of heaven, we know at our death that they will be in proportion to the works we have performed during life."

"O learned man worthy of all praise," said Siwāsīcen, "as the wise assure us that unavoidable effects proceed from the deeds of former births, can it be
said that there is not an inevitable destiny? Then Joseph, desirous to satisfy all his doubts, however difficult to clear up, answered thus:

"When the nature of that which the wise have called the effect of former acts is rightly perceived, can it, as thou hast affirmed, be considered as proceeding from a prescribed destiny? Listen sedulously to the explication of the exalted faith taught by the Lord.

"If there be a prescribed destiny it is impossible to avoid it; all crooked actions, therefore, must be considered as the fault of destiny, not the fault of the mind which it affects; all virtuous actions, also, must be referred to destiny and cannot be considered as virtues of the mind; consequently, neither virtue, nor vice can be attributed to men.

"To demonstrate that which is called the effect of former acts not to be destiny as thou thinkest it, I will declare, as it is stated in the scriptures of the true religion, what occurred, when the impartial God created mankind, to those who had forfeited their lives.

Now. Here follows an account of the fall of Adam and Eve, which concludes with the two following verses.

"As poison swallowed by the mouth spreadeth among through all the limbs, so we, their children, are born to the evils arising from sin, by which we are afflicted in consequence of the acts of our common parents, and to the pains caused by mental confusion proceeding from an overclouded understanding; vexed by the hand of sorrow, we receive the whole fruit of their acts.

"The period of the creation of our common parents, here mentioned, the illustrious sages have called the former birth, and the acts done by them in ancient time, the evil effects of which we experience, they have called the effects of former acts; besides that which is here stated, there is no prescribed destiny, nor effects from former acts, nor, after men have been born and have died, are they liable to any future birth."
V.

Pleasure from virtue springs; from all but this
No real pleasure e'er ensues, nor praise.

"Pleasure from virtue springs"—Under the term ॥ ॥, from ॥sweet, is included every species of gratification, mental or corporeal, which can be enjoyed in the human or any other state of existence: it is distinguished from ॥, used in the first verse of this Chapter, by describing the feeling instead of the state of happiness. In composition with ॥small, ॥, the word is idiomatically used to signify the baser pleasures of the material world, and in composition with ॥great, ॥, the higher joys of eternity.

According to the moral theory which the Author has followed, or, at least, according to that adopted by those who have undertaken to explain his meaning, the desire of gratification, abstractedly considered, rises from what his commentator has stated to be one of the primary Tatwas, or principles of nature, under the term ॥, individual consciousness (from the Sanscrit pronoun ॥I and ॥an act), which, when in operation, may be described as the spontaneous preference of that which is beneficial and, so considered, is the basis on which the superstructure of morality is founded. The preference of virtue, therefore, is a modification of that natural benevolence, which, commencing in the love of self, whence branches forth, as from a root, so as to overshadow every external object which approaches it. This benevolence, again, is founded in that clearness of intellect, the necessary result of the consciousness of good, already noticed, which enables the mind to perceive that the good of all embraces it's own good and, consequently, inclines it to a preference of virtue from a conviction of it's greater profitableness. The preference of vice on the contrary, originates from that obscuration of intellect, the cause of ignorance and misconduct generally, which necessarily proceeds from the consciousness of evil, and which prevents the profitableness of virtue from being perceived, and directs the choice to selfish, local and temporary advantages and enjoyments only. In either case the mind acts from it's own convictions, but ruled by it's natural bias; for a sentient and reasoning being, must act from it's own free will, without which there can be no distinction of virtue and vice, and it is from the effects of that free will, determining originally to good or evil, that Destiny, ॥, as it actually exists and influences all existent beings, proceeds.

This doctrine, digested of some peculiar opinions, is generally the same as that which is inculcated in the great precept of Christian morality—"all
things whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them: for this is the law and the prophets"—in which the individual feeling with respect to right or good is expressly prescribed as the standard whereby to judge of the right or good of others: this precept, therefore, as embodied in the following couplet and explained in the comment adjoined, might without incongruity be inserted in this Chapter of Tiruvalluvar.

VI.

Know that is virtue which each ought to do: What each should shun is vice.

"That is virtue which each ought to do"—This simple definition, is both more intelligible and more correct than definitions usually are. It is not exceed-
ed in either respect by the definition of the same thing in the following verse, which is said to belong to the Bárata, though I have not been able to find it therein and quote it, therefore, from the Nityśāra, the essence of morality, a compilation from various works. Though distinct in their literal purport, both are essentially the same and must be admitted by all sects to be axioms in morality.

I will declare in half a stanza that which has been the theme of millions: to do good to others belongs to virtue, to do evil to others to vice.

It is necessary, however, to explain with accuracy the intention of the author, that his expressions should be more minutely examined. The precise meaning of this couplet turns on the sense of the word  which signifies both that which is natural and that which is apportioned, being derived from the root  nature, also, a share or allotment; the first sentence, therefore, may be literally rendered, either virtue is that which is natural for each to do, or that which is allotted for each to do. Considered with respect to the destined effects of former deeds,  these two meanings are equivalent, for that which is thus allotted to a being by destiny constitutes it's natural disposition; considered, however, with respect to the two particulars, which, according to the author, are included under the general idea of virtue, the former signification applies to the preference given spontaneously by the mind to natural right and the consequent exercise of benevolence and charity, and, under the latter, to the preference given from reflection to positive right and the consequent obedience to the precepts of the law; both significations are expressed by the English auxiliary ought. This distinction is observed and respected by the commentator, as he has not ventured to change the term in his paraphrase, only substituting the abstract noun for the conjugated form, that is  for  .

The doctrine of the author, as here explained, and, as generally inculcated in this chapter, respecting the origination of moral sins, and the inclination towards good and evil arising from the fatal influence described under the term  , mostly rendered  , coincides exactly with none of the various systems maintained by European writers, though there are many points in which all resemble it. On the one hand it differs widely from the opinions of those who conceive man to be born as a mere animal without natural propensities, and, indifferent alike to good or evil, to be directed towards them solely by education, or association and habit; for, though authority and precept are allowed their due share in influencing the will in the choice of either, all power and, consequently, all determination, is attributed to nature or destiny. These terms
being used indifferently to describe the same thing. As it allows nothing to chance, so neither does it ascribe any thing wholly to circumstance. On the other hand, also, it differs considerably from the notions we usually attach to the terms fate and predestination; for, though the election of the will and the feelings of nature are all under the direction of an inscrutable destiny, as this takes it’s origin and character from the uncontrolled acts of the individual it governs, it is not incompatible with the active exertion of free will, in all things not within its immediate scope and tendency. The term fate, therefore, as used in Europe and vidhi, as used in India, though both signifying an over-ruling and inevitable necessity, conveys to the mind of the Indian an idea so distinct in the concrete from that which the European conceives of it, that their original identity is nearly lost. The notion conveyed by the word predestination, or the determination of the eternal salvation or perdition of souls by divine decree, so familiar to the mind of an European, is not readily comprehended by an Indian and I have found it difficult, therefore, to render it intelligible to many who had long been accustomed to abstract reasoning and to whom the abstractest points of their own philosophy presented no difficulties; there is in fact no term in Tamil or Sanscrit by which it can be correctly translated, though of course its meaning may be expressed by a periphrasis or compound.

Though in the preceding verse the motives of moral action are in their effect dis unintelligibly confounded, so that it’s actuating cause appears to be individual gratification, the doctrine I have attempted to explain, is in reality, also, very different from that of some eminent writers who make self-interest the sole motive of moral conduct; for, as already explained, it implies the existence of two separate causes, namely, the intuitive perception and preference of that which is beneficial, and obedience to authority from rational conviction. These though speculatively, perhaps, they may be referred to a common origin, are really distinct in their operation; for man, as he actually exists, is equally the creature of nature and habit, which in him are so confounded that it is impossible, morally and physically, to distinguish the effects of one from those of the other. Man, therefore, is practically right in subdividing the second of these causes, as he does in the following verse, the 12th of his Second Chapter (Dwitiyô’d hayah), at the commencement of which he distinctly assigns the love of self or hope of benefit as the primary motive of all virtuous and religious action:

The Scripture, the revealed codes, approved custom, and that which is gratifying to his own self.

These four modes are declared by the learned to constitute the regular body of the law.
Still more adverse to this doctrine are the notions conveyed by the expression moral sense and moral sentiments, words with which certain writers have amused themselves and their readers. To maintain the existence of a sense or sensible faculty, for which there is no correspondent sensitive organ, would disconcert the gravity of an Indian philosopher. “Is not the knowledge of external objects” he would probably ask, “suggested to the mind by the impulse of those objects on the senses, and, though the operation of the senses is secret, are not the organs of each apparent? Where then lies the physical organ of morality? If it be difficult, nay perhaps impossible, to explain how the minute atoms exhalung from the essential oils of a flower, by operating on the olfactory nerves, which constitute the organ of smell, excite in the mind the idea of perfume, wilt thou undertake to shew how the abstract being morality, by operating on the organ thou hast imagined and called the moral sense, can excite the idea of virtue.” Were this notion indeed admitted as correct, how could the variety of moral institutions exist which prevail among mankind, all tending towards the same object and in fact effecting by various means the object towards which they tend? If, as fancied by these visionaries, there could exist a moral sense or instinct, like other senses and instincts, its operation must be invariable; all mankind would form the same undeviating notion of right and wrong as they do of black and white, and moral action would universally be governed by rules as immutable as those that guide the bee in every region of the earth in the construction of its comb or the swallow in the building of its nest. But it is not so; for though, as all mankind have the same general wants and are actuated, therefore, by the same general motives in the exercise of choice, they must in many cases necessarily prefer the same objects, yet it does not follow that in all cases they should prefer the same, and still less that they should endeavour to obtain them by the same means, or observe the same rules in the enjoyment of them. Thus though female purity, according to the notion entertained of it by the European, may to him appear an object of undoubted preference and the preservation of it, secured by the maxims of morality and the precepts of religion, may be productive to him of gratification and happiness, it by no means follows, that the miseries resulting from immorality must be the portion of the community in which a notion of it entirely dissimilar is adopted; as in the province of Malayalam, where among the superior caste of Sudras all women, with certain restrictions as to tribes, are common to all men, and where this state of things is equally productive of public order and private happiness, as the stricter institutions of Europe.

In all arguments relative to the powers and operation of mind, whether considered abstractedly, or in connection with its material means, the endeavour to trace them to any unmixed and wholly simple principle is unsound speculation; if not unfounded in nature, and, consequently, unsound in philosophy. This delusive spirit of generalization, which has given “local habitation and a name” to so many insubstantial theories has
influenced the reasoning of men on morality in the east as well as the west; all Indian sects agree in referring the election and practice of virtue in part to positive precept, but some, assign the origin of both to precept only and admit no morality but what is expressly ordained, not however by human authority, as the sceptical writers of Europe maintain, but by the revealed law of God.—Mixed motives, in cases even where they are apparently the most simple, it is probable, always govern the decisions of the will, and the alchemy of the mind, therefore, which endeavours to reduce all it’s phenomena to an empirical simplicity, is as unnatural a chimera as the alchemy of matter, the elements of the former being no more homogeneous than those of the latter.

\[\text{..}\]

\[\text{..}\]

The following verses have been selected for the further elucidation of the subject of this Chapter; for the future similar illustrations will be added without formal notice, unless more particular explanation should be necessary than can be given in a note.

\[\text{..}\]

\[\text{..}\]

Those men who have long neglected virtuous acts let them practise them even for a short space by means of the wealth they possess; for know, O thou whose breasts are firm and waist taper! that the virtue of benevolence acts when relations act not.
When born in a human form, difficult of attainment, practise virtue to the utmost of thy power; for inevitable pain, waiting with fearful disease, old age and death, approacheth to destroy thee.

If when virtue is practised it be rightly considered and the nature of it fully comprehended, it will assist in the attainment of eternal felicity; wealth if preserved will increase, but by the practice of virtuous acts the opposite (sin) will be destroyed.

With the wealth thou enjoyest, and without offending others, perform the acts of benevolence on which thou hast resolved completely; it is as advantageous to neglect to reap that which thou hast planted, as to sustain the loss which will result from breaking off in the midst and leaving them imperfect.

As a mother compels a forward child that refuseth the breast to receive the milk, so do thou by severity, regardful of eternity only, excite the sacred flame in the minds of those devoid of virtue.

Can they, who reflect on the transitory existence of their parents, account the wealth of this world real wealth? be charitable as befitting thy condition, for none can check up the way of a rolling mountain (i.e. cannot stay the inevitable approach of death).
Those who without reflection have neglected the righteous deeds which, before dying, they ought to have performed, and, bethinking themselves of their future road, only when warned by sickness, then endeavour to perform them, will be as much at a loss as if seeking in vain for a stone when they see a dog (about to attack term).

As it confers renown in this world and in the other felicity, to those who constantly practise the virtue of benevolence, the two worlds are, as it were, two roads branching from the same point and each leading to happiness.

Prabulinga-lliti.

The sages say, that, as milk, which from its excellence ought to be preserved in a golden vase, is lost by pouring it into a furrow of the earth, so the advantages of the human form are lost to him, who, after wandering from body to body, hath with difficulty acquired it, if he do not aspire to be relieved from the infliction of various births and attain, by its means, to unchangeable eternity by the practise of every kind of virtue however arduous.

Chintamani.

The keeper of the refreshing flower-garden said—"there is none more subject to delusion than he, who, being endowed with a body, perishable as lightning, by which an imperishable body, may be obtained and he may attain to everlasting felicity, fearing to mortify that body, neglecteth the practice of righteous acts from love of it and, indulging in luxury, liveth in vain."
Even when you proceed to a village where none but your own connections reside, you are careful, as if you were at enmity with them; not to set your foot without the door, unless you are provided with provisions for the journey; when death bears you away and you are alone in a dreadful road, you will have made no provision for the journey, ye who are solicitous only for the well-being of the body.

As when the stalk of a water lily is broken the fibrous threads within it are yet unbroken, thus, though thy old body be destroyed, thy sins will follow thee and, surrounding thy indestructible soul, will plunge it into the lowest and most dreadful hell and burn it in flames of unquenchable fire with torment unutterable.

If men of virtuous minds are charitable to all beings, their former acts shall inseparably accompany the soul like the shadow of a bird flying in the air, without even one being forgotten, and shall liberally afford whatever they desire, like the Cow (Cāmādhūnā), which yieldeth all that is required.

I have both neglected to pay due honors to the sages who have studied the ancient scriptures and to guests whom I ought to have received hospitably; not reflecting, that, besides the effects of my righteous and unrighteous deeds, nothing will follow me and that nothing else is really mine; for will either the house I inhabit, or the wives I have wedded, or the children I have begotten, or the body I animate accompany me? When dead I shall plunge into a dreadful hell and in after-births be afflicted by poverty and distress.
Without great care and fatigue of body wealth cannot be acquired; without the wealth aforesaid those good acts, whence merit proceedeth, cannot be performed; and, unless such acts are performed, righteousness cannot exist; if righteousness exist not, happiness cannot be obtained; consequently without the assiduous practice of virtue there can be no happiness: with all thy power therefore follow righteousness.

From righteousness proceedeth victory and unrighteousness destroyeth the strength of the body; those, who have overstepped the bounds of science, have unanimously declared this to be their effect, and their words we perceive are exemplified in thee, O Prince! (Dhima-rajan) for returning from exile thou reignest, O thou who hast no equal! over crowned Kings,

As there is nothing more profitable than virtue, the practice of it must not be neglected; for from the neglect of it proceedeth in this world infamy, misfortune and death, and inevitable misery will follow hereafter.
If one neither permiteth his mind to be defiled by the wicked deeds which originate from the propensity to evil, by which all souls existent in the earth surrounded by the dark ocean are afflicted, nor by outrageous anger, destructive of respect, nor, by any other stain, the sages have decided that this is real virtue; to those who regard any virtue more contracted than this, ostentation only will be attributed, for in it there is no purity.

To those, who deeming this body as instable as a bubble in the water, do not defer to a future time the practice of virtue, but perform it with delight while yet firm in health, virtue shall assist them in the hour of death and accompany them when they depart.

Though born in the greatest tribe they are mean if they are not exemplary in the practice of virtue, and they are equal to the greatest, of whatever tribe they are, who by the practice of virtue divest themselves of their natural meanness; these by their deeds will rise to renown and heaven, those sink to infamy and hell.

By beneficence only the Gods attained to all good, by the contrary weal and pleasure perish; of the two species, domestic virtue produceth wealth and pleasure, and religious virtue final beatitude far exceeding both:—is there any thing that exceedeth this?

A STANZA.

Deception performed without knowledge is not devotion; a virtuous act void of reason and reflection is not virtue; therefore, devotion performed without the clearness of knowledge is like washing in unclean water, and virtue not guided by well-measured reason is a jewel with a flaw; thus they say, the wise of old, whose devotion consisted in silent contemplation, and they have established it as an important rule to be known by all.

A STANZA.

The lustre of the eye, as instantaneously as a flash of lightning, darts it's sparkling beauty and is gone; the most requisite qualification think not to be beauty; shining qualities are not requisite, good qualities are.
TRIPLETS.

The proud vainly think within themselves that strict and equal virtue is their's alone and is found nowhere else;

But say not that virtue rests only with yourselves, nor believe that it is the peculiar attribute of any, for she walks with an equal pace among us all:

It is the coparecnary possession of all within the bounds of the earth, that pearl of the clearest and most beautiful water and the exactest shape, that high-priced pearl virtue.

COUPLETS.

The proud vainly think within themselves that strict and equal virtue is their's alone and is found nowhere else;
From knowledge proceedeth goodness, from goodness knowledge; thus kind produceth kind.

As the diamond polisheth the diamond, so do the unblemished virtuous promote goodness in others.

If evil be done that good may ensue, that good is not stable; good is maintained by goodness.

If thou have the fortitude to stop in the path of vice and to forsake it; know this to be the greatest virtue of thy nature.

Although men, addicted to the ways of this world, follow various institutions, inward virtue only is the virtue that exalteth to the stars.
ON DOMESTIC VIRTUE.

CHAP. V.

On domestic life.

He for domestic duties is esteemed,
Who, firm in virtue's path, the virtuous aids
In life's three orders found.

"Domestic duties"—The commentators, agreeing that the foregoing Chapter applies to both the species of virtue of which the Author treats, consider this as the first of the First Part of the First Book, and all that precede it as introductory.

"Three orders"—There are four orders of life; as the man engaged in domestic duties belongs to the second, the other three only are here mentioned. Parimel-azhager thus explains these three orders and states the duties of the house-holder with respect to them:
The three persons here alluded to are—he who follows the rule of a Brahmachāri, devoutly performing his duties and studying in the presence of his preceptor;—he who, quitting his house, and repairing to the forest, follows the rule of austere devotion assisted by his wife;—and he who follows the rule of mendicancy. Of these he mentions the two former from deference to the opinions of others. As the house-holder prevents hunger, pain and cold from interrupting the progress of those who have entered the paths of these orders, until their career is completed, and as he causes them to proceed without swerving from these paths, by assisting them with food, medicine and lodging, the Author calls him—An Aid Standing in the Path of Virtue.

The four orders of human life are founded on the ordinances of the Smṛtis, but, to accommodate them to the exigencies of the present age, many primitive practices have been abrogated and those alterations, which, without express enactment, time ever effects in similar institutions, have tended still further to modify them. Though confounded by some European writers with the mysteries of ancient paganism, with the Mythraic and Eleusian rites and the worship of Osiris and Isis, to which in truth they bear no relation whatever, these institutions partake as much of a civil as a religious character and are governed by rules, not framed by any individual or distinct society, but prescribed by codes, believed to have emanated from the Deity himself and to have been revealed for the guidance of mankind universally. Among the Hindus they constitute the basis of practical morality and the Author has, accordingly, devoted the whole of his First Book to the two principal, illustrating their respective virtues and duties and occasionally advertsing, as in this verse, to the others. Although, therefore, the two last orders have been particularly noticed in the remarks on a previous chapter, I shall, at the risk of some repetition, here take a concise review of the whole, quoting the original Smṛitis as my authority for the variations which will be noticed between the ancient and existing law respecting them.

As introductory to the subject, it is necessary to notice the A'chárah, or general rites, ordained by the writings considered by the Hindus pre-eminently sacred, on which the primitive and, among the better informed, the practical religion of India is founded. Among these the thousand ceremonies to a thousand deities invented of old by the Pauránics, the reveries of the philosophical schools, and the various superstitious practices, derived from the Tantrás and Āgamas, or introduced by the founders of the modern sects, are of course not included: of the Pauránica and Tantrica A'chárah, the reader will find an ample explanation in the Nīrṇaya-sindhu.
and the Cāla-mad hāviyam; works easy of access, to which, therefore, he is referred.—These rites, derived in part from the Shrutiḥ, श्रुति, or Vēda, the Scriptures, believed to have been revealed directly by God himself, and in part from the Smṛtiḥ, स्मृति, the Law, revealed indirectly through the primitivesages, in whose institutes it is embodied, are denominated respectively Śrauta-, श्रौत, Śrautam, and Śmārtam, स्मार्त, Śmārtam. Each rite has its appropriate ritual, consisting of prayers, hymns and portions of the Vēda chanted or recited; the principal difference in this respect being that the service is considerably longer and more varied in the Śrauta than in the Śmārta ceremonies.

The Śrauta rites are not numerous; those ordained by the Scriptures, consisting principally of the following.—Aṅgūḥānam, अंगुहाण, from the root अंगुहā, which with the inseparable preposition तो means to place, establish; the consecration of a portion of the fire lighted during the marriage ceremony for the celebration of the several Śrauta rites. This should be done by the Gṛhastha on entering that order, and repeated as often as the fire then lighted, which ought to be carefully preserved, may be extinguished; in the former case it is called Apuruṣaḥānam, in the latter Vichīnāḍāḥānam. The rite consists in placing the fire, while prayers and holy texts are pronounced, in a circular form to the west of an oblong space of earth raised a few inches from the floor, and forming a kind of altar on which are disposed the pots and other materials used in the oblations. When these are offered, a portion of this fire is arranged in a semicircular form to the south and another to the east; these are called jointly Tṛetāgni, त्रेतागिनि, the three fires, but according to some authorities the first should be so divided as to make five fires, on the whole, which are then denominated Panchāgniḥ, वर्त्तमान, the dimensions of these fires and the altar are precisely stated in the Sūtras, or collection of rules for ceremonial observances, but the several schools to which these belong differ much with respect to them.—Agnihotram, आग्निहोत्र, from आग्नि, fire, and आग्निहोत्र, an offering, an oblation in fire of raw rice and milk, offered twice a day, in the morning and the evening. It is of two kinds Nītyāgnihotram and Cāmyāgnihotram, or perpetual and voluntary; the latter is performed to obtain some object and the offerings are various, being rice-water when made to acquire land &c. This rite, the Aupāsānam and the initial ceremonies of the Vaishva-dēvam and Śrāddha, and, generally, all oblations of inanimate substances in fire are designated by the common term Hānam, हानम, from the root हाना offer.

The preceding are daily rites; those hereafter enumerated periodicical.—Darsā-pūrna-maṣau, दार्शपूर्णमास, this compound is an instance of what the Sanscrit Grammarians call Virodhi-lacchana, like lucus a non lucendo, being composed of द, a word meaning, seen, a term denoting the day of the moon's change when actually it is not seen, and पूर्ण, full, and मास, the month; oblations offered on the first day after the new and full moon, consisting, in the former case, of a
rice or barley cake in the form of a tortoise to Agni, fire, and of milk and curds to Indra, the firmament, and, in the latter case, of similar cakes to Agni and Soma, the moon, and clarified butter to Brahma under the title of Prajapati, the progenitor. This rite is preceded by a fast on the evening of the new and full moon, wild roots, seeds and similar productions being permitted to be eaten during the night.—Niruddha-pasa-bandha, निरुध्दह पासा-बंधन, the annual burnt offering to Indra and Agni; this rite forms part of the Soma sacrifices and, as performed by the Srauta and Vaishnava sects, the animal is actually killed and eaten; by the Madhwa sect a figure of wheat is formed which is substituted for the living victim.—Soma-yejnyah, सोमा-येजन्य, from सोमा पा the moon and येजन्य as a sacrifice, because the drinking of the Soma-rasah, सोमरचाह, or juice of the moon-plant, forms one of the principal ceremonies; these are solemn sacrifices or burnt offerings seven in number. As one ought to be performed by every householder once in a year they may be called indispensable sacrifices; if, however, either the Agnishoma, अग्निशोम, or Atiratrha, अतिरात्र, be offered once in a generation the law is considered to be fulfilled.

All the foregoing ceremonies ought to be performed by all house-holders of the three higher castes, and, if omitted for three generations, a Pradyashchittam, प्रदयासचित्तम, or expiation becomes necessary to prevent, not an absolute excommunication, but a degradation in rank. In fact, however, in southern India at least, these rites are never performed except by Brahmans, and by them so far only as to keep within the letter of the law, being frequently entirely omitted for two generations together and performed in the third, or even for three and an expiation made in the fourth. Unless the hearth be consecrated by the Adhavana rites none of the Srauta ceremonies can be performed; if this have been done, the Agnihotram principally and Darpa-purnamaasau ought to be strictly observed, the others are less incumbent; if all have been neglected, an expiation must be made, either by the party himself, or by his son, or other representative, previously to the offering of the first Suddham to his memory.—The Sutra-yejnyah सूत्रयेजन्य (the first member of the compound derived from the root सूत्र the root सूत्र which endures long or becomes protracted); solemn sacrifices or burnt offerings, which, as the performance of them depends on the will of the offerer, may be termed optional. They are numerous, exceeding a hundred, and differ from the Soma-yejnyah by being performed, not by one person, but by many, and the drinking of the juice of the moon-plant continuing for several days, instead of being confined to one. In both descriptions of Yejnya goats and sheep are the victims; but in the royal sacrifices, peculiar to the Chatriya caste, as the Asvamedha, अस्वामेद्ह, the sacrifice of a horse, various animals were offered.—Swadhyaya, स्वाध्याय, from स्वात himself and यात establish; the rite consists
in the study of the Véda, and should be performed with reverential awe, the body being in a state of perfect purity, and the mind, abstracted from all extraneous objects, confined to the act in which it is employed. As it is prescribed by the 'Sruti, while the rules for conducting it are laid down in the Smárti, is considered both a 'Srauta and Smárti ceremony.

Under the term Smártam are comprehended all usages prescribed or allowed by Law; those enjoined for general observance and which partake of a religious character are here noticed. The following, which with one exception are daily rites, are stated in the order in which they ought to be performed.—Upánapánam, उपनयनम्, from उप नयन, near and उन्न पान, causing to approach; the reception or initiation of youth by investing them with the Yajnopavítanam, यज्ञोपवित्र, or sacrificial thread and communicating to them the Gáyatrí, गायत्री, or most holy text of the Védam, inculcating in short but expressive terms the unity of the Godhead. This ceremony is considered as procuring for the object of it a second birth, the Gáyatrí personified becoming his spiritual Mother and his instructor, गायत्री, his spiritual Father. Hence the three superior casts, who are entitled to wear the sacrificial cord are jointly called Dvijah, द्वीज, twice-born, though this term is now generally confined to the Bráhmans. The phrase second birth, according to the Smritis, applies to the commencement of knowledge in the soul, as natural birth does to the commencement of distinct life in the body; this proceeds from revelation, with which the newly initiated Brahmacári first becomes acquainted on the communication of the sacred text. The Upánayana ceremonies, which commence by the anointment of the head and the ablation of the whole body by immersion in water, greatly resemble the rite of baptism, as anciently practiced by the nations both of Europe and Asia, which was confined to adults, who were thought to have thereby attained to a state of regeneration.—Sandhyá-vandánam, वन्दनम्, from वन्दन from वान्, a title common to three deities, namely Gáyatrí, Savitri and Saraswati, which, though in the feminine gender, according to the Smárti tenets, are only different names of the sun at different periods of the day, and वन्दन worship, adoration. The Sandhyá rites, which like all others are preceded by ablation, are performed daily at the three Sandhi, or sunrise, noon, and sunset, and consist of three parts; namely, the offering of the Arghyam, अर्घ्य, a libation of water poured from both hands united; Jepah, जेप, prayer, during which the Gáyatrí is frequently repeated; and Upásthánam, उपास्त्थान, adoration, accompanied by the repetition of sacred texts, offered in an upright posture, in the morning towards the east, at noon towards the north, and in the evening towards the west. The Smárta sect performs these rites in honor of the sun as the most appro-
priate prototype of that being who is the sole source of light and life; the Saiva and Vaishnava sects, to Siva and Vishnu in the sun; the difference is immaterial, the intent the same.—Samidhānam, नम म्यू लिंबा निस्ल; the daily offering of a billet of wood in fire in the morning and evening.—Vivāhah, विवाह, marriage; the initiatory rite of the domestic state, of which the succeeding Chapter more particularly treats. One of the principal ceremonies is the lighting and consecration of the fire called from the following rite Aupāsanaṁ, अउपासन, a derivative from अउपा near, and नौ being, remaining, signifying attendance, service; oblations of raw rice offered morning and evening in the domestic fire after the conclusion of the Agnihotram, when this rite is performed.—Terpanam, तरपानम्, from तर to fill, literally that which satisfies; daily libations of water poured from the right hand to the deities, to the primitive sages and to ancestors, offered in the morning or midday after the Sandhyā has been performed.—Vaïswadevam, वायस्वदेवम्, a derivative from देव universal, and यव God; this rite consists of two parts, namely, daily oblations; at the time of the regular meals, at noon and in the evening, of dressed food and clarified butter to the household Gods, the number and names of whom differ in different authorities, and of similar offerings to spirits; the latter is called Bhūta-balih, भूतावलि, a derivation from भू भूत a stranger guest, either from the root भू to arrive, or from the privative भू and भूत a lunar day; the hospitable reception and entertainment in conformity with certain prescribed rules, of a stranger, or temporary sojourner, who should not remain an entire day of the moon. The house-holder should seek a guest of this description in addition to any others that may be invited, to partake of the principal meal of each day.

The periodic rites originating in the Smritis are as follows.—Svādhaṁ, स्वाद्ह, a compound root formed by affixing the particle व व, having no separate meaning, to वर्त्त, which signifies to reverence profoundly, worship zealously; this term is applicable to any solemn festival, conducted according to the ordinances of the law with prayer and the repetition of holy texts, whether given to obtain some benefit, or in celebration of some periodical phenomenon, as the change of the moon, the entrance of the sun into a sign &c. In its special meaning, however, it is confined to the daily, monthly, or yearly ceremony, in honor of all the deities, and in commemoration of the patriarchs of mankind and the immediate ancestors of the offerer; which constitutes one of the principal characteristics of the worship of the several sects who derive their tenets from the Vedas, and observe the ordinances of the Smri-
tis; which, it is probable, gave rise to the funeral games of ancient Greece and the commemoration of the dead in the periodical Necyrian, or Nemésian festival; which was the origin of the worship of the Manes and Penates among the Romans; and which at present forms one of the most remarkable institutions of China. The rite consists in a feast, to which not more than two guests can be invited on account of the deities, but any unequal number on account of ancestors, though the number is customarily confined to one for each, preceded by an oblation in fire and concluded by the *Pindādanām*, or offering of a ball of dressed food mixed with clarified butter to the Manes. The daily and monthly *Srāddham* are now seldom offered; but the annual rite is scrupulously observed by the higher castes; and very generally, also, by the Śūdra tribes, and is invariably performed on the day on which the last ancestor of the family deceased.—*STHĀLIPĀCAHAH*, *Sūrā-pūraṇā-māsau*, the offering only differing; it is introduced by a fast on the days of the new and full moon and concluded on the following by an oblation in fire of boiled rice prepared in a small pot, *Sūrā-pūraṇā-māsau*, in the Aupāsana fire. As the *Srauta* rites take their origin from the consecration of the domestic hearth, so do the Śmāra from the celebration of marriage: none of either description in which an oblation is offered, except that to the domestic Gods and that which commences the *Srāddham*, can be performed unless the wife be present and assisting; during her absence they are intermitted and an expiration is made on her return, and on her death they cease altogether, until revived by another marriage. After the celebration of the initiatory ceremony, all the rest ought to be strictly observed, a slight expiration being required for their intermission for a single day, and, if neglected for two months, one more severe; but, notwithstanding the injunction of the law, in this respect, the whole of these rites are often neglected with the exception of the annual *Srāddham*, previously to which, a general expiration is made for the omission of the rest.—All the Śmāra rites may be performed by Śūdras, but it must be either without the repetition of any prayer or text, or with prayers and texts from the Purāṇams.

In enumerating these rites I have followed the prevalent authorities; in practice great difference will be found to exist with respect to each of them, occasioned by the varying tenets of the six schools by which the rites of the Śruti and Smṛti are taught. Thus, according to five of these schools, the *Saudhyāvandānam* should commence so as to finish by sunset and the other ceremonies, the *Agniḥōtrām* and Aupāsānam, should then proceed; but Cātīyāyana, the Śūtra-cārā, or founder of the other school, teaches that the latter should take place in the middle of the former rite, part of the ceremonies being performed before the oblations are offered and part afterwards. The Smṛtis, also, not infrequently vary in describing the same thing; an instance of this is afforded by the enumeration of the *six acts*, *Sūrā-pūraṇā-māsau*, in which all the daily rites
whether Śrautam or Śmārtam are included, as stated in the following texts. In the ﬁrst of these verses, which is cited from the ancient text-book of Gautama, no prayers, except those of the Sandhyā, are noticed; nor is any mention made of the worship of the Gods, by whom are meant Śiva, Vishnu and their several incarnations; in the latter, from the Parāsasmriti, revealed for the guidance of the Cali-yuga, these are distinctly stated to be included in these six indispensable observances.

Bathing, prayer and the other ceremonies of Sandhyā, oblations in fire, libations to the manes, the hospitable reception of guests, and the offering to the house-hold Gods; perform daily these six acts.

Bathing and other rites of the Sandhyā, prayers, oblations, the worship of the Gods, the hospitable reception of guests, the offering to the house-hold Gods, perform daily these six acts.

The order of Brahmacāri, commences with the performance of the Upanayana rites, when the young student is invested with the sacriﬁcial cord and is required to perform the Sandhyā-vandnam, the Samiddhānam and the Svādhyāyā. Of this order there are two distinctions.—First the Naishṭhikah, or perpetual Bachelor, who continues such the whole of his life, or passes from it direct, without entering the second, to the third or fourth orders. Secondly Brahmacāri, simple Bachelor, who marries and enters into the second order when the term of his studentship is completed: his whole occupation ought to be the study of the Scripture and the Law in particular, and of science in general, and a strict observance of celebacy is his indispensible duty. The ﬁrst of these distinctions is abrogated in the present age: but it is still lawful to pass direct from the ﬁrst to the last order, and this in particular is the practice of the principal Gurus, or chief Pontiﬁcs of the Smārta sect, their founder, Sancarāchārya, having proceeded a Brahmacāri at the early age of seven years and a Sanyāsi at eight. As in fact the ﬁrst and the last of the four great castes only, the Brahmins and the Śūdras, are at present recognized in Southern India, the Cshatriyas and Vaisyas, if they ever did exist in these countries, being now extinct, though there are still some tribes who claim the second title, the order of Brahmacāri is virtually conﬁned to the Brahmins. Among them also, the strict rule, that the Brahmacāri shall study in the presence of his teacher, that is shall reside in his house and, like an apprentice with us, per-
form all appropriate services, is scarcely ever observed and this order, therefore, though not formally abrogated may be considered obsolete. It will be observed that Paraméñi-azheger seems to consider this as well as the third order as abrogated, as in the preceding extract from his commentary he ascribes the mention of them by the Author to deference for opinion.

The order of Griññastḥah, ṣA 9 78, commences on the marriage of the party and his establishment as the head of a family, and like the former has a two-fold division.—First the Yáñavaraca, ṣA 9 79, who performs the Auptásana and other Smárta rites generally, but not the Srauta oblations or sacrifices, the Agnihótram, Yejnas &c.; such a householder has no fixed means of livelihood, but supports his family by receiving alms, gleaning and similar means. There are four distinctions, namely the Dwádas’áhical, ṣA 9 9, the Sádáhical, ṣA 9 9, the Tríyáhical, ṣA 9 9, and the Áshwastaníhical, ṣA 9 9, who differ from each other in gathering supplies for twelve, six, three days and one day only; the last term may be rendered he takes no care for the morrow. With the exception of the first, which is confined to Bráhmans, or to religious persons of other castes who are permitted to marry, these are now abrogated.—Secondly the Sálinah, ṣA 9 9, the substantial house-holder common to all castes, of whom the present Chapter especially treats and to whom the remainder of this work, as far as translated, generally applies. He ought to perform all the Srauta and Smárta ceremonies, but above all hospitality both to strangers and friends and charity towards all men in need are his special duties: in the following extract from the commentary of Vijyánéswara on the code of Yáñyavaleya, the character of the Sálinah is concisely described.

He is a Sálinah who performs the śrautadharma (six rites, namely, offering sacrifices or causing them to be offered, reading and teaching the scriptures, making presents and receiving them), who possesses slaves, and four-footed animals, who has a house, a town, wealth and store of grain, and who follows the customs of the world.

The order of Vánáprasthah, ṣA 9 9, was likewise of two descriptions.—First, the Ságniñ, ṣA 9 9, with a fire, who retiring with his wife, continued to perform all the rites, Agnihótra, Auptásana, &c. like the Sálinah Griññastḥah, except the Srauta sacrifices, the Sóma-yejna, Sattrayejna &c.—Secondly, the Níragniñ, ṣA 9 9, without a fire, one who retired alone, his wife being dead or remaining in the family residence with her children, and performed neither the oblations to fire nor any other of the Srauta or Smárta rites, except the Sandhyā.
The order of Sanyasi, சனியாசி; of this four distinctions are noticed.—First, Īlīchācāh, இலிச்சாசா, who dwells in his own town and eats in the houses of his relations.—Secondly, Ḫādācāh, ஹாத்சாசா, who dwells in a town to which he does not belong and collects his food from house to house.—Thirdly, Hamsaḥ, ஹம்ஸாச, who, also, collects his food from many, but never sojourns longer than three days in one place. These retain the lock on the crown and the sacrificial cord and carry a triple staff (tridandam).—Fourthly, Paramahamsaḥ, பரமஹமசாச, who wanders from place to place like the preceding, but has the lock of his crown shorn, does not wear the sacrificial cord, bears a single staff (ecadandam), and performs no rites whatever, religious or civil, not even repeating the Gāyatri.

The following texts state the abrogation in the Cali-yuga of the Naishātha Brahmacārya, the order of Vānanrasthāh and various practices permitted and even enjoined to the Grīhasthāh in former ages. The first occurs in various commentaries, the work itself like the Brīhan-mañavam and other text books, to the title of which the epithet brihat great is prefixed, not being extant.

Brīhan-Mañavam.

And the marriage of twice-born men (Brāhmans, Cshatriyās, and Vaiṣyas) with virgins of a different caste;

The raising up seed by the brother of a deceased husband, and the killing of a cow to treat distinguished guests;

The offering flesh in the ceremonies to ancestors, also, the order of Vānapreṣṭha;

And the giving of virgins, who have before been given in marriage, to another husband;
Continuing in the order of Brahmachārī for a protracted period, the sacrifice of men and of horses,
The going the great road northwards, until death ensues, by way of penance, the sacrifice called Gomēdha (in which a cow was the victim);
These laws the learned say are abrogated in the Calīyuga.

Note. The prohibition of carrying of a water-pot mentioned in the first line is by some stated to apply to the Brahmachārī, but it is more generally understood as forbidding the use of earthen vessels, except for cookery, and the Brāhmaṇs accordingly use them for no other purpose.—Mad.hupercam, which occurs in the third line and is rendered to treat distinguished guests, is composed of madhu, Ꙍ, honey and pergam, Ꙍ, mixture; this ceremony consists in presenting to the son-in-law at a marriage, to a priest at a sacrifice, or to the prince or other superior at an entertainment, a preparation of milk, curds and clarified butter sweetened by honey, and flesh meat; by the ancient law beef is directed to be used on these occasions, and at present the person by whom the offering is made presents it with the word Gau, the cow, to which he who receives it replies utsrija, let her be released.

All the particulars mentioned in this extract are universally admitted to be peremptorily abolished and should, therefore, never be practised; such is the case, also, with respect to primogeniture, the drinking of spirituous liquors, the re-admission of deadly sinners after expiation to communion, the loan of a wife for the procreation of children, the indiscriminate receipt of food by a religious persons, suicide in old-age by falling from a high-place or into a fire & c. Many practises, though hidden by some authorities, are countenanced by others and continue, accordingly, wholly or partially in practice; such are, the slaying of Brāhmaṇs when violent aggressors, the purchasing of a son for adoption, re-union after expiation with a woman forcibly violated, pilgrimages by house-holders to distant holy places & c:—among others is the order of Sanyāsi, and the performance of the Agnihōtram, as mentioned in the following extracts,

NIRNAYA-SINDHU.

The Agnihōtram, the sacrifice of a cow, the order of the Sanyāsi, the use of flesh meat in the ceremonies to ancestors,
And the raising up seed by a brother-in-law; these five are abrogated in the Calīyuga.

VYĀSAH.


When the four thousandth and four hundredth year
From the commencement of the Caliyuga shall have passed, the taking of
the three fires (Agnihoṭram); And of the order of Sanyāsī shall not be practised by intelligent Brahmans.

Note. The commentators explain that the abolition with respect to the Agnihoṭram applies to the use of the whole of the Śmartāgni, or fire prepared for the Aupāsana rites, in the performance of the Śrauta ceremonies; accordingly the practice in performing the A’dhānam now is to take part of the fire, Ardha-dhānam, and not the whole, Serva-dhānam, as in former ages: with respect to the Sanyāsī the prohibition is understood to extend to the triple staff only, which is not now in use.

Devalah.

As long as the distinction of castes shall last, as long as a knowledge of the Veda shall prevail,
So long the order of Sanyāsī and the oblation to fire shall continue in the Caliyuga.

All the religious orders are by the words of the law exclusively confined to men, with the single exception of the case of the wife of the Sāgni-vanaprastha; instances occur, however, in various writings of the existence of female recluses distinct from those thus permitted to accompany their husbands in their retirement; the former of these are called Srāmānī, the wives of devotees, the latter Srāmanī, female recluses. But, though the latter are not generally authorized by the Smritis, Menu in a single instance mentions an order of this kind (see the 363rd verse of the eighth Book, (Ashādhyāya), where the term  with women who have forsaken the world, is paraphrased by the commentator, and probably with correctness, as they are treated with no respect, being classed with public singers, slaves &c. with females devoted to celibacy of the Bandha sect. In the narrative poems, however, the single female recluse is not unfrequently noticed with great respect: Rāma and Lachmanā, for example, while on their journey towards Ciscinda after the loss of Sītā, are received by a woman of this description, the resident of a hermitage near the sacred pool Pampā. The following extract from the close of the Aranyaca-candam, of the Rāmāyana of Valmiki describes this interview: the questions here put by Rāma to this female are those appointed by the Sāstras to be addressed to Rishis and Devotees on saluting them, and are used, therefore, in speaking to such personages in various instances in this poem.
When they (Rāma and Laksmana) arrived on the west bank of the Pampā
take;
They saw the pleasant hermitage of Sabari.
They, having arrived at the hermitage and beheld it surrounded by trees
And exceedingly pleasant, approached the presence of Sabari;
And the devotee seeing them arose and, eventually joining her hands,
Grasped the feet of the wise Rāma and Laksmana
And presented them with water for the feet and to drink, and with all
other things according to the ordinance.
Then Rāma addressed the devote woman, who practiced the austerest
penance, and said,
"Are all obstacles to thy devotion removed? doth thy penance prosper?
O patient! are thy anger and thy meals alike regulated?
Are all thy religious duties fulfilled? is thy mind content?
O woman of gentle speech! hath the service thou hast rendered to thy
teachers been productive of benefit?"

From this it would appear that though Nuns are no longer to be found in
India, more than one description of them existed in ancient times; the insti-
tution of them, therefore, during the dark ages in Europe, was in all probability
not so original, as on a cursory consideration of the subject, it would seem to be.
What has hitherto been said relates to these orders, as founded on the ordinances of the Smritis and received by those sects whose faith originates in the Vedas. By the Jains only two orders of life are admitted; the Digambara, divested of all mortal infirmity and affection, not being considered to belong to this world. These have been already noticed by the terms Sāvacah and Yāger, or Yeti, the Laity and Clergy. Some of their characteristic distinctions are contained in the following extracts from two Tamil works in repute with this sect, to which another, containing a concise account of the duties of the four Smārtas'srama-tis prefixed, for the sake of more immediate comparison.

AṆIVALAṆANDA-SIDDHI

Wearing a single lock on his head, eating that which is procured by alms, sleeping on the ground, improving in science, subduing completely his senses, meditating on the deity thrice a day, abstaining from food during the night, and the use of oil; if a Brahmachāri, who should be free from all delusion, fail in any of these observances a cruel hell will be his portion.

Free from criminal slaughter, from falsehood, inebriety and irregular desire, one attached to domestic duty should protect those devoted to religious observances in the other three orders, together with the Gods, the ancient manes, those in the relation of mothers, children, wives, or fathers, the blind, the aged, and the poor; if not a profound hell will be their portion.
Renouncing all delicate food, eating vegetable productions only, constantly meditating on the Deity, enduring cold and heat, kindling around them five fires, retiring to a wilderness abounding in wild fruits, restraining their five senses, and leading a solitary life; if the Vānaprattor forsake the state to which these duties belong, the lowest hell will be their portion.

Removing the lock from the head and the sacred cord from the body, wearing a tawny cloth, carrying a staff, studying appropriate sciences, bathing thrice a day, being always engaged in the profoundest meditation, giving all to the Deity, and living wholly on alms; these are the duties incumbent on a Sannyāsi; in which should he fail, hell will be his portion.

THE OBSERVANCES OF THE SRĀVACA.

ARUNGALACHEPPO.

The slaughter of animals with perfect senses, falsehood, theft, irregular desire, and the accumulation of wealth, which are the five heinous sins.

Throwing oneself from a mountain or into a fire, and bathing in sacred rivers; these are called worldly delusions.

Worshipping Gods subject to delusion, partiality, or anger; this folly is delusion respecting the Deity.

Honoring those as saints who pursue a faulty path; this is heretical folly.

To furnish food, physic, lodging and all needful aid to holy men, are the four special duties of a house-holder.

AṆAṆEṆI-CHAṆAṆI.
Aims to holy men and to the poor; never to behold the wife of another; utterly to eschew falsehood; to keep oneself from slaughter; and to bat after giving food to others; so to live, is declared to be the essential nature of domestic duties.

He who receiveth not guests hospitably, who is not generous, who doth not honor the truly worthy, or avoideth not sin by forsaking the world; by thus acting is said to darken the domestic state.

**OBSERVANCES OF THE YETI**

**ARUNGALA-CHEPPU.**

To refrain wholly from the practice of the five heinous sins, of which the destruction of creatures is the chief, is perfect devotion.

All mundane affection, anger, and connection with relations must be totally avoided.

**ARANERI-CHARAN.**

Truth, humility, respect, devotion, temperance, impartiality, the forsaking of all things, retirement, benevolence, and pertinacious abstinence: the devotee who is endowed with these ten virtues possesses the highest qualities.

Constantly increasing in knowledge, and being divested of all selfish feeling, he ought to keep the five senses in subjection, but yet to cherish them, and thus, protecting all living, he should make wisdom flourish.

Slaughter, it will be observed is forbidden, to the Sārta Grahastha, as well as the Brāvaca, but the acceptation of the word with the respec-
tive sects differs materially. In the first case it is qualified by the epithet criminal, and applies to the slaying of animals by Brähmans, except for sacrifice, and by other castes in any mode contrary to the established ordinances. In the latter case, where it is qualified by the epithet great, it extends to the destruction of animal life on any account, bloody sacrifices not being offered by the Jainer, and even to the use of vegetables, or vegetable productions in which the principle of life remains, such as roots of all kinds, fresh fruit and fresh grain; this, however, though not accounted meritorious, is partially permitted to the Śrāvaṇa, but wholly forbidden to the Yeti.—In this respect there is difference worthy of notice between the followers of the three religions which had their origin in India. Those who observe the ordinances of the 'Sruti and Smṛiti are permitted both to slaughter animals and to eat their flesh according to prescribed rules; the Baudhās are forbidden to slaughter animals, but it is lawful for them to eat their flesh when slain by others; both the slaughter of animals and the use of their flesh are forbidden to the Jainas, who are, also, much more restricted in the use of vegetable food than the others. This distinction is the cause of a deadly feud between the last-mentioned sects. The Jaina objects to flesh being eaten by the Baudha as being contrary to the precept both are bound to observe; that is, to refrain from slaughter is the highest duty. The Baudha replies,—I incur sin only by slaying animals, not by eating their flesh when slain by others. The Jaina answers,—You incur sin in either case, for by using their flesh, you encourage those who expose it for sale in the market, and are, therefore, the primary cause of the destruction of the animals they slay.

The Brahmacāhṛi only is prohibited by the Smṛitis from taking food during the night; but this is forbidden generally to the Jainer, and the reasons assigned are that ants and other small animals cannot then be seen and might, therefore, be unconsciously swallowed with the food, and that Bhūtas, Bétālas and other demons, who might cause defilement by sitting upon the same dish, are then wandering about.

The Srāvacaḥ, ॐ ऋ ऋ ऋ, is of three grades; the Jāt. Hānyam, ॐ ऋ ऋ ऋ, the Madhyamam, ॐ ऋ ऋ ऋ, and the Uttamam, ॐ ऋ ऋ ऋ. The first are the worldly sort who, though professing the religion are scarcely considered as belonging to this community; the second are more strict in diet and correct in religious observance; the third, though still continuing in the marriage state, practise merely the same austerities as the Yeti. The second of these comprehends the great body of the Jaina Laity, and by them the following rules, in addition to those already stated, should be observed. They are collected from Nittacaranae calam, ॐ ऋ ऋ ऋ ऋ ऋ ऋ ऋ ऋ the cabinet of jewels, the original of the Tamil abridgment quoted under the similar title of Arungala-cheppu,
Those things which a Madhyama Srāvaka should observe are as follows:—He should have a firm faith in Jīneswara, the Lord of the three worlds, who is crowned by a triple umbrella, and whose appearance is most glorious, placing, as it were, his feet on the core of the heart; he should be zealous for the truth; should consider virtue as the friend and sin as the enemy of life; should clearly comprehend the difference between heaven and final beatitude; when repeating his daily prayers and performing his devotion in the morning, noon and evening, he should offer libations of water, Arghyam, to the Divine Being only, who is worshipped by all living—he should practise four kinds of discipline, by never passing the bounds of the country in which he resides, by vowing the performance of good works, by fasting on alternate days and by honoring religious persons: on the four Parvams, namely on the eighth and fourteenth day of the moon and on the day of the new and full moon, he should observe a fast as strict as his strength will allow.—Those things he should avoid are:—inordinate care for worldly wealth: the several kinds of fear, namely the dread of this world and of the other, the dread of inability and of the discovery of the thoughts, the dread of death, of destiny and of disease: the desire either of living longer or of dying sooner: gambling, eating flesh-meat, drinking spirits, frequenting the company of harlots, hunting, seducing the wives of others, and theft, which are the seven causes of affliction: the offering of libations of water to the Sun; bathing during eclipses; worshipping the fire with various rites as a deity; prostration behind a cow; the consecration of precious stones, vehicles and weapons; bathing in the sea and in rivers, as a purification from sin; the dedication of mounds of earth and stones; suicide by falling from a mountain or into the fire, these and all similar worldly follies: also the superstitious folly of worshipping Gods, influenced by affection or aversion, for the purpose of obtaining special endowments; and the heretical folly of believing that to be the true path in which those walk, who are involved in the whirlpool of life, and debased by avarice and the destruction of creatures: eating the fruit of the Fig-tree, the Arasū, the Aṭ, the Callāl, or the Ilamūr, which all contain animaculae, or of honey. Moreover he must not receive as Gods those that are not Gods, as Gurus those who are not Gurus, or as the principles of nature (tattva) those which are not such; and he must abstain from three things, namely, from quitting his native place, from giving to others either weapons or tools by which life may be destroyed, and from excess in gratifying the senses, either in minor pleasures, as in smelling perfumes or listening to music, or in higher gratifications, as in eating delicious meats, or enjoying the society of beautiful women.

Oṃ amṛtaḥ one who lives in domestic happiness, a house-holder; composed of Oṃ a house and amṛta the su. pro. part. sing. in the masc. of amṛta to live, flourish.—Oṃ amṛta he may be called; the
3rd per. fu. sing. of சுட்டு to say.—சுட்டு nature, quality.—சுட்டு-வை having; the indef. part of the appellative root சுட்டு- possess. சுட்டு virtue is here understood and சுட்டு-வை, therefore, means possessing the quality of virtue.—சுட்டு to the three persons. சுட்டு good.—சுட்டு in the way; the 7th or loc. case of சுட்டு—சுட்டு standing; the gen. of சுட்டு. The final வை of the preceding terms coalescing with the initial சு converts it by Sandhi to சு,—சு வை an aid.

II.

Domestic virtue is to him ascribed, (e-)
Whose care befriends the pious and the poor
And aids departed souls.

"The pious"—by supplying both their own wants and those of their families, so as to prevent the interruption of their religious duties; "the poor"—by alms; and "departed souls"—by performing the funeral rites for strangers or for those who have no relations to discharge this duty, thereby securing to them the attainment of happiness in a future state of existence.

Piety towards the dead by performing, or supplying the means of performing the rites of cremation or sepulture for those to whom otherwise these duties would not be paid, is considered by the Hindus as peculiarly meritorious; for, according to their belief, in which they agree with the nations of ancient Europe, it is these ceremonies that facilitate the progress of the soul towards its destination in the next life; each act, as they proceed, producing successively a corresponding change in the condition of the disembodied spirit, until it again connects itself with material substance, in this, or in some superior or inferior world, or, should it be divested of all affection for matter, until it is received into that blissful state in which it is liable to no further change.

சுட்டுக்கு to those who have renounced the world, to religious men; The pron. part. past of சுட்டு கு to renounce, forsake, in the masc. plu. and dat. case. This and the last term with which it is conjoined are instances of the 3rd per. of the v. used as a part. —சுட்டு க்கு and to those who have no sensual enjoyment, to the indigent, the plu. of the neg. pron. masc. of சுட்டு which signifies primarily to eat.
secondarily to enjoy by any of the organs of sense. — and to those who have died, the same as the first term, from to die. These three terms are united by the conjunction repeated after each. — a house-holder. may be called. — the protection; this term is here, as in other places, used personally.

Thine ancestors deceased, thy God, thy guest Thy relatives, thyself; these cherished, know Of life the five great duties are fulfilled.

"Of life"—This is understood in the original, the "five duties" stated being those of domestic life, or of the second order; which, following the principles established in the preceded Chapter, may be referred to the sources, whence all virtuous impulse really derives its origin,—to the desire of avoiding pain or of sharing pleasure.

This couplet intimately corresponds with following, being the 27th verse of the Third Chapter of Menu "On Marriage or the Second order."

The Deity, his guest; his dependants, his deceased ancestors, and himself; He who does not duly maintain these five, though he breathe, lives not.

In the context to this verse are described the Pancha-Mahayajñyanah, or five great sacraments, which it is incumbent on every house-holder to perform and for which he maintains his domestic fires. Each of these has reference to one of the duties prescribed by Menu and alluded to by Tiruvalluvar, and collectively embrace the whole of the daily rites, whether Smarta or Smarta, previously explained. — The first is that which relates to duty towards himself, and by which he acquires that perfect knowledge that enables him to maintain right and eschew evil; it is called Ahyām, an un-offered, and is the same as Swādhyāyā, the study of the Scriptures. The second regards the duty of religion, it is called Hūtām, offered, and consists in the oblations in fire in the Adhānām, Agnihōtram and other rites; it is the sa-
crament of the deities. The third illustrates the duty of benevolence, not merely towards relations and friends, but towards all animated beings; its name is *Prā-hutam*, *Prāhutam*, well-offered, and it is performed by offering dressed food to living creatures; it is the sacrament of spirits, that is of living spirits, whence ensues animal life, not rational souls. The fourth relates to the duty of hospitality; it is named *Brahmya-hutam*, *Brahmyahutam*, offered to Brahmans and others, and is explained to be the reception of guests with due respect; it is the sacrament of men. The fifth, which regards the duty owed to deceased ancestors, is called *Prāsitam*, *Prāsītam*, well eaten, and is completed, by satisfying the Manes, either by the simple Terpana libation, or by the performance of the daily Šrāddham.

Q.e.g. *śrīmān*, from *śrīma* the south and *maṇa* a place, because the Manes are supposed to inhabit the southern regions, ancestors.—*śrīmān* the Divinity. This is a Sanscrit word, in which language *śrīma* in the neu. and *śrīmaṇ* in the masc. have the same signification; etymologists derive them from the word *śrī* shine.—*śrīmāṇa* guests.—*śrīmaṇa* relations. The word means propinquity, but is here used personally.—*śrīmaṇa* himself. The final *ḥ* and initial *ṣ* here coalesce and are converted to *ṣ*.—*śrīmaṇ* the ger. of *śrīmaṇ*; it may here be considered exploitive.—*śrīmaṇ* thus.—*śrīmaṇa*ś, from *śrīma* five and *maṇ* as before, in five places: the obl. used for the loc.—*śrīmaṇ* the right way.—*śrīmaṇ* to preserve.—*śrīmaṇ* is the chief, lit. the head. The *ḥ* and *ṣ* are here changed as before.

IV.

Q.e.g. *śrīmaṇ* a place; *śrīmaṇ* the south; *śrīmaṇ* the Divinity.

If love and virtue be thy constant guests,
Domestic life is blest and finds in these
It’s object and reward.

“IT’s object and reward”—The word here rendered object is *śrīmaṇ* nature, quality, and is thus explained by Parinīl-azhager.—*śrīmaṇ* a place; *śrīmaṇ* the south; the Divinity. As the duties of domestic life cannot otherwise be rightly and completely discharged, without mind, by the husband and wife, the possession of affection is an essential quality (or necessary condition, or main object).
The words with which the second line of this version concludes, though not in the original, are added to complete the sense here indicated.

The word in the original சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் means religious merit; the virtue derived from seclusion and penance 'Tiruvaiyulan', justly concluding that active virtue must be more meritorious in the eyes of the Deity than the passive virtue of the recluse, here maintains its superiority.—His commentator, however, says,—தான் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்டும் வெளியேயும் சூட்...
way of illustration is appended. The verse selected from this Chapter, which immediately precedes the one here translated and, though differently expressed, is of the same import, is included in the following quotation. The intention of the example, which accompanies it, is to shew, that the merit arising from a due performance of domestic duties is so great, as to extend even to the casual connections of the party, and to induce the Gods to bestow their favors on those who have not only not conciliated them, but have worshipped at other altars.

The A'chour (saint) who dwell in this holy-place entered into the highest felicity with fourteen other householders, O Iraengésara! because ever,—the who liveth in the discharge of all domestic duties, according to their true nature, is chief among devotees.

The house-holder, living according to the rules of his order and performing the five sacraments, by which the honors due to the manes and lares, the duties of hospitality, his own-self, and his family are maintained, is superior to those who practise austerities on spikes and needles in the midst of five fires: thus in this couplet he hath been pleased to declare his sacred mind. Of this the following is an example. While Cunjemer A'chwar discharged without failure all the duties of domestic life, the bull-borne deity, Siren, was pleased to appear to offer to him and to fourteen other house-holders, who
had occasionally assisted him with fire for the performance of the rites of hospitality, eternal felicity. These fourteen house-holders, being of the Pancherātri sect of Vaiṣṇavas, said,—"we will not seize on a branch of the bridle Murungai; we believe in Viṣṇu only: go thou alone, O Azhwar, to heaven." Then the Azhwar having entreated Iswara, he appeared in the form of the eagle-born deity, bearing the samāv and churram (the ensigns of Viṣṇu), and taking with him the fourteen house-holders to heaven, they attaining to a high state of happiness. There was not any taken with them, who had forsook the duties of domestic life, and, retiring from that state, had addicted themselves to the practice of religious austerities; therefore, it is said, that the house-holder who discharges fully his domestic duties is superior to those who practise austere penance.

In the 4th Canto of the Tēmbāvani, Vira-mamuni introduced the controversy between the youthful Joseph, who, desirous of leading a life of devotion, had retired to wilderness, and an Angel in the form of an old-man, on the relative merits of seclusion and social life: from this the following extract is taken.

"Is it preferable to present daily the honey-dropping fruits, or to offer at once the tree with all its branches?" for, said the youth, "the learned say that for the devotee to offer himself and all that he possesseth is perfect devotion."

"O thou who art possessed of pure knowledge" said the old man, "whether as it preferable that a man, offering, as it were, the tree with all its fruits, should..."
dwell alone in the wilderness, cloaked with barmus, and attached only to the practice of austere penance, or that he should conduct others involved in sin, in the right path?"

"O excellent man who art adorned by virtue," said the eminent Joseph, "is it right, that, while a man is instructing others to assuage the fires of passion, he himself should be exposed to be consumed by it, like a man whose own house is burned while he runs to quench the flames which have caught his neighbour's house?"

"If thou art desirous of being where no sin is, thou must seek that place in heaven; even when retired to the wilderness, the asylum of innocence, the war of the passions may still rage; freedom from sin proceeds from strength of mind, not from difference of place, O my son!" replied the Sage.

The argument is thus continued through many stanzas, the dwelling Angel maintaining the supremacy of domestic virtues and the youthful Sage extolling the virtue of retirement. It concludes with the following verses.

"Like milk mixed with water, which by diluting it decreases its natural properties, or like a lamp burning before the beams of the bright-rayed sun shining up high," said the youth, "are all other virtues, which in truth are only sound, and, can these, therefore, add any thing to the high excellence acquired by devotion?

The Sage of lucid intellect tenderly embracing the youth said: "As the stars surround the moon, may not benevolence, knowledge, affection, constancy, forbearance, liberality and other invaluable virtues adorn devotion though it be practised in a Country abounding in every species of wealth.

---

in the road of virtue; the loc. case of away, road.—
causing to proceed regularly, that is causing others to be regular; the ger. of the causal of to proceed regularly, to act according to rule.—
Virtue.—slackening; this is the neg. ger. of slackness, which signifies primarily to pull, draw out, and, secon-
Certainly, to attenuate by pulling, slacken. — The householder; this term is used personally for नाति निवास: many instances of similar substitutions occur in this work. — गुरुपदार्शिन than hermits, reciters; an appellative from गुरुपदार्शिन penance in the 5th case or abl. of comparison. — गुरुपदार्शिन penance, also the merit or virtue obtained by religious exercises, either the act or the consequence of the act; it is a derivative from गुरुपदार्शिन to be patient, to endure, whence, also, comes गुरुपदार्शिन to perform penance. — गुरुपदार्शिन hath; the 3rd pers. he: of गुरुपदार्शिन.

VI.

Who in domestic joy thus lives on earth
May with the Gods, heaven's denizens, be ranked.

"May with the Gods—he ranked." — Either because of the great felicity they actually enjoy, or because they are sure of being rewarded for the perfect discharge of their duties by being received into the celestial abodes among the Gods. Perimel-ashtagher inclines to the latter interpretation. — गुरुपदार्शिन As he will hereafter enjoy the fruit of his virtue as a God, the Author says he may be ranked among the Gods.

On the earth; the obl. the seventh or loc. case of गुरुपदार्शिन the earth. — गुरुपदार्शिन domestic felicity. — गुरुपदार्शिन so; this term properly corresponds with गुरुपदार्शिन there, in that place, but sometimes, as in the present instance, it has the meaning of गुरुपदार्शिन so, in that manner. — गुरुपदार्शिन he who lives; the part. su. masc. sing. of गुरुपदार्शिन, used indefinitely. — गुरुपदार्शिन Heaven. — गुरुपदार्शिन that frequent; the su. part. of गुरुपदार्शिन to crowd together, thicken, coagulate. — गुरुपदार्शिन is here used fig. for गुरुपदार्शिन to swarm. — गुरुपदार्शिन among the gods; the fifth or loc. case sing. used in a plu. or general sense and formed from the obl. by गुरुपदार्शिन with the sense of the pre. on, but signifying properly the interior. The sentence गुरुपदार्शिन गुरुपदार्शिन, which
cannot be translated literally, may be explained by the corresponding phrase  the bees which swarm in the hive, or  the trees which cluster in the grove.—— may be placed; the inf. of to place, compounded with the third pers. neu. su. sing. of to suffer, to form the passive voice.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

In adding the following illustrations, I cannot refrain from making an observation suggested by the fourth verse of the extract from the Cūmaṇānām, as immediately connected with the subject of the succeeding Chapter.—The Indian moralists place the indulgence of the passion of love, abstractedly considered, among things wholly indifferent, and productive neither of vice nor virtue; they account it, consequently, in itself neither blameworthy nor praiseworthy. In India, therefore, the feelings of nature have never been sacrificed on the altars of superstition, nor the primary command of the Creator to his creatures annulled by human institutions; the preservation of the established order of society is regarded as the guiding principle in regulating the intercourse of the sexes, and hence, besides the variation of national custom, every separate tribe displays some difference in this respect. Among all, however, celibacy is in no esteem; on the contrary, when, it unhappily falls to the lot of an individual (as in the case of a betrothed virgin of a superior caste whose husband dies before consummation) it is considered the severest infliction of a retributive destiny. Terms equivalent to the word chastity, are here, therefore, confined to matronal chastity; thus in Tamil  a chaste woman, though not inapplicable to the unmarried, usually convey ideas of conjugal fidelity, not of single blessedness.

CASIE.CANDIAM.

By affording due assistance to departed spirits, to the poor and to the devout, he determined in his mind that he would not swerve from virtue, but would discharge every duty of domestic life.
They who enjoy what they possess, and have divested their minds of cecit-
ousness, for all they do not possess, not only perform with correctness their
domestic duties, but excel every species of devotees.

SC. J. D. J.

If, before thou hast fulfilled the pleasing duties of conjugal life, thou desir-
est to enter the excellent path of pure devotion, and if the poison of all de-
luding desire then infect thee, alas! can it be expelled even though fate
itself should protect thee?

To afford to devout men the assistance they require, due to discharge the
debt demanded by departed spirits, and, displaying all the virtues of the do-
mestic order, to perform the duties of hospitality, is there in human life a
greater degree of charity than this?

PAZHAKUMH.

They who discharge magnificently the duties of hospitality must be strong
swordsmen in the field of battle, and, in no wise yielding to sloth, must be
in continual practice, for without constant care the duties of domestic life
cannot be maintained.

BARADAK.

To unite freely in fellowship with every virtue, but to fear with infinite
dread to be in fellowship with vice; to discharge with exactitude the offices
of religion; to practise hospitality in its ancient purity; and on no account
to touch the wealth of another: these the sacred Scriptures have declared to
be the duties that those in a domestic state ought to perform.
"We wedded to a chaste and beautiful wife, to cause the beauty of the three religious orders to increase; to eat always with a worthy guest; to pursue the middle course in all paths, which affords the fruit of virtue; this is the domestic state or the second Asramam.

"Hemibrachly every virtue, pertaining to the bounteous state of domesticity, who, in the performance of his own duties, defendeth others from affliction; who giveth delight to the Gods and to his ancestors; and who extendeth the creation of the venerable Lord of the Vedas (i.e. by leaving a numerous posterity).

"To be devoutly attached to truth; to be perfect in benevolence; to increase in virtue; to adhere to purity of life and to his other duties; to offer the five daily oblations; not to exceed the wife or the wealth of another; O thou whose words flow sweetly from thy lips! such is the nature of him, who performs fully the duties of domestic life."

"Thou, Lord, hast declared that it is the duty of him who dwelleth in domestic felicity to support those in the three other orders; if wealth be acquired by the householder of whom thou hast spoken, he may well discharge all duties incumbent on him: teach me, therefore, O glorious being! how wealth is to be acquired." Then the Most High said—" hear the things I shall speak: when virtue and pleasure are well considered it will appear that without wealth none can rely on them." He then began to declare the means by which wealth was to be acquired.

"By learning, by eloquence, by husbandry, by various kinds of traffic, by grazing cattle, by servile labor, and by similar means may wealth be obtained. Hear me now declare, in what manner in a man should conduct himself in these occupations: learning taught without vanity, is the most eminent; eloquence should be displayed when occasion demands it; in husbandry sloth should be carefully avoided; and, knowing his means, the merchant should conduct his business with the strictest honesty.

"The herds of kine should by skilful management be protected from hunger; those employed in servile duties should discharge them with fidelity,
and, not neglecting the orders of their superiors, should in all their conduct avoid deceit and falsehood: these occupations will give gold, jewels and ornaments, success, long life, fame, pleasure, virtue, the delights of love and other enjoyments, and, besides all here enumerated, will afford stores of rice and all other grain;—these are the modes in which the four castes may, in the practice of their duties, accumulate wealth.

"Of whatever caste or employment a man may be, he should accumulate wealth without swerving from virtue; with his wife and his kinsfolk, he should perform with zeal the prescribed duties towards the Gods and towards his ancestors; to his occasional guests, after they have entered his respectable dwelling, he should distribute food with kindness, and, having paid due attention to all others, he should take his own meal: above all things he should be conspicuous for never coveting the wife or the wealth of another. These rules apply equally to all the four castes."

**CƯ'RMA-PURĀN'AM.**
To perform the great sacrifices and the rites to fire without intermission; to proceed always according to the rules laid down in the Scriptures; to offer the five daily oblations; to visit occasionally the prince of the country; that no duty may be omitted; and to worship in a temple of unequalled sanctity; these are duties of illustrious house-holders.

They must never conceal their faults, but openly confess them; without molesting any descriptions of persons, they must afford to all every assistance in their power; they must maintain, fully and without failing in any respect, all righteous usages in which their fathers delighted; and, if their meal consist only of a few greens, they must share them with a guest, carefully avoiding to eat by themselves.

To avoid desire, anger, mental delusion and all other evil tendencies; to abstain from eating anything but that which may be offered in the bright fire of oblations; to reverence their mother; their father, the innocent kine, and those skilled in the four Vedas; and to rejoice the hearts of worthy kinsfolks by sharing with them the hospitable meal consisting of pure food;

Always to act justly; to seek riches in the path of honesty; to enjoy the pleasures of love only according to the prescribed rules of their tribe; to live so as to obtain the applause of their town's-folk; to shun all that can occasion disgrace and to do all that can produce delight; to conduct themselves according to the custom of the world; all declare that these, performed with charity and good will, are the bounden duties of house-holders.

Wealth must not be sought nor the pleasures of love be obtained by evil means; leave not undischarged those duties, which it is incumbent on thee to fulfil, even though the performance of these acts of virtue should be attended by pain and trouble; be careful to do good to all living, and know that to despise God and the sacred Scriptures is the most heinous of offences.

STANZAS.

(Translation follows in Sanskrit and English.)
The three estates of the vast earth pass through the slough of burning hunger and other evils, supported by the firm and matchless staff afforded them by the liberality of the domestic order.

The joy-giving estate of domestic life, like a mother, guards the other three estates from all affliction and, closely embracing them, nourisheth them with affection, as with milk.

Without the domestic state, which influences both present and future existence, who can say how the other three estates, instituted by the Smritis, namely, the assiduous student, the hermit retiring with his consort to the forest, or the anchorite divested of all mundane desires, could be supported?

As the three estates enumerated flourish by beholding the summit of the object which occupies their thoughts through the medium of the domestic state, the latter is considered by all as an incomparable eye, bright without the assistance of natural light.
Ye dispute vainly among yourselves, O Sages! when ye say that among the four established orders of life this or that is to be preferred and deceive yourselves; our revered mother, who was herself a manifestation of virtue, has said—"NO VIRTUE IS MORE EXCELLENT THAN THE VIRTUE OF DOMESTIC LIFE."

As he protecteth from affliction the three religious states, causing them constantly to flourish in happiness, unequalled by that enjoyed by the Gods in heaven, and as he obtaineth for himself both the pleasures of this world, surrounded by the sea, and the joys of the life to come, he who liveth in domestic felicity truly liveth; can others be said to do so?

As, by the means of the domestic state, Gautamen and other Sages, who acquired and diffused various learning, having received the knowledge of the unbiassed Deity and having overcome the five organs of sense, the source of all evil, attained to a state of perfect devotion, how can it's virtue be compared with the virtue of the other states?

Note. The foregoing verses are by Villipácam Tán'davaráya Mudeli, formerly a Student and now a Teacher in the College of Fort St. George.—The revered mother mentioned in the fifth verse is Aúveiyár, from whose work, entitled Condel-vénynden, the concluding line is cited.—In explanation of the allusions in the last line of the last verse, it is to be observed, that the Puránas represent Gautamen and other primitive Sages, as living in domestic life though retired from the world and engaged in austere devotion. This practice, though contrary to the rules prescribed by the Smritis and incompatible with the feeble nature of men in after ages, was permitted to these holy persons on account of their superior virtue, by the power of which they were able effectually to control their evil inclinations.
CHAP. VI.

On the virtues of a wife.

The word here rendered "wife," is compounded of domestic happiness and protection, safeguard, and signifies she to whose safeguard domestic happiness is intrusted.

II.

To every house-hold duty fitly train'd,
The wife should to her husband be in all A help-mate meet.

"House-hold duty"—The word rendered "duty" is excellence, of which the commentator makes two distinctions, namely good qualities and good acts. The good qualities of a wife are reverence to religious men, a due discharge of the rites of hospitality, compassion towards the poor, and the rest;—Her good acts are knowing and duly providing all things necessary for her house-hold, skill in the business of the kitchen, attention to established customs, and the rest;—These two species of excellence may be said to be particularized by this verse.

The treatment of women and the rules which govern the intercourse, with the sex, afford the truest criteria by which to judge of the progress that Nations have made towards perfect civilization; they mark, indeed, distinctly the boundaries between the state in which the conduct of man is regulated by fixed principles of law and morality and that in which the human
brute is influenced solely by the inordinate impulses of his own will. Aristotle
justly, therefore, adduces as a proof of the uncivilized condition of the ancient
Greeks, the practice which existed among them in their early ages of purchasing
their wives; a practice which in proportion as they advanced from barbarity to
refinement fell into disuse. The present Chapter and the illustrations
appended to it, exemplify the more general opinions of the Hindus with respect
to woman in the marriage state: to place in a clearer light the sentiments
of the Author and of the other writers whose works are quoted, I shall pro-
mise some observations, as to the several modes of marriage allowed by the law,
and shall hereafter notice certain peculiar customs regarding the commerce
of the sexes.

The Smritis allow of eight descriptions of marriage, which are enumerated
in the following verse of Menu (see the third Chapter, ग्रंथोऽभिषिध वर्गायते, where each are explained at length);

1. Śvāgatya
2. Śvāsakata
3. Brāhmaṇa
4. Brāhmaṇa
5. Brāhmaṇa
6. Brāhmaṇa
7. Darśina
8. Darśina

The Brāhmaṇa, Darśina, Arshā, Prajāpayya, Asura, Gandhāra, Raçshasa, and, the eighth and lowest, the Paisācha.

The four first of these, which are nearly the same, the bride in each being
given to the bridegroom by the father or kinsmen, derive their names respectively
from Brahma, the Gods, the Manes and the Patriarchs, and are superior; the four
last which are supposed to be practised by the Demons, the celestial Choristers,
the Giants, and impure Spirits, are inferior. Of these the Asura marriage, in
which the bride is purchased, and the Paisācha, in which she is violated when
overpowered philters or intoxicating drugs, are strongly reprobated. The four
first are considered the most appropriate for Brāhmaṇa, the sixth, the seventh
and, according to the commentators, the fifth, also, is permitted to them.
Of these the Gandhāra-vivahā, wherein mutual affection supersedes all
ceremony, could only have been practised by them in former ages, as by the an-
cient law Brāhmaṇa could then intermarry with women of inferior tribes; but,
this being forbidden in the Cali-yuga, it follows that this mode of marriage is
forbidden also, as the maidens of this caste must be betrothed before the age
of puberty, under the penalty denounced in the following text (quoted from
the Madhavyam), when they are, of course, too young to be capable of or in-
spiring love.

MĀYASHIYAMŚRĪTTI.
The giver of a Gauri (a girl of eight years of age) obtains the heaven of the celestial deities; the giver of a Rûhini (of nine years), the heaven of Viśnù; the giver of a Cunyâ (of ten years), the heaven of Brahma; and the giver of a Rajaswali (above ten years, when the signs of puberty appear) sinks to hell.

The Râchshas rite, in which the bride is seized violently in war, is more appropriate to the Cshatriya than to the other tribes, but this and all the other modes are common with them to the Vaisya and Sudra, with the exception of the two first which are peculiar to Brâhmans; it being required by the Brâhma rite, that the bride, adorned with jewels and clothed in wedding garments, should be given by her father to a bridegroom profoundly skilled in the Scriptures and the Law, and by the Daiva rite that she should be thus given to a Priest while officiating in the Soma, Sutra, or other solemn sacrifices. Thus far Menu chiefly; by other authorities (see the second Chapter of the Achara-cândam of the Madhaviyam) the six first only are appropriate to Brâhmans; the Râchshasah, Gândharva, Ásura, and Paisachah, in the order in which they are determined, to Cshatriyas; and the Gândharva, Râchshas, and Paisach to Vaisyas and Sudras. The three last cannot from their nature be attended, in the first instance, with much ceremony; but this does not preclude the necessity of the regular solemnization of the marriage after the bride has been secured, otherwise it is not a valid marriage. This is expressly declared in the following texts, cited in the Madhaviyam, the first from the Dévala-Smriti and the second from The Rules for house-duties, of the school of Bôdhâyana, one of the six Sûtracaras.

DEVALAH.

In the Gândharva and similar marriages the nuptial rites should be again performed by the three castes to whom they are lawful, taking the brightly blazing fire to witness.

BÔDHIYÂNAH.

In each of the modes of marriage, termed Gândharvah, Paisachah, and Râchshasah, possession of the bride being first obtained, the oblations should afterwards be offered (and other nuptial rites duly celebrated);

Of these eight modes of conducting the nuptial ceremony, none has been abrogated in the present age, and, according to the following precept, if the
marriage have been actually celebrated, the act must stand, however sinful in itself, and the parties are lawfully man and wife.

 Adoption, the appointment of a daughter to raise up a son, and the embracing either of the A’sramas: these when done cannot be set aside, all other rites are valid only by the strict observance of the rule.

The term A’srama here includes marriage, this being the initiatory rite of the second state of life; but the rule does not extend to legalize marriages within the forbidden degrees, which are annulled whenever the fact is discovered.—Of all these modes, however, those actually in practice are the first principally, the third and fourth in a less degree, and, notwithstanding it is condemned by the law-givers, the fifth very generally; instances of the seventh may occasionally occur, and the sixth, the marriage of love, is the constant theme of the Poets in India, as well as in other countries.

By the Tamil writers several of these modes are explained differently from the account here given of them from the Smritis; as will appear from the following extracts and the observations made upon them.—The nuptial rite of the Gand harvas, or, as termed in Tamil, முறுங்கூர், being one of the subjects especially treated on by the Grammarians in the third of the five branches, முறுங்கூர், into they have distributed the Belles Lettres, the commentators always take advantage of this circumstance to introduce a dissertation on the other seven species of the marriage ceremony; of this the following quotations are examples. The first is from the முறுங்கூர், a treatise on the subject-matter of Composition, attributed to the God Siven and said to have been revealed by him directly to the members of the Tamil University at Madura, முறுங்கூர், over which he was believed to preside and occasionally to manifest his presence visibly among them. The second is from the முறுங்கூர் of the முறுங்கூர்; in this, to avoid repetition, the prose explanations of the several rites have been omitted and the metric examples only retained.

IṆEIVENĀR-PORUL'.
That which is called sordid love, pursued in the five places appropriated to amorous intercourse, the learned declare to be that among the eight species of marriage mentioned by the Sages, which is practised by the Gandervar.

Eight being mentioned, their number is shown; they are as follows, namely

1. Brahmpanam, Prajapattiyam; 2. Arindam, Deymam, Gandervam,
3. Asram, Iraccadam and Pitsasham. Thus,

Sutram quoted.

The eight species of marriage mentioned by the Sages are these—that performed for the sake of virtue; that in which aid is afforded to the Son-
in-law; that in which wealth is given by him; that practised by the Gods; that observed by the celestial choristers; that in which the bride is obtained after arduous conflicts; that named after the giants; and that after devils: among these, that which is peculiar to those skilful in the use of the lute, is declared by the learned to be subject of this section.

COMMENT.

The sense of which may be known from what follows.—The marriage-rite called Brahmam is when a virgin, adorned with jewels, is given to one, who has continued forty-eight years in the order of Bramachari, on the completion of her twelfth year (the age of puberty), for if a virgin of the Braman caste be not married when she attains this age, the guilt of the murder of a Braman is incurred by her parents for every month that she remains in a state of celibacy; this (in Tamil) is Aya-nilai.—The marriage-rite called Prasapattiyam is, when a damsel, being sought in the tribe common to the pair, she is given freely; this is Oppu.—The marriage-rite called A’ridam is when the bride, placed between a cow and a bull with gilded horns and hoofs, is given away with the ceremony of pouring out water: thus is known by the term Poruvocol.—The marriage-rite called Devam is when the bride is given to the officiating Priest before the fire of the sacrifice, and is designated by the same term Devam.—The marriage-rite called Gandermam is when two persons of themselves form a union; this is Yathoruvatam.—The marriage-rite called Asuram is when the bride is delivered, after it has been declared, either that she would be given to him who should take a wild-boar, or to him who should bend a certain bow, or to him who should pierce three wild-hogs with one arrow, or should place a garland round the damsel (when overtaken in a race, as was Atalanta); this is Arum-poruvanai.—The marriage-rite called Iracandram is when the bride is seized by violence, against her own consent and that of her friends.—The marriage-rite called Pasi’ham is when the bride is violated while in a state of intoxication, asleep, or intoxicated; this is Pey-nilai.—Know these eight to be called the eight marriage-rites.

Again, that which is called the practice of the Ganderman consists in the meeting and consent of two persons in a grove, or elsewhere, without intercession of negotiators, or being given in marriage by any one, arising from the fruit of the good actions those, here called Ganderman, have performed in this world. This is the Ganderman marriage, and the intercourse between the sexes which resembles this the Author calls furtive love.
(158)

உண்மை கடை போராட நேரடியான கையாளி முட்டையாமலோ செய்து என்று வாழ்க கூறுவதைத் தொடர்பாக அம்மனால் காணலாம் தோன்றும் - நீயே
செய்துறையாள செய்து நிகழ்த்தும் நிகழ்த்தும் போராடும் கை என்று கூறுவதைத் தொடர்பாக அம்மனால் காணலாம்

பிரிவுகளில் என்று - குறுகியதை

நகர் வழியாக போகும் முகமுகமின்றி குறுகியதை - குறுகியதை குறுகியதை

பிரிவுகளில் என்று - குறுகியதை

எல்லா வழியாகப் போகும் முகமுகமின்றி குறுகியதை - குறுகியதை குறுகியதை

பிரிவுகளில் என்று - குறுகியதை

உண்மையான கடை போராட நேரடியான கையாளி முட்டையாமலோ செய்து என்று வாழ்க கூறுவதைத் 
தொடர்பாக அம்மனால் காணலாம் 

பிரிவுகளில் என்று - குறுகியதை

முக்கிய தடைக்கார வழியாக போகும் முகமுகமின்றி குறுகியதை - குறுகியதை 

பிரிவுகளில் என்று - குறுகியதை

இல்லை என்று வாழ்க கூறுவதைத்

பிரிவுகளில் என்று - குறுகியதை

முக்கிய தடைக்கார வழியாக போகும் முகமுகமின்றி குறுகியதை - குறுகியதை 

பிரிவுகளில் என்று - குறுகியதை
SUTRAM.

On considering the union by mutual desire, occurring in the five places appropriate to amorous intercourse, which forms one of the three divisions called pleasure, wealth, and virtue, it will be found to constitute one of the eight species of marriage, mentioned by the sages as peculiar to those well skilled in the lute.

EXAMPLES.

1. BRAHMM.

The giving a virgin, with eyes of the tint of the blue water-lily and bright as the shining carp, before the age of maturity, adorned with jewels, according to the ordinance, to a Brāman equal in caste and the rest, by pouring out water; this is the nuptial rite termed Brahman.

2. PRAJAPATTIYAM.

The giving by the father of the happy bride, with the consent of his relations and without departing from the law, double the amount of shining wealth, which had been given by the bride-groom to obtain a jewel among maidens with beautiful eyes; this is the nuptial rite called Prajapattiyam.

3. ARIIDAM.

The giving a daughter, endowed with wealth according to his pleasure and placed between two kine of the same breed, while he pays due reverence to the bride-groom, whom he hath chosen for good qualities, is the nuptial rite denominated Ariidam.
While in the long city clarified butter is poured out, the delivery of a virgin richly adorned to her lover, according to the ordinance and in the presence of the bright fire of the sacrifice, is the marriage-rite entitled Devyam.

When it is declared that the heroes who aspire to the enjoyment of beauty by the possession of this garland of opening buds, this white-toothed damsel, must perform such and such actions, and one, valiantly opposing the foe, performs all that is required of him and obtaineth her; this is the ancient nuptial rite prevailing among the Asurans.

When bold men, becoming enamoured of a damsel adorned with large ornaments of gold, resolve to seize her by force; this is the marriage-rite peculiar to the broad and high shouldered Giants, who wander over the earth exhibiting their prowess.

To obtain possession of the persons of females, while under the protection of their non-consenting relations and in a state of insensibility, without seeking their love in a reputable manner and without giving them a dowry, is the nuptial rite, which from its nature can only be in repute among devils.

To obtain access by deceit, to disregard the rights of nature, to remove fraudfully the garments of the bride, and, acted upon by a ferocious disposition, neither to ask her consent, nor to give her a dowry; these mark the nuptial rite of impure Spirits with fleshless bodies.

When men and women, unsheer in affection, meet together and agree between themselves, this intercourse of blameless love between two persons is the nuptial rite prevalent among the Gandharves, the votaries of the golden lute, bright as the beams of the sun.

As the nuptial rite, called Assarrah chiefly prevails among all castes throughout the Tamil nations, a more particular notice of it than of the rest is necessary. By the Sanscrit writers this term is applied to the payment of a valuable consideration by the bride-groom to the father or kinsfolk of the bride. By the Tamil writers it is, in this acceptation, confounded with the Prâjâpatyah, which, according to the Smritis, is the free gift of a virgin by her parents to promote the performance of civil and religious duties; but in the last of the preceding extracts is stated to consist in the endowment of the bride by her parents in double the amount of the dowery received from the bride-groom. In fact in the Assura mar-
riage, as it actually exists in the Southern countries, the wife cannot properly be said to be sold or bought, for though the parents may, and in many instances no doubt do, appropriate the sum paid, it is more frequently expended in the purchase of jewels &c. for the bride and thus becomes a part of the Sūnl-dānam, दानम्, or exclusive property of the wife, over which the husband has no power. The money paid by the bridegroom is in the Srītis called Sūrācām, सूराकाम्, which is defined by Vijaya-
śwara in his Commentary on the Rīju-Mītacsharā to be—विधि वृद्धि दानम्, which is taken when a virgin is given in marriage—and is enumerated by him among the assets of the woman’s property. The Tamil term corresponding with this दानम्, or preferably वृद्धि, is rendered by the Revd. C. J. Beschi in his Tamil-Latin dictionary—Arrhae futuri matrimonii, vulgo sponsalia. It is in fact a marriage-gift, or dowery, received from the bridegroom by the parents when the bride is betrothed, and generally for her use, as a token of the final conclusion of the engagement. Among the Brāhmans the sum is not fixed, but varies with the condition of the parties; among the Vellāler one and twenty Pons (equal to 9 1/2 Varāgen, or Pagodas) is the standard amount; among some tribes payment is made in kind, not in money, thus the Sūlam of a Vān’nm, or washerman, is commonly six asses, and in this case it is usually retained by the parents of the bride.

By the word Sūlam, the definition given by the Tamil writers of the Aśura-vivāhah in the foregoing extracts may be explained; this term is applicable to any offering made pending the negotiation of the marriage to the bride or her parents, and includes, therefore, every act by which their favor may be conciliated. Hence the expression used in the following quotation from the Rāmāyanam (see the 43rd Sect. of the first Book, रामायणम्), Virya-Sūlam, literally the marriage-gift of prowess, which in this instance consisted in bending a bow few were able to lift. Rāma not only bent, but broke the bow and obtained the lady.

RĀMĀYANAM.

Prowess must be the dowery of my virgin daughter (Sītā) celestial in beauty and disposition.
This my daughter, taken from the earth and now grown up, 
Kings coming here have sought, O excellent Sage!
And I have constantly told these kings, that her dowry was superior
prowess.

The Sulcam, which is the essential characteristic of the A'sura rite and properly applicable to every species of dowry given by the husband, is by the Tamil writers confined to the Virya-sulcam, by which he endows, as it were, his bride with the fame and honor resulting from his heroic acts.

In addition to the several species of marriage here noticed, there is another, not indeed to be found in the Smritis, unless it be considered a variation of the Gandharva-vivâhâ, but sanctioned by the Purânas and frequently alluded to in the heroic poems. It is peculiar to princesses and consists in calling together by heralds, deputed to proclaim the beauty and accomplishments of the lady, an assembly of kings and princes, from whom she personally selects him she wishes to offer to her bed; it is thence called Swayamvârah, her own choice. This practice is considered as permitted by the following and other Puranic authority: the extract is from the 11th Chapter of the Padma-Purâna, and contains the refusal by the king Mân'dâta of one of his fifty daughters to the sage Saubarih.

PADMA-PURĀNA.

Hear, O chief of Sages! the established usage of the Cshatriya tribes:
Whatever youth a maiden sees and prefers, of a good family, well-formed,
And possessing all the marks indicative of prosperity, to him the virgin
must be given.

This is an ancient custom of the Cshatriyas, O faultless one!
O Lord, chief of the Sages! what can we do? tell me again.

In the 6th Canto, of the Raghuvamśah, Cali-daśa, describes a Swayamvârah in which the princess Indumati selects, Ajah, the Grand-father of Râmah and king of A’yôdhya, as her husband; the calling of the assembly is thus noticed in the preceding Canto.
Then fit messengers where sent to Raghu by Bhājah the sovereign of Oratha-caisicē, who desired to summons the son of that king (Ajah) on account of the Swayamvarah of his sister Indumati.

There is another remarkable instance of this custom in the story of Nalah, told originally in third Book, Ṛṣi ṛṣe Ṛṣa Ṛṣ, of the Bhāratam, whence is taken the fable of the Naishadhām, Ṛṣi ṛṣe Ṛṣ, an Epic poem by Śri-harshah, imitated in Tamil by Adiiva Pāndiyen, under the title of Kāṭāpuṭināri: Damayanti, the heroine, is here represented as chusing Nalah, the hero of the tale, notwithstanding Indrah and other Deities, descending from heaven, are present in the assembly. I cite the passage which describes the appearance of the maiden before the assembly, as well in illustration of the present subject, as on account of the eminent beauty of the last verse. Indeed the high and courteous tone of the whole, notwithstanding the frequent occurrence of those gaudy images and far-sought allusions which European taste will denominate conceits, is worthy of the princely author.

NEGIZHDAM.
Can I declare the number of deities from the heavens, and of the other celestial beings?
Can I declare the number of kings of the earth, or of lovely females?
Can I declare the number of richly-adorned elephants, of long-maned horses, of vast chariots, and of the throng of footmen?
It is not possible for me, nor for mortals like me, to reckon and declare the number.

By the command of the King of Vitarpá (Bima Rája), who resembles a young elephant and whose broad shoulders, which seem two hills of saffron, are adorned by jewels shining with the lustre of the new-moon, the Gods of the celestial regions, the Uragar resplendent with sparkling gems, the Virtu-what, who dwell on the silver mountain, and the Kings of the earth surrounded by the seven seas, assembled together, like a swarm of bees, which soar buzzing through the sky and longing for honey.

As she approached, it seemed as if her bosom, bright with gold and jewels, were a furious elephant, which in that forest of unrestrained passion (i.e. the assembly) stopped not except to drink the lives of those around her, and that the rings on her feet, adorned by gold and covered by sandals of red cotton, cried aloud—"Retire, O quickly retire from his fury, ye kings, protectors of the earth!"

When the damsel, beauteous as the Goddess of prosperity, as she arose a shining jewel from the wide and billowy ocean, entered the hall adorned by gold and encircled with precious stones, the sound of twisted conchs and bridal tambors, re-echoed around and intermingled with the twanging of the cany war-bow of the God of Love.

Though the eyes of all the princes were fixed with ardent passion upon her, the form of the swan-eyed maiden was hidden from their view, by the brightness of the jewels that blazed upon her, by the flowers rained down upon her by the celestial beings, who filled the sky, and by the confounding bees which hummed and swarmed among them.

The eyes of the princes, bearers of the brightly polished spears of victory, who thronged around like the billowy ocean, darting impassioned glances, being reflected from the purple-rayed sapphires among the jewels of the maiden, whose hair hung down in black and glossy braids, seemed fixed immovably in her person.

Some said—"The king of the red-rayed sword of victory has been guilty of a great crime, for knowing that such a conquest could not be obtained without fraud, he has, under the pretence of celebrating a nuptial festival, transformed by magic spells an angel of death into a brightly adorned damsel, to destroy all the kings of the earth."
Some said—"Now the beautiful form of this virgin, adorned by shining bracelets, whose lips are red as the fruit of the Tondei, whose teeth are white as pearls, and whose braided hair is as glossy as the black sands of the ocean, has filled our eyes, and we behold her with wonder, while our bosoms glow with delight, we find her to excel ten-fold the idea we had conceived of her from the proclamation of the heralds."

Some would say—"Her dazzling eyes, whose glances resemble two bright swords drawn from their sheaths and placed across each other, have seized ravenously on our lives; but, if these had forborne, to devour them, there abideth beneath the vest of this highly adorned Beauty, whose speech is sweet as pellucid nectar, a cruel death-angel whose prey they would have become."

Some accused the king, adorned by cool garlands, dropping honey, with cruelty for causing his daughter to wound her small and tender feet by walking over the sensitive flower of their hearts; some accused her mother of cruelty, in that, although she beheld the weight of her swelling breasts, she had caused her slender waist to suffer pain by loading her with garlands of flowers, resounding with the hum of bees.

While the impassioned princes were thus exclaiming, while the chains of pure gold clanged up her breast, and the rings encircled with jewels glittered on her ankles, bright in beauty as a fresh blown bud, joining reverentially the flowers of her rosate hands, her large eyes sparkling like brilliant javelins, the damsel stood with humble mien before her father.

Note. The Cragier, mentioned in the first verse, are the inhabitants of the Nágá-bégam, the world of serpents, next inferior to the earth, and the Vinjetier (Sans. Vidyadāra) a tribe of divinities inhabiting the Mēru of the antipodes, the southern Pole, which, in opposition to the golden Mēru of the north, the Mythologists represent as formed of silver.—The Tondei or Bimbam (see the eighth verse) is a cropper, which bears an oblong rounded fruit of the liveliest carnation.—The sensitive flower (see the tenth verse) is the Aničam, alluded to at the end of the succeeding Chapter On Hospitality.—Though the epithet rosata occur in the version of the last verse, the rose is unknown to the Tamil poets; they substitute for it, as in the original, the Gandal, a delicate flower, of which there are two varieties the red and the white.

This custom resembles in some respect the marriage assemblies, which are said to have been held at stated periods by the Samnites: to these all the young people of both sexes were convened, and the youths, after having been examined and classed according to their talents and conduct, were permitted to choose their wives from among the virgins in succession and according to the rank to which their merits had raised them. This institution has been much applauded and it cannot be denied that it was calculated to create great emulation among the young men; it is liable, however, to serious imputation. The feelings and inclinations of the young women were not at all consulted, and although, therefore, superior merit secured the possession of
beauty, or of wealth, love was by no means necessarily included among its rewards. The Hindu Swayamvarah on the contrary, united to all other advantages and incitements to emulation the highest motive that can actuate a noble and manly spirit—the hope of female preference.

—

for the family, or for domestic affairs; the term literally signifies a house.—कू ति, requisite; past. part. of कू ति to be fit, worthy.—कृणाणि, the excellences.—कृणाणि she who possesses; an appell. in the sing. fem. from कृणाणि—कृणाणि becoming; the regular ger. of कृणाणि.—सो कल्याणि, he who has taken her; this comp. is used for सो कल्याणि he who conforms to the way: from सो a way, path and कल्याणि the contracted part. part. fem. of कल्याणि.—सो कल्याणि she is a wife emphatically, or lit. she is the aid of domestic life.

—

II.

The wife maintains the glory of the house;
All other glory, if she fail in this,
As if it were not, is.

—

of the house, the family.—आ ति the greatness, honour; the nom. governing the subs. v.—आ ति the wife; an appel. in the sing. fem. from आ a house.—आ ति is in; the subs. v., here supplied, is understood.—आ ति or if it exist not; a compound of आ and आ ति the subj. of आ ति to be.—आ ति to domestic life.—आ ति whatever, used in the sense of आ ति how much.—आ ति there is of honor; आ ति is here conjugated as a verb in the third pers. sing. neu.—आ ति though there be; a subj. form of आ ति. The three preceding terms scarcely admit of separate analysis; they may together be properly construed either how much soever of honor may exist, or although all honor exist, exclusively that is, of the honor of the wife.—आ ति there is not; supply honor.
What is deficient with a virtuous wife?
If in the wife defect, then what is all
This world can give?

"A virtuous wife"—The term here used is the same that occurs in the first couplet and includes, therefore, all the excellences of disposition and conduct noticed by the commentator. Among the latter it will be observed that "skill in the business of the kitchen," is considered as essential to the perfection of the matronal character by the Hindus: as it was in former times by our ancestors, and, indeed, as it is now, by the more sober-minded of their descendants. In the following verse, which is attributed to the Author of this work and said to have been ejaculated extemporarily by him, while lying sleepless and agitated, on the night following the decease of his wife, her excellence in this art stands first in the catalogue of her good qualities.

When I have lost a woman who excelled in the knowledge of house-wifery, who performed rightly all domestic duties, who never transgressed my word or my door; who chafed my limbs, and, never slumbering until I slept, arose before I awoke; Alas! Alas! how can my eyes again know sleep!

Inattention to this first duty of a house-wife is reckoned among the greatest defects of women, and is accordingly severely reprehended:—thus,

The woman, who hold in opposition threateneth blows, is as death.
She, who resorteth not to her kitchen-betimes in the morning, is an incurable disease;
And she, who, having prepared food, grudgeth it to those who eat it, is a devil to domestic happiness.

Women of three descriptions are a destroying weapon to their husbands.

Though devotion to her lord be accounted among the chief excellences of a woman, the Tamil writers, not only do not encourage, but scarcely ever even allude to that enthusiasm which unites her to him even in death and leads her a willing victim to his funeral pile. Though the Smritis, as many have erroneously supposed, do not enjoin this sacrifice, it cannot be denied that some of them permit it, like voluntary death in old age, as an exception to the denunciations against suicide in general, and that it is too frequently practised, by the worshippers of Siva and Sakti chiefly, in various parts of India. Among the Tamil and Telugu nations, however, it has never prevailed to any extent and may now be said to be nearly unknown. The act is called Sahagamanam, सहागमनम्, from सहā with and गमनो going, and the victim मर्य from मर्ये pure; which name, also, is vulgarly given to the monuments erected in commemoration of the event. These will be found in considerable numbers at the principal places of pilgrimage; but elsewhere very rarely below the Ghats, and on enquiry it will mostly appear that the parties were foreigners, from Hindustan or the centre of the Peninsula; above the Ghats, in the Can-nada and especially in the Mahârâshtra country, these trophies of fanaticism are more frequent. The aboriginal castes of Southern India differ considerably in their rules with respect to the state of widowhood; in some of the inferior Sûdra tribes widows are allowed to marry again and this seems to be permitted by the Smritis, which, though they reprobate the practice as contrary to good morals and, therefore, conscientiously to be avoided, do not declare it positively illegal. In the higher castes again, among the Brahmans particularly, not only are widows prohibited from entering a second time into the state of matrimony, but even virgins who have been once betrothed cannot again be given in marriage.

The Jainer utterly reject the practice of the Sahagamanam, as incompatible with the great precept of their faith—Thou shalt commit no slaughter—and throwing oneself into a fire (see page 132) is, accordingly, enumerated among those worldly delusions, which a Sârâsaka should sedulously avoid. Such expressions, therefore, as that which occurs in the first line of the following verse, from a work, the author of which undoubtedly belonged to this sect, must not be taken literally. They are intended solely to convey a vivid idea of the strength of conjugal fidelity.

CHINTAMANI.
To die when he dies, to grieve when he grieves, when separated
Not to ornament themselves with flowers, but, adorned only by their own
beauty,
Not even to utter the word love; they who, worshipping their lords with folded
hands, thus live
Are equal to the flower-borne Goddess of prosperity and remove all dis-
gust from their husbands.

 deficiency; the same as अ अ र अ र neg. part. neu. of the
defect. verb अ अ र. — अ अ, the same as अ अ र अ, what is there? — अ अ र अ अ, the
final अ being in the text changed by sandhi to अ अ before अ, to the
wife; a derivative from अ अ a house formed by the fem. affix अ अ, in
the nom. used for the 4th or dat. case. — अ अ अ अ excellence. — अ अ अ if it be. — अ अ अ अ that which is, that which is possessed; the neu.
part. of अ अ, — अ अ what is there? — अ अ अ अ अ अ to the wife. — अ अ अ अ excellence. — अ अ अ अ when there is not. अ is here used as the contracted
form of अ अ अ, the neg. part. of अ अ अ: अ अ has properly the same
signification as अ अ place, but in similar phrases must be rendered
in English by the adverb of time when, as must, also, the oblique of
the latter अ अ when similarly used.

IV.

Than virtuous woman what more excellent,
Who, firm in mind, her wedded faith maintains?

"Than virtuous woman &c."—So thought the mother of Lemuel, when,
instructing her son, she said—"Who can find a virtuous woman? for her
price is above rubies. The heart of her husband doth safely trust in her."

"Who firm in mind her wedded faith maintains"—The word rendered
"wedded faith," अ अ अ, applicable to the correct and modest conduct of
women generally, whether virgins or matrons, is here confined to the
latter, this being, as I have already noticed, its more usual acceptation.
In southern India the conduct of women is much less restrained than in the
northern provinces: their persons are not concealed, and they are allowed
partake of the business and amusements of their male relations. Those whose circumstances compel them to personal labor may be seen crowding the public wells and reservoirs, and it is thought no disparagement, even for those of higher station, to bathe in the open tanks, where they display admirable address in avoiding any indelicate exposure of their persons. At religious festivals, marriages, processions and other public shows and ceremonies, the number of women of all ranks frequently exceeds that of the men; though immoderate indulgence in this respect is not deemed consistent with strict propriety and that self-denying reserve, which the Indian moralist regards as the crown of female excellence. This liberty the women of the South do not abuse; instances of misconduct in the unmarried seldom occur and those of conjugal infidelity are still more rare, even among the lowest tribes. I mean to confine this remark to the unbiased conduct and disposition of the women themselves: in large towns it cannot be denied that considerable profligacy prevails, but it is the profligacy of circumstance and temptation, not of natural propensity.

The immuring of women in Harams, as it is called, though the custom has always prevailed, as an appanage of their dignity, among the princes of India, has probably, when practised by Hindus of inferior rank, proceeded partly from imitation and partly from apprehension of their Mohammedan conquerors. The Tamil writers afford but few traces of this usage, the only one to which I can immediately refer being found in the following passage from the Cásicán’ dam, in a speech of Nárada to Críshna, and even this, it must be observed, alludes rather to the manners and opinions of the North, where the scene of the poem is laid, than to those of the South. In describing the situation of women in his other works the same author, the prince and poet, Víra Pándiyen, represents them as enjoying even more than European freedom.

**CÁSICÁN’ DAM.**

*Although standing in the relation of father, or of brothers born from the same womb,*

*Or of sons, if they are eminently beautiful, upon them.*

*The minds of frail women will be running; therefore, as Sámpen (the son of Críshmen) is beauteous as the God of Love with the flowery arrows, it is not right that he should go alone to the abode of joy (the Haram) where thy wives with golden bracelets reside.*
The Indians of all nations and castes have been charged with licentiousness in indulging the sexual passion, and, whether proceeding from constitution, climate, habit, or the institutions of the country, this charge, as it regards the male sex, is probably founded in truth. Their own writers, as will hereafter be seen, inveigh against excess in this respect with an earnestness, which shows them to have been fully aware of its existence, and Vira-māmūni, whose evidence is incontrovertible, appears to have considered it characteristic of the superior classes, and has devoted a portion of his great work to the exposure and correction of it (see the Tēnbāvanī Canto the 23th, amamūnī gītā, śīlānta). But, though the fact may be true with respect to one sex, it is not so with respect to the other; for the women of southern India are uniformly chaste and temperate by nature. Gentle and timid, as they are, usually shrinking from observation and execrations, they are nevertheless ardent in their attachments, and this disposition, directed by education, acquires a force which nothing can shake and enables them, when actuated by motives of duty or honor, to display an energy beyond their sex and a courage which no terrors can daunt. Devoted in body and mind to their domestic and conjugal duties, they are affectionate and attentive wives, anxious and tender mothers, and, not infrequently, sage and prudent friends—in fact they possess in a considerable degree the qualities, which, by the writers quoted in the following pages, are stated to constitute the perfection of the female character.

Gûrûm, the final m being changed to n before m, than woman; the fifth case, implying comparison, of Gûrûm. Gûrûm, is for m, more excellent. The root Gûrû great, though in its simple form it gives origin to no verb, like other appel. roots, assumes some verbal forms, here it has that of the fu. part.; with the affix m it forms the verb Gûrm to increase and is then regularly conjugated.— גְּרִיל things which are fit. בֵּר, for בּוּר, what things?—בר are there; the 3rd pers. plu. neu. of the def. v. בּוּר. בּוּר, chastity, or conjugal faith. בּוּר, that which is called; the fu. part. of בּוּר. The Author commonly uses this word to indicate a general relation between the terms it connects, thus, in the present instance בּוּר יִבְרֶה bīrēh means simply the power of chastity. בּוּר strength, power. בּוּר to be, to exist: compounded of בּוּר the gen. of the def. v. בּוּר and בּוּר the inf. of בּוּר. בּוּר, the same as בּוּר, if she obtains, the subj. of בּוּר.
Women all happiness from wedded love
Derive, and by it blessed foretaste on earth
The joys of heaven.

"Women—foretaste on earth the joys of heaven"—Parimél-azhager’s commentary gives to this verse, which is rather obscure, a meaning very different from this version: his words are—அ மனணண்ட மாமனணண்ட மேற்கள் கூற்றும் பொய்யட சிற்றுறை செய்யப் பொய்யட சிற்றுறை மேற்கள் கூற்றும் பொய்யட சிற்றுறை செய்யப் பொய்யட சிற்றுறை மேற்கள் கூற்றும் பொய்யட சிற்றுறை செய்யப் பொய்யட சிற்றுறை

If women obtain reverence for the husband who has wedded them, they will in the world inhabited by the Gods obtain from them great felicity.—The term here supplied signifying reverence is a verbal noun. It is intended by this, that, women who honor their husbands will be honored by the gods.”—To make out this meaning, however, the word அந்யும்பு reverence must be understood in the text before நூதன், and நூதன் must be taken in the seventh case, though, according to its natural meaning in the sentence, it ought to be in the fifth or genitive. The insertion of the word here supplied is entirely arbitrary, as there is nothing in the original which indicates it. The Latin commentator’s explanation of this couplet is as follows.—“Si mulier obtinuerit talem conjugen qui dici possit quod eam obtinuerit (quod non nisi illa fidem servet suo conjuge) obtinuit magnam gloriam in mundo ubi dei regnant.” According to this version, also, much must be understood to supply the full sense given to நூதன் and the meaning of the seventh case is still improperly assigned to நூதன்.—Tiruval’luver, in the concluding verse of the last chapter compares connubial felicity, generally, to the state of happiness enjoyed by the Gods in heaven, and in this couplet be appropriately describes this state as appertaining to the woman, or at least as more especially resulting from her acts. The following literal version, therefore, which is certainly simpler, as it is only necessary to understand நூதன் here, this world before நூதன், comes nearer perhaps than either of the foregoing to the meaning of the Author.—In obtaining a husband, (i. e. by marriage) women obtain here the supreme bliss of the world inhabited by the gods. The conjugal state is the proper sphere of women, and it is for their sakes
that the laws by which it is regulated have been instituted; for, however various, their propoae is the same, all being intended to restrain the stronger and to protect the weaker sex. Marriage, is the condition that nature has assigned them and from which springs their usefulness, their happiness, their glory: it is no hyperbole, therefore, to say that wedded love, with respect to women, creates a paradise on earth.

I have already observed that the usages of the various nations and tribes in India, regarding marriage and the rules by which the general intercourse of the sexes are governed, are subject to considerable variation. These usages in many instances differ so materially that it is difficult to conceive how they would have arisen among a people professing the same religion and observing the same general laws and maxims of morality. Among all none is more striking than that, which, in translating the preceding extracts, I have rendered raising up seed by the brother-in-law, ὁ μύριστα ἡμερῶν εἰς ἑαυτὸν. It is found both in the Jewish and Hindu code, with this difference, that it is enjoined as a duty in the former, whereas in the latter it is barely permitted to the inferior castes. At present this usage has ceased both among the Jews and Hindus. To the followers of the Sramitas, as stated in those texts, it is forbidden in the present age: with those who live under the Mosaic dispensation, the parties are not relieved from the obligation of the Law, until the widow has been formally rejected and has loosened with expressions of contempt, according a set form devised by the Rabbins, the shoe-latchet of her recusant brother-in-law.

Resembling this is the loan or transfer of a wife by her husband to another for the procreation of children, which, also, is recognized by the Sramitas, under the term εὔμνημος. This usage was not unknown at Rome; a very remarkable instance of it is afforded by the conduct of Cato of Utica, who gave his wife Marcia, to his friend Hortensius, according to the old custom of the Romans (καὶ τῶν Ἀγάμων Παλατίας, Strabo); and receiv¬ed her again on his death, after she had borne him several children. In Greece, also, it prevailed: it does not indeed appear to be expressly sanctioned by the laws of Solon, though these authorize heiresses, περικράτεια, when their husbands were impotent, to resort to the next of kin for aid in continuing the family; but it could not have been considered illegal at Athens as Socrates transferred without question his wife Xantippe to Alcibiades. In Sparta the loan of the wife, both to citizens and strangers, if from their personal qualities they were likely to give birth to a robust and vigorous race, and fit, conse¬quently, for the service of the common-wealth, was recommended, if not enjoined, by the laws of Lycurgus.—There was an essential difference, however, between this custom as it existed in ancient Europe and in India; in the former the progeny belonged to the natural father, for whose benefit the loan was made; in the latter to the husband of the woman, who, when impotent, use¬
rably diseased, or superannuated, was empowered to appoint her to procure him children by cohabitation with a kinsman or other person of the same tribe. The offspring of this intercourse was called, CHERATAJA, (.nanoTime. 1, &c., from $o$. a field and $o$. born; because, as declared by Menu in the following texts (see verses 33, 49, and 51 of the Ninth Chapter, &exo. I, $o$. field, $o$. born), he resembles the produce of a field, which belongs to the owner of the soil not to the casual cultivator. Sometimes, by special agreement between the parties, both fathers had a joint right in a son of this description; he was then called $o$. the son of the wife having two fathers, and succeeded the estate of each.

**MENU.**

The woman is declared to be the field and the man is declared to be the seed, and from the conjunction of the field (or receptable) and the seed arises the production of all corporeal existences.

Those, who, not being owners of the field, possess seed and sow it in the field of another, gain no profit whatever from the crop it produceth.

Thus, also, (as the calf belongs to the owner of the cow, not of the bull) if those, who are not owners of the fields, sow their seed in the fields of others, they create a profit for the owners of the fields; but the owner of the seed gains no profit.

Though Polygamy, restricted only by the means of the individual, be permitted by every Hindu code and in every age to all classes, yet the practice of it among the natives of southern India is by no means general; in fact it seldom takes place even among the wealthy, unless the profligacy, barrenness, or incurable disease of the first wife renders it expedient, and even then adoption is often preferred; among the poor it is as infrequent as in Europe. When a second marriage takes place during the life-time of the first wife, she is
always considered as the mistress of the family, all religious ceromornies are conducted by her aid, and all house-hold affairs are under her exclusive management. The other wives, who are denominated Sapatnis, auxilliary wives, are considered as her younger sisters, from whom, as to their senior and superior, all deference and respect, and even service, if required, is due. It is disgraceful for women of respectable families to become Sapatnis; which term, though not absolutely ignominious, conveys a degree of reproach.

- Polyandry which seems to express more precisely than community of wives, the usage as known to the Hindus, though forbidden by the Shruti-(in the Yejur-vedam) and wholly unauthorized by the Smriti, appears, nevertheless, to have frequently prevailed. The custom anciently was for one woman to be married to all the brothers of a family; in this form it still exists in Thibet in Ceylon and, I fancy, more or less in all countries in which the Baudha religion prevails. On the continent of India, it is said to be still practised in the province we call Orissa, more properly Od'hra-desa, and among particular tribes in other parts. In Malayalam, as is well known, the vision of Plato in his ideal republic, is more completely realized: the woman, among the Nayer not being restricted to family or number, but, after she has been consecrated by the usual rites before the nuptial fire, in which ceremony any indifferent person may officiate as the representative of the husband, being in her intercourse with the other sex, restrained only by her inclinations; provided that the male with whom she associates be of an equal or superior tribe. But it must be stated for the glory of the female character, that, notwithstanding the latitude thus given to the Nayattis, and that they are thus left to the guidance of their own will and the play of their own fancy (which in other countries have not always been found the most efficient checks on the conduct of either sex), it rarely happens that they cohabit with more than one person at the same time. Whenever the existing connexion is broken, whether from incompatibility of temper, disgust, caprice, or any of the thousand vexations by which, from the frailty of nature, domestic happiness is liable to be disturbed, the woman seeks another lover, the man another mistress; but it mostly happens, that the bond of joint paternity is here, as elsewhere, too strong to be shaken off, and that the uninfluenced and uninterested union of love, when formed in youth, continues even in the decline of age.

However revolting to our sentiments, or apparently incompatible with moral restraint in a point wherein nature herself seems to demand coercion, the Polyandry of Malayalam, when viewed in its actual effects on society and on the manners of the people among whom it prevails, will be found to be not unproductive of benefit. In the first place it has no doubt been the cause of that urbanity and courtesy for which the Nayer is distinguished; for, as it is only by personal, not extrinsic, advantages that he can expect to recommend
himself to the sex, his constant endeavour must be to attain those qualities which find favor in their sight, and his character must be moulded accordingly. To the same cause may, also, be attributed the marked gallantry of this nation, which has often enabled them, without discipline, to oppose disciplined troops, and to preserve the independency of their country even to our days, long after the rest of India had been over-run by foreign conquerors. On private life, also, this institution is said to have an influence not less beneficial than on public manners. The advocates for it assert that it banishes from Malayalam many of the worst passions and feelings of our nature; for, when the sole contract between the sexes is the contract of mutual love, jealousy cannot be known, nor can those sordid speculations exist, by which, elsewhere, the warm and genial feelings of youth are, not infrequently, sacrificed to the avarice of age. The manifold miseries of seduction, also, cannot be felt; domestic peace is not liable to be destroyed by the intrusion of the adulterer; nor the social board and nuptial couch, which should be the very homesteads of love and felicity, to be haunted by the ever-active fiends, by whom those are tormented, who, are compelled to wear the hypocritical vizard of outward affection, while inwardly they regard each other with mutual hatred and disgust.

In a style similar to this, by declamation rather than by argument, this usage has been defended and such, probably, is the apology an inhabitant of Malayalam would offer for it: that which I am about to notice, though in its nature much more equivocal, has, also, had its defenders. Horace thus states the divine sentiments respecting it of the severest of ancient moralists, both in precept and practice.

Quidam notus homo, cum exiret fornicie, macte
Virtute esto, inquit, sententia dia Catonis,
Nam simul ac venas inflavit tetra libido,
Huc juvenes æquum est descendere.

The maintenance of societies of courtesans, regulated by established rules and subsisted by public endowments, is peculiar to southern India; the practice, though it may occasionally occur, not being general elsewhere. These societies are attached to the Temples, in the service of which they are employed as dancers and singers, after having been consecrated to it by a ceremony called Sobhanam, ꝝооруж ꝝ中秋节; this term, derived from ꝝ中秋节 propitious, literally signifies festivity, but is applied both to the consummation of ordinary marriages, when the betrothed wife attains the age of puberty, and to a species of nuptial rite by which these females are constituted the concubines, or, as the word exactly imports slaves, ꝝ الشمس ꝝ中秋节, of the Deity to whom they minister. They all belong to different tribes of Sudras, many to the ꝝ中秋节 ꝝ中秋节 ꝝ中秋节 or weavers, and are either devoted to this state, which is by no means considered ignomi-
nious, by their parents, or are the descendants of those who have been so devoted. Their male offspring are instructed in the use of the cymbal and tabor, the clarion and trumpet, and various loud-sounding instruments for which we have no name, and are the musicians of the temples. In the Tamil countries the women belonging to these societies are not permitted to cohabit with any but persons of pure caste; in other districts they are less restricted, but they must no where be confounded with the common bands of dancing women and courtesans, from whom they are entirely distinct.

The contracted part. past. in the masc. of to obtain; the word wife must be understood, and this term will then imply one who has obtained a wife, a husband. when they obtain; the subj. of the same verb. The final and of the two preceding terms are changed by Sandhi to before. they obtain; the third per. plu. of the fu. of the same verb, used indefinitely. women: the plu. of, governing the preceding. the great. felicity. the Gods, the deities of the inferior heaven: the plu. of. This word, also, signifies new, fresh and is used as a collective name of the Gods from their being always in a state of youth.

Note. The verb to obtain and its derivatives have, as particularly exemplified in the first verse of the succeeding Chapter, a variety of significations; here signifies a husband, but it will take any meaning indicated by the terms with which it is constructively united. Thus with a word signifying a crown or a throne it will mean a king, and in the following distich two different senses may be assigned to it—here if be rendered wealth and loss, must mean owner, and the whole verse must be translated—If the wealth which he hath acquired be lost, the owner will be overwhelmed by affliction—but if be rendered son and degeneracy, must mean a father and the whole verse be translated—If the son he hath begotten degenerate, the father will be overwhelmed by affliction. The use of terms in a double sense constitutes a marked feature of Tamil poetry, and it is considered the height of art in the management of the figure, so to arrange them that they may mutually explain each other.
Before their scornful foes,
Bold as a lion those dare never walk,
Whose fame is sullied by their wives’ base deeds.

"Dare never walk"—All people seem in all times to have considered the infamy of the guilty wife as transferred to the abused husband. Questions regarding women in general or relating to the conduct of husband and wife are in India under the immediate cognizance of the heads of castes, who claim and, where ancient custom has been respected, exercise jurisdiction in all matters of discipline and moral conduct, which the common law cannot effectively reach. Assisted in cases of importance by a general meeting of the tribe, they notice with strictness all family disputes and are very minute in their distinctions respecting them; they often interfere to reconcile differences, but, when the misconduct of a female becomes so notorious as to be disgraceful to the community, they insist on a separation, in which case it is customary to impose a fine on the husband as well as the adulterer: that this is founded in justice the general sentiment against the husband seems to prove.—Among nations advanced to a certain state of civilization, it cannot be denied that the minds of women, in which the violent passions are carefully corrected by the education they receive, are actually less prone to evil than those of the sterner sex; nature, however, when uncontrolled, is impartial in all her operations, and it may, therefore, be thought that there is more galantry than truth in the following Stanza, and that she has made a more equal partition of evil between the sexes than is therein implied.

All women would be good by nature, if the men did not spoil them:
And most men would have a tolerable stock of sense, if the women did not make fools of them.

As a contrast to this I cite the following verses. Satirists have ever considered women lawful spoil and even graver writers have not refrained from sarcasm against them: but neither satire, nor sarcasm, is the criterion of truth.
CHINTAMANI.

Although their husbands bind together the flowers of endearing words by the thread of affection, and, perfuming them with the sandal of desire, fail not throughout the day to adorn them by the garland of delight-inspiring love, the eyes and minds of women will still follow strangers; to this inconstancy fawn-eyed beauties are ever prone.

Hear further the disposition of women: they are void of the feelings of honor, regardless of the pride of birth.

Their minds are ever vacant, and they have a thousand varying wills; if the trifling sum of ten pieces of coin were counted into the hand of the daughter of Indren, the king of heaven, she would instantaneously yield, Melting as a mountain of butter melteth before the heat of the fire.

NIDILNERI-VIL'ACCAM.

Than unfaithful women, even those who sell their favors for subsistence, Adorned by golden bracelets, are far preferable; As neither to their husbands, nor to strangers, nor to themselves, nor to their relations, Do they cause destruction.

Although their husband excel in beauty, although he be young and skilled in song, Although his glances attract all female eyes, And his pleasing speech breathe mirth and gaity around, The minds of women will be fixed on another.
Pázha-Mozhi

It is not possible to restrain within any bound those who are adorned by jewels (women), if they are devoid of good qualities—shall I say why? is it possible by any pains or by binding it ever so tightly to keep a dog’s tail straight? no (i.e. because it is contrary to its nature).

Valeiyápadi

Eatables may be preserved, worldly wealth may be preserved, and the more excellent wealth of knowledge may, also, be preserved; but the wise and learned, whose ken scans the world, say, the women cannot be preserved.

Sloçam

As the fire is not satisfied by fuel, nor the ocean by the confluence of waters, nor death by the seizure of all souls, so large-eyed women are never satisfied by the enjoyment of men.

Note. This verse occurs in the Vivádu-sétú, the original of Haleed’s “Code of Gentoo laws” and is particularly alluded to by the translator; Jaganatha Teracapunchana in his Digest, also, cites it as belonging to the Dhrámates. It coincides exactly in sense and nearly in expression with the latter part of the 15th and 16th verse of the 20th Chapter of Proverbs; the whole of which bears a strong resemblance to a series of Sanscrit Sloças. Physical reasons may probably be given for the expression in the Hebrew, דָּרָם דבּ, the literal meaning of which, according to Schultens, is “constrictio uteri;” but the term used in the Sanscrit, as a metonymy for women, अर्द्रस्तिस्तिः, the large-eyed, while it is more delicate, is also more directly expressive of the instability it is intended to imply.

Among a variety of points, in which the law of the Sunrisi coincides with the common law of England, it agrees with it, also, in considering marriages as indissoluble: a Hindu cannot divorce his wife on any account whatever, but, if she be unfaithful, or so incorrigibly wicked as to have been finally degraded, he may, to preserve himself from contamination, put her away. But even then he must provide her with food, clothing and habitation, for,
though excluded from his society, she is still his wife; the marriage is not dissolved. Among some of the Brāhmans, the singular custom exists of performing the funeral rites for degraded females, as if they were actually deceased. In such case the outcast usually becomes entirely estranged from her family and seeks support elsewhere; if, however, she be married her husband may by law, notwithstanding this custom, be compelled to maintain her. The following extracts explain and confirm the statement here made. The first is a text of Yājñavalkya’s with part of the commentary of Vījñānavēśāvara thereon; the two next are cited in the Mādhaṇīyam; the fourth is from Menü; and the last an ethical verse from the Niti-sūtra.—The word tyāgāh, tuṣṭhaṁ from tuṣṭhaṁ reject, must be taken in the sense given to it by the commentator as often as it occurs.

MITACSHARA.

TEXT.

The adulteress is purified by menstruation, but, if she become pregnant, she must be put away (tyāgō vidhiyate).

And so, also, should the heinous sinner guilty of procuring abortion, or of the murder of her husband.

COMMENTARY.

The term tyāgāh means exclusion from the bed and from sacred rites, not the utter rejection (divorce) of her; for it is ordained that such a one shall be kept in confinement in the house.

MĀDHAVĪYAM.

Women must not be entirely rejected, except for the murder of Brāhmans and similar heinous crimes.

And, even then, they should be made to perform an appropriate expiation in the house.
Of whatever crimes women, who are entirely rejected, be they great or small, are guilty,
The guilt of them, increased a hundred fold, shall attach to their relations.

A husband must retain his criminal wife under close confinement in his house,
And, whatever expiation is ordered for a male guilty of adultery, that she must be made to perform.

A wife given to constant strife, who stealth her husband's property,
Or taketh part with his enemies, who converseth with strange men,
Who eateth before her husband, or resorleth to the houses of others,
Such a one should be put away (tyajét), although she have born ten children.

The coincidence here apparent between our own and the Hindu law as very remarkable. The term iyágah describes precisely that species of divorce to the extent of which the common allows the canon law to operate; that is to separation a mensa et thoro, which is expressed, almost literally, by the Sanscrit, upabhaga dharmacaragh, the latter term here meaning the preparation of the daily meals, the rites of hospitality and other domestic duties.

praise, reputation.— happiest bestowing, from úh. to do, act from peculiar influence, bestow.— a wife: this term is used here for the appellative a. the woman of the house. to those who have not, a personal derivative in the 4th. or dat. plu. from the root. Similar derivations may be formed by the affixes and sing. and plu. from all the roots in the language; in meaning they are the same as the regular pron. part., this term, for example, corresponding with i. but they are not like the parts. subject to verbal government.— there is not.— scorners, enemies: an appel. plu. from scorn, accuse.—
**ILLUSTRATIONS.**

The authors of the first of the succeeding quotations were followers of the Sūti Smṛti; the second is the composition of a Jaina; and the two next are by a Christian writer.

**NA LABHA NĀRU.**
Although women are high in reputation and equal to the goddess Ayrâni in conjugal fidelity, they must cautiously avoid those who are enamoured of them and follow them in hopes of gratifying their passions; for such caution is the safe-guard of the virtue of matrons with perfumed foreheads.

If in time of distress, when the meal of the whole family is cooked by the water of a small pot, a host of relations sufficient to consume the water of the sea should come at once, the softly speaking woman, who shews herself as bounteous as the ocean, is the glory of her house.

Though her house be open on the four quarters, though it be exceedingly small, and though the rain pour in on every side, a chaste and virtuous woman will be renowned in the place in which she resideth and her habitation respected.

She who is pleasing to the eye, who in all things gratifieth her husband according to his desire and at all times standeth in awe of him, whose modesty is so conspicuous as shame her sex, who reverenceth her husband, and in all her love-quarrels with him acteth with such prudence that reconciliation affordeth him increased delight; this mildly speaking matron is truly a woman.

Whenever our husbands embrace our shoulders, we feel ashamed, as if we saw them for the first time; what pleasure then can those women enjoy, who, from the desire of money, endure daily the embraces of many men?

Riches in the possession of a generous man resemble in their effects the learning acquired by a man of great natural ability; the chastity of a modest woman is like to a sharp sabre in the hands of a courageous man.

AñANÉRÎCHÂRAM.
(186)

She is truly a woman, who hath especially learned to obey the least sign from her husband, to preserve a laudable modesty, not to covet anything she hath seen, and, without causing disgust by opposition, to forsake whatever he disliketh.

If she render due service, conduct rightly the house-hold affairs, perform without petulance all she is told to do, and act obediently without cavil; such a woman her husband should love, worship and adorn.

All women are ignorant, all bear children, and all are liable to female frailties; if, in addition, they distribute food, according to their means, before they themselves eat, if they discharge all domestic duties, and continue firm in virtue, they are worthy to be called women.

While living in the marriage state the husband and the wife united in affection must both (like two wheels) support the towering chariot of domestic life; otherwise it cannot proceed, but constantly interrupted, must at length stop.

If all rites are duly observed and guests hospitably received, the domestic state is more excellent than the austerest penance; excellent is that gentle woman, the garland of beauty, who discharges the duties of hospitably without disputing her husband's will.

To reside apart from her husband, to enter the house of a stranger, to consort with disreputable women, to visit foreign places adorned with
jewels, to frequent festivals, to worship strange gods; the honor of women, adorned by beautiful bracelets, is lessened by these means.

Death follows with his up-lifted club that woman with large eyes darting glances keen as a scimitar, who while her husband is absent bathes in saffron-water, or stains her eyes, sparkling like fish, with collyrium, or drives the bees from the flowers that adorn her cloud-black hair.

VERSES BY VIDYAN SAMAŅA PILLEI

As the Supreme Being, who is the ocean of virtue and is worshiped in the eight regions of the earth,
Possesseth the attributes of creation, protection and destruction.
So the attribute of a king ought to be the undeviated sceptre of justice;
The attribute of a female, dazzling as a flash of lightning, chastity;
To teach the scriptures is the duty of Brāhmans (priests);
Of the Vēḷăr (cultivators) liberality
And the protection of all are the special duties;
And the duty of husbands towards their wives and of wives towards their husbands is, that they should dwell together in constant love.

NYANĀDICARAVER CAPPITAM

Ask ye the reward which awaiteth the husband and wife who live on earth
in mutual love, constancy and strict union, know that it is to live eternally
in heaven in the enjoyment of the beatitude wounselfed by the Supreme Being.

SCANDAM
By wedding a woman of a gentle disposition and distinguished by excellent qualities, charity is promoted, devotion is maintained, heaven is secured, the wealth of this world is acquired, there is nothing deficient and nothing difficult.

The terrestrial deities and the mighty clouds obey the sure words of those chaste matrons who devote themselves to their husbands as to Gods; to them, therefore, the male-sex is by no means equal.

CASPICANDAM.

They (matrons) procure all things necessary for maintaining the duties of domestic life and waste nothing vainly, so as to occasion distress; to secure long life to their husbands, they beautify themselves with excellent saffron.

It is prescribed to a virtuous and chaste matron, as the first of domestic duties, not to exceed the words of her husband, and to perform the duties of religion by serving the Gods, worshipping them and scattering flowers before them.
Though they possess no beauty, though they are afflicted by incurable disease and poverty, though they are in the extreme of old age, virtuous wives will adhere to their husbands and speak no ill of them.

They indulge not in laughter in the presence of the father and mother of their husbands; when their husbands call, even though they were eating Ambrosia, they would joyfully quit it and hasten to them.

When a virtuous and respectable matron entereth the house, all honor is concentrated in it, but, if a house have no mistress, the honor thereof cannot be maintained; as it is so declared in the sacred scriptures, I have endeavoured to describe the appearance and qualities of such a matron.

BRAMOTTARA-CANDAM.

Children cannot be obtained but through the means of conjugal felicity; by the attainment of conjugal felicity children, also, are obtained, and they who enjoy conjugal felicity, by obtaining children, secure their happiness in both worlds; moreover, no wealth can be acquired except by conjugal felicity.

PACHI-MOZHI.

Those, who knowing no affliction rejoice in wealth, while their wives, intuitively comprehending their signs, wait not for orders, but receive every guest who presents himself with constant hospitality, have bated from the sea (i.e. as the sea cannot be exhausted by bating, so the wealth of those who thus act cannot be diminished).

SIRUPANJA MULAM.

The bearing of children, simplicity, modesty, constant residence with her husband and liberality; lo! these five form together a love-potion, which subjects their lords to the will of those whose favors cannot be purchased.

Note. The concluding sentence is a periphrasis for matrons in contradistinction to courtesans. .verbose women who sell their favors.
The learned are as death to ignorant men; to wicked men the virtuous are as death; to the soft plantain-tree the very fruit it produceth is death; but above all, death to the house to which she belongeth is a vicious woman.

Destitute of perfection is the forehead on which the sacred ashes are not rubbed; destitute of taste is the food not enriched by clarified butter; destitute of beauty is the country in which there are no waters; destitute, also, is he who hath no brethren; but above all, above all destitute is the house in which no tender vine flourisheth (i.e. which hath no mistress).

It is the duty of those adorned by heavy earrings (women) to afford that delight which rejoiceth the mind, and to confirm affection by doing immediately for their husbands whatever service may honestly be done and by which they may give them pleasure.
The beautiful Cātīcā, a woman who dwelt in the vicinity of mount Mēru, standing in the presence of the virtuous Sāndilei, said—“By the strictest devotion thou hast attained to a state of exalted virtue, how is this path to be reached?” She thus instructed her:

“I daily reverence my father-and mother-in-law and I diligently execute all that they command, and to the Gods, to ancestors and to guests I humbly perform every prescribed duty.”

“I know not even the way to the street-door, nor at any time do I stand idly laughing, nor do I ever serve those to whom I owe respect, with food without previously washing in pure water, nor do I greedily covet any part of the food, but bestow it freely.

“Regarding my husband as a divinity, I fulfil faithfully all my duties and perform every necessary service to him; I ascertain carefully those
things that are pleasant to his taste, and, having procured them, I prepare
food accordingly and affectionately serve it to him.

"From the day on which my husband quits me, I leave off the use of flow-
ered garments, of perfumes and of jewels; but, as soon as he returns, I again
resume them with delight, and discharge every domestic duty with faultless
propriety.

"Kine and other creatures under my care I treat with assiduous kindness
and carefully prevent their suffering from hunger; I am never known to
utter an angry word, so as to give offence to my husband, but always speak
so as to give him pleasure.

"I perform all rites due to fire, I supply the wants of the miserable, and
I cause my children to enter the path of right knowledge and increasing
learning," thus she particularized every duty she was accustomed to discharge.

Admiring all that Sandileci had said, the other, resembling the flower-
borne Goddess of prosperity, highly extolled her and returned to her home.
Those, said Vidumon, who reflect on this and teach it to others, shall be
blessed with long-life and wealth and attain to eternal felicity.
When a girl hath been given in marriage before she hath attained the age of puberty by her father, her mother, her paternal uncle, or her brother, she should consider her husband as the Deity, and, cherishing him as her own life, should discharge, with his consent, all her duties to guests, to the manes and to the Gods.

Her mind, speech, and actions should be in unison; she should evince her skill in culinary affairs; she should duly perform all requisite offices for her husband; and to gentle speech she should add purity, knowledge, and intelligence: those, who thus uniformly conducting themselves alleviate the ills of life, are truly virtuous and are secure of happiness here and hereafter.

Formerly a Brāhmaṇa had two wives, the elder of whom, without consulting her husband, performed various charitable acts, while the younger, employed solely in his service, discharged all her duties conformably with his direc-
when the three, according to their destiny, quitted their old bodies and
had obtained a blissful state in heaven, the God the dispenser of justice
(Brahma) approached and thus addressed them.

"O thou, the elder wife, as thou didst not act by the command of thy
husband, what benefit could result from thy acts? depart, for thou art
not worthy to remain with him;"—thus saying he expelled her from heaven,
while he permitted the husband to remain with the wife who had never diso-
byed his voice. Then the great one, who is without strain, beholding the
other troubled in mind and overwhelmed by confusion spoke thus;

"Come forth, O woman! return again to the earth and assuming a
growing body, bestow thy affections with all thy mind on thy husband and,
considering him as thy God, administer to him in every service with perfect
goodwill, so shalt those hereafter attain to a high station in heaven;" so
saying he departed. "For this," said the beautiful Goddess, "there is proof
in the scriptures"; and again she said all that follows.

Note. These verses from part of a speech of Parvati to Siva in the 13th Book
(कर्मोद्भवसस्ति) of the Baradham; the Goddess afterwards notices the
qualities of women who resemble the females of the demoniac tribes, Asura, Paisāsha and
Trāccada (कामशांतिनिःशक्तिःस्त्रियःप्रवेशिस्त्रियःप्रवेशिस्त्रियःप्रवेशिस्त्रियःप्रवेशिस्त्रियः)
and thus proceeds.

"Those females, who, free from imputation, maintain correctness of con-
duct, reputation, courteous speech, purity of mind, conjugal, fidelity, and
affection, may be said to belong both to gods and to men. Hear further, O
thou who consumest the God of love by the fire of thine eye, and who art
the efficient cause of the Scriptures, and I will declare, the excellent fruit of
female virtue when correct and spotless:" she said and thus continued.

"To eat after he has eaten, to sleep by his side after he has fallen asleep,
and to awake before he awakes, are the duties of women and chaste ma-
trons thus secure the favor of their husband.

"While their Lord is absent women honored for virtue do not adorn
themselves with jewels, garlands of flowers, cloth of gold, nor perfumes; but
when he is restored to them, faithful wives again display all these or-
naments.

"When their husband rejoiceth they rejoice, and when he is overwhelmed
by affliction they are in like manner afflicted; though their Lord be angry
they are serene and joyful and shew no distress.

"They enter not the house of a stranger, nor do they remain alone in
their own without the protection of aged persons of the female sex; they
worship in an innocent way their respected father and mother-in-law, and
fulfil towards them all the duties of affection."
Firmly believing that to tell their husband's name would bring him to an untimely end, they pronounce it not even in a dream, and, thinking that it will give him increase of years, they freely bathe themselves in saffron water matchless in beneficial effects.

Note. The periphrasis used for woman in the second verse of the second part of this extract is they who resemble the Füzei, a bird more generally known by its Hindustani name Maina, and remarkable for imitating the human voice. On what the prohibition to women to pronounce the name of their husbands alluded to in the last verse, is founded, it is difficult to say; it is however, observed by all Indian women, more strictly, perhaps, than many of the other duties here enumerated. The use of water in which turmeric has been infused, by which they give to the whole body a bright yellow or golden color, is prescribed to wives, as a mark of the conjugal state, and forbidden to widows.

CURMA PurANAM.

Equal in rank and of a kindred stem,
But spring not from the blood that flows in thine
And in thy father's veins, should be thy bride;
Sweet as the fragrant beveridge of the Gods,
The camy juice, or honey of the bough,
Should flow her mild and softly lisping speech,
And her's the beauteous face the dew-beamed moon
Displays, when with full orb he gilds the night.

Wise as a prince's counsellor must she be;
A slave in needful toil; in beauty bright,
As from the wave-born flower the Goddess rose
Whose charms subdue the world; humble as seems
The all enduring earth; in love mature.
As is the mother's breast; in nuptial bliss
Free as the freest of the joyous choir,
Whose wanton wiles allure the melting heart.
Though, chaste as Arundati, in her soul
The strictest purity should dwell, her mein
The graceful Urvasi, who captivates
In heaven all eyes, all minds, should emulate;
And high should rise the round and swelling hills
Her bosom bears; with ardor such an one
In wedlock seek and give her all thy love.

Note. As the second of these verses is often quoted in the original Sanscrit, I here add it, with another version in Tamil from the Niti-verba, &c. &c.: this is closer than the foregoing, though some instances of transposition occur in it.

The affection of a mother, the assiduity of a slave, the beauty of the flower-borne goddess of prosperity, the humility of the earth, the freedom of a fair-bosomed courtier in the chamber, and the wisdom of a successful counsellor; she who possesses these qualities may be truly termed a woman.

These rules for selecting a wife seemed worthy of a metrical dress, but to render the version generally intelligible some of the allusions require further explanation.—Beveridge of the Gods—the word in the original, &c. &c., might be rendered either nectar or ambrosia, as it is a species of butter, which may either be drunk or eaten.—The honey of the bough is a literal version: various sorts of honey are distinguished in India, according to the situations to which the several castes of bees resort to build them combs; those containing this kind of honey are formed round the branches of shrubs, and so disposed as to be supported by two or more forks passing through them.—In India the moon is always masculine.—The Goddess mentioned in the tenth line (in the original &c. &c., from &c. &c. to but at, as a ram &c. and &c. &c. beauty, also, a goddess, lit. the goddess whose beauty beats down all before it) is Lecshmi, the wife of Vishnu, and dispenser of felicity, beauty, and all prosperity. Like Venus, whom she resembles in her celestial character, she is feigned to have arisen from the waters enclosed, not in a shell, but in a lotus-flower, from which she sprang in the full maturity of beauty.—Arundhati, whose name is commonly used as the exemplification of chastity and maritmal virtue by Hindu writers, is the wife of Vasishtha, one of the seven Sages (Saptarshi), who jointly form the constellation we call the great bear; an acute eye will there discover her by the side of her husband, a station ( &c. &c.) she has obtained by her eminent virtue.—Urvasi is one of the principal dancers of the choir of Indra, the King of the celestial regions; she is constantly cited as an example of female grace and elegance.
CHAP. VII.

On the procreation of children.

The term here used, अमोकार, means sons especially; but, being in the plural it may be, and, in many of the verses, evidently is, extended to both sexes; अमोकार signifies to obtain, to beget, and the whole title, therefore, lit. the begetting of children.

I.

Of all the world calls good, no good exists
Like that which wise and virtuous offspring give;
I know no greater good.

"I know no greater good"—The wisest of the Hebrews, also saith; "The father of the righteous shall greatly rejoice, and he that begetteth a wise child shall have joy of him."

The providing for the permanency of his race, especially if he belong to a superior caste, the maintenance of his domestic fires, and the perpetuation of the sacred rites and honors rendered to his ancestors in the periodical solemnities, are duties incumbent above all others on a Hindu. To leave male descendants, therefore, is not merely desirable, as the means of continuing a name, or securing the descent of property in a family, but an obligation of primary importance, on which, according to the precepts of his religion, not merely his comfort in this world, but his happiness in the next depends. It is an article of his faith that those who neglect this great duty, or, under the influence of the evil destiny originating from their former sins, fail in their endeavour to discharge it, incur the vengeance of their forefathers, whose race has thus become extinct, and of the domestic deities, whose ceremonies have ceased. As long as the fires of their race burn bright, hospitality and other house-hold duties are maintained, and their descendants prosper, the Manes, Pitri, who are supported by the daily offer-
ings of the house-holder, rejoice and prosper, also; but when those cease their pale, thin ghosts are represented as wandering about, wailing, and uttering curses against him in whose generation this misfortune befell them. When a man dies, therefore, without leaving male progeny, whatever his other virtues may have been, he is cast into a peculiar hell, or rather purgatory, appointed for the expiation of the guilt by the effects of which this misfortune has overtaken him. This purgatory is called *put* and the notions respecting it are primatively interwoven with the language; for in Sanscrit *putrah,* भुत्र, and *trayate,* त्रयात, he draws forth, because a son redeems his father from this purgatory. Female descendants, having no part in sacred rites, distinct from their husbands, are in this respect productive of no benefit to their parents; nor is it sufficient that a man should have had sons born to him, it being required that he should leave at least one qualified to represent him and to fulfill the duties of his race, *cūla-dhenuka,* on his decease.

The notions entertained relative to the state of reprobation in which the sonless man quits the world have given rise to the various modes of affiliation permitted by the Hindu lawgivers; these according to the ancient codes amount to sixteen though they are in the present age limited to a much smaller number: in an extract from the Cāsi-candam appended to this Chapter seven only are enumerated. The descriptions of sons now considered lawful are—*Aurasah,* अरस, from अर to give, the son of the body; *Dattah,* दत्त from दात to give, the son regularly adopted, according to certain prescribed forms, with the consent of his natural parents; *Da·hitah,* दाहित, the son of the daughter, appointed by her father to raise up seed to him; and, in Southern India, *Crittah,* छित, the son purchased, from his parents, under the express condition, to distinguish him from a slave, of his becoming the heir of the purchaser.

The doctrines inculcated by the Hindu religion, as to the necessity of leaving male descendants are, as far as they extend, calculated to produce very beneficial effects. Under their influence, the meanest use every exertion to rear a family; after a certain age no one, whatever his situation in life, remains unmarried, and whatever distress of his parents, no male child, except in times of extreme famine, when all the bonds of nature are broken, is ever exposed or abandoned. That the ancient lawgivers did not extend the protection of their institutions, thus afforded to the males, to the females, also, is one circumstance among many for which a modern European is not qualified to account. In this and other instances he is incapable of entering wholly into the train of their ideas; he sees that they often feel rightly and reason correctly, but he is obliged to confess that this sensibility and this accuracy are constantly paralyzed in operation by what appears to him to be a mere flash of fancy, alike unconnected with feeling or judgment.
It must not, however, be imagined, though allowed or even commanded by the barbarous laws of other nations, that any legal or moral code received by the Hindus, sanctions or connives at the abandonment or destruction of infants of either sex; on the contrary these are denounced as the greatest of crimes, and the killing of any female of any age is considered so heinous, that, according to some codes, they are not legally subject to capital punishment, or, according others, liable to it only for the highest offences, among which child-murder is expressly included. The first of the following passages is attributed to Manu by the commentators, but I cannot verify the quotation; the second is a text of Yajnavalkya.

*It is ordained that the woman who walketh according to her own will shall be put away:
No woman should be put to death, nor her limbs mutilated.
For Vivaswan (the sun) saith those who irregularly follow their own wills should be put away.
But that no woman should suffer death or be disfigured.*

*She, who is a poisoner, an incendiary, or murderer of her husband, her preceptor, or her own children,
Should be deprived of her ears, hands, nose and lips, and be trodden to death by cattle.*

Obedience to laws has never been secured in any age or nation by mere enactments, however peremptory, or by denunciations, however severe. They require, to ensure their perfect operation, to be connected with those feelings of awe which religion alone can inspire. It is in this respect that the Hindu code has not been sufficiently regardful of those to whom their care ought most especially to have extended: it has not placed infants of the female sex, as it has the males, under the protection of their parents' fears, and the preservation of the former, therefore, is a matter of cold deity, not, as in the case of the latter, of anxious solicitude. Hence the prevalence in some parts of India of female infanticide, practised, not occasionally from inability to provide for them, but as an established usage, which all are required to
observe; thus the Cumárs in the province of Benares and some of the Raja-
putras of Gujaráštaram, raised none of their female children, but resorted for
wives to kindred tribes, among whom this custom did not prevail, or prevailed
in a less degree. In the countries of Southern India, among the various
tribes of the nations speaking the several dialects of the Tamil, the Telugu
and the Cannadi, no trace of this crime is anywhere to be found: if it ever
occur, it is occasioned, as among us, by the high-wrought feelings of female
shame.

The law regarding fathers and their children is in India very favorable
to the latter. On the birth of a son he becomes immediately a co-parceear
with his father in the family estate; a right of which he cannot by any cir-
cumstances be deprived, except by actual degradation from his caste, and even
then he has a claim to maintenance. The period of minority is limited to
sixteen years, and it is a disputed point, whether after that age the son can
demand the delivery of his share of the paternal property, some authorities
allowing it, others not: all agree, however, that by mutual consent a division
many then take place, and in this case the son becomes entirely independent
of his father and family. If the son continue, as, with few exceptions, is
always the case, in union with the father, the tie between them is that of
nature only, as the law gives to the latter no direct authority over the per-
son or conduct of his male offspring: the general management of the com-
mon property is indeed vested in him, but it is necessary that they should
join in every legal act affecting it. The duties of parent and child, as incul-
cated by all writers, legal and ethical, are reciprocally founded in affection;
for, though the son is enjoined to conduct himself with the profoundest
reverence towards his parents, his mother especially, and ought, also, to pay
due obedience to all his father's desires, this, however obligatory on his
conscience, is voluntary as regards the law, and never extends to blind sub-
mission to his will. In return the father is instructed to regard him, not as
dependant, but as a companion and equal: this sentiment is well expressed
in the following ethical verse from the Niti-sáram.


For five years he should be treated like a prince, for ten years as a slave,
But, when he has attained to of sixteenth year, a son should be treated
as a friend.

As among the Hindus there is no divorce, so, also, strictly speaking there
is no illegitimacy. According to the ancient text, the intermarriage of males
of superior castes with females of all tribes of pure descent, equal or inferior
to them, was lawful, and the offspring, which ranked in the same grade with
the mother, became intitled to shares in the paternal property greater or less in proportion to her equality or inferiority to the father. Though unequal marriages are now forbidden, yet the offspring of similar connections, when they take place, are not barred in their right of succession, if there be no son of a superior order, and in all cases they have a right, like the repudiated wife, to maintenance from the estate.

In considering the manners received among men for the government of their conduct in the several relations of life, though we often discover with surprise coincidences in points on which agreement was not to be expected, we are no less struck by discrepancies where universal accordance might be rationally inferred. Among the latter none are more obvious than the disagreement and even opposition of the laws relative to parent and child, as they have prevailed or do prevail in different ages and countries. In ancient Rome, the earlier institutions of which were strongly imbued by the barbarous origin of the state, which affected their polity even in later times, the son was the slave of the father; a slave, who could not be emancipated until thrice sold, whose person and life were at the disposal of his lord, even after he had led armies to victory, or had been distinguished by the highest honors of the republic. In our own country, also, which, with all her struggles, has not wholly released herself from feudal prejudice and barbarity, the existing laws of inheritance are founded certainly on less enlightened principles than those of the Hindus: not to mention primogeniture, which foreign conquest introduced among us, this I think is clearly manifested by the power with which the parent is invested, or, by a legal fiction, may assume, of disinheriting his legitimate children, and the utter abandonment to his caprice of those not legitimate.

In these respects the precepts of the Smritis, which give to sons of all descriptions rights independant of the father, are more humane, because more accordant to the frailties of humanity; nor when applied to the tender sex, though the precept be literally reversed, do they lose this character: for independence, the pride of man, is with respect to woman, the want of that fostering aid, that watchful defence from evil, which her nature demands. Menu, therefore, says—

Her father protects her in infancy, her husband in youth,
And her son in old-age; no women ever possesses indepency.

Notwithstanding they are thus in a state of perpetual minority, females can legally possess property independantly of their husband, which except in times of extreme distress, he is expressly forbidden to invade. They succeed, also, to their fathers and sons in case of the failure of direct male heirs, and to the shares of their husbands dying childless, if the estate have been previously divided among the parteners, otherwise they are entitled to a maintenance from it.
Children are offspring called, and justly so,
For from their parents deeds, or good or ill,
Their disposition springs.

"Children are offspring called"—The word in the original rendered offspring, ḍumānu, has a double meaning and it has been endeavoured, at some risk, to preserve the pun in the translation. The literal meaning of the verse is—They (parents) call children their property, as their especial properties proceed from the deeds they have each performed. This verse alludes to the belief that the birth of good sons proceeds from the good deeds and of bad sons from the evil deeds of their parents: from this persuasion, many are accustomed to exercise a kind of penance, during the whole time their wives are pregnant, that they may thereby ensure their bringing forth good children.
their own; the plu. obl. of himself, used for the genitive.—
properly.—they call; this is properly a form of the
inf. of to say, but is used for the 3rd. pers. plu. fu. in an
ind. sense; the French on dit translates it exactly.—
their own.—
children.—their; that is the children's the nom. plu. of
used for the genitive.—special quality, disposition.—
from their respective acts; the repetition of the pronoun
a gives it a distributive meaning. When this pronoun occurs in this
complete it refers to the word parents, understood as the nominative
of —from the acts; the 4th or inst. case of —
comes; the 3rd. pers. fu. inde. of.

Note. means the fruit of an action, the merit acquired by the perform-
ance of good works; a son, the meaning of a word, condition, disposition, the qualities
of mind or body; for this word signifies primarily that which is possessed, wealth,
a thing (res), because possession may attach to all things. The root whence it is
derived, varying according to the affixes it receives, means to be united, to
be mixed together, to join in battle, to obtain, to suffice, to possess, as in the Tamil word, the virtue that is united with him, or that he possesses. Neither the words
wealth, nor thing express exactly the meaning of , but res in Latin
and dracyam in Sanscrit do, though their etymology does not, however, resemble
that of the Tamil word. Dracyam is from dru flow, move; res is usually derived from
'face'; but it really comes from 'flow' as the Sanscrit rai. Nom. rās,
which has one meaning of res, wealth, and is evidently the same word,
flows immediately from the root ri move, once out, flow. Thus also, rīchum rīm ;
wealth, is derived from the root rīk, rī, flow; whence, also, the Teutonic
reich, Sax. richom, Eng. riches, Fr. richesse, It. ricchezza, Sp. riqueza
&c., changing only the termination. No doubt these words take their origin from
the wealth, which nature, with the flow of waters from the periodical rains, spreads
over India. See the Second of the introductory Chapters.

III.

Sweet the sensation to the parent's breast,
His child's soft touch imparts; 'tis real bliss,
Which others hear of, fathers only know.
for the final or being changed before or, children; the nom. for the gen. or in the sing. means a male child, a son, and or a female child, a daughter, but or, both sons and daughters.— or the body: the nom. governing the following verbal. — or the feeling, the touching; a verbal noun in the nom. governed, as to its verbal character, by the preceding noun, and governing, as to its nominal character, the subs. v. understood. — or, the or being lost by the occurrence of the following or, to the body. — or, pleasure, bliss, delight; the nom. governed by the subs. v.INDEX besides. — or they, those. — or, the or being converted to or by the following or, a word; the nom. governing the following verbal. — or the hearing; under the same regimen as or. — or, as before. — or to the ears. — The construction of the concluding part of the couplet is: or or or and its lit. version—the pleasure of others is the hearing of a word to the ear.

IV.

Sweet is the pipe and sweet the lute they say,
They who have never heard their children’s tongues
In infant prattle lisp.

In the two preceding verses, the version of which are as literal as the difference of language allows, both the feeling and the expression are too natural to require comment.
the third per. plu. of the fut. used indefinitely.— sứ their own; the plu. obl. used for the gen. — ලිපින් gisting, stammering, speaking like a child, or a foreigner; in comp. with the following term.— අන්දේ කාට a word, speech. — උපත්ත්‍රයේ they who hear not; the neg. pron. part. masc. plu. nom. of උපා to hear governing මූල.

V.

When men shall say——" by what afflictions hard In penance borne, gained he this child?" the word Requiteth all a fathers pains.

" In penance" — Both in the eastern and western world an idea has always obtained that children are the certain reward of specl acts of devotion; this idea is not in India, as it has now become in Europe, a fading tradition or a vague belief, but is constantly acted on; vows are proffered, offerings made, pilgrimages undertaken, and corporal merities inflicted, to obtain this blessing, which it is thought the Gods do not with hold from devotional merit. Among these acts, pilgrimages are considered the most efficacious: all holy places, however, possess not similar virtues; to Gaya the pilgrim repairs to perform the obsequies of his ancestors; to Jagannath to prove his faith by self-immolation; to Casi to wr. patiently on the sacred ground between the Varuna and the A'si the stroke of death; to Tirupati, the abode of the husband of the goddess of prosperity, also called Vengadan, the remover of defects, to remove the reproach of childlessness.

වසා මාක ලැබුමේ; the nom. governing ගෙන් — මැනේ to a father; the dat. absolute. — ගීතා which does the part. ful. of ගීතා to act do. — යා. මා, lit. assistance, ben; the nom. form in regimem with the preceding part. but governed by the sub. v. understood. — සි. මා his, this man's; the nom. used as the obl. or gen. — ජවන්, the 3 being changed to 3 after the 3rd. father; the nom. govern-
ing the following verb.—what? the interrogative pro. in its radical or crude from, in composition with the verb it precedes, and which it qualifies adverbially.—penance did he perform? is the 3rd. pers. sing. masc. of the pret. of to perform penance, and an interrogatory particle. The duplication of the interrogative gives emphasis to the expression.—that says; the part. su. of to say.—the speech; the noun of regimen with the preceding part. governing the subs. v. understood.

**ILLUSTRATIONS.**

_Cāyīcaṇḍam._

The sage skilful, the tyre (Nārukāṇa) after Vichiṣṭhānaṇaṇa had received him with due respect and given him an honorable seat, thus addressed him,—

"Thou hast begotten son who is honored by the whole world: who among the renowned is equal to thee in fame? what pleasure can they know who are childless?

"Devotion to their father and mother is the appropriate devotion of children, there is none other. When, even, they have entered a religious order they must honor their mother, though their father should honor them; to a reflecting mind, therefore, it is clear that the mother is superior to the father."

_It is better to endure the grievous being childless than to have begotten a son, who, scorning the right path, eth contrary to the customs of his tribe; rather than the whole family should be involved in distress, they should at once reject him and clear themselves of guilt._
Whatsoever they may otherwise enjoy, they cannot be truly happy, who possess not lisping, red-lipped children, bright in beauty; all, therefore, perform rigid penances with the hope of obtaining children. The wise say that there are seven descriptions of children through whom salvation is attained.

The son borne by a wife to her husband; one born to another by his order; one purchased with money; a son obtained by persuasion; the son self-affiliated; the daughter's son; one whose life has been pursued by another; these are the seven kinds of sons.

**IMAMOTTURA-CANDAM.**

Though one have attained the dignity of a prince, at whose feet the universal earth, clothed by the swelling ocean, bows down, or to the high dignity of Indra and the other gods, if he be without male offspring, he liveth not.

**NEGASIDAM.**

The wise say that it is comparatively easy to obtain the ambrosia of the Gods produced from the ocean, and the earth it surrounds, and elephants with eyes of fire, foremost in war, and heaps of sparkling jewels, but difficult to beget virtuous children.
O thou who slender waste trembles beneath the swelling rotundity of thy glowing breasts! those sinful wretches, to whom softly prattling children endowed with good qualities are not born, enjoy not happiness, either in this world, or the other.

O thou who resemblest the Sage Pullatiyen! being united with a virgin adorned with the golden ornament of marriage, the source of unequalled joy, after they have provided for the continuance of their race by the procreation of children, they by performing penance acquire merit and attain to an eminent station in heaven.

Do I say this to thee for the sake of the pleasures of love, that thou shouldst be deluded by them, as the generality of the world is deluded? considering the means revealed in ancient times for relieving our departed ancestors from affliction and the pains of hell, for the sake of affectionate children, enter, I beseech thee, the state of matrimony.

Though in the highest degree prosperous, yet, when an entertainment of many duties hath been prepared for many guests, if no children come tottering into the midst, stretching out them little hands and causing a pleasing confusion by seizing on the food, eating with their mouths, mixing it together, and scattering it about, fruitless are the lives of the givers of the feast.
PACHAMOZHI.

By every possible means should a father make his children walk in the right path, for thus O fawn-eyed damsel! the image he hath made becometh to him as a God.

VALTEYA: PADII.

As knowledge without humility, youth without the enjoyments of love, a pool covered by the lotos without a path leading to it, simple beauty without the ornament of dress, a garland of flowers without smell, a talent for poetry without learning, and a city without reservoirs of water; so is wealth without children.

CHUDUMANTII.
As a garden in which bunches of tender blossoms do not abound, as a pool which smiles not with the young flowers of the lotos, as the night in which the crescent of the new moon doth not appear, even so is the house in which there are no children.

That family, resembling the all-producing Carpaca tree, the master of which is the trunk, the branches the wife, by whom domestic virtue is maintained, the bunches of flowers children, and the well informed among them the honey on those flowers, is deemed pleasant by all.

To procure an crowned elephant with a perforated trunk and an elongated face, much gold many jewels, is easy, but for mother to bear children, who become prosperous by their own virtue, is of all things in this earth surrounded by the deep-waters the most difficult.

A single bright light placed on a candle-stick, breaking the chains of darkness, will enlighten the whole house, O thou who art adorned by sparkling jewels free from flaw! so will a son the whole horizon.

The pearl produced in the body of a conch, of which the spirals turn to the right, is most sacred, O Lady renowned for beauty! the flowery vine (child) thou hast produced, will become the beauty of all connected with his family.

Note. The work, from which extract is made, is a composition of the Jainer: it is part of an address by the king, Agnidatten to his wife Vāyuβēgi, on her giving him a son. In the last verse the word rendered Lady is, మామ, a peacock; a usual metaphor masculine idea it conveys with the Tamil Poets, which from them cannot, with propriety, be so used in our tongue.

Haradam.

To afford due assistance to the name, to perform the appointed rites to the gods, and to give sustenance to the worthy on the earth, it is required that he should give birth to a son.
Although prosperity and joy be his, although his wife, obtained by sacrifices, be the pride of his house, although he perform strictly his devotions and be surrounded by magnificence, yet, if he be destitute of children, he is the lowest (lit. chief) of the low.

What delight can they enjoy who have no children to gladden their hearts, or to melt them by their infantile prattle, flowing from their mouths, as sweet as the juice from ripened fruit, when they run weeping to embrace them, or climb playfully on their strong shoulders?

Not by the power of charitable acts, not by fasting, not by burnt offerings, can mortals obtain salvation, O Damsel of the large dark eye! unless male offspring be obtained, there is no happiness, either in this world, or the next.

Truly those who have not begotten male children, cannot effectually quench the fire of hunger by which the maimed are consumed: I have incurred this misfortune by the fatal effect of my former deeds, but I shall live if thou hast compassion in me, O long-eyed Damsel!

By whom except by their wives are the prosperity, glory and renown of householders maintained? have thou, therefore, compassion on me, said he, and either by the gods or the sages produce those by whose means I shall reach the celestial world.

Note. These verses allude to a famous instance of the appointment of a wife to raise up children to her husband. Pāṇḍu the putative father of the Pāṇḍava, whose
contest with the Cauraver, the descendants of Guru the common ancestor of both families, forms the principal subject of the Bãradam, had in hunting accidentally wounded the Rishi Bavané, while in amorous dalliance with his wife, and, in consequence of the angry malison of the sage, was compelled, under pain of death, to abstain during his whole life from conjugal intercourse. Despairing, therefore, of having children of his own, he intreats his wife Cuntí Dévi, in the words of the quotation, to raise up to him male offspring by the intermeditation of others. Though at first reluctant both she and his second wife, Mátra Dévi at length consent and by their intercourse with certain of the Gods the five Pândava Heroes are born: namely, to Cuntí, by Yamen, Derumá Rájá, by Váyu, Bimé, and, by Indrén, Arjünen; and to Mátra-dévi, by the Aswinis (Pleiades), Naculén and Sagadéven.
Rightly adorned matrons live in happiness with their lords, by whom they are protected from evil, united as the soul with the body, or as brightness with the polished jewel; but what women were ever so completely overwhelmed by affliction as I am, who suffer the torment of separation from my husband.

Is it a proof of wisdom to do evil to a feeble woman, who considers her husband as her god, her joy, her strength, her beauty, as everything? if falsehood exist in thee with whom can truth be found?

To those who have chaste wives belong power, fame, felicity, and every attainable quality, together with all merit proceeding from sacrifice, religious acts, virtue and the rest, as is well known to be declared in the Védam: is it worthy of thee, then, to disgrace me and my child?

Whether thou livest, or dyest, or fallest from prosperity into distress, I must endure all in mental anguish; for who will protect me, or sooth the griefs with which I am overwhelmed, when forsaken by thee, like a bird which flies carelessly from the stream after having bathed and sported in its refreshing waters.

From the desire of obtaining one child, men continually make great sacrifices and engage in a course of austere devotion, according to the strictest rules prescribed, and it is granted unto them; but I know none who beholding their child disdainfully reject him as thou hast done.

From fire ariseth fire and from the mirror the image is reflected, these when duly considered are the same, O thou whose foot is adorned by the bell of victory! it is declared in the ancients books that in like manner a father is the same with his offspring, is this untrue?

It is more meritorious to dig one large than one hundred small wells, one greatly desired reservoir than one hundred large wells, and to perform with zeal one sacrifice than to dig one hundred reservoirs; one son is equal to one hundred sacrifices, and one word of truth to one hundred valiant sons.

It is especially needful that princes should have a faultless wife, a son of indescribable virtue, and a fixed determination to perform their promises; the three things here enumerated will accrue to thee if thou receivest me with clearfulness into thy protection—thus she said.
(214)

Note. These verses contain part of the address of S'acuntalÀ when rejected by her husband Dushmanta. The story is told at length in the First Book (१०) of the Bàradam, whence Càla-dàsa has taken the fable of the drama translated by Sir W. Jones; in the latter the rejection is attributed to an imprecation uttered by the irritable Saint Durvàsa, which deprived the king of all recollection of his bride; but in the former to his policy, as he thereby induced her to substantiate their marriage in the presence of his court and then to remove all doubt of the legitimacy of his son. The interview concludes by her appealing to heaven to witness the Justice of her claim, when, as a virtuous wife has power over the elements and the Gods, a voice is heard in the air declaring her the lawful bride of Dushmanta and enjoining him to cherish her and her child.
CHAP. VIII.

On affection.

The title of this Chapter is composed of the terms affection and possession, but in this and similar compounds, the latter forms like the Sanscrit Isana, an abstract from a common noun and answers to our termination ness, or the Latin tus; the English terms lovingness or loving-kindness, therefore, convey more exactly the meaning of the Tamil compound.

What bolt can love restrain? what vail conceal?
One tear-drop in the eye of those thou lov'st
Will draw a flood from thine.

"What vail conceal"—This is not expressed in the original, but the meaning is clearly deducible for ḫaram means to enclose, shut up, conceal.

"Will draw a flood from thine"—Parinėl-azhager's translation of the latter part of this Couplet is ḫaram ॥ ḫaram ḫaram ḫaram ḫaram ḫaram ḫaram ḫaram ḫaram ḫaram ḫaram ḫaram ḫaram ḫaram ḫaram ḫaram ḫaram ḫaram ḫaram When those who love behold the affliction of those who are beloved, the tears running in drops from their eyes, by increasing to a shower, discover to all the love generated in their hearts. The Latin commentator, also, adopting it is probable this interpretation, renders ḫaram pluvia. I have here followed these authorities, as they give the nearest term to the thought, though I cannot reconcile it to the literal meaning of the word used in the original, which means severally to ornament, anoint, fight, produce a loud sound; either of the two last senses will suit the text, which may accordingly be rendered a tear-drop in the eye of a beloved object will excite the lover to battle, or will cause him to express his sympathy aloud.
Commencing with this Chapter the remainder of this division of the First Book teats,—first on good qualities, ప్రత్యేకత, under which term are included the principal virtues of domestic life,—secondly on good acts, పాలన, or the duties of that state. Among these the chief virtue is love or affection and the chief-duty hospitality, and to these, therefore, the precedence is given by the Author. Some make this the First Chapter of the First Part of the First Book, On domestic life, and all preceding introductory; because the Second, On retirement, commences with the Chapter corresponding with this, On benevolence. Of the terms whence three Chapters derived their titles, the first, ప్రత్యేక, is explained to mean that special affection which man feels for all connected with him in the several relations of wife, child, kindred friend, neighbour &c. and may be rendered love, affection, tenderness, friendship. By the second, పాలన, is intended that general affection which man in religious or philosophical retirement should feel for all creatures; this corresponds with the terms benevolence, philanthropy, pity, compassion charity, mercy. In attributing these virtues to the social and retired man respectively, the Indian moralist does not mean, however, to confine them to either; they must be considered as the special, not the exclusive qualities of the two classes.

The following quotations from Parimel-azhager's commentary will further explain these distinctions; the first is from his introduction to this Chapter, the second from that prefixed to the First Chapter of the Division, On retirement.

This title loving-kindness relates to the affection a man has for his wife, his children, and all connected with him in any relation. The purpose of this chapter is thus to be explained. The fruits of affection are to conduct domestic affairs, so as to produce pleasure, and cause men to be benevolent to all living: this will be explained hereafter. If love for the wife exist not domestic affairs cannot be satisfactorily conducted, as is exemplified in the verse beginning—"Me, the forsaken, who have always been liberal to the virtuous, have cherished Brahmans, have been charitable to the devout, and have solicited the visits of guests according to the example of the ancients &c. (see the 15th Fable of the Silapp'adigaram, సిలాపాడిగారం, Universal benevolence, being indeed born of it, may be considered the child of love.
In the commencement (of this part) he treats on benevolence, which signifies, that kindness which extends to all living, without being connected with them by any tie. As the chapter on loving-kindness (properly) commences the part on domestic virtue, so this precedes all those on the virtues of the Recluse.

As the quotations hitherto made from the Sanscrit have, from the nature of the subject, been generally confined to writings, which, though affording frequent instances of the sublime, both in thought and expression, exhibit none of the minor graces of poetry; I have inserted in this chapter a series of verses in that language in various measures and in a labored and rhetorical style, amplifying the leading thoughts of the several Couplets translated. They are the composition of Védam Pâtâbhí-Râmâ Sástri, the Head Master for Hindu Law and the Sanscrit and Telugu Languages in the College of Fort St. George, and are given, as written by the Author, in the Telugu Character.

**SANSKRIT STANZAS.**

There is no door which can conceal love when it existeth in the heart,
For the tears will immediately burst forth striving which shall be first.
By deceitful tears, however, and an assumed change of countenance,
Men often feign a fictitious love;
It may be known, when it really existeth in the breast,
By the tears gushing spontaneously from the eyes intermingled with convulsive sobs.

From the knowledge of other's griefs an internal heat ariseth
And by this, like new butter,
The mind of man is melted, and, overflowing,
Gusheth forth from the eyes and producest tears.

---

ṣoḥ to love; the dat. of ṣoḥu, governed by the following verb.—eḥ this particle is here an emphatic; and in connexion with the following term must be rendered is there even? in the Latin version "esthe etiam amoris sera?"—eḥo is there? formed by addition of the inter. particle ṣ to the 3rd pers. neu. sing. of the def. v. eḥ to be, exist.—eḥo a bolt; a nom. under regimen with the preceding part. and governing ṣoḥo of lovers; the nom. plu. for the gen.—eḥ, for eḥo, little, small in quantity; used adjectively and qualifying the following compound.—eḥo, from eḥ the eye and ṣo water, tears; the nom. to ṣoḥo,—eḥ ṣoḥo, for ṣoḥo ṣoḥo, the ṣ being regularly formed by the coalition of ṣ and ṣ, synonymous according to the commentator with ṣoḥo ṣoḥo will cause a shower, but meaning properly will cause war, or a loud noise.—eḥo, the 3rd pers. sing. neu. of ṣoḥo to give, governs the word with which it is conjointed in the nom. with the force of the ac.

---

The ignorant say that love is virtue's friend;
But know that love the wicked aideth more.

"The wicked aideth more"—That is virtue requires no external assistance being all sufficient to herself; to vice, however, degraded and despised, the consoling protection of love, or friendship, is most beneficial. Vice in the object beloved is not then, according to the Author, a necessary cause of the extinction
of love? certainly not, for the intrinsic affections cannot be influenced by extrinsic causes. What no bolt can restrain, no extraneous circumstances can affect; for love is born autogeneously in the mind of the lover (ṣaḍhaṃ vihāryáḥ in Sanscrit, அசுத்ரா in Tamil, that which is born in the mind, is one of its usual epithets) and exists independently of the worthiness or unworthiness of the object beloved: its nature is so pure that no association can contaminate it.—By explaining ῥῷ ῥῷ ("malum odii et cetera mala quae inde sequuntur") to mean, hatred, or its effects, injury, the commentators give to this verse a different meaning: their interpretation is—when a person having received an injury does good to the evil doer, he not only acts virtuously, but the evils are averted which would arise from prosecuting the feud; hence love, not only promotes virtue, but it prevents what is contrary to it. The words of Parméla-szhager are ῥῷ ῥῷ ῥῷ ῥῷ and those of the Latin commentator "unde interfert, quod amor non modo virtutis exercitium promovet, sed etiam ea quae virtutis contraria sunt avertit." But the Author does not say it averts or assists to avert; he says it assists, and it is surely going to far to say, that, when a man, from moral preference, returns good for evil, he can be actuated by affection for his enemy. In this version, I have followed, therefore, the simple meaning of the words of the Author ῥῷ ῥῷ ῥolulu ῥ Honolulu to vice, also, affection is assuredly an aid.

SANSCRIT STANZAS.

ārīyam uṣṭhō

mahāśākāraḥ uṣṭhō

bhūṣaṇam bhūṣaṇam uṣṭhō

vāsundhērām vāsundhērām uṣṭhō

rājyaṃ rājyaṃ uṣṭhō

reṇumūr ādir reṇumūr ādir uṣṭhō

tānāsākṣarām uṣṭhō

sāvāhāṇām sāvāhāṇām uṣṭhō

śatasām śatasām uṣṭhō

yātānātānā tātānaśaṁ bhūṣaṇam uṣṭhō

mānusya-prāṇaḥ saha bhūṣaṇam uṣṭhō

bhūṣaṇam uṣṭhō

bhūṣaṇaśaṁ bhūṣaṇam uṣṭhō

bhūṣaṇaśaṁ bhūṣaṇam uṣṭhō

bhūṣaṇam uṣṭhō

bhūṣaṇam uṣṭhō

bhūṣaṇam uṣṭhō

bhūṣaṇam uṣṭhō

bhūṣaṇam uṣṭhō

bhūṣaṇam uṣṭhō

bhūṣaṇam uṣṭhō
The uninformed maintain that love only aideth virtue;
But love is the aid, also, of vice in both worlds.

From love the worthy man protecteth the wicked wretch who hath become infamous and is despised by the world; and his sons, daughters, or others, having vicariously performed meritorious acts (religious offices) for him, who of himself hath done no good actions, procure his admission into heaven. love, therefore, is the special aid of the wicked.

Sheltered from the sultry heat of malice and wrath,
In the cool recess of the soul, watered by benevolence,
Florisheth the tree of virtue, giving joy to all mankind,
And producing fruit constantly and abundantly.

Unfeigned love generateth friendship among mankind;
It reneweth virtue, dispelleth hatred and all uncharitableness;
Represseth the growth of vice, and, both here and hereafter,
Is and the softer of sorrow the chief cause of happiness to man.

�ԍԃϘ؈ to virtue only; the dat. with emphatic όρ — ăŋhy affection, love, the nom. governing the subs. v. understood.—şơgy the friend; lit. a verbal meaning adhesion, from șơşэ, the same as Ǯơşэ, to join, here used personally in the nom. governed by the subs. v.—şơşэ they say, a peculiar form of the 3d pers. pl. in. of șơşэ ڇэ, — ڌơşэ the ignorant; the neg. pron. part. of ڌơşэ to know, in the nom. and governing the preceding verb.—ڇэ ժڇэ ڇэ to vice also; the dat. with the conjunctive ֎으.—şơşэ is that certainly; a demons. pron. neu. with the emphatic őr.—şơşэ is an aid. These terms are in the same government as ăŋhy and șơgy.
As in a barren soil a sapless tree.
So flourish those in wedded bliss, whose souls
Know not the sweets of love.

"Know not the sweets of love"—Europeans account the natives of India deficient in the benevolent affections, attributing this defect, however, to apathy rather than to natural disposition; the Hindus, on the other hand, make a similar estimate of the European character; but, judging from those they see exiled from the pale of the tenderer charities, believe it proceeds from innate hardness of heart. They are both wrong; it is not in feeling but in expression of feeling that the difference lies; even when they appeal to differ diametrically. Thus, when an European in the first days of widowhood bemoans with sighs and tears and expressions of unconsolable sorrow the irreparable loss of the beloved of his heart, or when, on a similar occasion, the Hindu says, with apparent indifference, that his wife and his horse fell sick at the same time and the death-demon which came to take the life of the latter took by mistake that of the former, sympathy and disgust may in either case be equally misplaced. As custom requires so imperatively that the European should exhibit these signs of affliction for his loss, that it becomes almost a moral duty to do so; and as, on the contrary, it demands, with equal rigor, that the Hindu should carefully avoid all such signs, under penalty of being considered weak and uxorious, the real feeling of each, it is probable, approaches much nearer than at first view is apparent. Apathy, or what appears to strangers apathy, whether arising from individual habit or national custom, is often only the out-door covering for the strongest feelings; however contradictory to appearance, therefore, it may with perfect truth be maintained, that there is no people more keenly alive to the affections of parent, child and relation, none more ardent in conjugal attachment, or more enthusiastic in devotion to the objects of their religious veneration than the natives of Southern India. The last fact will perhaps be more readily admitted than the former; but the love of his creatures must, as the predicate of an object in the expression of its identity, be included in the undissembled love of the Creator, and he who feels the latter strongly must, therefore, be strongly affected towards the former.
SANSKRIT STANZAS.

To him who is devoid of affection, life is unprofitable. And resembleth the budding of the Saluini tree in barren ground.

To all that existeth in the world there is a cause and a purpose; This is the declaration of the learned, and to those devoid of affection only is it inapplicable.

The Saluini tree in an unproductive soil, The wattles dependent from the neck of the sheep, And him, who engaged in domestic life is devoid of benevolence, For what purpose the Almighty hath created these I know not.

---

love. —कम्ल, in the mind; the obl. from अन्तं, the interior. —कम्ल, for अन्तं, that which is without; or void of; indef. part. of अन्तं, the life. —कम्ल, of the conjugal state, or अन्तं, may be considered a compound and rendered conjugal life. —कम्ल, lit. hot, also, hard, uneven, here barren; because the most productive soil is moist and level. —कम्ल, in earth, soil; the loc. case formed by स्थः, place. —कम्ल, dry, sapless; the final स being changed to स before स and the form of the verbal noun used adjectively. —कम्ल, a tree. —कम्ल, buds, sprouts; the 3d. pers. sing. part. used indefinitely. —कम्ल, as. The connected translation of the second line of this Couplet is—as a dry tree sprouts in barren ground.
IV.

What though the body each perfection own,
If in the breast, the beauty of the mind,
Sweet love exist not?

"The beauty of the mind"—The Commentators discharge this thought of the beauty it possesses, when clothed only in the simple, but the expressive words of the Author, by inserting ஐய்யை in the second line before எஸ்டூப் and rendering the sentence—love, a member requisite for the domestic state; thus Parimé-azhager—மாதுவைமறிவல் மொழிக்கள் பெற்றுள்ளனர் செயல்தொடரும் மூன்று கலாச்சாரங்கள். To those who possess not love, which is a member necessary to the mind for the performance of domestic duties, of what use are all outward members for the performance of those duties?—Thus also the Latin Commentator—Ei, qui caret amore, quid est animi membrum; cætera omnia membra quid prodierunt ad vitam conjugalem? The former, however, adds—மாதுவைமறிவல் மொழிக்கள் பெற்றுள்ளனர் செயல்தொடரும் மூன்று கலாச்சாரங்கள். there are those who thus render this verse—

What advantage will the eye and all the other members of the body afford to those who are void of love, which, as the eye to the body, is the chief member to the mind." To what commentary reference is here made I know not; but this certainly approaches nearer than either of the other versions to the sense of the Author, though there is no necessity for the insertion of ஐய்யை the eye, in either of the places in which occurs.—The meaning of the original is, that, as the beauty of the body is not perfect, unless its members are complete, so the mind is deformed, if love, one of its principal members, on the presence of which it's symmetry depends, do not exist in it.

SANSKRIT STANZAS.

நேஷனுக்கர

நேஷனுக்கர-மண்டலம் மினீலங்கு
ஞானம் செய்து மூந்து விசாரங்கள்
The mind which is devoid of affection is without beauty, 
Like the body deprived of hearing, feeling, sight and the other senses.

When the mind, which is intimately connected with the faculties and organs of sense, 
Is without affection, vain, as the splendor of the moon in the wilderness, 
Or as flowers blooming in the field where the dead are burned, 
Are speech, hearing and all other bodily powers.

The beauty of the body, the faculties of sense, 
Elephants, horses, a crowd of clients, 
And abundant wealth are to the mind devoid of benevolence, as vain as the amorous 
Glances and playful gestures of his wife are to the blind man.
V.

That breast alone contains a living soul,
Which love inspires; void of this genial warmth,
'Tis bone o'erlaid with skin.

SANSKRT STANZAS.

---

part. — for those who have not: the neg. pron. part. of न, formed immediately from the root, in the 4th or dat. case.—The construction of this verse, the connecting signs omitted being restored and the words arranged in their regular collocation, is as follows,—which, as lit. as it can be rendered, is What can all the members of the body (though perfect in symmetry) do for those who possess not affection, which is the symmetry of the mind.
Love is the real sign of life; when that existeth not,
This body, like a corpse, is merely skin and bone.

Courtesy is like characters traced on the water;
The acquisition of friends is beating the air;
And the charitable protection of the miserable is like laying a floor of wind;
If there be a want of benevolence in the heart.

The understanding is but a fine garment burned to ashes, if it be not joined
to the affections of the heart; such a body, therefore, is but a puppet made
of skin and moved by the will of its owner.

---

**ILLUSTRATIONS.**

The selections, to which I have here given the precedence, are from the
25th Chapter in the Second Part of the First Book of the Cūcal, and the 79th,
80th, 81st, 82nd, and 83rd Chapters in the Third Part of the Second Book.
Those which immediately follow will be found, in the 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th
and 12th Chapters of the Second Book, of the Nālidinānūṭī. The version
of some of the verses of the latter work are more free than usual; but I have no-
where departed from the sense of the original, though I have occasionally
quitted the words to accommodate the expression to our taste.
The highest felicity is that which proceeds from universal benevolence ("ex amore proximi" Lat. Com.); the felicity proceeding from wealth is enjoyed even by the vilest of mankind.

On due consideration it will be found, that all sects maintain that the aid of charity is necessary to obtain felicity; reflect carefully, therefore, and cherish the benevolent affections.

They enter not the world, where darkness reigns
And where affliction hounds, whose bosoms glow
With love for all their kind.

Those who in their hearts cherish charity towards all existent beings, they truly say, need not fear any mischief to themselves.

Witnesses the mighty earth, where'er the winds
Send forth their blasts, that evil cannot reach.

The charitable man.

The other world (i. e. its joys) belongeth not to those who are devoid of charity, as this world belongeth not those who are devoid of wealth.

Those now devoid of wealth may hereafter flourish in happiness; but those devoid of charity cannot be free from offence.

As the comprehension of the true God, without clearness of understanding, is impossible; so, also, is the practice of virtue without charity.

Imagine thyself before those more powerful than thou art, when about to treat harshly those more weak than thyself.
The friendship of the wise is like the moon in its increase; the friendship of fools like the moon in its decrease.

As the pleasures of learning increase by constant application; so the friendship of the worthy increaseth by constant intercourse.

True friendship is not that which dimpleth the face with smiles, but that which maketh the heart rejoice.

Friendship should repel all injuries, should take the lead in the path of virtue, and, in unavoidable misfortune, should share the adversity it causeth.

Vain is the fragile friendship, however specious, which saith—"Even as they are to us, so will we be to them."
ON DUE REFLECTION IN CONTRACTION FRIENDSHIP.

Nothing is more hurtful than friendship inconsiderately formed: for, after it hath once been contracted, it is difficult for those sincerely united in friendship to separate.

Friendship should be contracted only after having ascertained the disposition, lineage, and faults of the party, and that his connections are honorable.

To separate from the society of fools is the most profitable thing a man can do.

Ponder not on what depresseth the mind, and form not friendship with those who forsake their friends in adversity.

ON OLD-FRIENDSHIP:

The prudent bear complacently even the undue familiarity of those friends, with whom they are as intimately united in friendship as the limbs with the body.

If thy friends do any thing to offend thee, consider it the effect either of thoughtlessness, or of too great familiarity.

Those constant in friendship will not forsake the society of those, who from old-time have been faithful to them, even when they are injured by the connection.

Those confirmed in the knowledge of the true nature of friendship listen not to the faults of their friends, although daily guilty of them.
Even their enemies will desire the love of those, who, on account of ancient friendship, separate not from their friends, however culpable they may be.

ON HURTFUL FRIENDSHIP.

Of what consequence is it whether the friendship of the inconstant, who attach themselves to thee in prosperity, but forsake thee in adversity, be gained or lost?

The friend who considereth only his advantage is on a level with mercenary harlots and robbers.

Ten million of times better is the enmity of the wise, than the most devoted attachment of fools.

Note. The next verse gives a similar preference to enemies over cowardly friends.

It is unpleasant even to dream of the friendship of those, whose words and deeds are at variance.
ON IMPROPER FRIENDSHIP.

The friendship of those who dissemble attachment, while they seek occasion to betray thee, is like an anvil (which supports the metal while the hammer beats it).

Mischief should be feared from the deceitful, whose countenances are pleasant but their hearts filled with malice.

Although they assume the courteous address of friends, the words of foes will soon be known for what they are.

When the time arrives for enmity to become amity, let your countenance be friendly, but carefully recede from such friendship.

NALADINANURU.
ON THE UNION OF RELATIONS.

As a mother forgets the pains and trouble she suffered during pregnancy and child-birth, when she sees her infant on her lap; so the distress a man suffers from poverty and other misfortune disappears on the sight of his relations enquiring for him.

Those who, making no distinctions between dispositions or conditions, relations or strangers, actuated by their natural feelings alone, seek all who are in poverty or affliction and relieve their distress, will be regarded by every one as pre-eminently worthy.

That to eat on a golden dish rice, white as the claws of a tiger, mixed with sugar, and milk, from the hand of an enemy, it is sweeter to take a mess of grass-reeds, without salt and in any kind of dish, in the house of a relation dear as life.

Even those who have been pleasantly entertained by another, as frequently as a hammer strikes the anvil, will forsake him as the tongs do the iron on entering the fire; but those, who are truly worthy of being called friends, will adhere to him in distress, as the rod by which it is turned adhereth to the metal in the forge.

O thou who art adorned by a coal and fragrant garland! when relations have partaken of the prosperity of their relations, if they partake not, also of their adversity until death, is there any thing they can do for them in the other world?

---

ON THE UNION OF RELATIONS.

As a mother forgets the pains and trouble she suffered during pregnancy and child-birth, when she sees her infant on her lap; so the distress a man suffers from poverty and other misfortune disappears on the sight of his relations enquiring for him.

Those who, making no distinctions between dispositions or conditions, relations or strangers, actuated by their natural feelings alone, seek all who are in poverty or affliction and relieve their distress, will be regarded by every one as pre-eminent worthy.

That to eat on a golden dish rice, white as the claws of a tiger, mixed with sugar, and milk, from the hand of an enemy, it is sweeter to take a mess of grass-reeds, without salt and in any kind of dish, in the house of a relation dear as life.

Even those who have been pleasantly entertained by another, as frequently as a hammer strikes the anvil, will forsake him as the tongs do the iron on entering the fire; but those, who are truly worthy of being called friends, will adhere to him in distress, as the rod by which it is turned adhereth to the metal in the forge.

O thou who art adorned by a coal and fragrant garland! when relations have partaken of the prosperity of their relations, if they partake not, also of their adversity until death, is there any thing they can do for them in the other world?
ON REFLECTION IN CONTRACTED FRIENDSHIP.

Friendship with the wise, whose intelligence divines one's thoughts, is like eating a sugar cane from the top (as its sweetness increases more and more); connection with persons without sweetness of disposition is like eating it from the opposite end (the flavor decreasing by degrees).

Avoiding the friendship of those who resemble elephants, seek the friendship of those who resemble dogs; for an elephant will kill his driver, whom he hath known for a long time, but a dog will wag his tail while the spear thrown at him is still in his body.

Men cleave not to those, to whom their hearts cleave not within a short space, though familiar with them for a long time; but will the friendship, interwoven with the idea of those intertwined with their hearts, be abandoned, though they are for a long time absent?

The preservation of friendship is when affection continues affection, like the flower of the branch, which, being blown, closeth not again; those who resemble the flowers of the pool, which, having blown, again close them petals, know neither affection, nor friendship.

---

(233)
ON THE ENDURANCE OF THE FAULTS OF FRIENDS.

When those we greatly love and esteem as virtuous, prove otherwise, this ought to be carefully concealed; for rice in the grain hath a husk, water foam, and flowers some unfragrant leaves.

O Lord of the wave-resounding shore, where bright-rayed pearls are thrown up by the rolling billows and where float swift-sailing ships! if friends, from whom it is difficult to separate, possess not virtuous dispositions, they are a fire kindled to burn our hearts.

Is it right utterly to abandon friends, whom it is so difficult to forsake, though guilty of evil deeds, O Lord of the renowned mountains, which covered by the long stems of bamboo pierce the sky? will men cut off their hand because it has struck their eye?

If, after contracting a firm friendship with any one, I set myself to note his good and bad qualities, may I be cast into the hell, where the traitor, who discovers the secrets of his friend, is punished, and may I be scoffed at by the whole world!

ON IMPROPER FRIENDSHIP.

The friendship of eminent men is eminently illustrious, and as productive of benefit as timely rain; but the friendship of the mean, even in the time of
their prosperity, resembleth, O Lord of the country of clear waters! the failure of rain in due season.

The enjoyment of the friendship of men of acute understandings is desirable as the joys of Heaven; but connection with unprofitable men, uninstructed in science and literature, is a very hell.

Our intimacy with those, to whom we are not bound by the chain of friendship, O prince of the hills, the sides of which are covered by groves of tall sandal-trees! though it seeth day by day to increase, may be dissolved as instantaneously as the fire catcheth the straw.

If I stretch not forth my hand and deliver my whole soul without hesitation to my friend, when he is in distress, may I be cast into the hell, where the wretch is punished who hath violated the chaste wife of his friend, and may I be scoffed at throughout the far-famed earth.

Although the fruit of the plantain be ripened in the bitter leaves of the Vémbu, it will not lose its natural sweetness; thus, although they who are naturally good associate with the bad, their friendship for them will not corrupt their minds.

Note. The tree here mentioned is that corruptly called Margosa (Amargozeira Port.); its botanical name, curiously formed from Sanscrit and Persian etymons, is "Nimba azadaracta". Its astringent leaves and bark are administered by the Indian, as the Peruvian bark by the European Physicians. The wood of old trees has a similar scent, and is used to adulterate sandal.
Sweet water may be produced even on the side of the sea-shore and salt water on the side of a mountain, O Lord of the cool shore washed by the waves of the Ocean! it is truly said that sensible men will not imitate those with whom they consort, but will preserve their own minds.

O Lord of the cool shore of the Ocean, where the thick-boughed Punney flourisheth: will those, who are virtuous and impartial towards all, first contract and then dissolve friendship? than this it is better that friendship should never be contracted.

To be united in friendship with the prudent, who think of that of which they ought think, is productive of the highest felicity, and affliction is avoided by separating from fools, who know not what belongeth to friendship.

�ண்டு பாண்டிப்பாயிர்

The moral precepts benevolently delivered by the kind-hearted, the wise receive to their benefit, but the ignorant, devoid of all good qualities, treat them with scorn; thus the ladle tasteth not the sweetness of the milk porridge it contains.

AUYEYAR.

As the beautiful swans flock to a fair pool covered with the lotus, so the learned (or good) love the learned (or good); and the ignorant and base gather together, like crows devouring a carcass in a field when the dead are burned.

Mean people are divided by furious anger like a fractured stone; and some there are whose divisions resemble the fracture of gold (which is easily reunited); but with the good, pursuing together the path of virtue, anger disappears like the wound made by an arrow in the water.
Being honored by many; increasing in prosperity by the extinction of feuds; giving to those who are in want; using always courteous speech; rejoicing in the presence of good men; not being afflicted by any wasting disease: these, they say, are the fruits of affection, the station of life to all.

Attaining to the highest honors; being illustrious in knowledge; enquiring after and fully considering the means attaining to eternal life; causing benefits to others by instilling the knowledge of this into their minds; searching into the words of the ancients: these are the fruits that gentle-minded man obtains in whose breast true benevolence existeth.

Birth in the state of an out-cast; cherishing wickedness in their mind; falling always into trouble; enduring harsh imprisonment; being impaled on a stake, or being deprived of their members: this is the fate of them in whose breast affection, praised in all writings, doth not exist.

As to the dumb, destitute of knowledge, and are contemned by all who behold them, as to the deaf who hear not the words addressed to them, and wander about neglected by all, and as to him who suffereth the cruelties he hath wantonly inflicted on others; such, the wise say, is the retribution to those whose breasts are void of affection.

Note. The work from which this extract is taken is a composition of the Jainists. The primary dogma of this sect is that every act, whether good or evil, is necessarily followed by an appropriate retribution; deafness, dumbness, and the like, therefore, are not natural defects to be commiserated, but the effects of crimes to be reproved.
SCANDAM.

Whoever unite themselves in friendship with others must support them with determined zeal, not regarding the severest suffering, not even death itself, but considering only the fame they will acquire.

PANCA-MOZHI.

When a pre-eminently excellent king of faultless mind manifesteth by his conduct that benevolence existeth in his heart, what can all his enemies, boastful of their origin, though assembled in one camp, do against him? one stone sufficeth for a thousand crows.

RAMAYANAM.

To corporeal beings of bone and skin, or to incorporeal beings, divested all sensual taint, the cause of burning enmity, is there any thing in the three worlds, either first or last, superior to affection.

Kings who are as the souls of the world and as bodies supporting all other souls, without doubt are not deficient in virtue; for, when confirmed in true benevolence, are sacrifices necessary?

BIRUPANJA-MULAM.
Butter and wax melt in the hot fire, in the water clay, salt, and the paste of cool sandal; however little be given by those whose liberal minds resemble one of these. Five things, the fruit from generation to generation received will be like a mountain.

EL'ADI.

In treating on death, bounteous acts, courteous speech, the pleasures of friendship, pain for others' sorrows, and the grief caused by separation, the sages of gentle disposition have shown that these six are common to those in whose breasts dwelteth mutual affection.

NANNE'I.

The worthy feel the griefs of others as their own griefs as butter melteth in the fire; thus, O thou who art ornamented with choice jewels! the pains caused to a limb by a local disorder the eye beholds and weeps.

The truly wise hasten to sustain the griefs sustained by others and to protect them courageously, O thou who art adorned by polished jewels! thus, the arm receives on itself and sustains the blow of the club which the body would otherwise sustain,
The worthy think not of supplying their own wants, but endeavour to supply the pressing wants of others; thus the moon, heeding not the removal of the darkness of its own spots, chaseth away the darkness which filleth the world.

Note.—The allusion in this and other extracts to butter melting in the fire, bears in Hindu poetry a more dignified character than it would in ours. By this process is prepared clarified butter, which being used in oblations is considered a sacred object, and this simile in its full extent means, that, as crude butter is exalted in its nature by being melted in the fire, so is the heart of man by being softened by love.

INIYA-NALPADU.

For men to live happily with their kindred is pleasant, and pleasant it is to behold the full moon among the beautiful clouds; the abundant love, kindly bestowed on all by those whose actions are free from guilt, is most pleasant.

Note.—The title of this work signifies forty verses on pleasant things; and every thing, which, according to the notions of the Hindus, affords delight is enumerated in it. There is another work under the title of NIDINEE-VILACCAM forty verses on unpleasant things.

NIDINEE-VILACCAM.

The words of the benevolent, whatever they are, are pleasant, but even pleasant words from the malevolent are poison: though borax, refined in the fire cause great heat, it cures diseases, while arsenic, though cooling to the body, kills.

A STANZA.
As the red gold is found in the mountains, and the white pearl in the broad ocean;
As the sweetness of honey pertaineth to the buds of flowers arrayed in beauty; as in chastity lieth.
The beauty of women, and to virtue belongeth the endless felicity of heaven;
Know that the beauty peculiar to the eye is active mercy.

Note. This is cited as an example in the Tondâl and is, I believe, the composition of the author, Vira-mâmuni.

* A STANZA. *

Not the fall of seasonable rain; not the embrace of beautiful women;
Not listening to eloquent discourse; not the sight of finely finished pictures;
Not the ornament of precious stones, nor the tasting of delicious viands;
Think not that these constitute the good of man, but know that real good consiseth in benevolence.

* A STANZA. *

The quality of mercy is not strained, but is alike to all;
It droppeth as the gentle dew of heaven on the plenteous earth;
Not the spear of the car-borne hero, nor the crown of the monarch,
Nor the pomp and glory of the world; not all these, but sweet mercy is the true ornament of man.

Note. In this stanza an imitation of a well known passage in Shakespeare is attempted; the conclusion is somewhat compressed and the whole accommodated to the general style of Tamil poetry.

The following effusions on divine love, seem to deserve a place here as this affection is the acme of that benevolence on which this Chapter treats.—There are two works in Tamil, consisting, chiefly, of selections, intermixed with original verses, from the Vêdanta and Saiva Sàstras, arranged under the same general heads as the Cuñul and entitled. *Great compilations:* they were composed by two 'Sûdra Sanyâsî, named Tatwa-Raya Swâmi and Sivaprâcâsâ Swâmi. The work of latter was abbreviated by one of the disciples of the author and it is from this, called *The lesser compilation,* that the last of these extracts is taken.
(242)

TIRUVARUD'PAYEN.

If love exist in this world the highest bliss will be attained hereafter, for this is closely united to love.

TIRUMULA-MANDIRAM.

The ignorant think that God and love are different; none know that God and love are the same; did all men know that God and love were the same, they would dwell together in peace, considering love as God.

To those of soft hearts, whose minds are melted by divine love, although their flesh be cut off their bones used as fuel and their moisture dried up by wasting in the golden flame, and to those alone it is not forbidden to approach the God, who is the golden jewel of my soul.
ON DIVINE LOVE.

O God! I intreat, that the high aspiration of my soul may be accomplished; on this only I think, this is the only thing I require. That on which I thus think, is that love of thy sacred feet may melt and soften my heart, and I desire, fervently desire, that it may never diminish, but for ever increase.

O Almighty! It is thee I ever desire;
O Instructor! It is thee I ever desire;
O Eternal! It is thee I ever desire;
O Immaculate! It is thee I ever desire;
O Most holy! It is thee I ever desire;
O Enlightener! It is thee I ever desire;
By all means and at all times I desire
To be filled with the boundless love of the feet of our God!
THE EXALTED NATURE OF DIVINE LOVE.

The final object of the Scriptures, which cannot be expressed by words and which Vishnu and Brahma are puzzled to comprehend; the eternal Being whom none can fully know, removeth darkness from the understanding of those who are steadfast in their love towards him, and dwell in their enlightened minds: who, therefore, can comprehend the greatness of divine love?

When God, the cause of all, who even when wholly embraced cluteth the grasp, cometh and is taken in the net of the good deeds of sinless piety, where is the utility of letters, of science, of the brightest acts of devotion, or of contemplative wisdom? Unspeakable is the greatness of divine love which nothing can destroy.

THE GLORY THE LOVERS (OF GOD).

Thou, whom all the Scriptures, by which sin is dispelled, declare to be without form, taking on thee a form and entering into this world, searchest for those who rejoice in love, and, having tried their hearts, conferrest happiness upon them: where, O where, are they who know the greatness of those who feel divine love in its purity?

THE EMINENT NATURE OF THE LOVERS (OF GOD).

To wear tangled hair, to poll, or shave the head, to be clothed in garments dyed yellow or colored by ochre, to abstain from flesh-meats, to observe fasts and vigils, to swallow only the wind or dry leaves from the earth, to sleep on the bare ground or on stones; these painful inflictions appertain to those who have not attained to the true love of him, who is the manifestation of love.

They who conceal nothing they do, who do nothing that ought to be concealed, who when the universe is shaken are unmoved, who speak nothing but truth, who open not their eyes to the faults of others but to consume them to ashes, who are ignorant of deceit, who have no thoughts, either of friend or foe, but such as proceed from benevolence, may truly be said to be adorned by the love they bear to his feet, who is the manifestation of goodness.

Note. The different religionists of India are described in the last verse but one: tangled hair and garments colored by ochre are worn by the devotees of Siva, the saints of the Jainas pulled their hair, which in their images, therefore, appears as if curled like the Negro's; and the priests of the Buddhhas are clothed in yellow vestments, while all abstain from meats, observe fasts and vigils, and practise other austerities.
CHAP. IX.

On Hospitality.

This title, like most terms conveying an abstract idea in Tamil, is a compound, being formed from இனியாத் a guest and கழியுத்தை to cherish.

I.

To honor guests with hospitable rite,
Domestic life and all its various joys
To man was given.

"To honour guests &c"—Hospitality, the chief duty of the domestic order, includes both the reception of the stranger guest, அரியவாதம், which, as already stated, is a religious rite, and the entertainment of ordinary guests, friends, relations, or neighbours. The simplicity of ancient manners, while it made private hospitality necessary for the support of the pilgrim or traveller, rendered the entertainment of them neither inconvenient or dangerous. It was formerly the custom, therefore, in India, as in other parts of Asia, to solicit the casual passenger to partake of the family meal, and in places, remote from great towns, where the manners of primitive times in some degree yet prevail, instances of this practice occasionally occur at the present day. Generally, however, the private entertainment of strangers, becoming by degrees incompatible with modern manners, and with the mixture of the several classes of society which has latterly taken place, has been superseded by the public establishments provided for their support, which, under the denomination of Shāvādā (from சா, food and வாதம், foundation) in Tamil and of Satram (from the root sat, sit, rest) in Sanscrit, abound in southern India. Originally these edifices, as is the case in many instances at present, it is pro-
bably were always attached to the dwelling of the founders, from which in the course of time it was found convenient to separate them.

These establishments, as their Tamil appellation implies, differ from the inns and caravanseries, common in other countries of Asia, by invariably providing at their origin for the daily supply of food to strangers, more particularly to Bráhmans, Pandáramas, or Pilgrims, and the maintenance of a certain number of fixed residents, usually Bráhmans. Sometimes, also, schools for teaching the Véda, or the languages are attached to them. These endowments, it must, however, be observed, not infrequently cease with the life of the founder and the building only remains for the accommodation of passengers.

Besides these public charities, the rite of hospitality, as a religious observance, is considered as fulfilled by occasional feasts given either to Bráhmans, or other religious persons, according to the sect of the party. Such entertainment, though not conforming to the letter of the law, which applies only to the occasional sojourner, nor maintaining the purity of ancient manners, are deemed, nevertheless, highly meritorious in the giver; his intention, not the regularity of the act, being chiefly regarded. With respect to the partaker, however, they are more or less derogatory, according to the degree of avidity with which they are sought; for it is declared that the Bráhman-parasite, who, under the pretence of superior merit, or of the sanctity of his tribe, seeketh to participate is the food of others, is on an equality with the fouleating demon called Yántasi, यांतसि.

The private entertainments of the Hindus are almost invariably connected with some solemnity, or with some circumstance the memory of which it is wished to retain, such as marriages, the commemorative ceremonies to ancestors, appointments to public stations, or the redmission of a disqualified persons, after the performances of the proper Práyaschittam, or expiation, to full communion with his caste. In the latter case an entertainment, always given by the offender, is imperatively necessary; as the act of eating with him is the sign of the entire remission of his offence, and of his complete reconciliation with his fellows. The following instance may perhaps, not inappropriately, illustrate this, though, as relating to manners rather than sentiments or opinions, it is somewhat foreign to the intention of this work.—The mother of a female child of the Bráhman caste, who had been finally degraded for some crime, was inadvertently permitted by the family to retain and nourish her daughter for some time after her excommunication. This circumstance was, at first, overlooked, and in due time the girl was married to a respectable Bráhman, whose friends, coming at length to a knowledge of this blemish in the education of his wife, were urgent with him to put her away. As the young man was not willing to consent to this, an assembly of Sástras, learned in
laws, usages, and ceremonial rites (מידע נ☕ffee r👶ly w👶polation p случаים o אリン) was convened, from whom a favorable decision was obtained and a mild expiation prescribed. At an entertainment given in consequence, to which most of the Brähmans of the place, who subscribed to the legality of the proceedings, for some doubt, were invited, the female, restored to all her social and conjugal rights, was appointed to serve the water which is sipped from the palms of the hands while reciting a prayer, both before and after meals ( الطعام which, the salt, and the pickles, of which all present partook.

being settled; compañero, of which this is the ger. means not only to be, but to be settled, established, resident, as sabari. I reside in the Agaram of Brähma. protecting; the ger. of בד. that which belongs to domestic life; a compound of a house, domesticity, and pron. part. neu. of the en. of תם. to live, flourish. all. סכום guests. cherishing. liberality. the doing. is the cause. In construing this couplet, the whole of the second verse to סכום inclusive must be considered as the nom. to the sub. v. understood; סכום, as governed by this verb, and as governing the last term of the first verse, סכום, in the gen.

He who with smiles receives a virtuous guest,
Shall see Prosperity, with joyful mind,
Make his abode her home.

"Prosperity"—The phrase corresponding with this word in the original, התגלה who causes the mind to rejoice, is a periphrasis for 'Sri', the same as Lacsami (which word is pronounced Lucky in some of the Pracrite) the consort of Vishnù, the Goddess of good fortune, invoked as the bestower of wealth, honor, felicity, and all good gifts. Arising in full maturity from the ocean, and being the personification of beauty, grace, and
elegance and the dispenser of pleasure, she resembles, also, the Uranian
Venus, and like her is revered as the mother of nature, the primeval genitrix
of all existent things.

III.

He who, while one rejoiceth in his cheer,
Awaits with anxious mind a coming guest,
Will be a welcome guest to gods.

"Will be a welcome guest to gods."—Among the ancient Europeans the
rites of hospitality were regarded as under the immediate protection of the
Gods, of Jupiter especially, thence called the Hospitable (Hécub), and the people
were taught to believe that the deities resorted to the earth for the purpose
of trying the disposition of mankind and were often entertained under the
guise of strangers. Ovid relates the story of the metamorphosis of an extensive
country into a lake in consequence of the inhabitants of a thousand houses
having refused to receive Jupiter and Mercury, who applied for shelter in a
human form. A fable, similar in substance and intent, is told by the Hindu
Mythologists of Anna-píratá, Parvati in the character of the Goddess of
abundance (whom the Romans it is worthy of notice worshipped under a
similar title corrupting pírnta into perenna), who was thus driven from the
doors of the parsimonious inhabitants of Casi, when she sought their hospitality in a similar disguise. Other fables of the same kind exist, from which that contained in the following extract is selected by the author of the Maga-nidi Sulaman' for the illustration of this Coupnot.

STANZ:\n
The glorious and renowned Maren having prepared food for Siven from the sprouted corn sown in the fields, went with the God to heaven O Iranga-esara! thus he, who, while discoursing with and serving a guest just arrived, expects anxiously a coming guest, will be a welcome guest to the Gods.

EXAMPLE.

In this couplet he has vouchsafed to declare that the house-holder, who, while serving a guest just arrived with food, looks towards the road in expectation of a guest about to come, will be welcomed as a most distinguished guest by the Gods. Of this take the following example. After Maren of Heiyancudi had for a long time been in the habit of supplying all who came to him as guests with food, the Most High, for the purpose of trying him, permitted him to fall into extreme poverty. At this time I swauren came in the middle of the night and drenched with rain in the form of a Jangaur
(a religious person of the Saiva sect) and requested food. As he was then destitute of all other means of affording the assistance sought, he went out, in the midst of darkness and rain, and, plucking a quantity of sprouting rice-seed, which had been newly sown, he returned and delivered it to his wife and, having no firewood to dress it, pulled down a part of his house for that purpose, and placed the rice thus prepared before the Jangamer. The God, who had requested food in this shape, greatly pleased at this action resumed his proper form, appearing as the bull-borne Deity, and carried Mārūn of Ileyencud' with all his family to Caiyāsam (the heaven of Śiva). Therefore, those house-holders who liberally supply food to those who come hungry to them, will become the illustrious guests of Gods and attain to eternal bliss.

Who has come; this is an instance of the 
(see the 
Chap. II, Sect. 3, 
the root 
being used in the sense of 
the past. part. of 
to move, go, secondarily to reach, or arrive at. — a guest. — cherishing. — who is about to come; the construction is the same as that of the first term, but 
has a past and a future meaning. — a guest. — he who continues expecting; a compound of the ger. of to see, look, look for, and the indef. pron. part. sing. of the future of 
in a frequentative sense. — good, acceptable. — a guest. — to those who inhabit heaven; a conj. appel. from on the obl. of heaven.

As that sweet flower which droops it head and dies, When once its fragrant odor is inhaled, From an averted face so shrinks the guest.

"As that sweet flower"—The Anicham, the flower here meant, is said to be of so delicate a nature, that being once smelled without being touched, it immediately withers and falls from its stalk: — it is here said that guests are even more delicate than the unmothered Anicha-flower, are Partimēl-azhager's words in explaining this allusion, and a very delicate flower of this name may exist, or
some species of the sensitive plant may be meant, but it is more probably a mere creation of the poets.

Gorum being smelled; the inf. used as the ger. of the pres. tense.—

the Anicham flower; the nom. governed by the sub. v. understood.—

the face.—The guest, who is dismayed; the same as the first term.—

who is dismayed. — The guest; the nom. governing the subs. v.

understood. The construction, which in English must commence with

the last term, is—The guest, who is dismayed on beholding an averted

face, is an Anicham flower which fades when smelled.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

AURJIRAR.

The abstinence of those, who refrain from eating in the houses of the inhospitable who intreat them not kindly to take food will be rewarded ten-million fold.

CASI CANDAM.

The remains of food offered to the gods, to ancestors and to holy-men, is as sweet as ambrosia; but, besides that which may thus be given to guests, whoever they may be, to departed souls and to deities, every grain of white rice prepared only for the wasteful stomach, profound as a well, is a worm on the tongue: this the excellent Sages say is declared by all the scriptures.

When one as a guest seeketh hospitality, to pay him due respect, to address him in courteous and pleasing language, to receive him cheerfully, to intreat him to advance, to rise on his approach, to entertain him with exhilarating discourse, to attend assiduously by his side, to accompany him for a space when he departs, and to treat him with all civility and kindness during his stay; the observance of these nine rules shew an urbane disposition.
To eschew every thing which has a tendency to evil and to adhere to the right path, as declared in the scriptures, this is virtue; but superior to all that is therein declared is the due the entertainment of guests, with purity of mind, by the householder.

Hospitality is superior to every other quality pertaining to the four orders, to the fame obtained by the most courteous liberality, and to every species of renown:—"Behold," said he (Siven) "of all possible virtue on earth none is equal to this;"

PERUNDE'VAN'AR BA'RADAM.

When one cometh in distress to another, if he receive him not cheerfully and respectfully as his guest, and assist him not according to his means, hell will be his certain abode.

The worthy confer benefits, with a face smiling like the opening flower and with sweet and pleasing words; but if wealth be given with a lowering and unpleasant countenance, and without benevolent feelings, how can it profit the giver?

Note. This work, which is written in the species of verse called Ṛṣṭriveda, is distinct from the one previously quoted, which is composed in quatrains of various measures called Ṛṣṭraśa. It is attributed to one of the Sangattār, or Members of the ancient University of Madurai, and, with the exception of about a quarter part, is now lost.
RAVAYANAM.

May that station in Hell be mine which is merited by the craves who abandon to distress and affliction women, of delightful converse, the companions of their way, or by the gluttons who eat by themselves while others hunger around them.

Note. Baraden the second son of Dasaraden impregates this severe retribution on himself to satisfy Causali, that he was not privy to the practices of his mother Caleal against her son Ramen.

TANDALEYAR-SADAGAM.

The worthy house-holders, who dwell in the country blessed by the sacred Tandeleyar (a title of Siven) consider the day in which they have no guest as no day; after having treated honorably and dismissed the respectable guest, who has visited them as a friend, they enquire anxiously for virtuous men to partake of their hospitality; for the food taken when no guest is present is poison.

TIRUVIL'ELYADEL.

After those who have eaten have departed, and while their actual guests are eating pleasant meats, the truly hospitable again prepare food and stand looking for the coming of other guests, as the owner of one only plough, who hath sowed in his field all the seed he possesseth, standeth with a pale face looking anxiously to the sky for rain.

ANANERICH'ARAM.

Those who do not prepare food for themselves (religiouse persons) ought to be received as guests by the house-holders who do; when house-holders receive other house-holders it may be said to resemble the falling assisting the falling.
The worthy show by their smiling countenances their delight when visited by the good, but they are grieved by the presence of evil-doers; thus the Mango tree puts forth its buds when the south wind blows, but is vexed by the whirl-wind.

He, who, avoiding offensive speech, rectifieth all with courtesy and supplieth them with lodging and pleasant food, O thou of soft speech, whose teeth are even as guilts and pointed as thorns! wilt receive the inmates of the sky as his delighted guests.

The wealthy ought not to become the guests of those in narrow circumstances, for these suffer great distress by exceeding their means in entertaining them; thus, when even the thigh of a feeble bird is wounded, its bowels gush out.

There are five kinds of civility, which, besides furnishing them with food, it is said should be offered to those who sojourn in thy house; namely, a smiling and courteous address, water for the feet, a stool, a mat, and a place for repose.
As the various kinds of bees neither touch, nor fly around the highly perfumed flower of the Chan’bagam, but, attracted by the scent of an humble weed in a deserted village, alight upon it; so, O Goutam, who art without beginning and without end! if a little porridge only be taken in the house of the worthy, who receive those connected in affection with them with undiminished friendship, it affordeth pleasure.

NOTE. The "humble weed" of the translation is the shrub called கருடிக்கும்; it is a mean plant growing commonly among ruins and is thence used as the emblem of poverty. Criminals, when carried to execution, wore, as a mark of ignominy, a garland of its flowers.

NIDIVEN’A.

Sweet is his food to him who has satisfied the Manes, the Deity, his guest, and his relations; of him who void of affectionate feelings eateth by himself unaccompanied by worthy guests, the stork-swallowing fish is a type.

CHINTAMAN’I.

It is in the mountains, which abound in contending streams and there only that the diamond is pored: the water lily flowers only in the pool of deep waters and not on the dung-hill; hear, ye who have enquired, what I declare; they only are eminently worthy on the earth who eat after having distributed food to others.

They who give not food before they eat shall hereafter stand shrinking with fear, holding in their hands a potsherd, and encreating charity, while in the cold month of Māsi they are clothed in a garment, formed of dirty rags, sewed together by thorns instead of needles.
To attain to the station (of Indra) the lord of the nine sources of immutable wealth, to be born a prince in an illustrious and exalted family, to be mounted on a well-trained Elephant, and to be raised to great glory by the voice of fame, are the high rewards of the munificent reception of guests.

The means of acting with liberality; to enjoy without deficiency and in the highest degree unbounded prosperity; to eat delicious meats and to attain to the diadem of the lord of pre-eminent and exhaustless wealth; these are the rewards for receiving guests with assiduous hospitality.

To be born in a mean and powerless family; to become emaciated by want and hardship at the tenderest age; to live in wretchedness by begging alms in the meanest manner; this is the retribution to those who eat without bestowing on guests even common herbs.

To be born in the house of poverty; to want even the necessaries of life; to live without employment in a small hut, infested by white ants; to wander idly about attached to neither of the six occupations; this is their retribution who deem not the hospitable reception of guests the chief duty of life.

Note. The nine sources of wealth possessed by the King of heaven are five species of omniferous trees; namely, अरणम्, मण्डः, संडः, हरिचंदनम्, पौर्जः, कर्पतम्: the cow, the sandal tree, the camphor tree, the sawo tree, and the flower Padmanadi.
(257)

CHAP. X.

On Courtesy.

This title is composed of ṛṣvamade, the plural of ṛṣva that which is sweet or pleasant and ṛṣva to speak, and might therefore be rendered more strictly, On affability.

I.

Fair are the words of those, but void of guile,
Who know that sterner virtue should be joined,
To mild affection.

"Fair are the words of those" &c.—From the first virtue of domestic life, which consists in cherishing the social affections, and is usually expressed in our language by the comprehensive phrase good nature, that which may be called either affability, courtesy, civility, urbanity, or politeness proceeds as an effect from it's generating cause, and is essentially necessary to the right discharge of the first duty inculcated by the Indian moralist in the preceding Chapter. For a cold observance of the forms of hospitality, without that kindness of manner and cheerfulness of temper, from which social intercourse derives all it's zest, is justly considered as destructive of it's most essential quality, and as depriving the act of it's beneficial effects on the relations of this life and the expectations of the next.

It is extraordinary that in so opulent a language as the Greek, no term should have been found to express this virtue. Aristotle, on whose authority this fact rests, describes it as the intermediate habit between flattery and moroseness, between that disposition which inclines the feeble minded in all cases to sacrifice their own opinions in deference to others, and that by which men are excited to contend for the mere sake of contention. In all modern languages
the idea is conveyed by many synonyms of various derivation and shades of meaning; but in no case liable to be confounded with either of the extremes, servility or rude ness: five of them in frequent use in our own tongue, I have accumulated with ease in the preceding paragraph and might have added to the number. The Tamil, the genius of which is to hint rather than to define the signification of its words, selects generally a single idea to indicate a class or series; and the author accordingly comprehends under a phrase, expressive of their principle characteristic, సైరాయ ప్రేమికం or స్మృతి ప్రేమికం pleasing speech the several modifications of the primary notion conveyed by affability courtesy, and similar terms. The Sanscrit, the genius of which, on the contrary, is to assign distinct names to every possible operation of the mind, expresses the variations of the leading notion, by many correlative terms: thus సైరాయ ప్రేమికం, from సైరాయ the mind, and a derivative from ప్రేమికం to make, act, means a state of mind predisposed to courteous acts & urbanity: సైరాయ ప్రేమికం, from ప్రేమికం speak combined with the particle పరుచి well, and the inseparable proposition ప్రేమికం equivalent, to the Greek εὖ and Latin per, signifies affability; and సైరాయ ప్రేమికం from the same root with పరుచి true, good, courteous intercourse, mutual civility; while పరుచి పరుచి and పరుచి పరుచి, the first from పరుచి more, with a proposition indicating proximity and the second from పరుచి in composition with పరుచి, are applicable to active civility, meaning courteous conduct, polite attention. All these are nearly synonymous in common use, unless a distinction founded on their proper meaning be intended, and signify neither more nor less than the preceding Tamil phrases; for in general language it is obviously indifferent whether the direct allusion be to the disposition of the mind or to the expression of it by word or gesture: hence it is optional to say సైరాయ ప్రేమికం or సైరాయ ప్రేమికం పరుచి or సైరాయ పరుచి పరుచి or సైరాయ పరుచి పరుచి పరుచి or సైరాయ పరుచి పరుచి పరుచి: స్మృతి ప్రేమికం he conducts himself politely.

The Grecian moralist, whose meaning, like that of the author of this work, is sometimes obscured by the severity and terseness of his style, in treating on this nameless virtue, seems to make a distinction between the demonstrations of courtesy and friendship, because the latter are dictated by affection, the former not. This distinction would hardly be admitted by the Indian moralists, but it is no doubt founded in nature; for courtesy does not necessarily include any special affection towards its object. Considered however, as an habitual virtue, this theory of its origin must be omitted, as it cannot be denied that it proceeds from affection in the abstract, from that tone of general kindness which the mind acquires by a just notion of right and wrong, the outward expression of which is complaisance and attention to others. Even the counterfeit forms of these, though in themselves unsubstantial ceremonies, have their source in the benevolent feelings by which social order is cemented; for those who possess them not are thus obliged, in outward expression at least, to imitate those who do.
"Sterner"—"mild"—these epithets are not in the original and perhaps are not required to complete the sense; but they do not impede it and are necessary to complete the measure of the verse.

sweet, pleasant, the root used adjectively for \(\text{_columns}\). \(\text{columns}\) an expletive particle. \(\text{columns}\) an affectionate temper; this lit. signifies coolness, but all terms having this sense are by the Tamil writers used figuratively to express amenity of disposition, in contradistinction to \(\text{heat}\) and similar terms which signify severity, harshness. \(\text{columns}\), united to; a contraction from \(\text{columns}\), a part. from \(\text{columns}\) to be united. \(\text{columns}\), lit. chaff, here deceit, fraud. \(\text{columns}\) without; lit. non-existent things, being the 3 pers. plu. neu. of the negative defective \(\text{columns}\), contracted from \(\text{columns}\), which are; the su. part. of \(\text{columns}\) virtue; the terms forming this compound are \(\text{columns}\) red, bright, beautiful, and \(\text{columns}\) a thing, wealth. \(\text{columns}\) or of those who perceive; the pron-part. masc. plu. of the past tense of \(\text{columns}\) to see, the nom. being used for the gen. \(\text{columns}\) of the mouth; the nom. for the gen. \(\text{columns}\) the words; the nom. governing the sub. v. understood which governs \(\text{columns}\) in the first line.

II.

\(\text{columns}\)

\(\text{columns}\)

\(\text{columns}\)

Though bounty may rejoice the heart, yet words, Of courtesy, which dress the face in smiles, Will more avail.

In so much as national courtesy is indicated by idiomatic expression, the Indian tongues exceed beyond comparison those of Europe in minuteness of distinction and strength of hyperbole. The inhabitants of Java, which island was at an early period colonized from Southern India, have it seems, created two separate dialects, one of which in common conversation is used by the superior and the other by the inferior; the Tamil does not go this length, the distinction being chiefly confined to the terminations of the verbs and pronouns. The highest expression of courteous adulation in the language is
dévarir, which is the Sanscrit term Dévali god conjugated in the second person plural, and literally signifies ye Gods; it is equivalent to your Majesty. Dévali is scarcely inferior; it is composed of plurals of an himself, ipse, and  he, that man and is equivalent to your highness. From these there are several descents through swatma, themselves, your excellency, Dānav your lordship, Śaṅ to yourselves, your honour and s you, to the simple thou.

This honorific mode of speech, is common also, to the first and third person; I do not know whether a Tamil prince ever indulged himself in the use of the term Gātha we gods, though the expression is grammatical; but saiv for I, and saiva for he are used to make superior distinction, while saiva and saiva they are often presumptuously or courteously employed, when difference of rank is scarcely apparent. In direct addresses it is considered respectful to use the vocative of the title appropriated to the caste of the person spoken to, either in the singular or plural as Gātha or Gātha. O Merchant, or Gātha or Gātha O Cultivator. Gāthā from Gāthā father is often prefixed, as Gāthā or Gāthā here Sir, O King! and it is used commonly as the English Sir! to superiors and equals; when it is intended to express great inferiority or contempt, the words Gāthā or Gāthā mas. and Gāthā fem. or more correctly Gāthā mas. and Gāthā fem. are employed and are equivalent to Sirrah! Sissy! Slave! wretch! "To fail in the proper use of the honorific distinctions, when really due, is considered a sign either of clownish ignorance or of offensive ill-manners; the expression Gāthā is nearly equivalent to the French totoyer, to which we have no corresponding phrase in English, as at present the distinction does not exist in practice, though there was a period in our history when to, thee and thou a person unadvisedly was the certain forerunner of strife. It must be observed that, like the English, the Tamil always uses in addresses to the Deity the simplex second person singular, and that in the high dialect, among the more ancient writers especially, but few instances occur of the licence. I have noticed; one of these cited in the K. C. J. Bachi's grammar De Elegantiori Lingua Tamilicae Dialecto, I shall here notice.

This instance occurs in one of the ancient works, the Chintāmani, where the honorific is used to express the excess of joy with which the heart of a mother is overthrown by the unexpected recovery of a long-lost and only son. The Queen Vijaya, the mother of Sivagen, the hero of the poem, was forced to fly, while far gone with child of him, from the field of battle in which the king her husband, Satyachen, was slain by his rebellious minister, and was overtaken by the pains of labor in a burning ground. Here she was compelled to abandon her new born infant, who was found and brought up by a man of the Vaisya cast. The mother took refuge with a society of
holy virgins (women strictly devoted, they are peculiar to the Jaina sect) in the wilderness, where she was discovered at length by her son, after he had arrived at a mature age and had acquired great renown by many glorious achievements; on this occasion she thus addresses him.

You are come to see me, miserable woman, who forsaketh the battle of swords the king mighty in arms and abandoned you also, in the field of the dead, O my lord Sivagn, whose breast equalieth in beauty the newly risen sun, not without pain to your feet, tinted with the bright color of which the red Lotus hath deeply drunk. In this verse is the vocative of Lord conjugated as an appellative in the second person plural, in which form occur the verb "you have come" and the pronoun "you.

� the mind. —  rejoice; the ger. of to be in concord with, to calm. — than giving; the verbal in in the 5th or 2nd abl. case, here implying comparison. — is certainly more excellent; the particle or gives this word an emphatic, and the preceding ablative in or a comparative meaning. — the face. — rejoycing. — pleasant. — a speaker; an appel. from speech. — to become. — or if he obtain; the subj. of to get, obtain. The sentence, constituting the second verse of this couplet, governs as a nom. the subs. v. understood, by which the term ending the preceding verse, is governed.

Note. The latin commentator though he has rendered the gerund in both places properly rejoycing, unaccountably reads both here and in the complect ranked as second in the preceding chapter and states it to be used for the ger. of to bloom, flower. I can find no authority whatever for this reading.
The grace of fair humility, the grace
Of courteous words, do all far more adorn
Than do all other ornament.

.rand of humility.—.rand the possessor.—.rand pleasant.—
.sed a speaker.—.rand the becoming; the verbal in réginien
with the preceding nouns. .rand and .rand and governing the
subs. v. understood.—.rand to any one; the dat. sing. of .rand one
person, from .rand the radical form of .rand one: in the plu. this word
always has the meaning here given to the sing. namely, some out of a
number, any, and, with the determinative .rand, all.—.rand is an orna-
ment: the nom. governed by the subs. v.—.rand are not; the 3rd pers.
neu. plu. of .rand it is not, governing the ac. plu. of .rand understood.—
. . . . an expletive.—.rand other things; the 3rd pers. neu. plu. of the
appel. .rand.

O, wherefore useth he discourteous words,
Who knows full well the sweets of courteous speech.

"The sweets of courteous speech."—The following illustration of this coup-
let is from a work called Sivasiva Ven'hâ, ( Sivasiva Ven'hâ ) resembling the
Magâ-nídi Súl'ámaní (see page 139), except that the examples, being in verse
are dressed in more laconic and pithy terms, and that citations from the origi-
nals, whence they are borrowed, are added. The whole story of the attempt
of Rávan'en, the giant king of Lánca, to overturn by the force of his single
arm the mountain Cailásam, which supports the heaven and throne of Síven,
may be seen in the 6th Section, of the prose translation of the Ùttara Râmâyán’am into Tamil by Chidambala Pandâram.
SIVASIVA VEN'I'

(263)

The lifter of the mountain (Rāvan'cīn) by the use of pleasing words having entered the sea of divine favor, obtained happiness, O Siva! O Siva! How then is it that he who feels that courteous speech, when united with virtue, giveth pleasure can use discourteous words?
COMMENT ON THE COUPLET.

While a man enjoyeth the pleasure caused by courteous words used by others towards himself, what profit can he obtain by neglecting this feeling and using discourteous words towards others?

EXAMPLE.

The example for this couplet is from the last book of the \textit{Ir\=am\=ay\=an}\=am where R\=avan\=en lifts up the mountain C\=ail\=ay\=um.

ORIGINAL STANZA.

When with fury he lifted up the mountain, he (\textit{\=S\=i\=ven}) pressed him down and scattered around the fragments of his crown encased with jewels; unable to endure this he sank to the infernal regions, but, when he had long remained there, he melted the heart of the God by the sweet and conciliatory strains of the \textit{Ir\=uc\=u} (\textit{R\=ic V\=ed\=am}) and obtained from him every boon he desired.

STANZAS FROM THE \textit{RA\=M\=AY\=AN\=AM}.

When he who is not subject to mortal birth, which resinous like the wheel of a chariot (the divine bull of \textit{\=S\=i\=ven}), cursed him the pitiless giant, regarding it only as the vain word of an angry devotee, he resolved to break in pieces the mountain C\=ay\=ile\=gi\=r\=i, which prevented his chariot from ascending to it's top, where evil never comes; he suddenly lifted it up, therefore, intending to reduce it to powder, and terrified all those then engaged in devotion on it's summit.

The god, who bears the new moon as the crown of his twisted hair, perceiving that the devotees were reeling in confusion, and that P\=ar\=v\=ati, that tender vine, trembled with alarm, pressed down the mountain with sudden and irresistible force, by the point of the great-toe of his sacred foot, shining like gold; the body of the sovereign of giants staggered under his load and, he whose mind was blacker than his outward form, cried aloud with fear.

While in this predicament, N\=a\=r\=a\=ra\=der came to him and according to his advice.

While he was thus singing (the \textit{Ric V\=ed\=am}), A\=ra\=n delighted embraced him, bestowed upon him the dominion of the three worlds for thirty five million of years, and gave him the enchanted weapons by which every kind of foe may be overcome; the giant having received these favors was permitted to depart.

\[\text{by pleasant words. - \textit{\=S\=i\=ven}}\] the sweetness, pleasantness.
\[\text{that is caused. - \textit{\=S\=i\=ven}}\] he who sees.
\[\text{wherefore; the first term is here used for \textit{\=S\=i\=ven}}\] why and the last may be accounted either an interrogative or expletive particle.
\[\text{hard words, the first term is used for \textit{\=S\=i\=ven}}\] strong, hard. - \textit{\=S\=i\=ven} are they used, or spoken. - \textit{\=S\=i\=ven} means both to practice and to speak.
Discourteous speech when courteous may be used, 
Is like the sickly appetite, which culls 
Fruit immature, leaving the ripe untouched.

illustrations:

Naladi-Nârû. 

If a fool, when angry with others without any cause for anger, like one who supposes he hath made an acquisition, without having in reality obtained anything, bewildered by passion, cannot crowd together abusive words, his tongue tingles all over.

O Lord of the country covered by mountains! although it may be difficult to exalt the good qualities of persons before their faces, of what are the tongues of those wretches made, who, standing in their presence, declare their faults for the purpose of destroying their reputation?
RA'AYAN'AM.

Wherever smoke is there fire bursteth forth; know, also, that wheresoever the world is there is sin, and hence the assistance of the sacred writers is especially necessary; let thy conduct, therefore, towards those who are at enmity with thee be ever meritorious, shew to them a smiling countenance, and let thy tongue speak to them pleasant words.

BARADAN.

Have any but those who were truly virtuous ever been endowed with courtesy in its purity? hath courteous speech ever belonged to those whose thoughts, whose words, and whose actions were at variance?

NYMNERI VEEL ACCAM.

A kind glance of the eye is the bud; a smiling face the opening flower; truth, graced by courteous words, the sweet fruit; and the generous are the immoveable and wealth-giving tree, which produceth liberality with other great and various benefits.

PAZHAMOZHI.

When the nature of bad words and good words is truly considered, will those who use hard words ever be found to prosper? good words have never been the cause of sorrow, though bad words often have.
The inmates of the sky behold with delight, O thou whose roseate lips resemble the fruit of the Coeia! him, who according to his means, is liberal to those united to him in affection, and neither speaketh slanderous words, nor words of unpleasant tendency, nor angry words, nor malicious words.

**NANNEI**

The world within the bounds of the ocean are delighted with pleasant words but never with those that give pain, O thou who resoundest with the noise of golden rings! the sea is not raised by the burning rays of the sun, but by the appearance of the cool-beamed moon.

**SIRUPANJA-MU'LM.**

Amity proceeds from courteous speech, and eminence from the rude words of the worthless; by studiously employing soft words universal benevolence is produced, and the mind in which this benevolence exists will attain to endless bliss.

**TAN DALEYAR-MALEE.**

Consider not the gift of a golden umbrella, or of clothes or jewelry ornamented with gold, as bestowing real wealth, unless the countenance bloom with pleasure like the fresh lotos, and civility and courtesy be maintained; then indeed it resembleth a shower of honey falling on a shed formed of sugar cane and filled with sugar, in the country blessed by thee O Tandaleiyar! who ever keepest by thy side the goddess whose speech would soften a rock of black stone.

**ARANEI-DIPAM.**
To study with intelligence and without forgetting what he has learned; to listen with a clear understanding to his teacher; to obtain honor by teaching that which he has heard to others; to speak no offensive words; these are the fruits they will obtain in a future life who observed a courteous address abstracted from all evil.

A form without defect, a mind of perfect purity, a foot which toucheth not the ground, an eye which winketh not, and a glorious and a triumphant station, equal to that of the heavenly thunderer, will be poured forth like a shower on those who have addicted themselves to pour forth courteous words flowing like honey even to persons of low estate.

Kindness towards all, attachment to princes, wealth, freedom from deception and from the interruption of friendship, intelligence, and strength, and beauty bright with the glorious rays of renown; these the wise say will all be conferred hereafter by affability, which proceedeth from benevolence.

To act without due reflection; to be void of true purity of mind; to be employed in an infamous occupation; to be born in a low cast; to be without honor; to speak that which should not be spoken; this will be the retribution to those by whom courtesy is not maintained.

Note. This is a composition of the Jainer. The works which have been or may be thus noticed are those which especially regard the tenets of this sect, and the study of which therefore is confined to those belonging to it; not those which, although written by them, as the Chinámaní, are known to the learned of all denominations.
CHAP. XI.

On gratitude.

This title is compounded of நிகர், the root of நிகர் to do, used as a past participle, நிகர் from நிகர் good, a benefit and நிகர் to know, recognize.

I.

Though earth and heaven could in return be given,
A benefit received when none was due
They would not recompense.

"Though earth and heaven" &c.—The virtues spring from virtues and are corroborated by the duties of life. Hence from a kind and affectionate disposition proceeds courtesy, and when the latter graces the substantial benefits of hospitality, gratitude must necessarily be produced. This is indeed only one source of this virtue; but in times of primeval simplicity it was that from which it most frequently proceeded, and the author has accordingly arranged his work in the order here indicated.

"When none was due"—is expressed in the original by the negative participle of the verb to do, நிகர் meaning none having been done; the act arising entirely from disinterested motives, no benefit having been previously conferred by the receiver. Parmél-azhager notices another reading of this verse—நிகர் meaning none having been done. There are those who declare another reading of this verse, putting the negative verbal instead of the gerund in the first verse, and interpreting it to mean—a benefit done when no return can be made to it—he prefers, however, the gerund as the better reading which I have preserved.

The following extract from the Siva-Siva Venba contains the example adduced in that work in illustration of this Couplet.
STANZA.

No search can discover a greater act of kindness, than that of him who received as an ornament into his own breast the spear flung at Víدان on O Síva! Síva! for HEAVEN AND EARTH CANNOT BE COMPARED TO A BENEFIT CONFERRED, without expectation of reward, WHEN NO PREVIOUS BENEFIT HAS BEEN CONFERRED.

COMMENT.

If heaven and earth were given in exchange for a benefit which one has done to others, without any benefit having been previously conferred on him
by them, they would not equal it. This is the meaning. There is an example of this in the Rāmāyanam when Lecumānaṇḍa receives in his breast the spear sent by Rāvānāswarn against (his brother) Vīdūraṇaṇḍa.

**Original Verse.**

Lecumānaṇḍa, being touched by compassion, prevented the spear thrown by the Giant from destroying the life of Vīdūraṇaṇḍa and received it in his own breast: who can estimate the value of the benefit, when those who possess the power of protection ward off the afflictions which those, under their safeguard would otherwise suffer?

**Rāmāyanam.**

Swift as the wind he left those who were in front behind him and, saying, “I will ward it from thee,” while the gods beholding that spear of lightning covered their eyes from pity, he received the weapon in his golden breast, so that it passed out at his back.

Beholding his brother, “O Lord,” said Rāmen, the courage which gives up life to protect those who rely on them is a distinguishing trait of the Rāgava race, O thou adorned by a garland of Tūlasi! thou hast dared to do this, but, though it be an act worthy of thee, it is not peculiar to thee.

Even he, the divinely virtuous, who for the sake of a dove slashed his body until it became one wound, was not equal to thee; what other thing remains there then to be spoken of (in the way of comparison)? those who are justly called benevolent, when they behold the affliction of their friends, are like the cow and her calf.

The story alluded to in the last verse is told in various works and in various ways; one is of a King who, to protect a dove which took refuge in his bosom from the fury of a hawk, gave the latter the flesh of his own body as her ransom. Pārvati was the dove and Śiva was the hawk who had assumed these forms to try the nature of this Prince.

It is supposed to be referred to in the second verse of the preceding Chapter (not translated); which is _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______. Those void of affection belong wholly to themselves, but even the bones of the affectionate belong to others—and Viramāmuni in the Tēmbāyāna thus applies it, borrowing the introductory word from this couplet:

______ _______ _______ _______ _______ ______.

______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______.

The affectionate will cut out their bones and bestow them on the objects of their affection; but who is he who hath given with his life, his bones and his
whole body to be eaten? who but thou (O Christ!) who here beggest food for thy subsistence, though thou nourishest all living with abundant food of every kind.

=Gəw= not having been done, i.e. any previous benefit; this term the neg. ger. of Gəw=, is here used absolutely, Gəw= being understood; the inf. of the affirmative verb is used with this meaning, which is the same as that of the ablative absolute of the Latin, but the neg. having no inf. the ger. is substituted for it.—Gəw= which has been done; the past. part. of the same verb.—=ə=ə= to a benefit: the dat. governed by =ə=ə=—=ə=ə=ə=ə= of the earth; composed of =ə=ə= the earth and =ə=ə= the interior, quasi all within the earth, the whole earth.—=ə=ə=ə= and heaven; a compound, similar to the preceding from =ə=ə= heaven and =ə=ə=. These terms united by the particle =ə= repeated are joint names of the following verbal.—=ə=ə==ə=ə= the comparison; the verbal in =ə= from the root =ə=ə= change.—=ə=ə= is impossible; 3d pers. sing. neu. from the root =ə=ə= difficult.

II.

Small as a grain of millet
Though it be, large as the towering palm
A benefit to grateful eyes appears.

"Small as a grain of millet" &c.—There is a verse in the Náladinánīrū nearly similar to this; it occurs in the Chapter On meanness, =ə=ə=ə=, which the authors not improperly consider as one of the characteristics of ingratitude.

"Large as the towering palm a benefit to grateful eyes appears".—Certain European writers, careless in their censures and slightly acquainted with the construction of the Indian tongues, have chosen to say, and others, equally careless and more ignorant, have chosen to repeat, that the Hindus have not in their language any word corresponding with gratitude; the inference from which they intend should be that the idea is unknown among them. To this calumny let this chapter of Tiruvalluver and the accompaniments to it be the answer, as in it the idea will be found to be expressed in many varying modes.
The charge of misrepresentation it may be attempted, however, to rebut by asserting that the idea cannot be expressed by any one word, compounds being always used to convey it; this is true, and it is true, also, that it is the genius of the Tamil and other Indian languages so to express all abstract ideas, those even, in preference, for which they have simple terms. Thus in Tamil this idea is also expressed by the compound  நாண் பிறோர் வந்து வந்து, the last member of which is the negative noun of action from விளையாடு to forget, and ingratitude by the same in the affirmative, விளையாட்டை பிறோர்; so in Telugu నిషాదుడు, of the same derivation, signifies a grateful man; in Sanscrit రామాయణం from the intensive రామం and the root రామ exchange and రామాయణం formed by the conjunction of the upasarga రామ from రామ a benefit, are terms differing in derivation from the preceding, but both meaning gratitude; while, of the compounds రామాయణం from రామ an act and రామాయణం he who knows, recognizes, and రామాయణం from the same and రామ a slayer, murderer, the first signifies a grateful and the second are ungrateful man.

If the virtuous have received a favor as small as a grain of millet they will consider it as large as a palm-tree; but if a favor as large as a palm, O king of the Country washed by sparkling waves! be conferred on the ungrateful, it will produce no benefit.

మిల్లి, a grain of millet.—మిత్ర పట్టు రామాయనం a benefit:—these three terms constitute a compound, of which the intermediate member is united to the first by రామాయనం గదు పట్టు కటగు, a word signifying similitude being suppressed, and with the last by రామాయనం గదు పట్టు, the termination or sign of the adjective being suppressed: these being supplied the sentence stands thus—మిత్ర పట్టు రామాయనం although it be done; the subj, of మిత్రం united with the particle మిత్ర and governed by the preceding nom. —పలం a palm or palmyra-tree.—పలం పట్ట, quantity. The construction of these terms is the same as of those to
which they rhymen.—The abbreviation of யூ to be : the inf. of யே. யேலும் they consider ; the 3d. person plu. masc. of யேணுண்டு to take ; இலல் the ger. of இலல் to think may be here supplied to complete the meaning, which is equivalent to the familiar English expression, I take it to be so, or, I think so.—யல்லான் fruit, profit.—யல்லாண் they who know; the 3d. pers. plu. masc. of யல்லாண், governing the preceding noun term in the nom. for the ac. or more appropriately, according to the expression of Tamil grammar, forming with it the compound called யல்லாண் யல்லாண் யல்லாண், the sign of the ac. case being suppressed.

Note. The construction assigned in the preceding couplet to சுமணேணுண்டு and சுமணே, and to சுமணே in this, gives them a passive sense, which the verbal forms denominated சுமணேணுண்டு, சுமணே, and சுமணேணுண்டு, by the Tamil grammarians, including parts. gers. and insfs., must frequently take when rendered into English; but these terms are in truth under regimen with a nom. understood, which is the real agent of the act, and governs as actives, the term by which the subject is expressed and by which, as passives, they are apparently governed. In the first couplet the agent of the act to do is person, and the subject benefit; the nom. அரே, therefore, should be understood both before சுமணேணுண்டு and சுமணே, and in the first line of this Couplet, which, when the whole elipsis is supplied should be written—சுமணேணுண்டு சுமணேணுண்டு சுமணேணுண்டு சுமணேணுண்டு சுமணேணுண்டு சுமணேணுண்டு. In either case the nom. supplied gives an active meaning to the ger. part. and subj. they respectively govern, and obviates the anomaly of passive forms being derived from active verbs. All forms liable to this apparent passive construction, of which the three already mentioned and the இலல் இலல் இலல் இலல் இலல் இலல், or the inf. used absolutely and corresponding with the ablative case absolute in Latin, are in most frequent use, can take it only when the subject is expressed and the agent understood, or when both are understood. Thus ; அரே யல்லாண் யல்லாண், if money be asked, he will give it; இலல் கோண் இலல், the business not having been done, I will not give the money; இலல் கோண் இலல் இலல், this is the business which was done; அரே யல்லாண், the money being asked (pecuniarquisita) he gave it. But when the agent only or both the agent and subject are expressed, they are actives constructively and naturally and ought always to be so construed, with, perhaps, the exception in some cases of the the past part. Thus அரே யல்லாண் யல்லாண் if you ask money, he will give it; அரே யல்லாண் யல்லாண் he departed without having done the work; அரே யல்லாண் யல்லாண் this is the work he has done; அரே யல்லாண் யல்லாண் having asked money, he gave it. The governing nominative being supplied in the latter examples demonstrates the real construction in the former, in which it is wanting.
The exalted mind no benefit esteems
By mere return repaid, but by the scale
Of its own greatness measures each.

"By the scale of its own greatness."—In the original the instrument is not mentioned, the literal sense of the words being,—it has its measure in the magnanimity of the receivers.—In the Latin commentary this verse is thus explained—"Sensus est, parvum etiam beneficium, si fiat magno viro, ab hoc plurimi aestimari; maximum quoque beneficiwm, si fiat abjeto viro, ab hoc minimi fieri; adeoque mensuram beneficii non esse sumendam a magnitudine vel parvitate favoris, sed a qualitate illius, cui facies."—Here it is clear, from the person of the last verb, that the conferrer is considered as the measurer of the benefit according to his knowledge of the character of the receiver and his consequent expectation of return. Parimèl-Azhager's paraphrase does not sanction this meaning; his words are—καὶ εἰς τὸ μέγατέρον ἔργον τοῦ ἄνθρωπον ἐκ τοῦ σωτηρίου τῆς ἑαυτοῦ κανόνας. "A benefit conferred, is not compensated merely by a return in any of the three modes, namely, by a favor of the same kind, by bestowing one's wealth, or one's time, but is commensurate with the magnanimity of him by whom it was received."—The latter is the better and correcter explanation, as the former implies a selfish consideration, which contradicts the doctrine inculcated throughout this Chapter.—It is the receiver not the conferrer, that the author represents as measuring the benefits; the return to which, he says, will not be like for like, but in proportion to the liberality and greatness of mind possessed by him on whom it has been bestowed.

benefit.—κατὰ τὸ μέγατέρον of the measure 3rd. per. neut. of κατὰ.
κατὰ, it is not. 3rd. per. neut. sing. of the root κατά.—from nom. governing κατὰ τὸ μέγατέρον, κατὰ τὸ μέγατέρον of those who received benefit plu. per. pro. of the verb καταλαμβάνειν to be done.—κατὰ τὸ μέγατέρον gen. of κατὰ τὸ μέγατέρον, magnitude κατὰ τὸ μέγατέρον of the measure implied the measure of benefit.
To one small favor though there may succeed
Deadly offence; the grateful from the mind will raise
For that all memory of this.

κατακτομένος killing; the gerund of κατακτήσας to kill.—κατάκτης like; a particle of similitude, properly the part. of the appel. root κατάκτ. so. The construction is the same as κατακτής...p. 62 in Couplet II. Chap. III. See Note Page 62.—μισθοῦ mischief, evil, lit. that which is unpleasant; the pron. part. neg. of μεθύ sweet, pleasant.—καθὼς although there be done: a subj. form of καθήκοντι—καθὼς they; nom. plu. of the dem. pron. καθὼς—καθώς done; past. part. of καθώκου—καθὼς one.—καθώς benefit.—καθώς when remembered, the inf. of καλοῦμαι to think, reflect, keep in mind. This is really governed by the preceding term in the nom., but together they have the effect of the Latin abl. abs.—beneficio in mente recordato.—κατακτέομαι will be annihilated, i.e. the mischief subsequently done; the 3rd. pers. su. of κατακτέομαι to become destroyed, governed by κατακτέομαι; both the nom. and the v. may be taken either in a singular or plural sense.

V.

Though every virtue by his hand expire
Yet may he live; but by the stroke he dies
When murdered gratitude before him falls.

"Though every virtue" &c. Parimél-Azhager renders the words καθώς by καθώς...κατακτέομαι the great virtues and adds this gloss—καθώς...κατακτέομαι.
The distinction of the great virtues includes the commission of such heinous crimes as cutting off the dugs of a cow, the destruction of the foetus by women, or the murder of Brahmins."—The meaning of the author is, that whatever other faults he may have committed, there is still hope that the backslider may be reclaimed, if grateful feelings shew that virtue is not entirely dead within him; but there is no hope when he crowns his other offences by the crime of ingratitude—Both the translation and explanation very inadequately convey the strength and vivid expression of the original.

**ILLUSTRATIONS.**

**AUVEIYAR'S ATTISHUD'I.**

**FORGET NOT BENEFITS.**

**AUVEIYAR.**

The good keeping in mind one favor received will forgive a hundred offences; but though a hundred favors be done to the bad they will, on receiving a single offence regard them all as offences.
When thou bestowest a favor on another, be not solicitous about the time
when it shall be returned; for after a little while the young Cocoa will give
undiminished from it's head the water it drank while growing.

NALADI NARURU.

The mountaineer thinks of his mountains, the husband-man of the culivated
land, the produce of which he gathers; the wise think of the special
benefits they have received from others, and the fool keeps himself only in
his own mind.

For one good turn they have received from another, the wise will endure
a hundred evils afterwards inflicted; but if they have received a hundred
good turns and have suffered only one evil turn, fools will consider the
hundred good turns as evils.

RATNA SIRI PATI.

Did not Vishnu, grateful for the benefits received from Anumär, who
supported him in his distress, endow him with life for the space of a Maga-
calpum? thus assistance opportunely afforded in the time of need, without
consideration of what has preceded or what may follow, can never be for-
gotten, O Lord of the court shimming with gems!

TANDALEYAR-SHATAGAM.
The deity, Tan'daleiyar adorned by the crescent moon, taking pity on me, hath removed the innumerable sins I have committed, but for the benefit he hath thus vouchsafed me have I conferred any favor on him? what can the earth do in return for the benefit conferred by the rain, by the aid of which corporeal life, and countless acts of devotion and charity are maintained? it must not forget it.

Although the seed of the mighty Al-tree be small, it becometh of vast appearance, and thus when a benefit as small as a grain of millet is conferred it should be considered greater than a Palm-tree; therefore, the world says that in the country blessed, by Tandaleiyar, at whose side is Umci adorned with large ear-rings, they who have received only a little salt will remember it during their lives.

Scandam.

To all who wickedly conceive the idea of doing any act, by which the minds of those who have conferred on them a single benefit may be aggrieved, this thought will become as an angel of death to destroy them; there requireth none other.

When those who have received a benefit consider what benefit they shall confer in return, they should account as the same the misfortunes which may happen to him from whom they have received it and to his relations, O Son of the Wind! to the benefits thou hast with so much trouble conferred on the daughter of Janagen, who wears a band on her ornamented bosom, my mind cannot conceive an adequate return.

Note. This is the address of Râmen to Anumâr after his discovery of Sitei when detained in captivity by Râvanaen.
Though a person, who from friendship hath given to another two measures of grain, taking advantage of this, shall use towards him angry and abusive words, the latter should not be angry with him. Who irreverently licks the butter which has been offered to the Gods?

Let those who have a grateful remembrance of an obligation ever serve them firmly, from whom they have received even a measure of grain; for know, O Prince of the shore on which roll the furious waves! that gratitude is not an adventure by sea in which merely two for one may be gained.

To conspire with their enemies to destroy those from whom, relying on our attachment to them, we have received protection, resembles, O prince of the long and rocky mountains abounding in precious stones! the severing, through forgetfulness, the branch by which one is supported.

Those who have cut off the uugs of a cow, or have destroyed the foetus in the wombs of jewel-bedecked women, or behaved harshly towards religious instructors, after a careful consideration of their offence may find means to cleanse themselves from it; but for him who even though the world were over-
turned, forgets the benefit he has received; there is no redemption; it has thus been said in moral writings, O Lord adorned by choice jewels!

SHENDICATTASHATAGAM.

Know that to confer a benefit on men whose minds are depraved is like painting ornamental devices on the water; and know, also, that a single benefit conferred on those whose conduct is without reproach, will long endure, O thou protected Shendit under the form of a merchant.

MUDURBI.

A benefit conferred on the worthy resembles an engraving on stone; but to confer it on those whose hearts are void of kindness is like writing on the water.

Even as the physician, who cured the striped Tiger of his sickness, became his prey, so a benefit conferred on the ignorant and worthless may be compared to an earthen vessel falling on a stone.

BARADAM.

Hear thou whose words are as sweet as honey! the pleasure and profit one receives from bestowing a favor is always equal to the understanding of him on whom it is conferred.
The goddess of prosperity will forsake him who betrayeth the prince, adorned by fresh garlands, by whom he hath been exalted; but on this earth none shall ever be able to root out his race, who is faithful to such a protector.

He said—those who die in defending the chief by whom they have been protected and exalted, shall enjoy the company of the celestial nymphs adorned with garlands of the heavenly Carputam, while on earth they shall be praised in the songs of Poets and the fame of their Valor, spreading abroad shall stand even blazoned in stone.

Those who have never possessed riches are preferable to those who have lost them; the poor are preferable to those who keep their wealth to themselves; those who restrain their passions are preferable to those who allow their anger to break out in abuse; and the grateful are preferable to those from whom they have received favors.
CHAP. XII.

On Equity.

This title is compounded of the terms ἡγεμονία justice and ἀγένεσις a verbal from ἀγένεσα to stand, and lit. signifies therefore persistence in justice.

That virtue, which in all relations holds
Unchangeably it's nature, that alone
Deserves the name of justice.

"Unchangeably it's nature"—The virtues and duties on which the preceding Chapters treat, springing directly from the benevolent affections, regard more especially those with whom man is immediately connected; the subject of this Chapter has a larger scope as it applies to all mankind. The virtue here intended, however, is not political justice, on which the Author treats in the first part of the second Book (see Illustrations): it is that modification of general benevolence which regulates the conduct of man to man and prevents him equally from doing that which is unjust, and refusing to do that which is just; it is that universal law which Cicero describes as—vera lex, recta ratio, nature conguenae, diffusa in omnes, constans, sempiterna, que vocet ad officium jugendo, vetando a fraude deterret;—Neque est quaerendas explanator, aut interpres ejus alius: nec erit alia lex Roma, alia Athenis, alia nunc, alia posthac: sed et omnes gentes, et omni tempore una lex et sempiterna et immortalis continebit; unusque est communis, quasi magister et imperator omnium Deus ille, legis hujus inventor, discipulator, lator;—This description, however, is intended to apply only to that natural law or rule of right of which the Deity is said to be the Author because he has conferred on men, as one of the inherent faculties of human reason the power of discriminating accurately the true from the false, and, consequently, of de-
ciding justly as to wright and wrong. The habitual exercise of this power in this direction should perhaps in precise language be called rectitude or probity, in which sense it differs but little from virtuous habit in general, whence the adage that Justice comprises virtue or, as it is better expressed in a passage ascribed to Pythagoras, is the mother and nurse of the other virtues. — Δοκείτε τον άνθρωπον των δικαιοσύνης ματήρα τε και τιμήν τού άλλων αρετῶν προσελθεί. But the Tamil term which I have translated equity, and which might be rendered distributive justice, differs from this as it implies also, subjectio to those laws which the Hindus believe to have been derived, indirectly, by revelation from the Deity, and which embrace all the precepts of the Sūtras that regulate the intercourse of man with man, and constitute, consequently, the moral portion of this division of the Hindu Scriptures.

Aristotle defines distributive justice to imply equality, and to be that habit which prevents men from arrogating to themselves on any occasion more than the share to which they are justly (morally) entitled. It is the duty of a judge, he adds, in the administration of corrective justice, to restore this equality when deranged, by finding the middle term between the loss and gain which have accrued to the parties litigating, and restoring the equilibrium between them; hence in Greek justice, δικαιοσύνη signifies equal distribution and δικαστήριον an equal distributor, being evidently from δίς in composition, and μέτρον instruo. With this definition and etymology the Tamil compound which gives title to this Chapter intimately corresponds; for மலை means primarily the Middle, and justice by a metaphor only, and மலை கட்டுமான, consequently, maintenance of a middle station or state of equilibrium with regard to all others, not moving to either side or being biased, as the Hindu Lawgivers strongly express it, by any consideration of fear, anger, or affection மலை கட்டுமானம் முயற்சி ஒழுங்கம் இழந்தது மலை கட்டுமானம்.

司法. This word, a derivative from மலை to be fit, is the same as மலை கட்டுமான, ordinance, observance, and all terms having this meaning are synonymous with மலை கட்டுமான justice. — மலை may be called; the inf. of மலை முடிக்க மலை ஒன்று, single. மலை, virtue. மலை, மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மalan மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை கட்டுமான மலை க�்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்டேட்...
ceed — if it obtain. The last word is nearly expletive the phrase being exactly equivalent to the simple term if it proceed.

II.

By justice do the just their wealth uphold,
And confirmation, strong as virtue's self,
Bequeath their heirs.

of justice; this word is from to declare, the declaration of that which is right being the especial purpose of the scriptures, of the possessor, the gains, loss, without the gen. of . To obtain a literal version in English, this sentence must be read backwards; this is a rule almost universal in construing Tamil, to his children, and the highest happiness, will accrue, from the root possess.

III.

Unerringly the just and unjust shews
The state in which their progeny is found.

Though the import of these two couplets be the same, they have both been translated on account of their remarkable accordance with a passage in the Psalms, where the Royal Bard says—' I have been young and am now old; yet have I not seen the righteous forsaken, nor his seed begging bread.' The Indian writer, however, considered the fact as the retribution of the Deity, who fixed the doom of every soul, before its connection with the body, according to the good or evil deeds of its pre-existent states.
the righteous, the just, the past part. plu. masc. of स्वस्त्व to be fit.—सन्न्यसिष्ठ the unrighteous, the unjust, from सन्त्य a derivative from the same त and सत्य, from सत्य, they who are not.—सत्य it is said, the neu. pron. part. su. from सत्या.—अतिरिक्त of each, the dem. pron. अति repeated in the nom. plu. used for the gen.—सत्य स्वस्थ by their children; i.e. by the state in which their children are found, whether prosperous or unprosperous.—सत्य स्वस्थ will be seen; from अति स्वस्थ to see made passive in the 3rd pers. neu. su. by-अति.

IV.

सत्य स्वस्थ देव संस्कृतिज्ञ निर्देशित निर्देशित

It is the glory of the just to stand
Like the adjusted balance duly poised
Nor swerve to either side.

"Like the adjusted balance"—The balance is an emblem of justice in India as well as in Europe. We have received the idea from the ancient figure of Justice personified with a pair of scales in her hand, but in India it was actually connected with the administration of the law. Formerly every court had a balance as a necessary part of its apparatus; it was kept apart in a place appropriated to it called सत्य स्वस्थ देव संस्कृतिज्ञ निर्देशित निर्देशित, which name was frequently given to the Court itself; and was employed in the performance of one of the five दर्शन तिरंगा or great ordinances, which after this instrument was called सत्य स्वस्थ देव संस्कृतिज्ञ निर्देशित निर्देशित. In Sanscrit सत्य स्वस्थ देव संस्कृतिज्ञ निर्देशित, the supporter of the balance is a periphrasis for King.

सत्य स्वस्थ देव संस्कृतिज्ञ निर्देशित निर्देशित equity: this is a Sans. term, सत्य स्वस्थ देव संस्कृतिज्ञ निर्देशित samam equal, whence I fancy the Eng. word same.—सत्य स्वस्थ देव संस्कृतिज्ञ निर्देशित doing.—सत्य स्वस्थ देव संस्कृतिज्ञ निर्देशित virtue.—सत्य स्वस्थ देव संस्कृतिज्ञ निर्देशित the balance; metonically from सत्य स्वस्थ देव संस्कृतिज्ञ निर्देशित the su. part. of सत्य स्वस्थ देव संस्कृतिज्ञ निर्देशित to lift up and सत्य स्वस्थ देव संस्कृतिज्ञ निर्देशित a rod.—सत्य स्वस्थ देव संस्कृतिज्ञ निर्देशित like.—सत्य स्वस्थ देव संस्कृतिज्ञ निर्देशित being adjusted past. part. of सत्य स्वस्थ देव संस्कृतिज्ञ निर्देशित to be adjusted.—सत्य स्वस्थ देव संस्कृतिज्ञ निर्देशित on one side.—सत्य स्वस्थ देव संस्कृतिज्ञ निर्देशित not swerving; the neg. Verb. of तिरंगा to swerve.—सत्य स्वस्थ देव संस्कृतिज्ञ निर्देशित to the wise; virtuous.—सत्य स्वस्थ देव संस्कृतिज्ञ निर्देशित is the ornament.
The author of the Siva-Siva Venbā gives the following illustration of this verse.

SIVASIVA VENBA.

The Māl (Vishnu) for violating justice was transformed into a red-eyed serpent by the Matiron of Nangei (Parvati). O Siva! Siva! it is the beauty of the wise, to remain unbiased like the beam of the balance, which neither bends nor to either side.

COMMENT.

To remain unbiased like the balance, which being previously duly poised rightly adjusts itself after the weights are placed in the scales, is the beauty of the wise. The example of this is from the Ubadēsa. Cāndam, when it is stated that Nārāyaṇa, for failing in justice, was cursed by the Goddess (Parvati) when she played at dice with Paramēswara.

ORIGINAL VERSE.

While Umei was playing at dice with the God Siven, Vishnu being bidden by her to say justly who had won or lost, unwilling to declare that Siven was the loser, decided wrongly in his favor; Umei incensed at this cursed him, saying "become thou a snake of the Mountain"; those who have heard this will not be inclined to deviate from impartiality.
Thou who hast seen with thine eyes what has passed, utterest one thing by thy mouth and retainest another in thy heart, denying that which thou sawest; therefore said the Goddess shall thou for many ages bear the form of a fierce serpent deprived of the Sense of seeing.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

Of the following extracts those which are given first are taken from the first part (யபாகோன் on the nature of the kingly authority) of the Second Book of this work (entitled, இறுவொர். On Wealth) Chapters XVII and XVIII கோத காணூறு The uprightness of the Sceptre, and, கார்பா காணூறு The obliquity of the Sceptre, where the Author treats on administrative or corrective justice.

Carefully considering the facts, without yielding to feelings of compassion, acting with integrity towards all, and deciding according to law; so to act is to administer justice.

CHAP. XVII.

The Sceptre of a King (i.e. the administration of justice) was the cause of the practice of virtue, and of the observance of the law of the sacred teachers.

Note. குழும்மை means Brähmans generally, but here the Rishis, or Sages, through whom the law was revealed.

The whole world embraceth the feet of the Monarch of extended dominion, who, in administering justice, (lit: in directing his Sceptre)embraceth all his subjects.
In the Country of which the sovereign duly administereth justice (lit. directeth his Sceptre to the right place) both the rain failleth in its season and the harvest is abundant.

It is not the lance which giveth victory to a king; but his Sceptre (the symbol of justice) if it never deviate from right.

A king defendeth the whole world and justice, if strictly administered, defendeth the king.

The act of the king in punishing those guilty of murder resembleth the weeding of green corn.

CHAP. XVIII.

If a king enquiring day by day administer not justice, day by day will his kingdom fall into ruin.

The King who inconsiderately neglecteth the administration of justice, will lose both his wealth and his subjects.

The tears of those who suffer from the injustice of the prince are files by which his felicity is worn away.

From the uprightness of the Sceptre (from their justice) princes obtain immortal renown: if deficient in this respect the glory of princes cannot last.

It is worse than poverty, to be subject to the sceptre (sway) of an unjust prince.
Having passed my days here like the centre of a beam whose scales are equally poised with weights and goods, I anxiously desire to be relieved from the grievous afflictions with which humanity is troubled and to attain endless happiness: deign to grant this.

Those who enjoy the advantages of descent from ancient greatness, knowledge of sciences, and various learning, should regard justice, although their prosperity and condition suffer by it: they who have divested themselves of fraud have truly maintained devotion.

He who bears the whirling disk, (Vishnu,) he who is distinguished by the forked weapon (Siven,) and the husband of the intelligent Vani (Brahma;) if these three were divested of wisdom, virtue, equity, and mercy, what else would remain to them?
If a prince be courteous in words, liberal in gifts, worthy of esteem, pure in all his actions, revered, victorious, and strictly adhere to the path of equity, can he ever be ruined?

Is there any time in which the good expect protection, except when princes, forsaking all that is contrary to right, and as steady as the tongue of a gold-weighing balance, support the world?

Pazha Mozhi.

The prince who knoweth the law should not swerve therefrom, but should be alike impartial to the rich and the poor; if, swerving from the law, he be not impartial, it is the same as if from one breast flowed water and from the other milk.

In a game at dice by mutual agreement, a bye-stander will interest himself for one of them; although their children are all excellent yet mothers will differ in their affection towards them (i.e. will prefer some to others.)

Chintaman'i.

The Damsel, whose long eyes darted glances keen as the spear of the warrior, said—“is it not the nature of the world, that, when one is attached to another all the wrong he doth is accounted right, and when averse, that all the right he doth is accounted wrong”?
They who believing that both the mighty Indra, enjoying all felicity, and a little wayward monkey reap advantages proportionate to their respective deeds, do not commend the one saying, it is difficult for others to equal him, or slight the other saying it is easy to do so; those of enlightened understanding, who thus act justly in both respects, are, also, enlightened by a knowledge of the Lord.

ARANERI CH'ARAM.

It belongeth to the wise to consider a thing, free from anger or partiality; when in anger the real nature of the thing cannot appear; when partial, the perception of it's faults will be lost.

STIRUPANJA-MULAM.

An Elephant is the ornament of an army, slenderness of waist the beauty of a maiden; manners are adorned by strictly keeping a promise, and so, also, is the sceptre; soldiers are adorned by unshrinking bravery.

BARADAM.
In ancient time Virôsanen born of the son of Iranthgen (named Bragallden), being united in friendship with the son of a sage, the two studied together under one teacher and completely acquired all the sciences; afterwards beholding in a certain city a young damsel, they both sought her in marriage.

Each of them addressed the damsel separately for the purpose of winning her to his arms; considering this in her mind she said, I will marry which ever of you is the more learned. Thus not being able to cross the sea of her love, who resembled the loony of the grove, nor to endure the violence of their passion, they disputed together bitterly, each claiming pre-eminence in knowledge.

At length the son of the sage, confident in success, and Virôsanen agreed to appeal to Bragallden the father of the latter, in whom the whole circle of science was incarnated in a material body, and who was profoundly versed in expositions; accordingly they repaired to his presence, informed him of the dispute which had arisen between them and intreated him to examine them in all they had learned.

He in his own mind made no difference between the prince his son and the son of the sage, but as he was not able to determine which excelled in knowledge, he repaired to the golden feet of the holy sage Cásipen and, having reverentially addressed him, requested him to decide to which of the youths the maiden should belong; but the mind of the sage, powerful in all religious knowledge being, also, confused on this point he said:

"It is declared in the four Védas that they who decide, without clearly understanding the case, or, understanding it with partiality, their bodies
being entangled in the bonds of punishment for a thousand successive years, shall sink with distracted minds into an excruciating hell; I can say nothing, therefore, to this dispute. Depart and make it known to others.” Accordingly they repaired to their own country.

Having filtered their minds though the Vedas, the sciences and general knowledge, and weighed their several attainments Bragaldden declared, according to right, that Sudenu, the son of the sage, excelled and he, being by his forbearance declared the superior, obtained the golden vine of his desires in marriage. The king of Heaven and all the Gods proclaimed that for equity the equal of the son of Iran'iyan did not exist.
CHAP. XIII.

On Self-control.

The title of this Chapter is derived from \( \text{சுஷ்யம்} \) to recede neu. (whence \( \text{சுஷ்யம்} \) to cause to recede, subdue), and signifies lit. therefore, subjection, restraint.

I.

\( \text{சுஷ்யம்} \) \( \text{சுஷ்யம்} \) (\( \text{சுஷ்யம்} \))

To intercourse with gods
Forbearance leads; but passion unrestrained
It's victims, plunged in utter darkness, leaves.

"To intercourse with gods forbearance leads"—Forbearance or self-control, the subject of this Chapter, is defined by the Commentator—the being possessed of control over the body, the speech, and the will so as to prevent those straying into the path of vice, \( \text{சுஷ்யம்} \) &c. and the opposite to it consequently is the want of such control, proceeding either from imbecility, or natural weakness of disposition, or from intemperance, or the ascendency of any of the passions over reason. Self control in fact is only a form of that wise self-love, which may be considered as the origin of all good habits, as benevolence or the love of others may be of all active virtues; it is near akin to patience and prudence, which differ from it chiefly in being employed on extraneous objects. On the former the Author treats in this desire of his work, but Prudence ranks among the regal virtues and is placed therefore, in the First Part of the Second Book under the title \( \text{அது} \) literally signifying knowledge; in Tamil the more frequent acceptations of the words \( \text{அது} \) for the learned and \( \text{அது} \) for the ignorant, are the virtuous and the vicious. With regard to others, self control is in it's ordinary operation a passive virtue; but not less conducive, therefore, than the more active virtues and duties to the happiness of human life. For without that mutual forbearance, due
from each to all, society could not exist; perpetual brawls, in spite of law or power, would make this world a fit residence for demons only, and anticipate the threat of future punishment denounced in this couplet against those, who, by allowing the violent passions to obtain the mastery over them, vitiate their nature and prepare themselves for the perpetration of every crime.

In the Chapters which precede this, the Author treats on the virtues and duties of domestic life which affect others; and in those that succeed, with a few exceptions, on the habits, good and bad, which, however beneficial or hurtful to others, more immediately affect the individual subject to them, and which may all be considered as proceeding from Self-control or the opposite. It is remarkable that in this arrangement Tiruvalluver coincides exactly with that adopted by Aristotle in his Ethics to Nicomachus, though in other respects, both in general theory and in the distribution of their subject, they differ considerably; the Indian assigning affection or benevolence as the efficient cause of all good, and the Grecian by placing that modification of it which he calls friendship at the conclusion of his work, seeming rather to consider it as the final cause of virtue.

—I...forbearance.—क्रोण the gods; this is a Sanscrit term from the root दि die with the privative अ prefixed and corresponds these with the greek Αθάνατοι the immortals.—among.—ए नियं will conduct: the 3rd pers. neu. sing. of एगंिः will cause to arrive at.—एकाकात् want of forbearance: the neg. verb. from एकाकात् to be restrained. एक full, that which fills, dense; the root of एका to fill, used participially.— एक darkness.—एक conducting to.—एक, will leave.

II.

Though self-control be excellent in all
It most befits the envied state of those
That fortune smiles upon.

—good. — will be the contr. 3rd. pers. neu. su. of एका. —एका forbearance; this word primarily signifies
reverence, but like other words of this meaning, secondarily obedience
submission: Parimél-azhager renders it here ருபையுனனும் புனேஸ்
to refrain from thinking greatly of oneself.—பொர்மு历代 and among
them: என here forms the loc. c. with அல்ல to which the conj. அல் is
added.—சோம்மீன்ளோ to the happy especially.—சோம்மீனோ to the hap-
iness.—சோம்மீனோ it belongs. The two last terms ought to form a com-
pound, சோம்மீனோசோம்மீனோ, the final nasal of the first being retained,
according to the Commentator, for the sake of the sound only; சோம்மீ
சோம்மீனோசோம்மீனோ may be rendered belonging to happiness it
especially befits the happy.

III.

TF குறுகியானா தோன்றியுள்ளனால்
சுருக்கியது முனேசு குறுகியானா

(67)

Though unrestrained all else, restrain thy tongue
For those degraded by licentious speech
Will rue their tongue’s offence.

for வேறு, all; this term simply means what, but with the
generalizing particle என், omitted in this and other instances by the
author, takes the signification here given it.—ஏற்று they do not
guard.—சேலும் although.—என்ன the tongue.—வேறு to guard.—என
நேசு if not careful; வர்மோ whence the two preceding terms are
derived, means to guard, watch, be vigilant and என lit. time is in
similar phrases equivalent to the English if and when.—முறையும்
they will suffer distress, 3rd pers. plu. fut. of the verb வேறுமோ to
suffer distress.—ஏனை the speech.—சேலும் மேண்டோ being base; a
compound formed of மேண்டோ baseness, meanness and மேண்டோ the ger.
of மேண்டோ.
The wound may heal, though from a burning brand,  
And be forgotten; but the wound ne'er heals  
A burning tongue inflicts.

by fire.—burned: from to burn act, set fire to.  
of a wound.—the interior.—will heal; the 3rd pers. neu. su. from to be cooled; appeased.—made emphatic by never will be healed.—by the tongue.—burned.—the wound.—In the initial and antepenult term the final is converted, according to rule, to before  

ILLUSTRATIONS.

INNA NA'RPADU.

As boldness becometh not him who professeth forbearance, as boasting becometh not him whose courage hath not been tried, as the appropriation of a deposite is unbecoming, even so are the words of those who forbear not to those who forbear.

PANHA-MOZHI.
(299)

இந்தப் பாணியில் கீழ்க்கண்ட பெருமையளாற்று
கொண்டு உணர்த்தும் கூற்றுகள் - தொலை
வாயில் நூலின் பல கூற்றுகளையும்
நோக்கில்லாக பானைக்கலாம்

தொலைநூல் நூலின் கூற்றுகளும் கூற்றுகளும்
அதன் செயற்பாடுகளும் அதன் விளைவுகளும்
ஏற்றுக்கொள்ளவும் விளக்கவும்

ங்கள் பிரமாண்டம் வந்த நாட்டுப் பொருள்
ஆனால் இது குறிப்பிட்டு என்று
சொல்ல வேண்டும் என்று இந்தக் கூற்று
பாத்திரக் கூற்று வெளியிட்டு

இந்தப் பாணியில் கீழ்க்கண்ட பெருமையளாற்று
கொண்டு உணர்த்தும் கூற்றுகள் - தொலை
வாயில் நூலின் பல கூற்றுகளையும்
நோக்கில்லாக பானைக்கலாம்

தொலைநூல் நூலின் கூற்றுகளும் கூற்றுகளும்
அதன் செயற்பாடுகளும் அதன் விளைவுகளும்
ஏற்றுக்கொள்ளவும் விளக்கவும்

ங்கள் பிரமாண்டம் வந்த நாட்டுப் பொருள்
ஆனால் இது குறிப்பிட்டு என்று
சொல்ல வேண்டும் என்று இந்தக் கூற்று
பாத்திரக் கூற்று வெளியிட்டு
Forbearance is known only to the wise. To the unforbearing praise themselves even unwittingly; O King of the country whose mountains are ornamented by clear water gushing from the rocks! the water in a full pot is not subject to agitation.

Fools, accustomed to speak evil of others when concealed, bring themselves into trouble by their unguarded discourse; thus O Damself, a frog-fish though hidden in the sand, betrays itself to destruction by its voice.

When people are praised by those intimately connected with them they should at once reject the flattery, O King of the hills covered by the bamboo! People do not adorn themselves with ornaments though their own property of unsuited to their rank.

Worthless people, who have addicted themselves to evil speaking are incapable of restraining their tongues; O King of the Sea where ships roll like those intoxicated by palm-wine! there is none who can carry the wind on his shoulder.

O King of the great Mountains! the wise keep sacred those secrets which ought not to be known by others; to impart them to the low-minded is like placing cotton on the top of palm, whence it disperses itself abroad.

They who restraining themselves keep in subjection their five senses in three respects (namely thought, word, and act), and acquire in this transitory life a spiritual guide to the life after this, are like those that fix their spade upon the mountain Colb.

To bestow supreme power and great riches on one who keeps not his will in subjection, and who lives not a good and pure life, is like placing a fire brand in the hand of a monkey.

Although one be born in an illustrious family, possess inexhaustible wealth and be the favorite of the princes, yet he should not inordinate desire to be distinguished by Kings, for self-subjection is the chief virtue both for this world and for the world to come.

Those who having conquered haughty enemies yet do not vaunt their own prowess in order that others may praise them, are like such as though so intoxicated as to be falling, yet tie not up (valuables) so that they shall dropout.
Those whose tongues are adorned by learning and knowledge (the wise) fear the disgrace of evil-speaking; the unwise indulge therein; thus on the Palm-tree the dry leaves maintain a perpetual rustling, while the green leaves make no noise.

Although deeply instructed in the knowledge of truth, those who have not accustomed themselves to restraint can never be restrained. O large-eyed beauty! thus, though the wild-pumpkin be dressed with salt, clarified butter, milk, fire and various condiment, its natural bitterness will never be removed.

If one be deaf to the secrets of others, blind to the wife of his neighbour, though well acquainted with her excellencies, and dumb in calumniating others, in him it is not necessary to inculcate virtue.

The worthy, although they have attained to wealth and dominion, indulge not in haughty language, but if the mean have acquired the wealth of one Câni (1-80th part) added to one mañîri (1-80th) they will regard themselves as Indren the king of heaven.
If one submit himself to the conscience in his own breast there is no benefit that he may not obtain; but if he follow the dictates of his ruinous will, he resembles a male elephant subjected to the female.

O my heart! I can by no means keep thee under restraint, and if I cannot restrain thee what else can I restrain? could I effectually restrain thee I should possess the key that openeth heaven.

Those, who bind the elephant of the senses, with the cord of wisdom, to the pillar of the will, obtain for themselves the reward of fame in this life and of happiness hereafter.

Note. Vira-mānuni has appropriated the thought expressed in this verse. See the first verse of the extract from the Tēmbhāvari at Page 64.

Pride not thyself for having acquired various knowledge, the hood umbrella will shelter thee from the spreading beams of the sun, and among the unlearned a word may prevail which will become an axle-tree to the learned.
They who, although residing in the midst of a city, keep their minds entirely under subjection, really dwell in the wilderness, the groves of which distil honey: and those whose minds are not under subjection, although residing in the wilderness, are as if they had returned to the inhabited country and dwell in the midst of a city.

VALDIRODI.

As the tongue is destructive of prosperity, and often sheweth its owner in fetters, sendeth him into exile, or even plungeth him into hell, a more careful restraint should be placed on it than even on the five senses.

NADVADHARUKH.

Knowing what ought to be known and submitting thereto; fearing what ought to be feared; performing every duty so as to satisfy the world; and living in the enjoyment of pleasure according to their means; they who are thus disposed never experience the evils of life.

Flee from pleasure.
Although they be ruined, think not of prejudicing their joy; however, they may deserve it, as not with those tokens whom they should not do (even) their body by hunger; speak not falsehood; intermeddle with truth, although